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Abstract 

Title: Planning in the ‘New Reality’ – Strategic Elements and Approaches in Swedish Municipalities 

This dissertation deals with Swedish planning practice. It focuses on municipalities as the 
Swedish Planning and Building Act describes the planning of land and water as a municipal 
concern. The main theme of this dissertation is the comprehensive plan, which has played a 
key role in planning legislation since 1987. 

Central to this dissertation is a discourse in contemporary Swedish planning practice 
referred to as the ‘new reality’. The name of this discourse reflects the notion that planning 
practice interprets the conditions of today as differing from those which occurred previously. 
The urban landscape is perceived as increasingly complex, dynamic, and competitive, where 
strategic alliances must be built between municipalities and private and public actors at 
different levels. Both the influence of private actors and such factors as climate effects 
contribute to that much of what may happen in the future is experienced as uncertain and 
unpredictable. In this context of complexity, uncertainty, and governance, municipalities 
must find a way to manage planning tasks connected to the social, environmental, and 
economic dimensions of ‘sustainability’, tasks that may be at the same time interdependent 
and contradictory. The social and environmental dimensions of sustainability provide the 
municipality with a spectrum of tasks that range from local welfare tasks to national and 
global environmental and climate concerns, the time span ranges between short-term and 
long-term, and the degree of concreteness ranges from the specific to the vague. 
Furthermore, tasks connected to the wellbeing and safety concern not only the own citizens 
but also humankind in general, and both today and in the future. Tasks of economic 
sustainability are, in the ‘new reality’ discourse, closely connected to ‘growth’. As growth is 
regarded as desirable, the assumed situation of competition between cities, municipalities, 
regions and nations means that it is considered important to find ways to be attractive to 
both the market and to new potential citizens. That notwithstanding, municipalities must 
also handle the effects from growth. 

The starting point of the dissertation is that it is easier to make good decisions (short-term, 
emergent) based on previous decisions (long-term, structure), in order to make gains in 
terms of social, environmental and economic sustainability, but also to bring efficiency gains 
in development decisions. Legislation assumes that the comprehensive plan serves such a 
function – it should both constitute political decisions for future development, and a 
planning data that allows holistic assessment. However, today, in many municipalities, it 
does not function as such. With reference to recently revised planning legislation’s intention 
to strengthen the strategic role of the comprehensive plan, this dissertation elaborates upon a 
development of the comprehensive plan based on a strategic perspective. 

The dissertation contributes to knowledge by confirming that comprehensive planning could 
indeed be developed based on a strategic perspective, and that this could provide 
municipalities with a possibility for an active role in development within the conditions of 
the ‘new reality’ discourse. It does so by visualising the use of strategic elements and 
approaches in Swedish municipalities’ work with planning and development; the 
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application of elements such as strategic contextual awareness, strategic selectiveness, 
strategic responsiveness, and strategic governance. Furthermore, as the design of the 
comprehensive planning process is discussed from the perspective of forums-arenas-courts 
(Healey, 1997; Bryson 2004), the view of what in fact is planning is expanded, thereby 
including formal as well as informal, visible as well as invisible, processes and decisions on 
different levels and with difference degrees of concreteness, that influence development. 
Comprehensive planning concerns a variety of processes that take place not in the planning 
game, but in the development game. 

The empirical case data indicates that in order the comprehensive plan to function as 
strategic nodes in the development game, it must be able to handle both long-term 
undertakings and emergence. This dissertation therefore poses criteria for the design of a 
strategic comprehensive plan, and urges for the development of praxis and the clarification 
concerning the possibility for comprehensive planning to serve a strategic purpose to handle 
the conditions and problems that municipalities face. 

Keywords: Planning theory, planning practice, municipality, region, comprehensive 
planning, strategic planning, forum-arena-court, case study. 
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Svenskt abstract 

Titel: Att planera i ’den nya verkligheten’ – Svenska kommuners strategiska grepp och 
tillvägagångssätt 

Denna avhandling handlar om översiktsplanering i svensk kommunal planeringspraktik. 
Den utgår från en övergripande svensk planeringsdiskurs som benämns som ’den nya 
verkligheten’. Namnet illustrerar att kommunerna uppfattar att deras förutsättningar att 
medverka i - och påverka - planering och utveckling idag skiljer sig från tidigare. Man 
uppfattar att resurserna är mindre än tidigare. Man uppfattar att strategiska allianser måste 
byggas mellan privata och offentliga aktörer på olika nivåer. Man uppfattar att geografin 
sträcker sig bortom de egna kommungränserna. Man uppfattar att det är viktigt att vara 
attraktiv för att generera tillväxt i den regionala, nationella och globala konkurrensen. Och 
man uppfattar att många av de frågor som ska hanteras inte bara är komplexa, dynamiska 
och svåröverskådliga utan också svårförutsägbara. Det rör sig om frågor kopplade till 
ekonomisk, ekologisk och social hållbarhet, frågor som är på samma gång ömsesidigt 
beroende och motstridiga. Ekonomisk hållbarhet är i diskursen nära kopplat till tillväxt – 
kommunerna vill generera tillväxt, men måste också hantera effekterna av tillväxt, något 
som i sin tur är nära kopplat till de övriga två hållbarhetsdimensionerna. För kommunen 
medför ansvaret kring ekologisk och social hållbarhet att frågor måste hanteras som rör sig 
utmed en skala från lokala välfärdsfrågor till globala klimatfrågor, tidsspannet rör sig mellan 
det kortsiktiga till det mycket långsiktiga, och konkretiseringsgraden mellan det specifika till 
det abstrakta och vaga. Vidare rör ansvaret såväl de egna invånarna som mänskligheten i ett 
vidare perspektiv – idag och i framtiden.  

Avhandlingen utgår från antagandet att det är lättare att fatta välavvägda beslut (kortsiktiga, 
groende, plötsliga) med utgångspunkt i tidigare beslut (långsiktiga, struktur). Lagstiftningen 
förutsätter att översiktsplanen ska fylla en sådan funktion då den har en central roll i det 
svenska planeringssystemet, och ska utgöra både politiska avvägningar för framtida 
utveckling och ett planerings- och beslutsunderlag som medger helhetsbedömningar. Men, i 
många kommuner fyller översiktsplanen inte en sådan roll idag. Med anledning av den 
nyligen reviderade planlagstiftningens ambition att stärka dess strategiska roll, studeras i 
denna avhandling hur översiktsplaneringen kan utvecklas utifrån ett strategiskt perspektiv. 

Denna avhandling bidrar till kunskapsutveckling genom att den visar en utveckling av 
översiktsplaneringen utifrån ett strategiskt perspektiv som skulle kunna medverka till att 
stärka kommunens roll som en aktiv part i utvecklingen under de förutsättningar som antas i 
’den nya verkligheten’. Detta genom empiriska studier av hur ett strategiskt perspektiv 
utvecklats i svenska kommuners översiktsplanering, med fokus på kommunernas 
användande av strategiska grepp och tillvägagångssätt i översiktsplanering. I syfte att 
utvecklas i enlighet med kommunens långsiktiga ambitioner och åtaganden exemplifieras 
hur kommuner arbetar för att få översiktsplaneringen att fylla ett strategiskt syfte, att utgå 
från en strategisk omvärldsmedvetenhet, hur strategiska val (och bortval) görs, samt 
strategiska ansatser att skaffa legitimitet för den valda utvecklingsriktningen bland de 
aktörer vars medverkan krävs för genomförande av visioner och mål. Vidare diskuteras 
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processdesign i fråga om översiktsplanering. Genom att göra detta utifrån modellen forum-
arena-court (Healey, 1997; Bryson, 2004) vidgas bilden av vad som faktiskt utgör ’planering’. 
Därmed inkluderas såväl formella som informella, synliga som osynliga, processer och 
beslut på olika nivåer och med varierande konkretiseringsgrad, som alla påverkar 
utvecklingen. Därmed ses översiktsplanering som de många olika processer som sker, inte i 
”planeringsspelet” utan i ”utvecklingsspelet”. 

Nyckelord: Planeringsteori, planeringens praktik, kommun, region, översiktsplanering, 
strategisk planering, forum-arena-court, fallstudie. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

This dissertation Planning in the ‘New Reality’ – Strategic Elements and Approaches in Swedish 
Municipalities deals with Swedish planning practice. It concerns the field of urban and 
regional studies, within which I zoom in to the local planning context and place Swedish 
municipalities as the central actor. The reason for this move lies in the Swedish Planning and 
Building Act (Sw: plan- och bygglagen), which describes the planning of land and water as a 
municipal concern (SFS 2010: 900, 1 ch 2§).1 According to the introductory paragraph of the 
Planning and Building Act, the intention behind ‘planning’ is to “with consideration to the 
individual’s freedom, promote development of society with equal and good social living conditions and 
a good and long-term sustainable living environment for people of society of today and for coming 
generations” (SFS: 2010: 900 1 ch 1§, own translation). The main theme of this dissertation is 
the comprehensive plan (CP) (Sw: översiktsplan), which has played a key role in planning 
legislation since 1987, as an instrument for the municipality to use to manage this task. 

The dissertation is first and foremost targeted toward practitioners working with 
comprehensive planning, but also toward a wider circle of actors interested in urban 
planning and development. Furthermore, as an academic dissertation it also intends to 
address an international academic audience that are interested in urban development and 
planning from both a practice-oriented and theoretical perspective. 

 

1.1 Context, problem formulation and delimitation 
The intention of this introductory chapter is to establish a basis for the dissertation, by 
outlining and motivating the aim of the PhD study, and posing the research questions that it 
deals with. This is intended to prepare the reader for the coming theoretical and empirical 
reasoning. The story presented below starts with my licentiate thesis.2 This PhD dissertation 
builds on the licentiate thesis, although the progressively-maturing PhD project took a turn 
other than initially expected. 

 

                                                             

1 The term ‘municipality’ is defined by the Swedish National Encyclopedia as a territorially delimited area and an 
administrative unit of local government. Citizens pay tax to the municipality. Sweden has 290 municipalities, 
whose conditions vary greatly. The populations range between 2,500 in Bjurholm to 833,000 inhabitants in 
Stockholm (Statistics Sweden, 2011-03-27). More than 80% of all municipalities have less than 50,000 inhabitants, 
and 40% are what Berglund refers to as ‘micro municipalities’ with less than 12,000 inhabitants. At the same time, 
around 50% of all Swedes live within the three metropolitan regions of Stockholm, Göteborg, and Malmö 
(Berglund, forthcoming). 
2 A Swedish licentiate thesis corresponds to half a PhD-degree, i.e. two years of fulltime research studies. The 
report “Riskbeaktande i detaljplaneringsprocessen – analys av tre fallstudier” (Fredriksson, 2007) constitutes a 
Swedish popular version of the licentiate thesis and can be downloaded from 
https://www.msb.se/sv/Forebyggande/Samhallsplanering/Fysisk-planering/ Both the licentiate thesis and the 
report were financed by the Swedish Rescue Services Agency (Räddningsverket).  
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1.1.1 Licentiate thesis: Handling ‘risk’ in detailed development planning 
The licentiate thesis Safety and Sustainability in the Community Planning Process - Actors’ 
Interests, Roles and Influences (Bergström, 2006) discussed the way in which matters connected 
to safety are handled in detailed development planning (Sw: detaljplanering).3 To consider 
safety matters in planning is to work with risk management from a preventive perspective, a 
view which is today increasingly emphasised. It is even posed that a paradigm shift is taking 
place, from a reactive approach towards a proactive and preventive approach to risk 
management: rather than treating the consequences of accidents, the intention is to prevent 
them from happening.4 

The municipality’s planning should assure safe and sustainable living environments. The 
municipality’s administration consists of several fields of knowledge, and within planning, 
active participation from administrations with an expertise in ‘risk’ is sought. One reason for 
this is the contemporary assumption that better solutions are reached by bringing together 
different actors’ knowledge, interests, and perspectives (prop. 1997/98; Strömgren, 2007). 
The licentiate thesis focused on how officials (Sw: tjänstemän) representing the municipality’s 
Town Planning Office (Sw: stadsbyggnadskontor), Environmental Administration (Sw: 
miljöförvaltning), and Fire and Rescue Services (Sw: räddningstjänst) took part in the work to 
produce detailed development plans (DDPs). The study investigated when and where issues 
related to risk, safety, and security were introduced in the planning process, how these issues 
were approached by the three key actors, and what effect this had. Table 1.1 summarises the 
three examples of detailed development planning studied in the licentiate thesis. Condensed 
versions of the three case studies can also be found in appendix B. 

                                                             

3 Note that I have changed family name from Bergström to Fredriksson since completing the licentiate thesis. 
4 The shift from a reactive to a preventive approach to risk management is described for example by Rasmussen & 
Svedung (2000), Proactive risk management in a dynamic society. Karlstad: Statens Räddningsverk. and by Rosenberg 
& Andersson (2004) “Kommunbaserat säkerhetsarbete” (report). Karlstad: Karlstad University. Furthermore, in 
the Swedish municipal context, the focus on handling risks before they happen, rather than taking care of 
accidents, is emphasized through the introduction of the Civil Protection Act (SFS 2003:778) (Sw: lag om skydd mot 
olyckor) in 2004. This legislation states that ”[t]o protect citizens’ lives and health, as well as property and the 
environment, the municipality shall see to that measures are taken to prevent fire and damage caused by fire, and without 
restricting others’ responsibilities, work to achieve protection from other accidents than fire” (3 ch 1 §, own translation). 
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1.1.2 An emerging interest in comprehensive planning 
After completing the licentiate dissertation I undertook a brief period working as a planner 
in a municipality, and this is when my interest in the role that the CP plays in municipalities’ 
development was triggered. (The abbreviations central to this dissertation are summarized in 
table 1.2) My task was to manage DDPs, and soon I realised that the municipality’s recently 
updated CP did not guide our work as I had (naively) assumed, having been educated in 
planning legislation (the Swedish planning system is outlined in appendix A). We produced 
DDPs at the request of developers. Or rather, consultants produced DDPs at the request of 
developers and we, as officials working within the municipality’s administration, had the 
role of administering these plans and making sure that they underwent the legal and 

Table 1.1: The three examples of planning studied in the licentiate dissertation, see also appendix B. 

DDP for… Badminton hall Ice hockey arena Biogas bus depot 

Municipality Eskilstuna Örnsköldsvik Linköping 

Incentive to 
planning 

Old hall burned down.  
Rather than rebuilding the 
new hall on site, the political 
incentive was to locate sport 
uses in a transforming 
industrial area with high 
cultural values representing 
the industrial heritage of this 
municipality. 

Build a landmark for the ice 
hockey town, and generate 
force to the transformation of 
the harbor area. 

Build a new depot outside of 
the city to replace the existing 
depot. This to solve problems of 
disturbances caused by the 
existing depot, and furthermore 
to make possible the required 
expansion in line with the 
municipality’s venture for 
biogas.  

Risk in 
terms of… 

Handle safety distances 
when the area transforms 
from industrial to public land 
uses. This matter was 
especially urgent as the hall 
would be located next to a 
large tank of liquefied 
petroleum gas at Volvo’s 
hardening workshop. 
Handle presence of soil 
contamination. 

Handle the public’s presence 
in an industrial harbor, for 
example around chemical 
tanks. 
Air problems due to 
increased traffic in central 
Örnsköldsvik. 
Long tradition of active 
participation of fire and 
rescue services in planning. 

Handle highly flammable 
biogas. 

Key event in 
planning 
process 

Despite the ambition to 
undertake a rapid process 
(for example, as the result of 
possibilities of economic 
compensation from the 
insurance company), the 
process had to be extended 
due to complications and 
requests from actors. This 
required the handling of 
further questions,  and 
additional investigations to 
be undertaken. 
 

A centrally located arena was 
seen as an important 
strategic investment. The 
arena was intended to 
become a symbol for the 
city’s identity and through its 
location contribute to the 
development of the city 
centre and increase tourism. 
Although there was a strong 
opinion in terms of the 
location when the project 
started, the planning 
program stage was utilised to 
investigate (legitimate?) what 
had already been decided. 
Some companies need to 
relocate as the area 
transforms. 

The time schedule was tight, as 
the depot must be ready for use 
by the start of a new agreement 
period for public 
transportation. This had the 
effect that (risk) actors’ 
expertise was actively sought,  
informally. Investigations were 
made as it was considered to be 
too expensive to make 
significant changes at a late 
stage. 
Through this project, the 
municipality could show power 
of action. 
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political planning and decision-making process (as quickly as possible). Through the plans 
that I worked with, I was able to experience the way in which various factors that are not 
visible in the legislative system influence the practical work undertaken on the plan, like the 
rules for action stemming from local political agendas, local professional culture and from 
pragmatic approaches to managing what needs to be managed in the town. Although this 
was a new experience of mine, it had in fact been apparent in the cases studied in the 
licentiate thesis, and was also something that I had come across in planning theoretical 
literature  theory during my planning education, for example Flyvbjerg’s (1998) Rationality & 
Power. Democracy in Practice. The question that now nagged me was: what is, and could be, 
the role of the CP in a practical planning system that is apparently more complex than the 
legal one? 

In the legal planning system, the mandatory CP holds a key position. Although not legally 
binding, it should guide future land-use decisions. Legislation assumes that the CP therefore 
outlines the municipality’s standpoints and political intentions regarding its long-term 
development: “The comprehensive plan shall state the direction for the long-term development of the 
physical environment. The plan shall provide guidance for decisions of how land and water areas shall 
be used and for how the built environment shall be used, developed and preserved” (SFS 2010: 900, 3 
ch 2§, own translation). The National Board of Housing Building and Planning (Boverket) 
argues that the CP primarily fulfils three functions for the municipality (Boverket, 1996: 10): 
• To be a vision for the municipality’s development. 
• To assist in making everyday decisions more effectively. The CP is assumed to support 
this firstly by offering a system perspective through the comprehensive structure of the 
plan. Secondly, it offers a place to comprehensively collect and present directions and 
standpoints for the future, thereby intending to facilitate coming land-use decisions as 
well as coordination and communication with surrounding municipalities and other 
authorities. Furthermore, the requirement that the CP should present the consequences 
of development in accordance with the plan (SFS 2010: 900, 3 ch 6§) provide a possibility 
to facilitate everyday decisions. 

• To function as an “instrument for the dialogue between State [through County 
Administrative Board] and municipality in terms of the public (national) interests’ content and 
delimitation” (own translation). For this reason, the CP should indicate how the 
municipality will consider national, regional, and inter-municipal interests and 
environmental quality norms (SFS 2010: 900, 3 ch 5§). 

My practical experience, however, indicated that the fact that legislation provides planning 
practice with the CP as a long-term and systemic instrument for development does not 
necessarily mean that it functions as such. Rather, I experienced an emerging patchwork of 
DDPs, seemingly lacking connections to the CP. Furthermore, the relevance of the CP’s 
function as a long-term and systemic instrument is connected to legislation’s assumption that 
it is kept up-to-date, which means that the Municipal Council should assess its topicality at 
least every term of office (SFS 2010: 900 3 ch 27§). However, looking at Boverket’s annual 
reviews of planning performed in Swedish municipalities and counties (Boverket, 2008a; 
2008b; 2009b; 2010; 2011), many municipalities today, for different reasons, have old (even 
very old) CPs. A third of the Swedish municipalities have CPs from the previous 
millennium, whereof a majority are actually from 1991 or before, i.e. the first CPs made after 
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the introduction of the Planning and Building Act in 1987. And as noted above, my practical 
experience told me that it is not sure that even a new CP constitutes the base for future 
planning. There seems to be a risk that CPs – old or new - are put on a shelf and thereafter 
forgotten. This observation of mine is supported by the legislator, who argues that many CPs 
constitute “neither an up-to-date and anchored political document nor a guiding instrument for the 
planning and decision making of the municipality” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 189, own translation). 

According to the Planning and Building Act (SFS 2010: 900, 2 ch 2 §, own translation), 
planning should ensure “that land and water areas are used for that or those purposes for which the 
areas are most suitable, with consideration to character, location and needs. Priority should be given to 
such use that from a public point of view contributes to good economization”. It is my belief that 
such an intention is facilitated by the use of a well-functioning, long-term and systemic 
planning instrument that serves as preparation for implementation, as is legislation’s 
intention. Otherwise, I fear that the patchwork of rapidly produced DDPs that risk emerging 
from municipalities’ endeavour to be attractive for the establishment of various activities, by 
making rapid decisions, may in fact be counterproductive to achieving the development that 
the municipality desires. 

 

1.1.3 Formulating and reformulating the PhD project 
Getting back into research and the second stage of my PhD studies, my intention was to take 
the licentiate thesis as a direct starting point for the PhD project, but to broaden the context 
from detailed development planning to the relation between comprehensive planning and 
detailed development planning in the development of safe, sustainable, and attractive urban 
environments. However, as the PhD project progressed and matured (see the methodological 
description in chapter 2), I became increasingly interested in how the CP is influenced by and 
might influence formal and informal decisions, processes, and encounters that concern 
development in a wider sense, both within and outside of the own municipality. Although a 
DDP may be an important effect of the CP, it is but one of many possible effects. And as seen 
above, both my licentiate thesis and my practical experience indicated that DDPs may be the 
effect of various development intentions that are not expressed in the CP. Rather than 
intending to study the relation between CP and DDP, I was therefore interested in the CP’s 
potential role in planning and development. 

 

Why focus on the comprehensive plan? 

It should be admitted that long-term and systemic planning instruments other than the CP 
may be utilised for formulating and collecting development intentions. For example, many 
municipalities produce documents that they refer to as visions or municipal strategies 
instead of updating their CP (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 171). There are, however, several 
motives for still choosing to focus on the CP in this dissertation rather than investigating 
long-term and systemic planning in the municipality’s operation in general. One is that the 
CP is a document that the municipality is commissioned to make according to legislation. It 
holds a key position in the Swedish legal planning system. The CP is assumed to be the base 
for the municipality’s own development assessments connected to the Planning and Building 
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Act, such as elaborations of the CP (ECPs) (Sw: fördjupning av ÖP), additions to the CP 
(ACPs) (Sw: tillägg till ÖP), DDPs, and permits, and for its assessments connected to 
environmental legislation. Furthermore, the CP connects the municipality’s planning to the 
regional and national levels by constituting a link between the Planning and Building Act 

and various other legislations. So, whereas other 
municipalities’ CPs, regional development programs, 
infrastructure investments etc. should relate to a CP, 
any local vision or strategy is invisible in this respect. 
It is the Planning and Building Act’s CP that counts. 

One further motive for choosing to focus on the CP 
lies in the procedural and democratic requirements 
that are mandatory according to the Planning and 
Building Act, but not necessarily so in the production 
of a locally designed ‘vision’. 

 

1.2 Aim and research questions  
The discussion in section 1.1 indicates that the CP does not always function as a framework 
for DDPs and other development assessments in the way that legislator intends. It seems that 
other factors exert influence. The recently adopted revised planning legislation (SFS 2010: 
900) includes several modifications in terms of comprehensive planning. One modification 
lies in the intention to make the CP function as “a cross-sector and strategic instrument for the 
long-term development of the municipality’s physical planning, and also to function as a base for the 
municipality’s participation in for example regional development planning” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 
177, own translation). The legislator refers to this as the strategic role of the CP, which 
thereby concerns both municipal-regional relations, and relations between assessments 
connected to planning and development within the municipality. With reference to this 
intention of the legislator, this dissertation investigates the assertion that the strategic role of 
the CP could in fact be developed, and that this would contribute to improving the problem 
referred to above. 

Leading from this assertion are questions such as: what characterises a strategic 
comprehensive plan that meets the conditions as perceived by contemporary planning 
practice, and that serves the tasks that municipalities perceive as needing to be managed? 
This requires the investigation of what factors (and actors) drive a strategic perspective in 
planning - are there already strategic elements in municipalities’ comprehensive planning, 
could such elements could be strengthened, and what might the effects in that case be? 

Also stemming from the assertion is the question of what it is that characterises the type of 
strategic planning that meets both short-term needs (opportunities and threats) and long-
term undertakings? How might processes be designed so that well thought thorough 
comprehensive planning has an effect in coming planning and development assessments 
(DDPs etc)? For this reason, platforms for formal and informal, visible and invisible, decision 
making are investigated. What are legislation’s intentions in terms of planning and decision 

Table 1.2: Abbreviations central in this dissertation 

Abbreviation Meaning 

CP Comprehensive plan 
(Sw: översiktsplan) 

ECP Elaboration of the comprehensive 
plan 
(Sw: fördjupning av översiktsplanen) 

ACP Addition to the comprehensive 
plan 
(Sw: tillägg till översiktsplanen) 

DDP Detailed development plan 
(Sw: detaljplan) 
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making, and how does it function in municipal planning practice? Who and what influences 
the frames for action within planning practice, and what role does/might the CP play in 
such a decision making web? 

 

1.3 Structure of the dissertation 
The dissertation includes nine chapters that together address and discuss the queries 
outlined in this chapter (see fig. 1.1). 

It is recommended that those readers who are not familiar with the Swedish planning system 
read appendix A, which provides a short description of the CP and comprehensive planning 
as outlined in legislation. 

The aim of chapter 2 is to discuss the methodological framework of this dissertation. This 
chapter consists of two sections, the first motivating the methodological choice by discussing 
what constitutes a case study, by defining the study object, and by explaining the selection 
process behind the study. The second section constitutes a thematic description of the 
methods/techniques used for gathering empiric case data. 

Chapter 3 outlines and discusses Swedish comprehensive planning from a general 
perspective. It outlines the conditions and needs as perceived by contemporary planning 
practice, describes how comprehensive planning functions in today’s practice, and discusses 
the reasons behind the legislator’s intention to strengthen its strategic role. To find out when, 
where, and how conditions for the application of a strategic perspective to comprehensive 
planning emerge in planning legislation, chapter 3 begins with a historical description of the 
evolution of Swedish planning legislation. 

Chapter 4 investigates ‘strategic planning’ from a theoretical perspective. Thereby a ‘piece of 
strategic planning theory’ is developed by ‘picking and mixing’ (Allmendinger, 2002: 26) 
amongst authors from both urban and organisational contexts. By developing this piece of 
strategic planning theory based on the conditions and needs of contemporary planning 
practice as outlined in chapter 3, chapter 4 provides concepts, advice, suggestions, recipes, 
keys, and models for organising knowledge in order to understand and explain the empirical 
material (Lundequist, 1999: 29-30; Allmendinger, 2002: 26). Furthermore, key terms are 
discussed and defined in this chapter. 

Chapters 5-8 provide empirical examples of how municipalities approach and perform 
comprehensive planning, in their attempts to take charge of development. Chapter 5 focuses 
on the ongoing comprehensive planning in Umeå municipality, chapter 6 focuses on a plan 
for Norrtälje town adopted in 2004, chapter 7 outlines three recent examples of 
comprehensive planning in the County of Skåne; and chapter 8 discusses the pilot project 
“Regional images and comprehensive planning”, carried out in 2011 by the County 
Administrative Boards in Örebro, Västmanland, and Gävleborg together with their 
municipalities, as a venture for competence development in connection to the revisions in 
planning legislation. In order to illustrate the complexity of municipalities’ planning and 
decision making, these chapters are structured around the theoretical concepts of Forum-
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Arena-Court (Healey, 1997; Bryson, 2004). This illustrates planning and decision making as a 
variety of more or less interlinked processes that take place within and between these “social 
construction site[s] for strategy making” (Healey, 2007: 236) whose aims differ, as do the 
degrees of structure, and the roles for the municipality to assume.  

Chapter 9 is where theory is put to work in a concluding discussion that synthesises the 
piece of strategic planning theory with the empirical case data, thereby raising concluding 
detections, reflections, and suggestions. This includes reasoning drawn from the licentiate 
thesis. Condensed versions of the three licentiate cases can be found in appendix B, serving 
as empirical case data over a type of planning that is closer to implementation than 
comprehensive planning is. In chapter 9, I address the assertion of this dissertation, and 
utilise the empirical case data to illustrate strategic elements and approaches in 
municipalities’ comprehensive planning. I pose conditions for a strategic CP, and I discuss 
the design of a strategic comprehensive planning process. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: The structure of the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
      - CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY 

 

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the methodological framework of this dissertation. The 
chapter consists of two sections. The first section motivates the choice of methodology by 
discussing what constitutes a case study, by defining the study object, and by explaining the 
selection process behind the study. This motivation is presented as a chronological story that 
illustrates an iterative process of bouncing empirical case data and theoretical reasoning 
against each other, as the PhD project progresses and matures. The second section constitutes 
a description of how the project has in fact been conducted. This section is thematically 
structured around the methods/techniques used for gathering empirical case data. 

 

2.1 What is case study methodology? 
Case study methodology formed the methodological choice within the dissertation, as the 
research concerns a “contemporary set of events, over which the investigator has little or no control” 
(Yin, 2003: 9). 

But what, in fact, is a case? Basically, it is the empirical investigation of a complex unit 
within its context (Yin, 2003: 13; Johansson, 2007: 48). And this unit (the case) is not only 
interwoven with its context, but can also itself be regarded as some form of ‘bounded 
system’ (Stake, 1995: 2) of interconnected factors and elements. Although the boundaries of 
the case in relation to its context may be complex and blurry, the case is always specific to 
time and space (Johansson, 2007: 50; Gillham, 2000: 1; Gerring, 2007: 19). Yin (2003: 22-24,56) 
distinguishes between concrete cases such as schools, individuals or organisations, and 
abstract cases such as events, decisions, or a country’s economy. Stake (1995: 133) on the 
other hand argues that ”the case is a special something to be studied, a student, a classroom, a 
committee, a program, perhaps, but not a problem, a relationship or a theme. The case to be studied 
probably has problems and relationships, and the report of the case is likely to have a theme, but the 
case is an entity. The case, in some ways, has a unique life”. The study of contemporary Swedish 
comprehensive planning constitutes an abstract case consisting of various relations, which 
corresponds with both Yin and Stake’s definitions. 

Although it is a specific case that is at focus, as a complex social phenomenon it can only be 
explained and understood within its context (Yin, 2003: 13; Johansson, 2007: 48-49; Bryman, 
2008: 53; Gillham, 2000:1). Therefore, contextual conditions must be addressed. The study of 
Swedish comprehensive planning, a phenomenon which is bound within its context, means 
that contextual factors range between legislation, administrative structures, professional 
cultures, local/regional/national politics, geographical conditions, demographic conditions, 
individuals, economic business cycles, history, future… Such factors and conditions cannot 
be encapsulated as they stretch in different directions. These more or less interwoven factors 
must be addressed using a variety of techniques that are held together by the overall ‘case 
study’ research approach (Yin, 2003: 13-14; Johansson, 2007: 48; Gillham, 2000: 1-2). Thereby, 
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a possibility is provided to explore and address some of what can be referred to as “the 
essence of planning”5 (Orrskog, 2003) in terms of comprehensive planning and strategic 
processes. 

 

2.1.1 The role of the case in relation to theory 
What can be gained by performing a case study? Some argue that merely providing 
examples suffices as an ambition. Johansson (2007: 49. See also Lundequist, 1999: 12) argues 
that for a practice-oriented research discipline such as ‘planning’, case study methodology 
fills an important role, as “[t]he ability to act within a professional practice is based on knowledge of 
a repertoire of cases”. Similarly, Flyvbjerg (2006: 221) refers to how cases fill an important role 
for learning: “the case study produces the type of context-dependent knowledge that research on 
learning shows to be necessary to allow people to develop from rule-based beginners to virtuoso 
expert”. These authors argue that it does not suffice to possess theoretical knowledge, but 
that the use of this knowledge must also be learned, by placing it within its practical context. 
Flyvbjerg (2006: 278) even argues that “[…] formal generalisation is overvalued as a source of 
scientific development, whereas “the force of example” is underestimated”. 

Although admitting that “case study research is not sampling research” (Stake, 1995: 4), and 
acknowledging that the relevant findings of case studies are not statistical (Johansson, 2007: 
52) and that they are not necessarily possible to generalise to a broader set of situations 
(Bryman, 2008: 57), I consider that case studies can serve as more than just examples. By 
studying the case, something can be generated, such as theory or analytical reasoning. 
Gerring (2007: 76) notes that “[...] the particularizing/generalizing distinction is rightly understood 
as a continuum, not a dichotomy. Case studies typically partake of both worlds. They are studies both 
of something particular and of something more general”. The case is interesting as it can illustrate 
something important about that specific case, but also as it can provide a base for more 
general lessons, theories, explanation models. 

Three principles of reasoning are often distinguished in terms of generalisation (Johansson, 
2007: 52-53; Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994: 41-45): 
• Inductive generalisation starts from empirical considerations. Case data is collected with 
the intention to construct theory, something which assumes that the findings are general. 

• Deductive generalisation starts from theory through the formulation of a hypothesis or a 
model. Case data is collected in order to test and either verify or falsify this hypothesis or 
model.  

• Abductive generalisation is usually referred to as a mix between the inductive and 
deductive approaches. It is “the process of facing an unexpected fact, applying some rule [...] 
and, as a result, positing a case that may be” (Johansson, 2007: 53). Although research comes 
before theory, there is an iterative relation between the two. 

Through my previous education, through my licentiate dissertation, and through my work 
in planning practice, I have formed pre-understandings that led me to the questions that I 
deal with in the dissertation (see chapter 1). Whilst this does not mean that when starting the 

                                                             

5Author’s own translation of Orrskog’s (2003) Swedish term “Planeringens väsen”. 
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work with my dissertation I had a theoretical model which was ready to test, the research 
still includes deductive elements. On the other hand, this PhD dissertation is strongly 
grounded in empirical case data, meaning that there are indeed inductive elements. 
Furthermore, throughout the work with my dissertation I have, as will soon be described, 
been bouncing theory and empirical case data against each other, and admittedly I have also 
modified the case to fit my emerging theoretical framework. In other words I have applied 
an iterative approach between empirical data and theory: as my PhD research has 
progressed and matured, theory and empirical data have been interwoven and they have fed 
each other. The assertion of this dissertation, which may be categorised as lying within the 
deductive school, in fact grew from this iterative relation between empirical case data and 
theory. This places my study within the abductive generalisation tradition. 

 

2.2 The case definition and selection process 
As the research project has progressed and matured, the investigation has taken new (and 
unexpected) turns: research questions have changed, and so have both the scope of the 
project and the approach to the case study as a research methodology. This process is 
outlined below and summarised in table 2.1. 

 

2.2.1 A process that starts in the licentiate thesis… 
The case definition and selection story takes its starting point in the licentiate thesis. The 
licentiate thesis, which was primarily an empirical work, consisted of three descriptive in-
depth case studies of how safety issues are handled in detailed development planning. Three 
actors within the municipal administration - the Planning Office, the Environmental 
Administration, and the Fire and Rescue Services - were especially focused upon to see how 
they approached these issues in planning. With reference to Johansson’s (2007: 50) notion 
that case studies are always specific to space and time, the licentiate cases were defined in 
the following way: 
• the spatial borders of the detailed development plan (DDP), although with consideration 
to the surrounding municipality; 

• the temporal borders started with the initiative to begin DDP-work and ended with an 
adopted DDP, although glancing towards the following building permit. 

The selection criteria for the licentiate cases were that: 
• they should concern adopted (or soon to be adopted) DDPs, in order to be able to follow 
the entire formal planning process; 

• they should concern recent cases in order to facilitate access to relevant data through the 
persons that had been involved in the planning processes; 

• matters connected to risk of accident for the public should have been addressed in the 
planning process; 

• furthermore, having a fire and rescue service administration with a reputation for being 
active in planning was considered to be a favourable criteria. 
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And the hunt for PhD cases begins 

When I began the PhD dissertation, the intention was to broaden the scope of the licentiate 
thesis, by addressing the relation between municipalities’ comprehensive planning and 
detailed development planning. One effect of this choice was that the actor studied was 
broadened from the licentiate thesis’ focus on three specific parts of the municipal 
administration to ‘the municipality’ as a public actor working with development. The 
intention was to select and study cases of comprehensive planning which would serve as a 
base to follow-up and evaluate land-use decisions in adopted DDPs (the planning chain 
assumed by legislation is outlined in appendix A). In order to address the matter of ‘risk’, 
which at that stage was loosely defined as ‘risk for damage to people, environment, or 
property’, the intention was to select cases that concerned the planning and transformation 
of brownfields into urban areas. The background to this choice was that two of the cases 
studied in the licentiate thesis concerned the transformation of industrial sites into 
functionally-mixed urban areas. Through the matter of ‘risk’, these cases illustrated the 
complexity of planning as the municipality needs to combine long-term and short-term 
planning in an area that transforms over a long period of time, and where adjacent 
properties may transform at different pace. For example, the process of handling safety 
distances is complicated when public premises such as dwellings, offices, sports centres, are 
mixed with remaining industries during the transformation period. This necessitates a 
delicate balance between implementing development strategies and retaining existing 
activities that may no longer be considered to be suitable as the area transforms.  

 

2.2.2 …But then takes a new turn 
With all this in mind, I eagerly began hunting for suitable cases for the PhD project. 
However, due to involvement in a research project which addressed the relation (or rather 
the assumed gap) between CPs and regional development programs (Engström, Fredriksson 
& Hult, 2010), new conditions arose. In this project - which was initially not intended to be 
part of the PhD project - four regional development programs and two municipal CPs within 
each region/county were studied. My task was to investigate the eight municipal plans. As a 
result, my empirical portfolio grew at a period in time when I was simultaneously getting 
deeper into strategic planning theory as a result of my attendance to courses that are part of 
the PhD education. As a consequence of my new and deepened knowledge of the role of the 
CP, and the embryo of a theoretical explanation model, I became increasingly interested in 
how the CP influences not only detailed development planning, but also matters such as 
infrastructure investments, regional development programs, and other municipalities’ CP. I 
also became interested in the potential effects outside of what is traditionally referred to as 
‘planning’. Furthermore, both my licentiate thesis and my experiences from working as a 
planner in practice suggested that DDPs may be the effect of policies other than the CP, they 
may be the result of strategies not formally expressed at all, but they may also be the result of 
emergence - spontaneous and fast decisions responding to something happening in the 
moment. This shifted my focus away from the relation between CP and DDP and towards 
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the CP’s role in planning and development: long-term and short-term, abstract and tangible, 
detailed and coarse, narrow and broad, local-municipal-regional etc. 

 

Redefining the link between licentiate thesis and PhD dissertation 

An effect of this new turn in my work with the PhD dissertation was that the emphasis on 
‘risk’ was lost, and as a result it is not linked to the licentiate thesis through the use of this 
specific issue. Rather, the link between the licentiate thesis and the dissertation is that the 
licentiate cases provide examples of how preset conditions influence detailed development 
planning (i.e. planning that is closely connected to implementation), whereas the dissertation 
investigates the role of the CP in the frame-setting process. For this reason, condensed 
versions of the licentiate cases are included in the dissertation in appendix B. 

The exploration of the way in which legislation is applied in practice also forms a common 
feature between the licentiate thesis and the dissertation. There are, further, theoretical 
connections between the licentiate thesis and the dissertation. 

 

2.2.3 A matter of boundaries 
An important step connected to the new turn in the case definition and selection process was 
the decision to regard the empirical study as one case study of contemporary Swedish 
comprehensive planning. The intention in performing the case study was to address two 
questions: what are the intentions of legislation in terms of CPs and comprehensive 
planning, and how is comprehensive planning performed in practice? Through this one case, 
I also intended to ‘map’ (Hillier, 2009; 2011: 513) a future strategic role for the CP. By 
studying ‘embedded units of analysis’ (Yin, 2003: 40, 42-43), a possibility was provided to 
investigate and illustrate specific aspects of how practice approaches comprehensive 
planning. 

While still acknowledging that each unit of analysis is specific to time and a space 
(Johansson, 2007: 50), in accordance with my emerging theoretical framework (see chapter 4), 
I allowed the spatial and temporal case boundaries to be complex, flexible, and dynamic, 
and also to “[… merge] with its context so that precise boundaries are difficult to draw” (Gillham, 
2000: 1). 

• The spatial definition of the case study is ‘Sweden’, but as the embedded units of analysis 
focus on specific planning processes or planning events, the spatial definitions are also 
defined by the municipalities’ borders, as the municipality forms the body that stages 
these planning events. Although Stake (1995: 2) refers to the case as a ‘bounded system’, I 
prefer the (spider) ‘web’ as a metaphor, as my interpretation is that ‘system’ implies links 
to the ‘positivist scientific approach’ of the 1960s (Taylor, 1998: 158-160; Strömgren, 2007: 
40) (see chapter 4.1.2). The system can be analysed and its internal relations described. 
The system can be controlled by systematic actions. It can also be defined (limited) which 
means that it can be perceived as closed. The ‘web’, on the other hand, is ‘rhizomatic’ 
(Hillier, 2011: 520). It does not have to be defined, i.e. is not closed, although the choice of 
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focal point means that more distant parts become less of interest. Although it can be 
studied, the attempt is not to control. This case web stretches relationally from the very 
local to the municipality, the county/region, and beyond. By determining focal points, it 
is possible to study the units of analysis within their context. (see fig. 2.1) 

• By regarding space as dynamic, this web is not only spatial but also temporal. Rather 
than a linear view of development beginning with an initiative for development - 
presumably through a CP or ECP - and ending with an admitted DDP, I lean towards a 
dynamic one. With reference to Hillier, I regard the studied plans and processes as 
“points or nodes in space-time” (Hillier, 2008: 28). They are the end of one process and the 
beginning of others, while in the middle of the ongoing and messy fluidity generally 
referred to as ‘development’. The focal points within the temporal web are therefore both 
vaguely defined as ‘contemporary’, and more generally as specific planning processes. 

 

 
2.2.4 The selection of practical examples to be studied 
Patton (1990: 230) argues that cases should be rich in information, and that they should serve 
the purpose of the study, for which reason he proposes the utilisation of ’purposeful’ 
selection. For this reason, a number criteria that the units of analysis would have to fulfil 
were posed - both criteria connected to the context of Swedish planning practice, and criteria 
connected to the character and restrictions of the approximately two-year long second stage 
of the PhD work: 

Table 2.1: The case definition process as it has evolved over the PhD project 

Stage in 
PhD 

Case study Spatial 
boundaries 

Approach to 
development 

Definition of 
central actor 

Key issue Focus 

Licentiate Three case 
studies of 
detailed 
development 
planning. 

DDP. Linear. Three parts of 
the 
municipaility’s 
administration 

Risk. Actors’ interests and 
influences on detailed 
development 
planning. 

PhD 
beginning 

Three case 
studies targeting 
the link between 
CP and DDP. 

CP. Linear. Municipality 
as a public 
actor in 
development. 

Risk. Relation between 
visions expressed in 
CPs and regulations in 
DDP. 

PhD 
matured 

A case study of 
Swedish 
comprehensive 
planning, 
including 
several units of 
analysis that 
investigate and 
illustrate 
specific aspects 
of how practice 
approaches 
comprehensive 
planning. 

The 
municipality 
within its 
extended 
context. 

Dynamic. Municipality 
as a public 
actor in 
development. 

Strategic 
elements and 
approaches. 

The CP’s role in 
planning and 
development: long-
term and short-term, 
abstract and tangible, 
detailed and coarse, 
narrow and broad, 
local-municipal-
regional etc. 

Actors’ involvement 
in and influence on 
development. 
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• The embedded units of analysis concern recent or ongoing comprehensive planning. This 
could be defined as a criterion connected to the relevance of the findings, and for this 
reason it should be noted that the high number of CPs stemming from the beginning of 
the 1990s (see chapter 3.2) meant that the number of suitable examples decreased 
significantly. The criterion of recent examples can, however, also be defined as being 
connected to convenience (Patton, 1990: 241) and performability; the possibility to access 
persons connected to the plans and thereby access to important information. 

• The selection process has favoured municipalities that have taken the step from 
regulatory land-use planning towards an approach to comprehensive planning by which 
they attempt to take an active role in development, and therefore have elaborated with 
plan format and/or planning process. This choice is motivated by the intention to find 
characteristics of strategic comprehensive plans and planning, and also by the intention 
to investigate what factors drive a strategic perspective in planning. 

• Yin advises: ”[…] although all designs can lead to successful case studies, when you have the 
choice (and resources), multiple-case designs may be preferred over single-case designs” (Yin, 
2003: 53). Conclusions are stronger if they derive from several cases, he argues. 
Furthermore, the study becomes less vulnerable if not determined on the success of one 
specific case. My choice to perform a single case study of Swedish comprehensive 
planning is justified through the embedded case design that includes several units of 
analysis. And as noted by Gerring (2007), the number of cases and the depth or number 
of parameters addressed in each case are mutually dependent – necessitating many 
shallow cases or a few deep ones. As seen below, in this dissertation I have gathered a 
number of examples of varying formats, focus and depth, which together serve the 
purpose of my study. 

 

Selected units of analysis 

With reference to the case definition and selection criteria stated above, the selected 
embedded units of analysis are: 

• The municipality of Umeå’s ongoing extensive comprehensive planning process. Umeå is 
currently working in parallel with a large number of elaborations of the comprehensive 
plan (ECPs), thereby managing different strategically important parts of the municipality 
in attempt to reach the new and ambitious goal for growth in order to become ‘the 
Capital of Norrland’. 

• The municipality of Norrtälje and its “action- and implementation-oriented” development 
plan (a locally developed form of ECP) for Norrtälje town, especially focusing on the 
strategy to transform the old industrial harbour.6 The development process is strongly 
linked to an idea of strengthening Norrtälje in the regional competition. 

• Three examples of comprehensive planning in the region of Skåne which, in different 
ways, illustrate municipal attempts to focus comprehensive planning on a direction for 
development that may strengthen the position in the region. All three examples are based 
on material gathered in connection to two studies that I worked with in parallel to my 
dissertation (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010; Engström & Fredriksson, 2010). 

                                                             

6 This is a trace from the early stage of the PhD project, when ‘risk’ constituted the link to the licentiate thesis (see 
section 2.2.1). 
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• The pilot project Regional images and comprehensive planning, which was part of Boverket’s 
venture for competence development in connection to recently revised planning 
legislation (Engström & Fredriksson, 2010). The County Administrative Boards in 
Örebro, Västmanland, and Gävleborg participated in this pilot project together with their 
municipalities. Structured around two workshops and a study trip, this pilot project is in 
this dissertation primarily regarded as a platform for the exchange of knowledge 
between participants representing municipal, county and regional authorities in terms of 
connecting regional and municipal development work in order to strengthen 
competitiveness. 

Taking into account Yin’s (2003: 47) argument that every case in a multiple-case study should 
”[…] serve a specific purpose within the overall scope 
of inquiry”, these units of analysis – which vary in 
their format and focus – in complementary ways 
offer insight into how practice approaches 
comprehensive plans and planning. They also 
illustrate how municipalities utilise strategic 
elements and approaches in the attempt to take 
charge of development, thereby outlining what 
factors (and actors) drive a strategic perspective 
in planning. Furthermore, these units of analysis 
illustrate a contemporary planning discourse by 
visualising the construction and use of terms in 
planning. Thereby, they outline the conditions 
and needs of planning as perceived by the 
municipalities, which means that they contribute 
to building up the case study of Swedish 
comprehensive planning. 

Case studies are often categorised as either of the following types: the critical case, the 
unique/extreme case, the revelatory case, the longitudinal case, or the exemplifying case 
(Bryman, 2008: 55-56). My study of exemplifying units of analysis means that I have, with 
reference to Bryman (2008: 56), chosen examples that “[...] will provide a suitable context for 
certain research questions to be answered”.7 These examples provided the opportunity to 
“examine key social processes” (Bryman, 2008: 56) and thereby to “maximize what we can learn” 
(Stake, 1995: 4) in terms of the research questions. With reference to the theoretical approach 
employed in this dissertation, perhaps a better term than Patton’s ‘purposeful selection’ 
would be the ‘strategic selection of cases’ (Flyvbjerg, 2006: 229). This especially as the 
selection process admittedly involved elements of ‘convenience sampling’ (Patton, 1990: 241) 
due to the fact that key people in the chosen examples were interested in my project, which 
in turn meant easier access to relevant information. It also includes elements of ‘snowball 

                                                             

7 Exemplifying cases are sometimes also referred to as representative or typical cases (Bryman, 2008: 56). 
Although the selected units of analysis are ‘exemplifying’, it can also be argued that there are elements of ‘critical’ 
case. A ‘critical case’ is “chosen on the grounds that it will allow a better understanding of the circumstances in which the 
hypothesis will and will not hold” (Bryman, 2008: 55), in this dissertation meaning the assertion concerning the 
development of the CP based on a strategic perspective.  

 

Figure 2.1: The case study of Swedish comprehensive 
planning is based on on an embedded case design 
(application of Yin, 2003: 40) 

 

Context = Swedish planning practice 

 
Case = Comprehensive planning 

 Embedded unit of 
analysis 1 = 

Comprehensive 
planning in Umeå 

Chapter 5 
 

Embedded unit of 
analysis 2 = 
Norrtälje’s 

development plan 
Chapter 6 

 

Embedded unit of 
analysis 3 = Three 

examples from Skåne 
Chapter 7 

 

Embedded unit of 
analysis 4 = A pilot 

project 
Chapter 8 
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sampling’ (Patton, 1990: 237). For example, the pilot-project was assigned as a direct result of 
my supervisor’s and my involvement in another research project. 

 

2.3 Performing the case study – A matter of research methods 
Whereas section 2.2 illustrated and motivated the case selection and definition process, this 
section focuses on the methods applied in gathering the empirical case data. As an iterative 
approach to theory and empirical data has been applied, the methods used are outlined 
thematically rather than chronologically. 

 

2.3.1 Is my research trustworthy? 
My colleague Maria once referred to humankind as a ‘species that gathers and sorts’. Relying 
on there being some relevance in her observation, I would say that being a case study 
researcher is to pursue a profession in gathering and sorting. Researchers gather empirical 
case data and theoretical ideas, examine them, test them, and try to bring them together in 
some form of order. Researchers “search for patterns, for consistencies” (Stake, 1995: 44), follow 
interesting leads, search for hidden meanings and look for unexpected turns (Ten Have, 
2004: 5). Case study research is sometimes even referred to as detective work (Johansson, 
2005). However, this search for patterns and hidden meanings can also be described in the 
following way. Ehn and Klein argue that “the realistic dream is to write about what there is and 
what can be documented. But as […] writers we instead become ironic, bantering, and imaginative 
Lego constructors – surrealists. We separate what belong together, unite separate things, shuffle 
people about, stop time […]. People talk as we write, adjust to the texts requirements or are rejected as 
exceptions [from the rule]. Writing condenses, deforms and transforms, all for the realistic effect” 
(Ehn & Klein, 1994: 45, own translation). And as noted by Gillham (2000: 27), the human 
mind is selective and our prejudices and expectations influence our findings - certain things 
are given (too much) attention, whereas others are disregarded. On the other hand, leaning 
on an approach to research where knowledge is regarded as the social construction of reality 
rather than a mirror of reality, the researcher is neither neutral nor objective. “Knowledge is 
neither inside a person nor outside in the world, but exists in the relationship between person and 
world” argues Kvale (1996: 45). Nonetheless, the researcher must address the matter of 
whether or not the research is ‘trustworthy’ (Bryman, 2008: 377, from Guba & Lincoln, 1985; 
1994) when she “manufactures the scientific evidence” (Gillham, 2000: 3) through various data 
gathering methods. The ‘trustworthiness’ criterion includes the following factors (Bryman, 
2008: 377): 
• The credibility of the results of the research. 
• The result’s transferability, which concerns the matter of whether or not the results can 
be applied to other contexts. 

• Dependability in terms of whether data and conclusions are actually connected. 
• Confirmability, which means that although research within the social sciences assumes 
that complete objectivity is impossible, it is relevant to reflect upon the degree of 
influence the researcher’s own values have. 
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In order to assure the credibility of the research, data triangulation is one technique usually 
suggested (Bryman, 2008: 377). The term ’triangulation’ concerns attempts to establish 
locations (Stake, 1995: 109-110). In social science research, it means to observe a certain 
observable fact ”from different angles to determine its exact location, in the present context by 

including different interviewees and methods to determine its precise meaning and validity” (Kvale, 
1996: 219). Similarly, Bryman (2008: 379) argues that “[t]riangulation entails using more than one 

method or source of data in the study of social phenomena. [By using the term more broadly it 
refers to] an approach that uses multiple observers, theoretical perspectives, sources of data and 

methodologies, but the emphasis has tended to be on methods of investigation and sources of data”. 
For this reason, I have applied several research methods (see further section 2.3.2). 
Nonetheless, as Stake (1995: 111-112) notes, “[t]riangulation uses up resources, at least time, so 

only the important data and claims will be deliberately triangulated”. Besides triangulation, letting 
key informants review draft case studies may be a way to increase credibility. For this reason 
I have asked key informants to review draft versions of the descriptions of Umeå and 
Norrtälje (chapter 5 and 6), just as the licentiate cases were reviewed at that stage of my 
research (appendix B). 

In order to assure that the research results can be transferred to other contexts, it is 
recommended that the case description includes a sufficient degree of details - so-called 
‘thick descriptions’ - for the reader to be able make her own transferability judgements 
(Bryman, 2008: 378). This is why I have chosen to present each unit of analysis in a separate 
chapter. 

In order to address the matter of dependability, it is recommended that all phases of the 
research process are documented, and that peers act as auditors during the research 
(Bryman, 2008: 378-379). For me as a PhD student, the supervisors have played an important 
role here as have regular seminars to discuss the findings with other academics and/or 
practitioners, likewise participation in workshops and conferences. 

In order to address the matter of confirmability, I have tried to account for my own 
background and relation to my PhD project in chapters 1 and 2. 

 

2.3.2 Case study methodology – A meta-methodology 
Case study methodology is classified as a meta-methodology. The background to this is that 
in order to study a phenomenon within its context (which is bound by various more or less 
interwoven factors), a collection of data gathering methods/techniques are required that 
provide access to various complementary data sources (Yin, 2003: 85; Johansson, 2007: 48; 
Gillham, 2000: 1-2;13). 

Although case study methodology allows a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
methods (Johansson, 2007: 51), I have chosen a qualitative research approach. The 
differences between quantitative and qualitative methods may be discussed on many levels. 
The most distinctive may be that “the defining feature of quantitative research, that its results can 
be summarized in numbers […], is absent, or at least not dominant, in qualitative research” (Ten 
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Have, 2004: 4-5). Another difference concerns the way in which the qualitative researcher is 
interested in the particular, whilst the quantitative researcher strives towards broader 
generalisation. As such, whereas the position between the quantitative researcher and the 
people she studies is distant, the qualitative researcher aims to get as close as possible to 
understand the object that is studied within its context, and through the eyes of the object at 
study (Bryman, 2008: 393-394). In this dissertation, the choice of qualitative methods is 
connected to the aim of the dissertation – the aim to seek out what drives a strategic 
perspective in comprehensive planning, to seek out what the conditions and needs are as 
perceived by planning practice, and too seek out roles, relationships, and platforms for 
formal and informal decision making within the complex web of Swedish planning practice. 
Discussed below are the following sources, which have been dominant in the process of 
gathering empirical case data: 
1. literature review; 
2. document analysis; 
3. interviews; and 
4. direct and participant observation (approaching action research). 

 

2.3.3 Literature review 
Hart (1998: 13) defines the ‘literature review’ as “[t]he selection of available documents (both 
published and unpublished) on the topic, which contain information, ideas, data and evidence written 
from a particular standpoint to fulfil certain aims or express certain views on the nature of the topic 
and how it is to be investigated, and the effective evaluation of these documents in relation to the 
research being proposed”. According to Hart (1998: 1), the importance of the literature review is 
that “[...] without it you will not acquire an understanding of your topic, of what has already been 
done on it, how it has been researched, and what the key issues are”. However, for the PhD student 
it also fills another important role: as noted by Hart (1998: 20-22), the dissertation is “the only 
tangible evidence of the work and effort that has gone into the research”, and the literature review 
fills an important role in order for the PhD student to show that (some of) the research 
requirements of a doctoral dissertation have been attained, such as the specialisation in 
scholarship and the contribution to an area of knowledge. 

In this dissertation, the literature review served three primary purposes: 
• A methodological study to define, select, construct, and conduct a case for investigating 
the research questions. Hart argues: “If we take the methodological aspect of the thesis we can 
see that underpinning all research is the ability to demonstrate complete familiarity with the 
respective strengths and weaknesses of a range of research methodologies and techniques for 
collecting data” (Hart, 1998: 22). This is what I have intended to do in this chapter. 

• To construct ‘a piece of strategic planning theory’ (see chapter 4) to use for organising 
knowledge in order to understand the empirical case data (Lundequist, 1999: 29-30; 
Allmendinger, 2002: 26). This required ‘picking and mixing’ (Allmendinger, 2002: 33-34) 
amongst theories within the disciplines of ‘strategic planning’ and ‘urban planning’, 
hence synthesising planning theories from urban as well from organisational contexts. 

• To explore Swedish planning conditions - today and in history - by reviewing various 
research studies and official reports within the research field, in order to analyse the 
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arguments and ideas of others in the field and thereby gain knowledge about the 
research field. 

Thereby, the literature review functioned to set the grounds for the case study, i.e. to 
formulate the research aim and questions, to define the case and to select methodological 
and theoretical frameworks. Furthermore, through the investigation of the research field, the 
literature review was also part of constructing the case study of comprehensive planning in 
Swedish planning practice. Gillham (2000: 15) argues that the literature review is best done 
“in parallel with getting to know your case in context”. He calls this a dialogue between literature 
and case. I applied such an iterative approach to literature, theories, and case. 

 

2.3.4 Document analysis 
Bryman (2008: 515) argues that documents constitute “a fairly heterogeneous set of sources of 
data”, but that a general feature is that documents are “simply ‘out there’ waiting to be assembled 
and analyzed” (unlike interviews, which are constructed in connection to the research project, 
see further section 2.3.5). The document analysis served two main intentions (see appendix C 
for a list of reviewed planning documents). 

The first was to form an overall understanding of contemporary Swedish planning practice. 
For this reason I have studied the statistics that the Swedish National Board of Housing 
Building and Planning (Boverket) present in annual reviews of the planning performed in 
Swedish municipalities and counties, focusing primarily on their reviews of planning 
performed over the years 2006-2010 (Boverket, 2008a; 2008b; 2009; 2010; 2011). Furthermore, 
legislation, legislative investigations, and State guidelines to legislation have been reviewed 
in an attempt to study legislator’s intentions for planning. This served also to find 
characteristics of the dominating discourse of contemporary Swedish planning practice (see 
further section 3.2). This dominating discourse was also addressed through the investigation 
of municipal policies, visions, CPs, ECPs, planning programs, and DDPs. For example, the 
tables in chapters 5 through 8 illustrate the construction and use of terms in municipalities’ 
planning, thereby providing glimpses into ideas within the discourse. 

The second intention of the document analysis was to investigate specific planning events in 
the units of analysis. By following what was written in official documents such as plans and 
various documents related to these plans (investigations, statements and protocols, 
information on the municipality’s website etc.), a possibility was provided to outline the 
formal and visible part of the planning processes. This also provided a possibility to outline 
what visions, ambitions, and goals are expressed in the specific municipality. What strategies 
are formulated? How is the present described? And how does the municipality propose that 
the intentions for the future are to be implemented?  

The analysis of documents provided an understanding of planning practice, of local contexts, 
and of development strategies as promoted by the municipality, by the region, and by the 
State. For this reason I refer to Bryson’s (Bryman, 2008: 526-527, from Atkinson & Coffey, 
2004) statement that official documents are not “[...] ‘transparent representations’ of an 
underlying organisational or social reality”, and they are in no way to be regarded as neutral. 
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Rather, they bear ideas and discourses, they bear meanings of power, and they themselves 
constitute tools of power. They should therefore be studied bearing in mind that they are 
produced by someone within a specific context, for specific reasons, and targeting a specific 
audience. Bryman argues that “[w]hen viewed in this way, documents are significant for what they 
were supposed to accomplish and who they are written for. They are written in order to convey an 
impression, one that will be favourable to the authors and those whom they represent” (Bryman, 
2008: 527). In this study, the intention is to analyse how the present is described by specific 
actors (primarily the municipality) and how strategies are formulated, as well as the reasons 
behind these descriptions and formulations. 

In this respect, plans/planning documents serve as tangible nodes in planning and 
development processes. Thereby, they can in fact be regarded as physical artefacts. The 
Swedish National Encyclopaedia defines ‘artefact’ as an object, product, or effect made by 
human hand. 

 

2.3.5 Interviews 
Interviews are a central technique to gather data in qualitative research (Kvale, 1996; Ten 
Have, 2004). It is, however, important to note that ‘interviewing’ is not one but many 
techniques that can take a variety of shapes depending on its purpose. Below, the matter of 
interviews in qualitative research will first be discussed generally, after which focus will be 
placed on different interview formats, and finally the benefits from applying a combined 
interview approach will be discussed. 

 

Interviews in qualitative research   

Kvale (1996: 42) argues that the qualitative research interview is a “construction site of 
knowledge”. This means that through the interview, the interviewer intends to understand 
certain phenomena through the eyes of the respondents (Bryman, 2008: 470). Construction of 
knowledge and interpretation and negotiation of meaning takes place between the 
respondent and her context, but also between the 
interviewer and the respondent. As Kvale (1996: 42) 
acknowledges, an interview is “a conversation, a 
dialogue between two partners about a topic of mutual 
interest”. The term ‘interview’ can therefore be 
understood literally: the conversation allows an 
“interchange of views” between interviewer and 
respondent, in turn constructing an inter-view. This 
means that the “the interviewer is a co-producer and co-
author of the resulting interview text” (Kvale, 1996: 226). 
But, as shown in fig. 2.2, the exchange between 
interviewer and respondent is not merely a 
negotiation of meaning, but also a matter of encoding 
and decoding, which in turn forms a product likely 
to deviate from the essence of what was talked about. All in all, the interview data is 

 

Figure 2.2: The question cycle, from an interaction 
perspective (from Foddy, 1993: 39) 

 The interview situation 

1: Interviewer 
encodes question 

4: Interviewer 
decodes answer 

3: Respondent 
encodes answer 

2: Respondent 
decodes question 
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constructed during the interview. This staged element of interviews is further strengthened 
by the fact that the researcher initiates and arranges the interview session in order to talk 
about a theme chosen by the researcher, for her benefit (Ten Have, 2004: 5). Had the research 
project not taken place, then the interview data would not exist. 

In order to follow up on the perspectives and understandings of the respondents, qualitative 
interviews always include some degree of flexibility. Bryman (2008: 438) distinguishes 
between ‘unstructured’ and ‘semi-structured’ interviews (see fig. 2.3). The unstructured 
interview takes the form of a conversation with a few set goals, whereas an interview guide 
is used in the semi-structured interview. The interview guide contains a list of questions or 
topics to be covered, but allows a large space for how to respond, and possibilities to ask 
questions outside of the interview guide. The interview guides used within the frame of this 
dissertation were each modified in accordance with the specific interview situations, but 
generally refer to CPs’ and other planning instruments’ role in planning and development. 
The questions also reflected issues such as how the respondents interpret requirements in 

legislation as well as conditions of planning practice. 
Furthermore, they intended to discuss how the respondents 
had been involved in the formation, planning, and 
implementation of strategies connected to the specific 
planning events of each unit of analysis. 

Although the difference between ‘unstructured’ and ‘semi-structured’ interviews may be 
blurry, as qualitative interviews both categories allow and even encourage that the 
interviewer deviates from the interview guide, follows up on the respondents’ answers, or 
goes along with the direction that the conversation takes, as this is considered to provide a 
better possibility to regard the phenomenon at study through the eyes of the respondent 
(Bryman, 2008: 437). This is opposed to interviews in quantitative research where the 
interview is designed to answer a specified set of research questions. “It is the flexibility of the 
[qualitative] interview that makes it so attractive” as a method for data collection, argues 
Bryman (2008: 436). But also a challenge, as Kvale (1996: 84) notes that “the very openness and 
flexibility of the interview, with its many on-the-spot decisions – for example, whether to follow up 
new leads in an interview situation or to stick to the interview guide – put strong demands on 
advance preparation and interviewer competence”.8 

 

The respondents 

Within the qualitative research field, there is a general understanding that respondents 
should be purposively selected - ”the researcher samples on the basis of wanting to interview 
people who are relevant to the research questions” (Bryman, 2008: 458). The respondents 
interviewed within the dissertation primarily represent ‘planners’ such as municipal, 

                                                             

8 Kvale (1996: 105) suggests that the view of interviewing as ‘craftsmanship’ is part of an approach that believes 
that research is best learned through apprenticeship, “a skill model of transition from novice to expert“. An 
apprenticeship is, in my mind, not only a good simile for becoming a decent interviewer but actually for the 
whole PhD period, during which supervisors and other senior researchers help guide the PhD student to become 
a good researcher and to obtain the skills that a researcher needs.  

 

structured                            unstructured 

Figure 2.3: The interview scale 
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regional and county officials (Directors of Planning Departments, planners, strategists, etc.), 
planning consultants, and in a few cases also politicians. 

The respondents have been made anonymous, meaning that their names have been 
removed, instead referring to their roles/positions. Nonetheless, it can be questioned 
whether merely removing names actually means that the respondents have been made 
anonymous. This as it must be acknowledged that Swedish planning practice consists of a 
limited circle of people, especially in leading positions in municipalities and counties. 
Moreover, as plans are official documents, anyone who might wish to do so could identify 
the planners who have worked with the plans. 

 

Interviews – a variety of complementary formats 

Within the frame of the dissertation I have conducted interviews in the format of focus 
groups, individual interviews, meetings, telephone interviews, and e-mail correspondence. 
Below, these different formats of interviews are described in short. The section concludes 
with a discussion of the favourable effects of having combined different interview forms. 

 

Focus groups 

A focus group is an interview that focuses on certain issues or topics, and that is performed 
with several people at the same time (Bryman, 2008: 474). The focus group thereby includes 
elements of two methods: the ‘group interview’9 which is held with several respondents at 
the same time, and the ‘focused interview’ “in which interviewees are selected because they ‘are 
known to have been involved in a particular situation’ […] and are asked about that involvement” 
(Bryman, 2008: 474, from Merton et al. 1956). That people are interviewed about a specific 
experience of theirs, such as eating a specific label of chocolate, or being involved in the 
comprehensive planning of Umeå, is inherited from the original intention of focus groups in 
market research (Bryman, 2008: 475). 

The focus group provides the possibility to study how people discuss a topic as members of 
a group rather than as individuals, i.e. how respondents respond to each others’ perspectives 
and how their perspectives are formed through interaction within the group (Bryman, 2008: 
476). This, argues Bryman, means that focus groups provide the researcher a better 
possibility to really regard the phenomenon through the eyes of the respondents. Not only 
because after listening to someone else’s answers, a respondent may recall something that 
she would otherwise not have thought of, but also as respondents may question each others’ 
standpoints and perspectives (Bryman, 2008: 475). According to Bryman, participants may 
challenge each other in a way that the interviewer cannot do (perhaps may even argue a 
little) which leads to people being “forced to think about and possibly revise their views”, which 

                                                             

9 Bryman (2008: 473) argues that focus groups can be distinguished from group interviews as: 1) Focus groups 
focus on a specific issue, whereas the group interview just as other interviews may cover a variety of matters; 2) 
Focus groups are not, like group interviews sometimes are, used to save time (although this may still be a positive 
outcome, as I have experienced); 3) In focus groups, participants are regarded as members of a group, not just as 
individuals. 
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in turn may provide the researcher with more accurate material (Bryman, 2008: 475).10 The 
focus group is thereby in every sense the interchange previously described with reference to 
Kvale. However, as the interrelation aspect of focus groups is so important, it is also a 
sensitive factor that requires attention in the selection of respondents in order to assure the 
intended balance or dynamic of the focus group. 

Within this PhD dissertation, the focus group method was used to study the discussion 
between persons involved in strategising, planning and development, in different contexts 
and with different perspectives, responsibilities, and ways of working: officials, consultants, 
and planners on municipal level and on regional. Interview guides were used for the focus 
groups. In the focus groups performed within a project I worked with in parallel to my 
dissertation, and which has contributed with important data also for the dissertation 
(Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010), we were two moderators.11 The person running the 
focus group is usually referred to as ‘moderator’ rather than ‘interviewer’ (Bryman, 2008: 
473), something which is in line with the suggestion that the researcher tries to take a less 
intrusive role, and instead leave the discussion up to the respondents (Bryman, 2008: 480-
481). 

The strong inter-view characteristic of the focus group, which means that the respondents 
are interrelating with each other, may have positive effects not only for the researcher in 
terms of her gathered data, but also for the respondents. The focus group could be seen as a 
learning process and as a platform for discussions that would otherwise not take place, a 
view which was also posed by some of the focus group respondents. 

 

Individual interviews: in-depth, telephone and e-mail interviews 

The gathering of empirical case data for the licentiate thesis included ten individual in-
depths interviews. By applying an open interview design and using an interview guide as a 
tool, this provided a possibility for in-depth discussions with key persons within the studied 
planning processes (Werner, 2009). In the PhD project on the other hand, individual 
interviews served the purpose of complementing the focus groups. They were thereby 
primarily performed in the form of meetings, telephone and e-mail interviews. Bryman 
(2008: 445) argues that such interviews may be favourable primarily in cases where distances 
make face-to-face interviews costly. I would add that these types of interviews are of great 
use as shorter interviews. Performing the interview over the telephone or via e-mail saved 
time for me as well as for the respondent. The e-mail interview offers the additional 
flexibility for the respondent to choose to answer at a convenient point of time. Using 
telephone and e-mail interviews as convenient formats for shorter and information-seeking 
interviews places them towards the more structured end of the interview scale (see again fig. 

                                                             

10 It can therefore be regarded as more ‘naturalistic’ than individual interviews (Bryman, 2008: 476), here taken to 
mean ”a style of research that seeks to minimize the intrusion of artificial methods of data collection. This meaning implies 
that the social world should be as undisturbed as possible when it is being studied” (Bryman, 2008: 35). 
11 In this project, my role was to study CPs and Anna Hult’s role was to study regional development programs. 
We performed all the focus groups within the project together. In one, our senior researcher and project leader 
also participated. It is interesting to note that many questions were then in fact addressed from respondents 
towards him, giving it less the appearance of a focus group and more of a session with an expert. 
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2.3), aiming for short answers on specific questions; yet still, these formats retain flexibility in 
terms of answers. 

 

Applying a combined interview approach 

The PhD dissertation includes several forms of interviews performed at different stages, and 
with different purposes - such as discussing specific issues of relevance for the study, to 
study the interaction within a group, to fill in information gaps, to further seek out the 
participants’ view of the case, and to triangulate data. (See appendix C for a list of the 
interviews performed). The focus groups were performed after the main document study, as 
it was considered to be important to be familiar with the context (Bryman, 2008: 469). As 
Kvale (1996: 44) notes: “the interview takes place in an interpersonal context, and the meaning of the 
interview statements depends on this context”. This means that first forming a pre-
understanding of the respondent’s reality does not only provide a base for better answers, 
but is in fact crucial for the interpretation of the answers. 

Depending on at what stage of the research they were performed, meetings, telephone and e-
mail interviews served different purposes. Before beginning the document study, some 
meetings and telephone interviews were held with the aim of providing a first picture of the 
case. These were, for obvious reasons, based on very loose interview guides. Telephone and 
e-mail interviews in later stages of the research project primarily aimed to clarify or to fill in 
gaps, and were therefore more structured. 

The focus groups were recorded and transcribed, which is also in accordance with the 
common procedure for qualitative interviews (Bryman, 2008: 470). To facilitate transcription 
of several unfamiliar voices, they were in some cases videotaped. Meetings and telephone 
interviews were not recorded, instead notes were taken. As noted by Kvale (1996: 160): 
”[r]ather than being a simple clerical task, transcription is itself an interpretative process”. I will also 
again refer to the discussion earlier in this section concerning the interaction between 
interviewer and respondent and the construction of the interview data during the interview. 
The transcription process changes the data, and to: “transscribe means to transform, to change 
from one form to another” (Kvale, 1996: 166, emphasis in origin). This means that when the 
interview data appears in my dissertation, it is (more or less) transformed from its initial 
form, even more so due to the fact that I have carefully adjusted spoken language into 
written, and also translated words, terms and citations from Swedish into English. 

As seen above, the combined interview approach was not only favourable for investigating 
the research questions, but may even have been crucial. In accordance with the flexible 
approach of qualitative research, I believe that the researcher needs to be attentive and 
flexible not only during the interview session by following different turns based on the 
answers produced by the respondent. It is also important to adjust the interview format to 
the aim of the interview, which obviously varies as the research project progresses. 
Situations must be staged that provide the possibility to find out what needs to be found out, 
and not restrict interviews to merely one format. 
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2.3.6 Direct and participant observations (approaching action research)  
Gillham (2000: 45) describes three very general characteristics of ‘observation’: “watching 
what people do; listening to what they say; sometimes asking them clarifying questions”. The scale of 
this method ranges from participant observation (being actively involved in the group) to 
structured observation (being a fly on the wall and watching for predetermined factors). 

Direct observations were performed in form of the field trips to the studied plan areas and to 
municipal administrations in connection to meetings and interviews. Interview sessions 
thereby provided more information than merely what was said during the interview, such as 
insights into the working atmosphere especially during the “informal part” of the interviews 
(for example, coffee breaks). I became not only an interviewer, but also an observer. Focus 
groups provided additional opportunities for observation. For example, some focus groups 
led to encounters between regional and municipal representatives that would otherwise not 
have taken place. For my fellow researcher and me, it also became apparent that respondents 
took the chance to deal with other joint issues when meeting. This means that the focus 
groups should not only be termed ‘interviews’: although staged by us, the focus groups also 
became the respondents’ own events which we had the chance to observe. 

Moreover, in the workshops and the study trip staged within the project Regional images and 

comprehensive planning (see chapter 8), I took the step from passive observer towards a more 
active role. Here, a senior researcher and I staged encounters between county, regional, and 
municipal representatives; planned the topics to be discussed; and (hopefully) thereby 
triggered actual processes in Swedish planning practice. To help plan and perform these 
events, and to sum up the notes in a final report is the role of an organiser. However, as a 
researcher, I had the chance to use this workshop series as a unit of analysis, which instead 
gave me the role of a participant observer. I could thereby regard the events both as sessions 
that gave access to empirical data about the participants’ planning reality and as a platform 
for exchange of knowledge between participants. Since there was still a difference between 
“them” (i.e. the officials) and “us” (i.e. the researchers, the producers of the events), the term 
‘participant observation’ leaned towards ‘action research’. ‘Action research’ can be defined 
as “an approach in which the action researcher and members of a social setting collaborate in the 

diagnosis of a problem and in the development of a solution based on the diagnosis” and where the 
researcher thereby becomes part of the field of study (Bryman, 2008: 382). Our access to the 
case setting was gained through their request for us to organise the workshop series. My role 
as researcher lay between ‘participant-as-observer’ (being a member of the social setting, 
although as ‘organiser’ and ‘lecturer’ rather than as ‘participant’, and with the other 
members of the social setting aware of my status as a researcher) and ‘observer-as-
participant’ (this means that the role of the researcher is as an interviewer, observing but not 
really participating). 
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2.4 Conditions and starting points for undertaking the case study 
The case study of contemporary Swedish comprehensive planning is built up over the course 
of a number of chapters within the dissertation (see fig. 1.1), which together attempt to 
address and discuss the assertion of this dissertation and the questions that follow.  

Chapter 3 builds an understanding of how contemporary Swedish planning practice 
understands its conditions for development, and also of the legislator’s intentions in terms of 
the role of the municipality and in terms of decision making in planning. The ‘units of 
analysis’ in chapters 5-8, in turn, provide a possibility to address and reflect upon specific 
aspects of the CP, and to ‘trace’ (Hillier, 2009; 2011) the way in which municipalities 
approach and perform comprehensive planning and how they utilise strategic approaches. 
Each unit provides the possibility of illustrating different aspects of this, and they are 
complementary through their varying format and focus. By being both descriptive and 
exploratory, the units of analysis provide the possibility to ‘trace’ what can be referred to as 
‘the essence of planning’ (Orrskog, 2003) by visualising platforms for formal and informal, 
visible and invisible, decision making in practice. Who and what influences the frames for 
acting in planning practice, and what role does the CP play in such a decision-making web? 
It is important to note that rather than attempting to provide an accurate description of 
reality, the attempt is to illustrate how the specific municipality understands its own 
conditions for development in relation to the surrounding world, and how they intend to 
handle those conditions. The focus on the municipality furthermore means that other actors 
and geographies are regarded from the perspective of the municipality. 

Due to the iterative character of my work with this dissertation, and the bouncing between 
theory and empirical material, there is no clear-cut division between case description and 
case analysis. The outline of contemporary planning practice, its conditions and problems, is 
descriptive in character. Nonetheless, the making of it includes analysis, which Hart argues 
is ”the job of systematically breaking down something into its constituent parts and describing how 
they relate to each other” (1998: 11). The final chapter of this dissertation (chapter 9) uses the 
theoretical framework and the case study to outline what I believe to be important 
detections, reflections, and suggestions. This is not only a matter of analysis but also of 
synthesis, which according to Hart (1998: 110) is “the act of making connections between the 
parts identified in analysis. It is not simply a matter of reassembling the parts back into the original 
order, but looking for new order. It is about recasting the information into a new or different 
arrangement”. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE EMERGENCE OF A STRATEGIC 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN?  
 

This chapter ‘traces’ (Hillier, 2009; 2011) the reasons behind the legislator’s intention to 
strengthen the strategic role of the comprehensive plan (CP), and it outlines the conditions 
for actually doing so in practice. It therefore takes as a starting point a discussion of the way 
in which legislation is interpreted and applied by municipal planning practice. It outlines 
and discusses the conditions and needs in terms of comprehensive planning, as perceived by 
municipalities, a discussion which becomes the starting point for the ‘piece of strategic 
planning theory’ developed in chapter 4. The basis for the strong focus on planning 
legislation in this chapter can be found in Fog’s position on legislation as one important 
factor in shaping the framework of planning practice. The underlying aim of planning 
legislation is to provide guidelines for the struggle between different interests – to distribute 
“power and influence over the environment” (Fog et al., 1989: 63, own translation and emphasis); 
to outline who has the authority to decide in certain situations and how this decision-making 
process should be performed. Fog et al. (1989: 24, own translation) argue that ”legislation has a 
steering effect by determining certain restrictions for acting, but also by stating the rules of the 
game for an acting pattern: which arguments are allowed, who can state these, and in which order 
this shall take place. Legislation emphasises or counteracts other steering powers. Legislation 
formulates the direct rules for acting for different actors […] Through legislation, certain values that 
shall be the base for different activities are also formulated”. If Fog et al. are correct in the 
assumption that legislation provides the rules of the planning game, I must address the role 
of the CP in this game. 

 

3.1 Tracing the comprehensive plan 
In order to find out when, where, and how the conditions for municipalities’ application of a 
strategic perspective emerge in planning legislation, this chapter begins with a historical 
description of the evolution of Swedish planning legislation (this is summarised in table 3.1). 
The intent is not to cover the entire evolution of Swedish planning legislation which, as 
noted by Engström (2011), has more or less constantly been undergoing revisions over the 
last century.12 Rather, the story below focuses on some important details concerning the 
legislator’s intentions for power over development, and its suggestions for the design of 
broader and more long-term planning instruments. The story illustrates how the legislator’s 
intentions influence practice, at the same time as demonstrating the way in which the 
legislator is influenced by both conditions in society and by ideological and theoretical ideas. 

                                                             

12 It is recommended that anyone interested in learning more about the history of Swedish planning legislation 
read Ella Ödman’s dissertation Planeringslagstiftningen och välfärden from 1992. Hans Fog et al.’s reviews such as 
Det kontrollerade byggandet (1989) and Mark, politik och rätt (1992) provide important insights into post-war 
planning legislation. Andreaz Strömgren’s dissertation Samordning, hyfs och reda (2007) provides a thorough 
overview of Swedish planning politics from 1945 up until today. Furthermore, Gösta Blücher’s “1900-talet – det 
kommunala planmonopolets århundrade” (2006) discusses the municipality’s role in planning over the last 
century. 
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Strömgren (2007: 246) argues that a general characteristic of Swedish planning is the way in 
which it always supports the public good (Sw: det kollektiva goda). This as a major concern for 
Swedish planners and architects during the twentieth century has been the question of how 
to develop a good society and assure the wellbeing of citizens (Andersson, 2011), for 
example through the provision of safe and healthy living environments. According to 
Ödman (1992: 17, own translation), as a result legislation expresses ”moral and political 
principles”. Over time there has however been an ongoing discussion about to what degree 
public authorities should be allowed to tie up development to secure this public good, and 
how much should be left open for other initiatives. The story below visualises the legislator’s 
intentions in terms of the balance between private ownership and public authorities’ 
incluence, showing the different ways to deal with this balance that have been proposed 
over time. The story further visualises different views as to which level of public authority 
best represents ‘the public’ in planning and development. 

 

3.1.1 Mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century attempts to structure development 
The mid-1800s’ political debates called for public authorities to meddle in development. The 
relatively free competition and strong rights of individual property-owners was then argued 
to restrict public authorities’ ability to provide well-organised built environment in towns 
(Ödman, 1992: 73-74). To gain more influence, the suggestion was therefore - taking 
inspiration from railway planning - to move all development power to the State, which 
would be given the ability to expropriate land (Ödman, 1992: 74;154). Such a radical change 
would not take place however, as the public authorities’ increasing influence over 
development would proceed in small steps.  

In industrialising Sweden, and especially the shanty-towns (Sw: kåkstäder) around the rapidly 
growing railway towns, property speculation escalated (Ödman, 1992: 74). “[... Land] had 
become a commercial goods” (Blücher, 2006: 133, own translation). One effect of this speculation 
was overcrowding - people crammed together in small dwellings - which caused problems 
with health and sanitation (Andersson & Nuder, 1977: 11). Furthermore, the public 
authorities’ low degree of influence made it difficult to secure space for public activities and 
streets in order to assure well-organised, safe, and healthy built environments (Ödman, 1992: 
26; Blücher, 2006: 134). In general, the connection between (urban) planning and risk 
management is strong historically, as an important aim of planning has been to organise the 
built environment in a way that would support hygiene and public health, but also to protect 
citizens from enemies, and fire (Johansson et. al. 2006). Over the last centuries, several 
Swedish towns experienced large fires. In the mid and late 19th century, the intention was 
therefore that planning would reduce the risk for this to happen, for example by introducing 
broad tree planted streets (Blücher, 2006: 134; Ödman, 1992: 26). However at this time, 
Ödman argues, national legislation that could regulate public-private concerns and conflicts 
in order to guard a well-organised built environment did not exist. Outside of the “extensive 
particular legislation” of towns, “praxis [Sw: sedvanerätten] had large impact” (Ödman, 1992: 73-
74, own translation). 
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The 1874 building legislation, which was the first to be valid for the whole nation, stipulated 
that the towns should form building committees and furthermore introduced town plans 
(Blücher, 2006: 134). These town plans provided some possibilities for public authorities to 
work for well-organised built environments through the possibility to regulate urban blocks 
in terms of the design of buildings, street widths, and public squares. However, this 
legislation did not really provide support in cases of conflicting interests, but rather “assumed 
that there was a harmony between the public interest and the private interests”, argues Ödman 
(1992: 154-155). One reason for this omission was that Government alone (without the 
support of Parliament) had commissioned the legislation, which meant that it lacked legal 
effect and that the implementation of any of these plans would thereby rely on the good will 
of the property owner (Blücher, 2006: 134; Strömgren, 2007: 13). 

Legislative reviews continued, and in 1907 a town planning legislation was adopted. The 
town plans following this legislation benefited the public interest by offering the possibility 
to regulate the development of land by planning for streets and other public places (Ödman, 
1992: 41), which meant that property owners were no longer allowed to construct on such 
areas and were also obliged to contribute financially to the preparation of this land (Ödman, 
1992: 158; Strömgren, 2007: 13). Moreover, through the 1907 legislation, ‘planning’ had begun 
to be seen as a municipal concern (Strömgren, 2007: 14). According to Blücher, the 1907 
legislation was in fact the birth of the municipal planning monopoly (see further next 
section), as the State could not overrule plans adopted by municipalities (or at this time, 
rather, towns). Furthermore, this new legislation made it possible to implement the ‘garden 
cities’ and ‘perimeter block typologies’ (Sw: storgårdskvarter) in order to provide better living 
conditions (Andersson, 2011: 42-43). Contributing to this possibility was the fact that, in the 
early 20th century, public authorities had begun purchasing land (especially in and around 
Stockholm) in order to gain power over development, an approach that would continue over 
several decades (Blücher, 2006: 135). Through the 1907 legislation, municipalities gained both 
rights and obligations to purchase land planned as street and public places (Blücher, 2006: 
137). 

Over the years following the 1907 legislation, private ownership was increasingly regarded 
as an obstacle for rational town planning. The suggested solution to overcome this obstacle 
was to develop some form of overall and broad plan to use as a base for the municipal 
acquisition of land, thereby securing the implementation of the plan (from which the 
assumed result would be good and safe environments). In an official report (Sw: betänkande) 
of 1928, a master plan (Sw: generalplan) was suggested as a mandatory, comprehensive, 
schematic plan with certain judicial effects tied to it. With this plan as a base for guiding 
development, the idea was that the municipality would gain a power tool in relation to 
private actors. (Ödman, 1992: 49-52) 

The next large modification to legislation occurred in 1931, when the town plan gave towns 
the possibility to acquire land for public purposes such as sports areas, harbours, and 
railway areas etc. (Ödman, 1992: 159). This meant that the towns’ outskirts became possible 
to regulate (Strömgren, 2007: 14). Land outside of the town plan (i.e. the countryside) was on 
the other hand still up for any initiative, as it remained outside of legislation. 
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Ödman (1992: 55; own translation) argues that the 1931 legislation was “a careful codification of 
planning practice”. Although strengthening the role of the State as the guardian of the public 
interest, she argues that property owners’ interests were still protected, especially since the 
public authorities were not, at the time, sufficiently economically robust to be able to raise 
the financial compensation required in order to reimburse property owners and, thereby, 
control development (Ödman, 1992: 55). So it seems that the municipality had gained 
stronger authority on paper, but perhaps not in practice. Strömgren argues that “[t]he 
municipality could regulate the dense development that could be expected in a certain area, but not 
decide when and where dense development should occur” (Strömgren, 2007: 14, own translation, 
emphasis in origin). 

 

3.1.2 1947 – The welfare state and municipal self-management 
With the 1947 Building Act, the private-public balance shifted. From this point on, Swedish 
planning legislation bestowed strong authority upon the municipal level of government. 
What is commonly referred to as the municipal planning monopoly gave the municipalities 
the legal authority to decide where, when, and how to build within their geographic borders 
(Blücher, 2006: 143). According to Ödman (1992: 90, own translation), this meant “a significant 
intrusion upon private land-ownership”. The property owner’s rights were restricted to the 
possibility to build in accordance with plan (Strömgren, 2007: 14), and furthermore, the 
municipality would no longer need to “compensate the property owner for non-fulfilled increase of 
property value” (Engström, 2011: 13, own translation).13 The (formal) power over the land was 
moved from the property owner to an authoritative system regulated by legislation and 
based on democratic decisions taken by municipal politicians (Engström, 2011: 13). Adding 
to the strengthening of the role of the public authorities was the strong position of town and 
county architects and of the ‘Byggnadsstyrelsen’, i.e. the State authority for construction and 
administration of public operations (and until 1967 also for planning), that was included in 
the 1947 legislation (Andersson, 2011: 44). 

The idea was that the municipality would assess the suitability of the land (although only 
with regard to proposals for dense development) from a public point of view (Strömgren, 
2007: 89). Long-term, broad, and overall planning tools were therefore believed to fill an 
important function, and the 1947 Building Act built up a system of master plans (Sw: general 
plan), town plans (Sw: stadsplan), and building plans (Sw: byggnadsplan) (Ödman, 1992: 89). 
The possibility to work with regional plans (Sw: regionplan) was addressed through separate 
legislation. Through the use of these planning instruments – which, through scientific 
analysis, set out the future scenario – the municipality would rationally organise the 
development of the built environment, traffic, nature etc. (Strömgren, 2007: 15; Engström, 
2011: 13). This was intended to lead to the development of safe and healthy towns. It was 
based on the idea that it is possible to ”steer the town’s structure as a whole, towards a 
predetermined goal” (Floderus, 1989: 12, own translation). According to Floderus (1989: 11, 
own translation), the intent to develop society through master plans “was the result of cross-

                                                             

13 As noted by Andersson and Nuder (1977: 10), until the early nineteenth century, most land was in fact owned 
by the Swedish king or the State, which meant that the private property owner had only been able to develop 
their own land for a short period of Swedish history. 
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fertilisation of architects’ visual image of the city and functional holistic view of the physical 
structure, and political ambitions for planned economy [Sw: planhushållningsambitioner]”. This is 
confirmed by Strömgren (2007: 69, 89) who concludes that early post-war Sweden was 
characterised by ‘planning optimism’, by which he means both social-democratic ideals and 
a belief in modernist rationality and organisation (Strömgren, 2007: 69). With more and 
better planning (i.e. structure), public authorities would handle problems caused by a “lack of 
planning” (Sw: planlöshet) and spontaneous development (Strömgren, 2007: 89). (Modern 
planning ideals are further discussed in chapter 4.1). 

Besides the shift in power from private to public, the scale of the planning object also grew, 
argues Ödman (1992: 91-92). From individual buildings, blocks, and streets in 1907, planning 
addressed districts, harbours, sports areas and thereby whole towns in 1931, and the whole 
municipality in 1947 (although the focus was still on regulating the expansion of towns, 
whereas the countryside could be developed in accordance with the wishes of the property 
owner). Ödman (1992: 92, own translation) argues that planning was thereby “no longer just a 
disposition of land, but also a [...a] program for the development of welfare”. The planning object 
was, at this time, therefore not only seen as a physical object but also as a social one. 
Strömgren (2007: 90) describes the 1947 legislation as a shift in perspective from ‘town 
planning’ (Sw: stadsplanering) to ‘community planning’ (Sw: samhällsplanering). One intention 
was to strengthen social factors when planning the built environment, as it was expected that 
good environments provided the conditions for democratic citizens (Ödman, 1992: 178-179). 
In Sweden, these ideas were manifested in the ongoing development of ‘Folkhemmet’14 that 
had begun in the 1930s, and also by the organisation of the built environment into 
‘neighbourhoods’ (Sw: grannskap). According to Ödman (1992: 92), the role of the welfare 
state was, in 1947, to build more and better dwellings, to get the economy going, and to 
make citizens more democratic. At this time, planning was strongly influenced by leading 
modernists (Andersson, 2011: 44-45), and the emphasis on the welfare state gained authority 
through the increasing majority of the social-democrats in the Swedish parliament (Ödman, 
1992: 92). Given that this large-scale societal restructuring project would require the 
interference of public authorities, private interests had to step back. 

Simultaneously, the municipalities grew stronger. During the 1950s and 1970s, large changes 
were made in the municipal structures in order to construct strong social bodies. First of all, 
the number of municipalities was reduced. The first reformation of the division of 
municipalities (Sw: kommunindelning) had the effect that the number of municipalities 
decreased from 2,500 to just over 1,000 by 1952. The number further decreased to under 300 
in 1974 due to the 1962 reformation (today, in 2011, we have 290 municipalities). These larger 
municipalities had better conditions to establish functioning administrations, especially in 
combination with the increasing allocation of financial resources from the State to the 
municipalities. Furthermore, another important effect of the municipal reformation was that 
the two municipal categories were gathered into one, which meant that the County 
Administrative Boards no longer had authority over municipalities in the countryside, but 
that instead all municipalities’ Building Committees gained the same weight (at least on 
paper). Planning legislation and the municipalities’ increased authority in terms of building 

                                                             

14 The term ‘Folkhemmet’ translates to ‘the home of the people’, which was commonly used to describe the 
Swedish take on Welfare State ideals. 
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and development was therefore coloured both by contemporary theoretical ideas of ‘welfare’ 
and of ‘municipal self-management’ (Sw: kommunalt självstyre). (Ödman, 1992: 92; Fog, 1992: 
54-56) 

 

The 1947 legislator’s intentions vs. the application in practice  
When applied in practice, the 1947 Building Act faced several problems. For example, it did 
not provide sufficient support to solve conflicts between public and private interests. 
Municipalities’ influence over development and their possibility to assure public interests 
needed to be strengthened, something which required the development of steering tools (Sw: 
styrmedel), argues Ödman (1992: 93). Moreover, tendencies such as the development of 
weekend cottages made it increasingly obvious that the legislation was insufficient in only 
steering development in the towns, when in contrast the countryside developed without 
guidance (Ödman, 1992: 97). 

Another of the legislator’s intentions that did not work out in practice was the assumption 
that master plans need not be mandatory. It had been assumed that most towns would make 
them anyway to guide development and, further, voluntarily have them affirmed (Sw: 
fastställd) by the State in order to gain legal authority (Ödman, 1992: 89). But although the 
need for master plans was well-recognised, most municipalities simply did not make them, 
argues Ödman (1992: 93). She raises several possible explanations for this, one being that 
municipalities might not have wanted to commit to a specific direction for development that 
could lead to expectations in terms of service structure (for example, day care centres). The 
main reason, as Ödman (1992: 93-94) points out, was – however – that master plans were 
often designed as blueprint plans which more or less automatically resulted in discrepancies 
when planning continued over to town plans.15 In practice, such discrepancies between a 
town plan and an adopted master plan would be unacceptable; hence the easiest solution 
was to avoid setting up a master plan in the first place. One further explanation of why 
master plans were not made in many municipalities relates to the claims of politicians to the 
political authority to steer development, and their lack of acceptance of the professional 
power to do so, argues Ödman (1992: 169). The industrial and private sector nurtured this 
right of the politicians, and the result was negotiations between politicians and private 
sector. “The master plan became more of an adjustment to different projects than a predictive 
organisation of land use for different projects”, argues Ödman (1992: 169, own translation). All in 

                                                             

15 The discourse of planning as physical urban design dominated in Europe for nearly two decades after the 
Second World War. Planning concerned the design and organisation of ‘ideal towns’ through detailed blueprints 
which focused on the physical structure, and was in fact seen as architecture on the larger scale. The intention 
was to solve the problems of the industrial town through modern planning. The critique towards blueprint 
planning concerned both that its focus on the physical environment meant that the social environment was 
neglected, but also its belief in ‘physical determinism’ (i.e. that the physical environment determines the social 
environment) in those cases that the social environment had in fact been considered, such as in the planning of 
neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the fact that few blueprint plans were implemented in Europe suggested that that 
it is difficult to steer the physical form of towns. (Taylor, 1998: 14, 159; Strömgren, 2007: 35-38) 
Nonetheless, some larger Swedish cities made master plans, which provided a structure for development. For 
example, the development of the Stockholm neighbourhoods Vällingby and Årsta are the result of blueprint 
planning. 
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all, Ödman’s critique towards the master plans seems to indicate that strategic assessments 
were made outside of the formal planning system. 

 

The possibility for strong municipal authority, also without planning legislation 
These strategic assessments may be found in the parallel development of steering tools 
outside of planning legislation, which may thereby be another explanation of why many 
municipalities did not use the master plan in the way that the legislator intended. 

In 1933, population and dwellings were counted in Sweden, a review which showed 
enormous problems in terms of overcrowding, and poor sanitary conditions. Although there 
was not an actual shortage, workers could not afford decent housing. At this point in time, 
the labour movement had grown and with it a housing political debate. Symptomatic of this 
debate, Gunnar and Alva Myrdal’s book Kris i befolkningsfrågan (1934), which translates to 
“Crisis in the matter of population” blames the problems on liberal and market-oriented 
ideologies, and on the public authorities’ lack of influence. However, Sweden’s financial 
situation in the 1930s did not allow any large ventures, so instead those efforts that were 
initiated intended to improve the situation of specific groups. (Andersson & Nuder, 1977: 12-
16; Blücher, 2006: 140) 

After the Second World War, the demand for housing increased after stagnated construction 
over the years of the war, and favourable State loans were introduced to encourage 
construction. By the late 1940s, a number of political decisions relating to housing were 
made. As it was considered that “[t]he dwelling should be considered a social right”, public 
authorities should have the responsibility to plan, construct and finance housing (Andersson 
& Nuder, 1977: 17, own translation). The Provision of Housing Act (Sw: 
bostadsförsörjningslagen) from 1947 gave municipalities the responsibility of providing 
housing - municipal  housing companies should build and manage (Sw: förvalta) leasehold 
flats, and in 1948 the State Housing Committee (Sw: Bostadsstyrelsen) was founded, which 
was responsible for supporting housing development (Swedish National Encyclopaedia). 
Further, decisions in terms of dwelling standard and level of rents were also made 
(Andersson & Nuder, 1977: 17-18). Public authorities thereby gained access to steering tools 
outside of planning legislation to assure housing construction, which meant that the 
municipality could influence (steer) development without having to make a master plan. 

However, parallel to the development of increasingly strong municipalities and the strong 
emphasis on municipal self-government in post-war Sweden, the importance of (strong) 
private actors was also acknowledged. In the 1940s, the State Committee responsible for 
housing matters (Sw: Bostadssociala utredningen) suggested that municipalities should make 
plans for the provision of housing. However, according to Andersson (2011: 45, own 
translation), the Committee “emphasised that the municipalities should come to agreements with 
construction organisations and companies to take initiative to housing construction and management 
[and] prepare land that would be ready to exploit [...]”. During the industrialised and large-scale 
building of the 1960s, collaboration between public and private actors developed further, at 
the initiative of the State. Andersson (2011: 45, own translation) argues that “Parliament’s 
decision in terms of the social housing politics thereby endorsed organised collaboration between 
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public authorities, private companies, and organisations in the area of construction”. According to 
Andersson, the connection between public and private actors (especially large organisations) 
was promoted both by the labour market politics and by the State loans for construction. 
Furthermore, she points to the fact that “[l]ocal representatives for these organisations, as well as 
for the Association of Construction Workers, and other developers and construction companies 
participated together with architects and engineers in the [municipal] building committees that took 
the decisions about the town plans”(Andersson, 2011: 46, own translation). 

Although the connection between public and private actors made possible the expansion of 
the Folkhemmet, the interdependency between public and private actors was also 
acknowledged as problematic. The increasingly rapid pace of construction (which escalated 
during the ‘Million Housing Program’16) meant that municipalities were forced to plan faster 
than they had the resources to do (especially smaller municipalities). Furthermore, during 
the 1950s, larger construction companies had purchased land, which they now offered to sell 
to the municipalities together with own planning resources for the development of these 
areas. The municipalities felt obliged to accept, which had the effect that both the State and 
municipalities interpreted that their degree of influence and control over the development of 
society was insufficient. To handle this, by the end of the 1960s, new guidelines for housing 
politics allowed the municipalities to purchase large land areas through State loans, and also 
to have priority to purchase properties. (Andersson & Nuder, 1977: 23) 

The result of this parallel development of housing politics was that municipalities found a 
way to gain influence over development without the use of the planning instruments offered 
by planning legislation. Blücher (2006: 144, own translation) sums up three important 
steering tools that municipalities utilised to take the leading role in the development of 
society: “the planning monopoly, the transmission of housing loans, own investments, and a 
municipal land policy”. And as noted by Floderus (1989: 97), by the time of the Million 
Housing Program, the master plans had played their role and became largely obsolete, as 
municipalities bought large land areas and formed their own housing companies. In 1973, 
the Housing Ministry (Sw: bostadsdepartementet) was established, with the responsibility for 
planning and housing matters (Andersson & Nuder, 1977: 27). 

 

3.1.3 The 1960s and 1970s - The search for a planning instrument for holistic assessment 
Despite the parallel track formed by the housing politics of the time, planning legislation 
continued to manifest the municipality’s authority over planning. In 1959, a new Building 
Charter (Sw: byggnadsstadga) was adopted, which replaced the previous charter from 1947. 
The new charter would be valid for all municipalities, which meant that the local regulations 
for construction that had up until now guided quality and design were terminated. 

                                                             

16 The Million Housing Program refers to the decision to construct one million new dwellings between 1965 and 
1974, primarily in the form of public housing. The background was the housing shortage caused by urbanisation, 
immigration, and the fact that the post-war baby boomers had now reached adulthood. Andersson and Nuder 
state that “it was a heavy effort, that required large efforts from both State and municipalities, as well as from the 
construction industry”, the latter due to the need for industrial construction in long series to keep down production 
costs. In order to complete this task, the State had to become involved and secure finance. (Andersson & Nuder, 
1977: 20-21) 
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Furthermore, the decision to affirm detailed development plans (DDPs) was decentralised 
from State level to the County Administrative Board. (Fog et al. 1989: 56) 

In 1968, it was decided that the 1947 Building Act would be reviewed, revisionary work that 
would finally make up the Planning and Building Act of 1987. The revision initially intended 
to distribute planning over a system consisting of comprehensive national, regional, 
municipal, and district (Sw: kommundel) plans. The intention was that these plans - 
considered as ‘societal contracts’ between municipality and State - should be affirmed by the 
Government and thereafter becoming binding for DDPs. These should also be continuously 
reviewed. (Fog et al., 1989: 86; Ödman, 1992: 112-114) 

Ödman (1992: 112) mentions several triggers for the need to revise and modernise planning 
legislation in this period. Firstly, it was considered necessary to secure welfare and a good 
environment for all citizens, something that was strongly emphasised by the social 
democrats. At this time, the growing welfare of the Swedish population brought about 
significant changes in land use. Examples of such factors were increased car ownership and 
the creation of a car-dependent society, and increased leisure time and expansion in the 
number of weekend cottages which brought with it a need to protect natural resources 
(Engström, 2011: 13). These and other factors generated a perceived need for a municipal 
planning instrument that would allow holistic assessments (Ödman, 1992: 112). 

Although the emphasis was still on a strong municipal role in planning, another incentive to 
revise legislation was to involve other actors in planning. The fact that the decision to revise 
planning legislation coincided with the early stages of the Million Housing Program’s large-
scale housing and industrial construction techniques led to requests to involve developers in 
planning, especially in detailed development planning (Ödman, 1992: 112). Furthermore, the 
Million Housing Program, as well as other political issues at that time, also led to discussions 
about involving the public in planning (Strömgren, 2007: 154-155). 

 

National physical planning 
Furthermore, the budding environmental debate of the 1960s affected the ongoing revisions 
to Sweden’s planning legislation. One hot topic was nuclear power plants. Another was new 
industries, and the emergence of large-scale industrial plants. The 1947 Building Act’s 
shortcomings in terms of the provision of a holistic approach had resulted in the 
controversial localisation of some large-scale industry, power plants, and airports, where the 
State found itself in a situation of making decisions about things that had already been 
decided (Engström, 2011: 13; Ödman, 1992: 100). A need for national physical planning (Sw: 
fysisk riksplanering) emerged from these debates. It was however not only the need for high-
profile localisations that drove this demand, but also the fact that increased leisure time 
brought with it a need to assure values connected to recreation and nature (Blücher, 2006: 
145). One effect was that in 1967, the State Planning Authority (Sw: statens planverk) was born, 
with the aim to perform supervision (Sw: tillsyn), publish guidance over planning and 
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construction17, and to participate in national physical planning (Fog et al.; 1989: 56; 
Strömgren, 2007: 119). 

Another step in enabling national physical planning was the decision, taken in 1971, to 
expand the municipal planning monopoly: from now on, not only dense development would 
require planning, but also development in sparsely populated areas (Strömgren, 2007: 119). 
As an effect, the rights of property owners in the countryside to construct according to their 
own wishes were removed. Instead the term ‘national interest’ (Sw: riksintresse) was 
introduced (Franke et al, 2010: 17), which meant that areas of national interests were 
appointed which the municipality should consider in planning and development (Fog et a. 
1989: 56). Thereby large areas of strategic importance could be assured for future 
development of for example airports.  

Furthermore, in 1972, ‘Guidelines for economizing of land and water and guidelines for a 
continuous national physical planning’ were adopted by Swedish Parliament. Work to develop 
these guidelines continued throughout the 1970s. It was assumed that municipalities would 
consider these non-binding guidelines in planning – and so they did, a reason for this 
possibly being the financial support provided by the State. One result was that most 
municipalities voluntarily made municipal overviews (Sw: kommunöversikt), thereby 
providing guidelines for the development of the whole municipality.18 (Ödman, 1992: 102-
103; Fog et al., 1989: 62) 

 

Binding vs. non-binding plans 
Between the call for modernisation in 1968, and the 1987 Planning and Building Act, two 
larger official reports (Sw: betänkanden) were produced, in 1974 and then in 1979, which 
suggested different ways to balance flexibility and structure (guiding/binding) in the design 
of the central planning instrument. The 1974 report suggested a legally binding municipal 
plan (Sw: kommunplan) that would cover the entire surface of the municipality. This plan 
would be adopted by the Municipal Council, approved by the County Administrative Board 
and, in some cases, also by Government. However, when the system with binding plans was 
piloted in a number of municipalities it was assessed to be too rigid. According to Fog, the 
idea had been to connect spatial, social, and economic planning by placing the responsibility 
on the Municipal Committee, but the pilot study indicated that that the needs of local 
politicians to adjust to changes in local business life and business cycles was difficult to 
combine with long-term binding decisions. The suggestion was therefore regular revisions of 
the municipal plans every three to five years, and also possibilities to work with district 
plans (Sw: kommundelsplan) when necessary. (Fog et al., 1989: 87; Ödman, 1992: 113-114) 

The 1979 report replaced the binding municipal plan with a guiding ‘spatial overview’ (Sw: 
marköversikt), a term that was intended to emphasise that it concerned “a physical plan of 
comprehensive character”. This plan would be mandatory for all municipalities. The political 
                                                             

17 For example, the Swedish Building Standards (Sw: svensk byggnorm, SBN) published in 1970 had an important 
role in the industrial construction of the Million Housing Program (Fog et al., 1989: 57). 
18 However, according to Engström (2011: 14), the municipal overviews did not cover towns, over which town 
plans were instead made, with a patchwork of plans as a result. 
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aspects of the plan were stressed, and the incentive was to further decentralise power to the 
municipal level. This plan would be adopted by the Municipal Council and it would not 
need to be affirmed by State as had previously been suggested - that was seen as 
contradicting the representative municipal democracy. (Ödman, 1992: 115) 

 

3.1.4 1987 – a strengthened municipal planning monopoly 
Through the 1987 Planning and Building Act, decision-making power was further 
decentralised to the municipal level. The comprehensive plan (CP) gained the key position 
in the Swedish planning system, and was considered a requisite for a functioning planning 
monopoly. The intention was that this planning instrument would serve as a service of 
return for the increased authority municipalities attained through the Planning and Building 
Act, argues Engström (2011). In order to have the right to set up land-use regulation 
documents (DDPs), municipalities should provide an up-to-date description of their 
intentions for long-term development through the CP. Engström argues that the CP was 
thereby intended to become “an arena for negotiations, where State and municipality could agree 
about […] public interests” (Engström, 2011, own translation). So although the Planning and 
Building Act had given municipalities ‘interpretative prerogative’ of public interest 
(Boverket, 1996: 9), this should still be formed in dialogue with the State (through County 
Administrative Boards) during the process of formulating the CP. The County 
Administrative Board’s exposition statement would therefore be a central document next to 
the plan itself – it should indicate whether the municipality’s intentions in terms of 
development could be implemented without State intervention (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 169). 

The Planning and Building Act had finally been adopted after a long debate in Parliament, 
making visible the political parties’ different views on private ownership (Ödman, 1992: 
119). The obvious “welfare rhetoric” of the Planning and Building Act can be traced to the 
influence of the social democratic party, argues Ödman (1992: 124). The flexibility-structure 
balance of the planning instrument also bears ideological traces. According to Strömgren, the 
final agreement between social-democrats and Centerpartiet had the effect that all ambitions 
to steer or guide development through the CP were removed. Although the intention had 
been that the CP should outline intentions for the municipality’s long-term development, 
Strömgren argues that its function would be as a “presentation and investigation material [Sw: 
redovisnings- och utredningsmaterial] over current land use and show on future development 
possibilities” (Strömgren, 2007: 184-185, 191). Engström (2011) calls the CP a hybrid between 
the 1947 master plan and the 1970s’ municipal overview, without the former’s judicial 
effects.  

The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Sw: Boverket) was founded in 1988, 
which consolidated the State Housing Committee and the State Planning Authority (Swedish 
National Encyclopedia). 
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An emphasis on process 
Compared to the 1947 legislation, the 1987 Planning and Building Act strengthened the 
“communicative function of legislation” (Fog et al., 1989: 94, own translation). By constituting 
guidelines for future development and a presentation and investigation material for public 
interests, the legislation intended to communicate ways to solve problems rather than 
providing solutions, argue Fog et al. (1989: 68). Thereby also the process of making plans was 
emphasised. According to Engström (2011: 14), it is this intention – to assure the plans’ 
quality and a good environment (i.e. the result of the plan) through requirements placed 
upon process and on presentations, rather than material requirements – that distinguishes 
Swedish planning legislation from many other European countries.19 

According to Fog, one reason for the increased importance of procedural regulations in the 
Planning and Building Act was that the reformations and amalgamations of municipalities’ 
structure in the 1950s and 1970s had changed the power structure, and thereby conditions for 
collaboration between actors involved in planning and development (Fog et al., 1989: 56). 

In 1987, both the roles of the municipal official (Sw: tjänsteman), and the role of local 
politicians, were strengthened. The planner gained professional power as interpreters of 
public interest (although in dialogue with the State), whereas the political level gained a role 
that aimed to make informed decisions. (The planning system according to the Planning and 
Building Act is outlined in appendix A.) Nonetheless, the new system was criticised by 
representatives from the business world as well as the public, who claimed that it impeded 
transparency. When decisions were based on values rather than “judicial relevant facts”, the 
critics reasoned, it became difficult to predict the outcome of decision making, hence the 
individual’s actual degree of influence decreased (Fog et al., 1989: 93-94; Ödman, 1992: 21). 

 

3.1.5 The CP after 1987 
Between the adoption of the Planning and Building Act in 1987 and the adoption of the 
revised Planning and Building Act in 2011, reviews continued and some additions and 
smaller modifications have been made in stages. 

 

Clarifying the role of the CP 

In 1995, the Planning and Building Act was modified with the intent to (Boverket, 1996: 11): 
• strengthen the status of the CP in guiding future decisions; 
• introduce more and clarified requirements in terms of the mandatory content of the plan; 
• introduce requirements for impact assessments; 
• strengthen the importance of the consultation stage of planning; 
• introduce new responsibilities for County Administrative Boards; 
• strengthen the emphasis on assessing the topicality of the CP. 

                                                             

19 Legislation’s procedural outline shows strong influence of modern planning ideals, indicating the belief that 
good planning will provide good built environments. It includes elements from the rational systems view, the 
rational approach to decision making and the communicative school, see further chapter 4.1. 
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In the guide published by Boverket following these modifications, the double role of the CP 
is stressed: the CP as a political document; and the CP as a presentation and investigation 
material. The guide distinguishes between the ‘plan’ - which is intended to present political 
intentions and standpoints, and the background material - the ‘planning data’ (Sw: 
planeringsunderlag) - which is intended to be both the base on which (rational) decisions are 
to be made, and a data source for municipal officials. The latter role was considered to be a 
strength, serving as a source of knowledge for example when officials and politicians are 
replaced. Furthermore, the guide emphasised the CP’s role as a systemic and holistic 
instrument to coordinate the municipality’s technical, physical and social planning. 
Boverket’s guide also argued that the CP should act as a ground for negotiations with other 
private actors, as well as officials at different levels. Finally, the nature of comprehensive 
planning as a continuous process was stressed, for example through the emphasis placed on 
assessing the topicality of the CP. (Boverket, 1996: 30;33) 

 

The 1990s and ‘sustainability’ 
Furthermore, in 1995 the Planning and Building Act was modified in intent to stress that 
physical planning should be integrated into environmental politics (Boverket, 1996: 11). An 
important factor in the Planning and Building Act is, therefore, its coordination with 
environmental legislation. In 1987, not only the Planning and Building Act but also the 
Natural Resources Act (Sw: naturresurslagen) gained legal force, as “an instrument to solve 
conflicts concerning usage of natural resources” (Ödman, 1992: 108). The second chapter of this 
legislation states that “in the use of land and water areas, priority should be given to such uses that 
contribute to good economizing from a public point of view” (Ödman, 1992: 111, own translation). 

In 1999, the Natural Resources Act was incorporated into the new Environmental Code (Sw: 
miljöbalken). This successively growing environmental legislation meant increased emphasis 
on environmental and ecological matters in planning, but also had the effect that a ‘good 
environment’ became even more a matter of sustainability, especially in terms of 
economising of natural resources. According to Nilsson (2003: 193-194), around the turn of 
the millennium, ”the point of departure was to protect large natural resources with high 
environmental values, to promote and environmental life style and a structure for industry and 
business with a strong profile on agriculture and forestry”. Contributing to this development, the 
United Nation’s World Commission on Environment and Development’s (WCED) so-called 
‘Brundtland report’ - “Our Common Future” from 1987 as well as Agenda 21 (adopted at the 
1992 Rio Conference), both exerted influence. These policies state that ‘sustainable 
development’ should be the overall goal for the development in Society, defining 
‘sustainable development’ as “development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Swedish National 
Encyclopaedia). 

In the late 1990s, the responsibility of municipalities to work with global wellbeing was 
further emphasised through the Swedish Parliament’s appointment of 15 (now 16) national 
environmental goals to be reached by 2025, which should guide planning. The goal ‘Good 
Urban Environment’ (Sw: God bebyggd miljö) stated that urban areas should constitute good 
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and healthy living environments, and contribute to good regional and global environments 
(prop. 1997/98: 145). 

 

The twenty-first century and ‘efficiency’, ‘competition’, ‘risk’, and ‘global climate threats’ 
In 2002, the PBL Committee (PBL being the abbreviated form of “Plan- och bygglagen”, or 
Planning and Building Act) started the revisionary work that would be finalised through the 
introduction of the revised Planning and Building Act (SFS 2010: 900) in May 2011. The PBL 
Committee presented an official report in 2005, after which a consultation period followed. 
In 2007, the Building Process Committee (Sw: byggprocessutredningen) was commissioned by 
the Government to “investigate the possibilities to further simplify and clarify the regulations that 
steer physical planning and certain construction related matters” (SOU 2008:68, p. 11, own 
translation), resulting in the 2008 final official report.20  The overall aim was to make the 
planning process more efficient. One reason for this was that at this time there was a wide 
discontent amongst financiers, developers, and politicians over that the time taken to 
manage a DDP; it was considered to be too long (Boverket, 2008a). As a result of this 
discontent, several changes were introduced to the Planning and Building Act in 2008, 
through the revision entitled “A first step towards a simpler Planning and Building Act” 
(Boverket, 2007). These revisions included a clarification concerning the possibility to work 
with elaborations of and additions to the CP (ECPs and ACPs) (Sw: fördjupning av ÖP, tillägg 
till ÖP). 

That the motto is ‘more efficient’ is visible in the way in which the legislator’s intentions for 
the revised Planning and Building Act were formulated. “According to the Ministry of the 
Environment’s assessment, the suggestions in the referral will lead to that the regulations in the 
Planning and Building Act are made more efficient, simpler, and more clear, which is in accordance 
with Government’s efforts for simplification of rules and regulations” (Prop. 2009/10: 170 p. 10, 
own translation). The intention was to remove unnecessary requirements, to coordinate 
administration of tasks connected to the Environmental Code, but also to make the planning 
and building process easier for companies and private actors, for example through the 
possibility to receive a preliminary response from the municipality in terms of whether or 
not a DDP is likely to be adopted. This is both intended to shorten the time needed for 
municipalities’ administration of planning and building tasks, and to make the application of 
legislation more similar across the country, and thereby increase the predictability for those 
involved in and influenced by a plan (Prop. 2009/10: 170 p. 10). 

The perceived need to make planning more efficient is, to some degree, connected to another 
aim of the revisionary work, which was to strengthen the economic dimension of 
sustainability by promoting good economic development and efficient competition in 
comprehensive planning. Boverket argue that the latter “clarifies the conditions for the 
municipality to consider basic conditions for establishment and development of business life and 
commercial services, as well as for building of infrastructure for communications and technical 

                                                             

20 The title of the 2005 official report is ”Får jag lov?”, which translates to ”Am I permitted?” but may also 
translate to “May I have this dance?”, is an elaboration with planning and building terms. Similarly, the 2008 final 
official report is titled ”Bygg helt enkelt”, which translates to ”Simply construct”, perhaps thereby indicating the 
emphasis on efficiency. 
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support and housing construction” (Boverket, 2007: 10, own translation). According to 
Strömgren (2007: 224) ‘competition’ was thereby defined as a public interest. Nonetheless, it 
also indicates that the public-private balance has again shifted. An example of this is that in 
2009, shoreline protection (Sw: strandsskydd) was subject to revisions by determining that the 
municipality, through a CP, present countryside locations that may be subject to releases in 
shoreline protection. Thereby the public interest – in the form of access to beaches - 
decreased in favour of private ownership, meaning that ‘attractiveness’ and the public’s 
access to beaches become divergent interests for the municipality to balance. It can be noted 
that, however, the County Administrative Board simultaneously gained increased 
responsibility over the matter of ensuring that these areas are consistent with the seventh 
chapter of the Environmental Code (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 172). 

Besides the intention to strengthen the economic dimension of sustainability, a shift in the 
content of the ecological dimension of the term ‘sustainability’ is visible compared to the 
1990s. Rather than the economizing of natural resources, the focus in revised planning 
legislation is rather on global climate threats. This, in turn, affects planning in two ways. 
One concerns attempts to decrease pressure on nature and earth, for example through 
organising space in a way that decreases car dependency (see further section 3.2.4). The other 
concerns the increased focus on (certain) risks in planning. In 2008 the Planning and 
Building Act was modified to state that CPs and DDPs should consider climate threats, and 
the risk of accidents, flooding, and erosion (Boverket, 2007:10). The municipality has a legal 
responsibility to consider risk in planning in order to assure robust, safe, and well-
functioning environments. Not only does this concern risks connected to climate, but it is 
suggested that ‘risk’ is today becoming an increasingly central topic in planning (Bergström, 
2006). One reason for this may be that a paradigm shift is taking place within the risk 
management field: from a reactive towards a proactive and preventive approach to risk 
management (Rasmussen & Svedung, 2000; Rosenberg & Andersson, 2004). To consider 
safety matters in planning is to work with risk management from a preventive perspective; 
the introduction of the Civil Protection Act (SFS 2003:778) (Sw: lag om skydd mot olyckor) in 
2004 emphasises that municipalities should focus on managing risks before they happen, 
rather than taking care of accidents. The increased emphasis on matters of risk in planning 
may also be an effect of an increased focus on risk in society in general, which means that to 
consider risk in planning may be interpreted as both a kind of quality assurance, but also the 
effect of a “better safe than sorry” mentality (Bergström, 2006). 

 

Emphasising the strategic role of the CP in intent to maintain a strong planning monopoly? 
The efforts of municipalities to promote efficient competition by attempting to (rapidly and 
efficiently) become attractive for the establishment of businesses and residents, indicate that 
they regard their role in development as less authoritative. Nonetheless, it seems that the 
legislator’s intention is still to structure the planning system upon the basis of a strong role 
for municipalities. According to the Government’s statement (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 2, own 
translation), “the many investigations made [since the adoption of the Planning and Building 
Act in 1987, for example that of the PBL Committee] show a strong support for the basic 
intentions in the Planning and Building Act, i.e. that municipal self-management and the 
municipalities’ responsibility for planning should remain, that the State also onward should have a 
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strong role, that the planning system in general is purposeful and that the forms for citizen influence 
and individuals’ rights should be protected”. Although the legislator suggests that “the problems 
highlighted in the investigations primarily concern shortcomings in the application [of legislation]”, 
it is also stressed that changes in society may call for adjustments to legislation. The 
legislator thereby provides the view that although public authorities’ role should be strong, 
new conditions require acknowledgement of the stronger position of private actors in 
development. One way to assure a strong role of municipalities is the proposal to strengthen 
the strategic role of the CP (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 173). In section 3.2, I scrutinise the 
background to this proposal by digging deeper into the conditions of contemporary planning 
practice. 
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Table 3.1: Tracing an emerging strategic CP throughout the evolution of Swedish planning legislation 
Based on the descriptions in section 3.1, table 3.1 summarises key events) in the evolution of Swedish planning 
legislation in terms of emerging conditions for the application of a strategic perspective in municipal planning 
practice (when, where, how. Over the evolution of planning legislation, different steering tools have intended to 
assure the public authorities’ influence over development. 

Year Steering tool Strategic dimension, strategic attempts 

1874 Town plan  The first step to centralise power from property owners to public authorities 
(State). Ambition to assure a well-organised built environment – safe, healthy 
and aesthetically appealing – through the possibility to regulate the design of 
buildings, street-width, and public places (urban blocks). For example to prevent 
from fire, but also to promote health and hygiene. 

1907 Town plan Planning is a municipal concern. The property owner cannot construct on land 
planned as a street or public place. Possibility for municipalities to acquire such 
land.  

1931 Town plan Towns can regulate development and acquire land for public purposes, also on 
the outskirts. 

1947 Master plan, 
town plan 

Decentralisation of power to a municipal level. 
Strengthened position of public authorities to assure the development of the 
welfare state. Also a strong position of experts. 
Master plan covers entire area of the municipality (but mostly town plans are 
utilised). These plans provide a possibility to coordinate social and technical 
infrastructure in order to rationally organise the good society. 

1952 & 
1974 

The municipal 
body 

Municipalities’ position is strengthened through the reformation and 
amalgamation of municipalities. Larger municipalities with new conditions to 
establish functioning administrations. 

1930s-
1980s 

Steering tools 
connected to 
housing 

Provision of a set of steering tools for development, outside of planning 
legislation: housing provision politics; municipalities are made responsible for 
the provision of housing; State loans for the construction of housing. 

1959 Master plan, 
town plan 

One and same Building Charter is valid all over Sweden, local regulations in 
terms of construction are terminated. 
Decentralisation of affirmation of DDPs from the State to the County 
Administrative Board. 

1972 Municipal 
overview 

Voluntary plans made with State financial support. 
Holistic guidelines for development of the municipality’s land and water areas, 
as part of the venture for national physical planning. This to assure large assets 
and important areas such as harbours and airports, but also values connected to 
recreation and nature. 

1987 CP  The mandatory CP covers the entire municipality, and should provide guidelines 
for future use of land and water areas. The CP consists of both of plan (political 
intentions) and planning data. 
Strengthened planning monopoly, the municipality can make DDPs in exchange 
for presenting intentions for future development and after negotiating national 
interests with County Administrative Boards (i.e. State’s representative). 
Procedural requirements.  

1996 CP Attempt to assure the validity of political intentions through regular assessment 
of the topicality of the CP. 
Requirement to assess the impacts from implementing the plan. Sustainable 
development and Agenda 21. 

2010 CP, ECP, ACP Planning should be more efficient. 
Ambition to strengthen the strategic position of the CP by considering 
municipalities’ planning within its extended context. This to strengthen 
competitiveness and to handle global climate threats. 
County Administrative Boards responsible for keeping CPs up-to-date. 
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3.2 Comprehensive planning in contemporary planning practice   
Whereas section 3.1 traced the historical relation between the legislator’s intentions and how 
practice has applied that legislation, the following sections intend to dig deeper into the 
matter of how legislation is interpreted and implemented in practice today. The intention is 
also to address why the legislator propose that comprehensive planning should become 
strategic. 

 

3.2.1 Tracing a gap between legislation’s intentions and practice’s application 
In this section, I investigate how comprehensive planning functions in contemporary 
planning practice, in particular in terms of the legislator’s intentions to: 
• place the CP in a key position for a strengthened planning monopoly; 
• define the CP as an active political document, as a relevant source of data, and as a node 
in the dialogue between State and municipality. 

The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s 
(Boverket) annual planning reviews21 show that many 
municipalities have old CPs: by the end of 2010, 97 of 
Sweden’s 290 municipalities had CPs dating from the 
1990s (Boverket, 2011: 15). Of these, 62 were actually 
from 1991 or before. Furthermore, only a minority of 
municipalities have in fact ever formally assessed the 
topicality of the CP (Boverket, 2010: 18; Boverket, 2011: 
18). This in spite of the legislator’s attempt to emphasise 
this requirement through modifications to the Planning 
and Building Act in 1995. Most of the municipalities with 
old CPs are located in the northern parts of Sweden with 
populations of less than 25,000 inhabitants (Boverket, 
2009b: 10). Many of these municipalities have limited 
resources for planning. The highest number of plans 
adopted occurred in the two counties Västra Götaland 
and Skåne. Municipalities in and around larger cities 
tend to have more up-to-date CPs (Boverket, 2011: 15-
17). 

Although some municipalities have adopted several CPs over the years and others are 
producing local plan formats such as ‘visions’ and ‘municipal strategies’ (Prop. 2009/10: 170, 
p. 171), the number of CP that were adopted was low for several years (see table 3.2). It 
seems, however, that this trend is changing - 34 CPs were adopted in 2010, which is the 
highest number since 1991, i.e. just after the adoption of the Planning and Building Act. What 
                                                             

21 This section is to a large extent based on Boverket’s annual reviews of the planning performed in Swedish 
municipalities and counties. I have studied the reviews of planning in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010 (Boverket, 
2008a; 2008b; 2009b; 2010 & 2011). With reference to the reasoning set out in chapter 2.3.4, which poses that 
documents not only reflect a discourse but also serve as a statement of intention for their author to promote 
certain beliefs, it should be noted that Boverket, as the authority responsible for planning, is the official 
interpreter of planning legislation, and also has a responsibility for the submission of guidelines. 

Table 3.2: Comprehensive planning activity 
Sweden has 290 municipalities. 

Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Adopted
CPs 

25 12 6 13 34* 

Adopted 
ECPs 

17 12 24 35 20** 

Adopted 
ACPs 

4 8  3  21 34*** 

(Based on Boverket, 2010; Boverket, 2011) 

* By the end of 2010, 97 municipalities had CPs from 
the 1990s. 
** In 2010, 9 of the 20 ECPs and 13 of the 34 ACPs 
were adopted by municipalities with CPs from the 
1990s. 
*** All 3 ACPs adopted in 2008, 20 of the 21 adopted 
in 2009, and 30 of the 34 adopted in 2010 concerned 
wind power, an effect of the State’s financial support 
for wind power planning. 
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this increase results from may be speculated upon. One explanation may be that it is the 
result of new regulations for development in shoreline locations (Larsson & Åkerlund, 2011). 
It could also be an effect of 2010 being an election year, as Boverket (2010: 35) argue based on 
previous experiences that planning activity tends to increase by the end of a term of office. 
Based on the empirical case data in chapters 5-8 I will later in this dissertation suggest that it 
may also be for strategic reasons. 

 

A problem according to Boverket 
For several years, Boverket has stressed that municipalities do not perform comprehensive 
planning in the way that the legislator intends; this argument has been based on the high 
number of old plans (Boverket, 2008a; 2008b; 2009; 2010). Despite an increase in the number 
of plans adopted in 2010, Boverket continues to maintain the opinion that municipalities do 
not perform comprehensive planning as legislation intends; its argumentation, however, has 
changed. Boverket (2011: 24, own translation) now states that: “Although comprehensive 
planning has gained speed in many municipalities, too many municipalities are still not sufficiently 
motivated to work with comprehensive planning unless they are granted financial support for the 
work with the plan [as is the case with wind power ACPs]. This is a fundamental problem, as 
municipalities’ planning monopoly and strong position in the Planning and Building Act is based on 
the requirement that municipalities handle, in an up-to-date manner, State interests through 
comprehensive planning. It is Boverket’s opinion that it is not reasonable that this inadequate 
application of the law continues”. Boverket do, however, suggest a silver lining to this cloud in 
the future: “Hopefully the positive development in recent years, the new Planning and Building Act, 
and the experiences from the pilot projects [see chapter 8] will contribute to a significant 
improvement of the application [of legislation]”. 

Boverket also consider problematic the fact that many municipalities focus their 
comprehensive planning efforts on elaborations of and additions to the comprehensive plan 
(ECPs and ACPs) (see table 3.2). In Boverket’s opinion, municipalities are perhaps too 
inclined to favour ECPs and ACPs rather than updating the CP itself (which embraces the 
entire municipality). Boverket state that the intention behind the mechanism of the CP is to 
provide guidance to future planning – that is, guidance to ECPs, ACPs, DDPs and other 
land-use assessments (Boverket 2009: 17; Boverket, 2011: 22). From Boverket’s perspective, it 
therefore becomes problematic that 45% of the ECPs and 38% of the ACPs adopted in 2010 
were made by municipalities with CPs from the 1990s (Boverket, 2011: 22). Boverket 
furthermore suspect that ACPs risk leading to ‘one-question-based comprehensive 
planning’, which is argued to be opposed to the intention that the CP should serve as an 
instrument to balance  different public interests (Boverket, 2010: 44), the node where the 
negotiation between municipality and State becomes visible. 

Boverket’s statistics may thereby very well indicate that comprehensive planning is not 
performed by municipalities in accordance with legislation’s intentions. The legislator’s 
requirement for municipalities to keep an up-to-date CP as a service in return for the 
authority to make DDPs is not met. Or, as put by Boverket based on the 2009 statistics, two 
decades after the adoption of the Planning and Building Act: “The comprehensive plan has not 
yet become the central planning instrument for municipalities that it was intended to be” (Boverket, 
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2010: 22, own translation). My intention in the following section is therefore to trace the 
possible reason for the gap between legislation’s intentions and how practice performs 
comprehensive planning. 

 

Tracing the background to the gap 
Boverket suggests that the reason that municipalities fail to prioritise comprehensive 
planning is that the recent years’ high interest in construction in many municipalities means 
a high pressure to produce, first and foremost, DDPs. Whilst prioritising short-term tasks 
such as DDPs, comprehensive planning is often postponed for the future (Boverket, 2008a; 
2008b; 2009).22 The fact that Boverket’s  planning review show that many municipalities face 
resource scarcities (Boverket, 2010: 61-62), may further strengthen this tendency.23 The 
planning review also suggests that smaller municipalities face increasing problems in 
maintaining sufficient expertise to work with comprehensive planning (Boverket, 2010: 61-
62). Boverket further suggest that one reason why municipalities do not formally assess the 
topicality of the CP might be that the process to do so is not considered to be practical 
(Boverket, 2010: 22). 

It is, however, possible to put forward a number of explanations which differ from those 
provided by Boverket. For example, the reason why the first CPs were made in the early 
1990s may have resulted from the fact that Sweden in the late 1980s had a high demand for 
construction, which made having an up-to-date CP seem relevant, but that when the demand 
for construction stagnated a few years later, it became harder to motivate municipalities to 
work with CPs.24 

Another possible explanation for why municipalities may avoid making CPs lies in the 
accusation that the CP is a heavy document, which not only takes effort and resources to 
initiate and perform, but is also difficult to grasp, hence difficult to use. For example, in the 
investigations made before the revised planning legislation, it is argued that the CP often is 
experienced as “overloaded by extensive presentation documents” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 177, 
own translation). Or, as put by Engström (2011: 14), the fact that a wide spectrum of different 
matters are to be incorporated in the CP, means that the easy way out is simply not to make a 
CP at all. Smaller municipalities in particular may interpret that the procedural requirements 
and requirements to investigate and present a wide range of matters cost more effort than 
the benefits are worth (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 171). Adding to this explanation is the belief 
that the CP may be suitable for handling development and growth, but less suitable for 
handling stagnation or decrease (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 171). This may explain why 

                                                             

22 During 2010, 1,941 DDPs were adopted (Boverket 2011: 27), a lower number compared to the two previous 
years. Most DDPs were adopted in and around larger cities, such as Stockholm, Göteborg, Örebro, Kungsbacka, 
Malmö, and Helsingborg. 27 municipalities did not adopt any DDPs during 2010. 
23 Boverket’s planning reviews show that the number of consultants used by municipalities to set up DPPs is high 
(Boverket, 2011: 45), leaving the officials with the task of managing the plans in terms of politics. On the positive 
side, consultant may add competence and up-to-date expertise that (small) municipalities cannot themselves 
keep. On the negative side, lack of competence and subsequent reliance on consultants may decrease the 
municipalities’ degree of influence. 
24 This assumption is expressed by Professor Carl-Johan Engström, Urban & Regional Studies, KTH, previously 
director of Boverket’s Department of Comprehensive Planning and the Economization of Natural Resources, and 
also with long experience from municipal practice. 
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municipalities in and around metropolitan areas tend to work with CPs more than 
municipalities in other parts of the country.25 

The perception of the CP as cumbersome may thereby provide an insight into why 
municipalities choose to work with ECPs and ACPs. It may very well be the result of 
choosing a lighter process, which in turn could result in a lighter document. The 
municipalities’ willingness to work with ECPs and ACPs may, however, also reflect attempts 
to handle the different challenges they face due to great variances in geographic and 
demographic conditions. It may seem logical to municipalities to focus comprehensive 
planning on strategically important questions or spatial areas, such as the municipality’s 
central town, or a specific central district. 

Furthermore, although the CP is not legally binding, with reference to municipalities’ 
reluctance to be tied to promises about the future during the 1940s and 1950s (see section 
3.1.2), it is fair to assume that today municipalities also find it easier to get around the CP if 
there simply isn’t one. Finally, it should be noted that in the case that a municipality 
disobeys the legal requirement to keep an up-to-date CP, the effects are in fact weak – it 
leads neither to economical nor other effects. 

With reference to these diverse explanations as to why many municipalities do not keep up-
to-date CPs, I suggest that although time, resources, and expertise scarcities most likely affect 
how comprehensive planning is performed (as suggested by Boverket), the fact that 
comprehensive planning is not performed in accordance with legislation’s intentions should 
be regarded as a more complex dilemma. Summing up these indications: 
• It seems that the legislator’s distinction between plan (political intentions) and planning 
data (the background material that should serve as a base for political intentions) is not 
clear in practice. As a result of the fact that planning data is considered to require too 
much effort, formal comprehensive planning is not initiated, and the political intentions 
(the plan) are not kept up-to-date. Adding to this, if the document is considered to be too 
heavy to use, and potentially less suitable for a municipality that is not experiencing 
growth, it may seem logical to prioritise short-term and implementation-oriented 
planning such as DDPs. Thereby, the formal requirements may lead to the CP remaining 
in “the head” of a clever and experienced planner (town architect), especially in smaller 
municipalities, which may very well may suffice for pragmatic approaches and work 
with development without formal planning instruments.26 

• It should also be noted that an old CP is not necessarily out-dated, depending on in what 
way and to what extent development has taken place in the municipality (and in the 
context within which it is located). And if the formal process of assessing the topicality of 
the plan is seen as impractical, an informal process may very well have taken place. 

                                                             

25 Although this observation may be supported by the fact that most CPs are adopted by municipalities in city 
regions, it should also be noted that of the 13 plans adopted in 2009, nine municipalities had less than 25,000 
inhabitants and four in fact had decreasing populations (Boverket, 2010: 36). 
26 The idea of comprehensive planning remaining in the head of a clever planner is suggested by Professor Carl-
Johan Engström, Urban & Regional Studies, KTH, previously director of Boverket’s Department of 
Comprehensive Planning and the Economization of Natural Resources, and also with long experience from 
municipal practice. 
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These indications suggest that although old CPs and an (overly) high utilisation of ECPs and 
ACPs means that comprehensive planning does not function in accordance with the 
legislator’s intentions, the reason may be that legislation not sufficiently reflects the fact that 
Swedish municipalities have different conditions and needs, and that they may therefore 
utilise planning instruments in accordance with their needs. It is a fair assumption that 
municipalities are more likely to work with comprehensive planning if they see tangible 
gains from doing so rather than performing this work merely because it is compulsory. 

 

3.2.2 What might be the problem then? 
Above, I have provided several possible explanations to why many municipalities do not 
perform comprehensive planning in accordance with the legislator’s intentions. Nonetheless, 
it is my opinion that there may be problems caused by the gap between the legislator’s 
intentions for this planning instrument, and the needs and expectations of practice. 

The most obvious problem caused by the gap concerns the connections between the Planning 
and Building Act and other legislation. Permits and assessments connected to planning and 
environmental legislation, other municipalities’ CPs, regional development programs, 
infrastructure investments etc. rely on these connections. In such assessments, locally 
produced ‘visions’ or ‘municipal strategies’ that are made in intent to handle the needs of the 
municipality will become invisible – as it is only the Planning and Building Act’s CP that 
counts. This means that outdated CPs may become the base for development assessments at 
local, regional, and national levels. This problem is also raised in the reviews and referrals 
that proceeded revised legislation (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 170). The legislator’s intention is 
that the CP be the key in the planning monopoly, and in the planning system. As noted by 
Boverket (2011: 18, own translation), ”the Planning and Building Act system and the 
municipalities’ strong position in planning relies to a large extent on that municipalities keep a CP 
with an up-to-date presentation of national interests”. The intention is that the CP should to serve 
as a node between State and the municipality, between municipalities, and between the 
municipality and other actors involved in development. 

 

A perceived need for rapid planning 
Furthermore, I believe that problems may be caused by the gap between legislator’s 
intention for the CP to be a political document that guides the municipality’s future 
development, and practice’s application of the CP. The legislator argues that many CPs 
constitute “neither an up-to-date and anchored political document nor a guiding instrument for the 
planning and decision making of the municipality” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 189, own translation). 
But if there is no up-to-date CP, or if such a document only exists in the head of one clever 
planner, how do municipalities keep together a direction for development? Legislation 
assumes a connection between the CP and a DDP (see appendix A, fig A.1), but in chapter 1, 
I expressed my fear of an emerging patchwork of rapidly produced DDPs seeming to lack a 
connection to the CP, with reference to my own practical experience and the findings from 
the licentiate thesis. 
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As noted above in section 3.2.1, there is a high level of pressure on many municipalities to 
produce DDPs, and there has also been a wide discontent amongst financiers, developers, 
and politicians regarding the time necessary to process a DDP, which is considered too long 
(Boverket, 2008a). Although the revised planning legislation intends to handle this and make 
planning more efficient, planning reviews from recent years show that shortcuts are being 
taken in the process to manage the plan, something which Boverket suspect is not merely a 
result of lack of time, but may also be due to conscious choices to bend the rules (Boverket, 
2008b: 11). Municipalities attempt to produce land-use regulation documents as fast as 
possible. An example of such short-cutting is the simple planning procedure, which has been 
applied to a (too) high degree (meaning that the exhibition stage is removed, hence less time 
is required for processing the plan). Of all DDPs adopted in 2009 and 2010, 46% were 
handled using a simple planning procedure - in one municipality, as many as 90% of DDPs 
in 2009 were treated in this way. According to Boverket, the conditions for the use of a 
simple planning procedure are not met in all of these cases. Another example of a shortcut 
has been to skip the planning program phase of the DDP process. In 2009 and 2010, only 25% 
of all plans handled by normal planning procedure were preceded by a program stage, in 
spite of the then still-valid requirement that a DDP shall be based on a planning program, 
unless this is unnecessary (SFS 1987: 10, 5 ch 18§).27 Boverket (2011: 29, own translation) 
crudely notes that “for the rest of the DDPs, municipalities apparently considered the program to be 
unnecessary”. (Boverket, 2010: 25; 46-51; Boverket, 2011: 27-33) 

Besides speeding up the process of making DDPs by taking shortcuts, municipalities also 
speed up development by focusing on DDPs that are restricted only to the spatial area that 
must be addressed in order to start building (Bergström, 2006). Also Boverket’s planning 
reviews indicate, at least in some counties, an increasing tendency toward project-focused 
planning and DDPs run by developers (Boverket, 2010: 63). Furthermore, Nilsson (2003: 204-
205) refers to the ”day-to-day” tasks of local planning authorities: “This sort of planning is seen 
in all local authorities to meet the need of plans for something suddenly occurring. The processes are 
often goal-oriented and designed to simplify and achieve the formulated goals as soon as possible”. 
They are short-term, and often adhoc, and closely connected to the discourse of economic 
development, Nilsson argues. 

 

How is long-term and short-term planning kept together? 
According to the Planning and Building Act (SFS 2010: 900, 2 ch 2 §, own translation) 
planning should lead to that “land and water areas are used for that or those purposes for which the 
areas are most suitable, with consideration to character, location, and needs. Priority should be given 
to such use that from a public point of view contributes to good economization”. My assumption 
(perhaps an obvious one) is that it is easier to make good decisions (short-term, emergent) 
based on previous decisions (long-term, structure), in order to strengthen the attractiveness 
of the municipality and make gains in terms of social, environmental and economic 
sustainability, but also to bring efficiency gains in development decisions. My concerns are 
supported by the PBL-committee who argues that ”The work with sustainable development is 

                                                             

27 Planning programs are no longer mandatory pursuant to the revised legislation, but should rather be made if 
the municipality assesses that it facilitates the work with the DDP (SFS 2010: 900, 5 ch 10§).  
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conditioned on the existence of a long-term perspective in decision making, balance between different 
aspects within the frames of a holistic image, consideration to global as well as national, regional and 
local perspectives, democratic forms for decision making based on involvement of concerned citizens, 
and a local responsibility in collaboration with authorities and actors on different levels” (SOU 
2005:77, p. 31, own translation). In this respect I therefore agree with Boverket that ”the lack of 
comprehensive planning […] means that the demand for construction is not handled as it should. It is 
difficult to make up one’s mind when nothing has yet been decided” (Boverket, 2008a: 31, own 
translation). Although, as seen above, whilst municipalities may make up their minds 
through locally produced strategies and visions, the legal connections between the Planning 
and Building Act and other legislation may reduce the authority and relevance of such 
planning instruments.  

With reference to this, it should be noted that although shortcuts may very well save time in 
a detailed development planning chain that is accused of being too extensive, they may just 
as well have the opposite effect. In 2010, 25% of all adopted DDPs were appealed (Sw: 
överklagade), which obviously means that any time gain is overturned through time and 
resource loss. Boverket also show that increasingly, some steps of the planning process, for 
example plan consultation, must be repeated due to the increased complexity of planning 
matters which result from increased requests for information (Boverket, 2008b: 27). 

In the effort to accommodate new development through rapid decisions, there is the risk that 
decisions taken are not in accordance with the long-term development that the municipality 
desires. Rapid decisions may be an effective way to meet development demand, but may 
also risk ”building away” the qualities that attract companies and citizens and instead rather 
“building in” problems. Attempts to support competitiveness by making DDPs quickly may 
thereby become counter-productive. A logical assumption is therefore that the recently 
revised legislation, which intends to make planning more efficient, one result of which is that 
the DDP is further pushed towards being an implementation instrument, places even higher 
demands on the CP to function as a tool for long-term and systemic planning, and for 
making assessments and investigations. This assumption is only strengthened by the fact 
that the requirement for a planning program has been removed (although it seems that 
municipalities generally did not make them anyway). This is also the legislator’s intention, as 
the CP is intended to serve to make detailed development planning (and other decisions) 
more efficient28, or through the possibility to apply a simple planning procedure if the 
intentions of the plan correspond with the CP (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 169-170). 

The situation of rapid DDP decisions also places further demands on comprehensive 
planning to assure the possibility for stakeholders and public to influence planning. As 
previously mentioned, under the Swedish planning system, the quality of plans, and thereby 
good built environment, are assured through a good planning process which relies on 
communication between different actors. With the revised Planning and Building Act, the 
circle of stakeholders decreases in detailed development planning. 

                                                             

28 For example, with the new legislation, an actor (developer etc.) has the possibility to require that the 
municipality within three months provides a preliminary response (planbesked) concerning whether or not it 
intends to pursue the work with a DDP, and by when such a plan is likely to have been adopted (SFS 2010: 900, 5 
ch 2§). 
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3.2.3 Proposing a ‘strategic’ development of comprehensive planning 
With reference to the reasoning above, the high number of old CPs may not only be a 
problem, but also the symptom of a problem. The gaps between legislation’s intentions and 
how comprehensive planning is performed in practice could indicate that there is neither 
time nor money (and perhaps not even interest) for well-thought thorough, long-term, and 
systemic thinking in planning practice, but it could just as well indicate that it takes place 
somewhere else than in the traditional CP - in visions or municipal strategies, or simply in 
the heads of clever politicians and planners. To provide more time and resources may 
therefore not be enough to make the CP into a generally well-functioning instrument in 
planning practice. Such a shift would also require addressing the possibilities of the planning 
instrument provided by legislation to support municipalities in performing their tasks in the 
reality that they perceive that they work within. (This question is addressed in section 3.2.4). 
Cars and Thune Hedström (2006: 157-158, own translation) argue that “It is our opinion that 
there is a strong need for planning, and that municipal planning can and should fill an active role in 
this. But this requires that we dare and have the power to question and develop the municipal 
planning process. In a time where the basic structures in society have radically changed, it is naïve to 
believe that traditionally established forms of planning will work forever, and that planning can be 
pursued in the same way as before. A modernization of ways of working, of the role of the planner, and 
of the planning process, is necessary if municipal planning is to survive”. 

The revised Planning and Building Act (SFS 2010: 900) intends to strengthen the CP and to 
(re)establish its central role in municipalities’ planning practice, a view that is also apparent 
in the State authority Boverket’s publications. The most important modification in terms of 
comprehensive planning can be expected to result from the notion that the strategic function 
of the CP should be strengthened (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 173). This desire for strategic 
planning may be influenced by what Healey (2009: 439) refers to as “a wave of energetic efforts 
in producing spatial strategies for city regions and metropolitan areas” over the last two decades. 
The legislator argues that although some municipalities today in fact already practice 
‘strategic development planning’, many (still) regard comprehensive planning rather as a 
means to prepare decisions coming concerning land-use (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 170). 

Through the ‘strategic function’, legislator intends to strengthen the long-term political 
perspective and “support the municipality’s own intentions and the municipality’s preparedness for 
unforeseen initiatives” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 176, own translation). It is stressed that this 
requires that the municipality pays attention to its position within an extended context, for 
which reason the CPs should consider and be coordinated with other national and regional 
plans, policies, strategies etc. Furthermore, regional authorities responsible for, amongst 
other matters, transportation and regional growth, and neighbouring municipalities, should 
be consulted during the planning process. This is intended to make the CP function as “a 
cross-sector and strategic instrument for the long-term development of the municipality’s physical 
planning, and also to function as a base for the municipality’s participation in for example regional 
development planning” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 177, own translation). The importance of 
coordinating the CP with various other programs and policies (such as regional development 
programs, regional infrastructure planning etc.) was also emphasised by consultation parties 
during the legislative review. It was argued that it is not possible to handle matters such as 
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sustainable development, energy, climate, public transportation etc. merely on the basis of 
one separate municipality (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 173-176), but that this also requires cross-
sector and cross-level collaboration. The Government argues that “[it] is urgent to judicially 
secure that municipal planning is placed within a larger context so that the connections with 
conditions in the surrounding world become more obvious. The comprehensive plan should to an 
increasing extent handle relevant national, regional and inter-municipal matters. The comprehensive 
plan’s role and importance must be strengthened through that [its] broader function, both as basic 
data for decisions according to the Planning and Building Act and as a strategic political document, is 
clarified in legislation” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 176, own translation). Although revised 
legislation thereby strengthens the regional dimension in municipalities’ planning, it should 
be acknowledged that the 1987 legislation also acknowledges the surrounding context by 
stating that neighbouring municipalities should be taken into consideration. 

Another legislative modification in terms of comprehensive planning concerns both the 
intent to strengthen regional considerations, and to handle the problem with outdated CPs. 
In 1987, the County Administrative Board was given the role of representing the State in the 
dialogue with the municipalities in terms of national interests. In 1996, it was also given a 
role in the topicality assessment of CPs by providing planning data in terms of national and 
inter-municipal interests regularly, or at least in connection to municipalities’ CP work or 
topicality assessments (Boverket, 1996: 152, 161-162). Through revised legislation, this 
responsibility of the County Administrative Boards is strengthened by a responsibility to 
present standpoints concerning national and inter-municipal interests of relevance to the CP, 
at least every term of office (SFS 2010: 900 3 ch 29§). 

The intent to strengthen ‘the strategic role’ of the CP furthermore concerns the plan 
document itself. As seen in section 3.2.1, the CP is criticised for being a document that is 
overloaded with investigations and presentations (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 177), something 
which may be interpreted as a threat for its strategic function (Engström, 2011: 14). For this 
reason, the PBL Committee (again) stressed the distinction between the plan and its planning 
data. The PBL Committee furthermore proposed to simplify the document and to provide 
more acting space for municipalities to design the plan in accordance with their needs. It was 
also suggested that the current requirement that a plan description accompany the plan be 
removed. The Government agreed in principle to the notion of revising the format and 
content of the document, but stressed that this should not be on the cost of presentation of 
public interests and clear presentation of the consequences from development in accordance 
with the plan (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 178). 

 

A strategic comprehensive plan for the new reality? 
Since the new legislation has been adopted recently, it may still be too early to speculate 
about how it will be applied by practice. With reference to the fact that, as seen in section 3.1, 
planning legislation has continuously undergone investigations and revisionary work, it is 
however fair to ask what might be expected from the revisions? This question is especially 
relevant as it is argued that the revised legislation should not be seen as a new approach to 
planning, but rather as an attempt to structure and clarify the legal formulations intended in 
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the 1987 legislation (Engström, 2011).29 It is therefore not a far-stretched assumption that 
practice, just as before, will deal with reality as it is perceived. The question is therefore, does 
the legislator’s approach match the conditions and needs as perceived by contemporary 
planning practice? And will legislator’s attempts for a strategic CP be interpreted by practice 
as the provision of a planning instrument that offers support for the specific municipality’s 
development in relation to the conditions and problems that it perceives? 

 

3.2.4 Planning in the ‘new reality’ 
In order to understand what kind of planning instrument, and what kind of strategic 
perspective, planning practice perceives a need for, this section intends to trace how 
municipalities perceive their development conditions. Through recent Swedish planning 
reports, a discourse30 that I in this dissertation refer to by the use of Engström’s term the 
‘new reality’, can be traced in Swedish municipalities (for example Cars & Engström, 2008; 
Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010). As this discourse materialises in planning documents 
and in planning legislation, it is reinterpreted and reproduced by becoming a starting point 
for practice, and may thereby have effects in space. 

The name of the discourse reflects the perception within practice that the conditions for 
planning and development today differ from those that came before. Although I 
acknowledge that every time period probably perceives its conditions as new and as 

different from before, this section intends to outline a 
number of central factors in what is perceived as a new 
and complex planning reality. The ‘new reality’ 
discourse is traced primarily through the empirical 
data of a previous study of how four regional 
development programs and eight CPs/ECPs/ACPs 
addressed a planning context (planning reality) and 
formulated strategies to handle development 
(Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010) (see table 3.3), 
and from the practical examples of chapters 5-8. 
Additionally, other studies and reports of Swedish 
planning practice feed into the description. It is also 
noteworthy that the factors described below are not 
only central in a Swedish planning discourse, but are 
also widely described in Western planning literature 
(see further chapter 4).  

                                                             

29 From this a parallel can be drawn to Fog et al. (1989: 67-68) who, in connection to the 1987 Planning and 
Building Act, concluded that its main principles correspond with the 1947 legislation. Looking back at the 
historical description in section 3.1, it is apparent that some questions, arguments, but also solutions, return 
throughout history. 
30 A ‘discourse’ can be defined as “a way of talking that applies to a certain group of people, for instance in a political 
party or a profession, during a certain period of time and within a special area of matters” (Orrskog, 2002: 252).  
Discourses influence the conditions for planning practice by forming a view of reality and codes for acting. At the 
same time, discourses are also formed by planning practice (see further section 4.1). 

Table 3.3: A study of four regional development 
programs and eight CPs/ ECPs/ ACPs        
(Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010) 
Regional Municipal 

RUP Gävleborg 
(2009) 

ECP Gävle town (2009) 

CP Hudiksvall (2008) 

RUP Skåne Region 
(2009) 

CP Örkelljunga (2008) 

ECP Malmö: Triangeln-UMAS-
Medeon (2008) 

RUFS Stockholm 
Region (2010) 

CP Tyresö (2008) 

ECP Norrtälje town (2004) 

RUP Västerbotten 
Region (2007) 

ECP and ACP Umeå (ongoing) 

ACP wind power Dorotea-
Åselse-Vilhelmina (2010) 
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The intention in providing this description of the central factors of the ‘new reality’ discourse 
is to further scrutinise practice’s expectations and needs in terms of a long-term and systemic 
planning instrument. 

 

Growth and attractiveness 
As seen in section 3.1, ‘growth’-‘development’-‘planning’ are central and interlinked terms in 
planning discourses throughout planning’s legislative history. Growth has, however, been 
approached in different ways, and if I simplify, planning has historically primarily been 
regarded as the tool of public authorities (at different levels) to handle growth in order to 
regulate land use, to organise the built environment, and to secure the wellbeing of citizens. 
Today, growth is promoted as something desirable in regional development programs and 
municipal CPs. Symptomatically, in 2008, planning legislation was supplemented with texts 
posing that good economic growth should be considered in planning (SFS 2010: 900, 2ch 3§), 
thereby intending to strengthen the economic dimension of ‘sustainability’. The focus on 
growth is confirmed by other studies. For example, a review of metropolitan city region CPs 
showed that ”the overall aim of the metropolitan cities – as for most other cities – is growth, in this 
respect often synonym with population increase and more construction. Growth in this meaning is 
apparently regarded both as a condition to reach other goals and as a receipt that the city has the 
qualities and the attractiveness that the other goals strive towards” (Franke et al, 2010: 27). Two 
different approaches can, however, be traced in the empirical case data. Many regions and 
municipalities see (population) growth as a goal that planning should generate. Others, 
especially in and around larger cities on the other hand see this as an existing condition, 
which planning should handle. For example, car dependency is intended to be handled 
through ventures for public transportation, access to regional railway infrastructure, and by 
coordinating the built environment with public transportation (for example Gävle, Norrtälje, 
and Umeå). 

That ‘growth’ is perceived as desirable implies a situation of competition; this assumption is 
also visible in planning legislation which, in 2008, was supplemented with texts advocating 
that efficient competition should be considered (SFS 2010: 900, 2ch 3§). It is commonly 
accepted that municipalities and towns must show that they are attractive on a regional, 
national, and global market by (strategically) utilising their competitive advantages (Cars & 
Thune Hedström, 2006: 159). 

 

Attracting the creative class 
Studies show that competition between Swedish cities and regions has altered the spin on 
the company-labour spiral: “The time when people moved to job opportunities has been replaced by 
a time when companies move towards the sought-after labour” (Cars & Engström, 2008: 110-111, 
own translation. See also Cars & Thune Hedström, 2006: 159). That business is willing to 
move to where it can find the desirable labour is by municipalities interpreted as a need to 
make efforts to attract (the right) citizens. This exemplified by the fact that the theories of 
Richard Florida have become a norm in Swedish planning practice. According to Florida, 
politics should focus on attracting “individuals with high levels of human capital”, such as 
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people with a university degree, bohemians, and artists - also referred to as ‘the creative 
class’. As these people attract people, they constitute a key to regional growth, Florida argues 
(2002: 743).31 

As an effect of the interpretation that people (the right section of people) tend to value 
attractive living environments and are more willing to commute to work, municipalities 
profile themselves as nice and safe places to live (Arena för tillväxt, 2006: 34). The studied 
regions and municipalities promote a variety of strengths connected to quality of life through 
different sectors of the housing market. In Gävle, it is argued that “nowadays, housing is also 
something more than just a place to sleep in. The choice of housing is made based on what we want to 
experience and how we want others to experience us”. Several plans emphasise the attractiveness 
of urban life, and many also highlight attractive waterfront locations. The latter has also had 
effects in legislation, as since 2009 there is the possibility for releases in shoreline protection 
for countryside development, something which many municipalities have interpreted as a 
possibility to attract residents (Larsson & Åkerlund, 2011). For example, Örkelljunga’s CP 
expresses the need for “a nuanced approach to shoreline protection” around the municipality’s 
three centrally located lakes. Some municipalities also express that they have the possibility 
to offer “all sorts of gems” (Sw: pärlor av olika slag), which means that they offer attractive 
living environments both for those that prefer urban environments, those that might to live 
along coastal areas, those that prefer a rural setting, and those that might like to live in a 
cottage in the forest. Several municipalities also promote assets connected to nature and 
cultural environments. 

 

Growth and cities 
‘Cities’ are central in the ‘new reality’ discourse. One reason for this is its offer of qualities 
connected to an urban lifestyle. Of the plans studied in this dissertation this is perhaps most 
evident in the Umeå and Malmö plans. Urbanity is, in these plans, connected to an assumed 
attractive lifestyle that can attract ‘the creative class’ through creativity and meeting places, 
and to reasoning about consumption, such as providing a base for cafés and local shops as 
well as other services. Several of the municipalities approach this by suggesting efforts in the 
city cores – promoting the dense attractive city. 

Furthermore, the dense and functionally mixed city is stressed as a way to handle 
sustainability, primarily as a way to decrease transportation and make energy consumption 
more efficient (see for example Umeå in chapter 5) – the dense sustainable city. This is 
supported by another study (Franke et al, 2010: 31-35), in which it is furthermore argued that 
for economic reasons the dense city is favoured, as its high exploitation provides better 
conditions to handle high costs during development, such as those incurred for soil 
decontamination. 

                                                             

31 In some plans, at a long enough distance to not access the metropolitan city regions’ labour markets, persons 
returning to the home town after some years of studies and work elsewhere are considered a potential source for 
the ‘creative class’, as it is argued that the best ambassadors for the municipality are not those that never left the 
town where they were born. In others, leisure time residents are seen as a potential source for the creative class. 
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Cities in the ‘new reality’ discourse further concern “the metaphor of the city as a ‘growth 
machine’” (Hall & Hubbard, 1998: 5, from Logan & Molotch, 1987). The image that emerges in 
terms of business life, especially in the regional development programs, is that globalisation, 
differentiated business life, and technical development, have changed the needs in terms of 
knowledge and expertise. The regions and municipalities emphasise the development of 
business life by moving away from traditional large-scale forest or manufacturing industries, 
towards efforts that include terms such as ‘innovations’, ‘creativity’, ‘entrepreneurship’, and 
‘cluster’. For example, Malmö supports its development from industrial city to a ‘knowledge 
city’ for example through the venture on the medical Medicon Valley (see chapter 7), whereas 
Hudiksvall today supports Fiber Optic Valley and describe the development of the 
municipality as “from wood fibre to optic fibre”. By expressing efforts to adjust to society’s and 
business life’s needs, the plans attempt to signal to businesses that their 
town/municipality/region can provide attractive conditions for establishing and expanding 
business. 

The new approach to business life, together with the emphasis on strengthening qualities of 
urban life is manifested in the work of several of the studied municipalities to transform 
centrally located former industrial areas into urban districts. 

 

Growth and regions 
Ideas of mobility are connected to the ‘new reality’ discourse through the factors of attractive 
living environments and an expanding labour market. The assumption is that knowledge-
intensive activities concentrate towards larger cities (Johansson, 2006: 18-19) and that 
commuting offers access to larger labour markets. Thereby, the local context extends, and 
increasingly the idea of regions becomes central. ‘Regional enlargement’ in terms of access to 
a larger labour market and the possibility for a municipality or town’s own citizens to 
commute to regional and national centres, is a central idea in the plans and programs studied 
in this dissertation. For example, Norrtälje and Tyresö highlight the possibility to live in nice 
environments in these municipalities while still having access to Stockholm city’s urban life 
and labour market. Furthermore, Hudiksvall’s CP states that “the municipality operates in a 
geographical context. We are dependent on or influenced by our neighbouring municipalities, and they 
are influenced by us. Something that is becoming increasingly apparent is regional enlargement. We 
commute to work and studies and make our purchases in an increasingly large surrounding area. The 
labour market’s development in Sundsvall and Gävle, and the Hälsinge municipalities affect us. The 
same goes for the localisation and expansion of the commercial sector”. It is also believed that the 
concept of ‘regional enlargement’ is central to the municipalities in Hälsingland. “Neither of 
the landscape’s central towns have a sufficiently large labour market, but are rather dependent on their 
neighbours and nearby regional centres”. In municipal plans, this reasoning is often connected to 
discussions of national and regional infrastructure investments.  

As seen in section 3.2.3, the idea that the context extends beyond the municipality is 
especially apparent in the legislator’s definition of ‘strategic’. Thereby, the idea of a regional 
scale materialises in the proposition for the revised planning legislation, where it is argued 
that the local context is too limited to handle complex matters such as infrastructure, energy, 
climate, segregation etc. (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 176). Theory supports the idea that to 
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understand growth, economic driving forces, and connectivity (as well as problems such as 
air pollution, water systems, etc.), the system must be extended from ‘city’ or ‘municipality’ 
to ‘region’ (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001: 22-23, 28, 30). 

 

Growth and governance 
The logic in the ‘new reality’ discourse follows that the increased growth-orientation of local 
authorities - whereby efforts are focused on attracting new investments, on making/securing 
job opportunities, and on increasing the tax base - has the effect that the goals and interests 
of politics and of private business communities converge. Interlinked with this reasoning is 
therefore the idea of a ‘shift from government to governance’, characterised by a perceived 
need for local authorities to connect with various private, public, and civic actors at different 
levels that have the financial possibilities, the mandate, and the interest to implement 
development (Healey, 2007: 4; Hall & Hubbard, 1998: 8-9; see also Dannestam, 2009: 23).32 

However, a result is that municipalities experience their ability to influence planning and 
development as decreasing (something which is also connected to shrinking resources, see 
further below). Although legislation intends for a planning monopoly, ‘governance’ implies 
that municipalities are strongly dependent on others, for example developers and property 
owners. According to Nilsson, planners find it difficult to handle planning in a context 
where other actors gain increased authority. “The planning authority has got reduced power of 
initiative, and the planning organization has vague instruments and limited knowledge to handle the 
situation when other sectors of society take the initiative to change the physical structure” (Nilsson, 
2003: 254). The position of such actors is also strengthened as the ‘dense city’ ideal means 
that development often takes place as complement to existing built environment. This 
provides municipalities with another position than, for example, that which they occupied 
during the large-scale development of the Million Housing Program, when they held both 
large municipal land ownership and State support for construction (see in section 3.1). 

One factor contributing to the perceived weakened position of municipalities in relation to 
private actors may perhaps be found in a statement of Blücher. Although it is commonly 
accepted that the 1987 Planning and Building Act strengthened the municipal planning 
monopoly by further decentralising power from State to municipal level, Blücher argues that 
it was in fact also the first step towards decreasing the authority of municipalities. The 
reason, he argues, is that the municipalities could no longer refuse property owners’ request 
to assess land use in DDPs and, furthermore, the property owner gained the right to 
economic compensation for ongoing land use. (Blücher, 2006: 147) 

Many Swedish municipalities and regions are today actively forming partnerships and 
alliances (long-term as well as project-specific) with both private and public sector actors on 
different levels  (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010; Engström & Fredriksson 2010). 
Dannestam refers to the emergence of ’urban politics’ (Sw: stadspolitik) in Sweden, which she 
defines as growth-oriented politics pursued through governance (Dannestam, 2009: 23; see 

                                                             

32 The term ‘governance’ is in this dissertation used to discuss connections between private and public actors on 
different levels, see further chapter 4.2.1. 
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also Hall & Hubbard, 1998; Healey, 2007). This network-based politics means that “decision-
making processes take place in interactions between a variety of actors (including private), rather than 
only inside the formal institutions of government” (Dannestam, 2009: 282). 

Furthermore, the municipalities’ position is weakened also by the notion referred to above 
that cities and municipalities should be regarded in a regional context. This as it implies a 
need for regional development politics in parallel to the urban politics. According to 
Dannestam (2009: 24-25), the emerging regional politics is both a matter of centralisation 
from municipal to regional level, and of decentralisation, as she describes the transfer of 
national politics towards the regional and the local. With reference to this it is relevant to 
note that the future (re)organisation of society based on a new regional division has been 
discussed in Sweden over the last few years. The background for this proposal are several; it 
concerns the idea of regional enlargement referred to above, it concerns the assumption that 
municipalities and counties are today too small and lack the financial resources for 
adequately handling regional development, and it concerns the fact there are today a range 
of regional actors, with different responsibilities, and also with different spatial delimitations 
(SOU 2007:13; Sveriges kommuner och landsting, 2010). Stronger and more coordinated 
regional bodies are assumed to be necessary, but how these bodies should be organised has 
generated a hot debate in matters such as what the effects will be on democracy, what will be 
the effects on municipal self-management, and which municipalities will in fact be the 
winners and losers when geographical divisions are made. 

 

To grow while keeping a good and safe environment for citizens 
Parallel to the ‘new reality’ task of being attractive in order to grow (the economic dimension 
of sustainability), as seen in section 3.1, Swedish planning has throughout history always 
dealt with the matter of assuring citizens’ right to a good, just, and safe environment (social 
sustainability). Dannestam (2009: 283) argues that municipalities’ primary task may 
previously have been “to implement the Scandinavian welfare model”. Today, however, she 
traces what she refers to as a ‘dual growth-welfare discourse’, by which she means ”local 
government as both a growth and a welfare provider simultaneously” (Dannestam, 2009: 285). 
However, to handle the task of citizens’ wellbeing is not only complicated by the new task of 
being attractive, but also by the way in which municipalities’ economies differ from the 
stronger positions of the 1980s. So do their demographic conditions. It is argued that “the 
demographic pressure on the welfare system” will increase over the next decades (Sveriges 
kommuner och landsting, 2011: 13).  The municipalities’ economy is affected by shrinking 
population in many municipalities, aging population all over the country, and the delayed 
entry into labour market. But according to Sveriges kommuner och landsting, the pressure 
on the welfare system is also connected to the expectations that Swedish citizens have on 
welfare, which are argued to grow more rapidly than do the municipalities’ finances.  

To maintain a good environment for citizens is not only a matter of keeping some level of 
welfare, but also a matter of assuring that citizens are safe. The long-term undertaking of 
‘environmental sustainability’ is central in the ‘new reality’ discourse. With a heritage that 
can be located in the 1992 Agenda 21, an idea exists that urban planning constitutes an 
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important part of working towards sustainable development (Strömgren, 2007: 200). 
However, as seen in section 3.1.5, in more recent years the economization of resources have 
been increasingly accompanied by a perceived need to handle global climate issues. This 
concerns the ‘dense sustainable city’ referred to above. Furthermore, the need to handle 
climate threats is visible at the Swedish municipal level through Boverket’s planning 
statistics which show that risk, environment, and climate (for example flooding) are matters 
that are becoming of increasing concern for municipalities, and which they find difficult to 
handle. One effect is that ”to be on the safe side, changes are described as negative, and the 
impression is that we are always planning at impossible sites […]” (Boverket, 2008: 12, own 
translation).33 Municipalities also perceive that these matters are difficult to handle at a local 
level, for which reason they lean towards the regional level for support. 

 

3.2.5 A (strategic) comprehensive plan for the ‘new reality’? 
In section 3.2.4 I have traced characteristics of the ‘new reality’ discourse in order to find out 
what conditions, problems, and tasks municipalities perceive that they face. Summing up, in 
the ‘new reality’ the context of planning is perceived as complex for the municipality. The 
geography extends beyond the municipality, the scope widens, and competition increases. 
Furthermore, many factors, such as the climate threat, are interpreted as both difficult and 
unpredictable. Although legislation intends to create a planning monopoly, municipalities 
perceive that their possibilities to influence planning and development differ from what is 
suggested by legislation. Resources are scarce, large-scale investments are made higher up in 
the hierarchy, room must be left room for market forces and the will of property owners, and 
planning must be performed efficiently. In this context of complexity, uncertainty, and 
governance, municipalities must find a way to handle planning tasks connected to the social, 
environmental and economical dimensions of ‘sustainability’, tasks that may be at the same 
time interdependent and contradictory. It concerns growth and attractiveness, and it 
concerns the wellbeing of current and future citizens, both in the own municipality and in 
other places. According to Nilsson (2003: 254-255), Swedish planners perceive that the wide 
range of tasks that they are nowadays assumed to handle requires access to a new set of 
knowledge and competence skills. 

Even so, as there is an assumption embedded in the discourse that land use influences the 
possibilities for growth, it is implied that planning can influence development in the desired 
direction. However, my reasoning in section 3.2.1 suggests that the legislator’s planning 
instrument (the CP) does not fully support municipalities to handle their tasks in the 
conditions of the ‘new reality’. With reference to Fog’s argument relating to the ‘rules of the 
planning game’ (see beginning of this chapter), it seems that the game is more complex than 
the rule book (i.e. the Planning and Building Act) suggests. 

                                                             

33 Perhaps a parallel can be drawn between this observation and the term ‘contemporary incantation behaviour’ 
(Sw: modernt besvärjelsebeteende), which the fiction writer Maria Küchen formed in a discussion about my licentiate 
project, by which she referred to society’s obsession with risk prevention. Küchen argues that contemporary 
society’s trust in risk analyses and safety regulations, are in fact replacing previous societies’ ritual dances or 
symbols to combat risk (Bergström, 2006: 19). 
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With reference to recently revised planning legislation, this dissertation poses the assertion 
that the strategic role of the CP could in fact be developed, and that this would contribute to 
improving the problems outlined in section 3.2. The next chapter therefore takes as its 
starting point a discussion of strategic planning theory, in order to elaborate upon the 
question of what kind of strategic perspective would make the CP a planning instrument 
that serves municipal planning and development under the conditions perceived as the ‘new 
reality’. With this theory as a starting point, I thereafter, in chapters 5-8, illustrate examples 
of how municipalities utilise strategic elements and approaches in attempt to gain influence 
over development. 

The historical description suggests that the need for a strategic perspective is both a matter of 
the ‘plan’ and of ‘planning’. It is a matter of designing a planning instrument that offers 
structure in order to handle undertakings, and that is flexible enough to do so in a complex 
and unpredictable context of planning. It is also about finding a way to strategically plan in 
relation to, and together with, other actors. The question is how the CP could be utilised in 
accordance with the conditions of the ‘new reality’. 
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CHAPTER 4: STRATEGIC PLANNING IN THE ‘NEW REALITY’ 
 

This chapter intends to construct a piece of strategic planning theory in the form of “a 
thought construction” (Lundequist, 1999: 29). The purpose of this thought construction is to 
provide concepts, suggestions, advice, recipes, keys, and models for organising knowledge 
in order to understand and explain certain phenomena in Swedish planning practice 
(Lundequist, 1999: 29-30; Allmendinger, 2002: 26).34 In this chapter I open up for definitions 
of features of ‘strategic’ comprehensive plans (CPs) that operate both systemically and in the 
long-term and that serve as preparation for implementation, in the conditions perceived as 
the ‘new reality’ (see chapter 3.2). Moreover, through developing an understanding of 
different platforms for formal and informal, visible and invisible, decision making, the 
chapter prepares for coming discussions about how strategic planning processes may be 
designed. To construct this ‘piece of strategic planning theory’, the disciplines of ‘strategic 
planning’ and ‘urban planning’ are merged, and planning theories from urban as well as 
from organisational contexts are synthesised - I “pick and mix” (Allmendinger, 2002: 33).35 

 

4.1 The discourse of the ‘new reality’ 
The previous chapter illustrated a contemporary Swedish planning discourse referred to as 
the ‘new reality’ (see section 3.2). The name of the discourse reflects the notion, as perceived 
by planning practice, that the conditions of planning and the rules of the planning game 
differ from before. The following section discusses how ‘discourses’ are formed in, and 
become a starting point for, planning practice. 

 

4.1.1 What is a ’discourse’?36  
The idea of ‘discourses’ relies on knowledge being socially constructed, and on language 
contributing to this construction (Winther, Jørgensen & Phillips, 2000: 11). A ‘discourse’ can 
be defined as “a way of talking that applies to a certain group of people, for instance in a political 
party or a profession, during a certain period of time and within a special area of matters” (Orrskog, 
2002: 252). Through language and social processes, representations of ‘reality’ (mental 
images of reality) are built up (Winther, Jørgensen & Phillips, 2000: 15). This, for example, 
means that plans such as CPs are representations of the municipality’s mental image of 
reality. According to Nilsson (2003: 256-257) ”planning visions, recommendations and regulations 
are seldom based on epistemic knowledge. Instead they have obvious connections to contemporary 

                                                             

34 I motivate the construction of a ‘piece of theory’ by leaning on Taylor, who argues that there is no one great 
planning theory; “[…] The truth is that there are different types or kinds of theories, answering different kinds of 
questions, and not only one type of theory is relevant to [urban] planning” (Taylor, 1998: 167, emphasis in the original). 
Similarly, Allmendinger (2002: 33) argues that theory develops in accordance with “issues, time and space in a linear 
and non-linear manner”; different theories, ideas and issues are more emphasised than others in certain places at 
certain periods of time. 
35 When theory leans towards philosophy I have chosen to primarily use sources that have grounded the 
philosophical reasoning in urban planning contexts. 
36 Section 4.1.1, which addresses discourses, is based on reasoning in chapters 2 and 7 of the licentiate thesis 
(Bergström, 2006). 
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discourses”. At the same time, these representations in plans and policies also contribute to 
creating reality– “we see what we say” (Orrskog, 2002: 253), as the discourse brings with it 
common truths. Discourses are bound by conscious as well as unconscious agreements and 
norms regarding what is right and what is wrong. Besides being defined by its own content, 
the discourse is also defined by what it does not include (see fig. 4.1). There is however an 
osmosis regarding the discourse’s content, and it is not necessarily possible to determine 
where one discourse ends and another begins. 

 

Discourses and power struggles 
That many discourses exist at the same time – independent, overlapping, interlinked - means 
that how matters are regarded (talked about, acted upon) differs between different groups, 
who have different images of reality, different truths, and different references with regard to 
how to act. For example, actors participating in planning are strongly influenced by ideas 
that are “professionally inherent in an institution” (Orrskog, 2002: 257). Besides professional 
discourses, their perspectives and actions are formed by discourses connected to belonging, 
gender, background etc. What is referred to as path 
dependency moreover means that discourses are influenced 
by what has taken place in the past. Actors’ discourses 
influence not only their own acting patterns, but also affect 
the expectations of others with regard to how the actor will – 
and should – act, and what the actor will – and should - have 
opinions about. (Winther Jørgensen & Phillips, 2000; Orrskog, 
2002: 253-254,259) 

This means that planning is not only governed by legislation, 
but through discourses. It is thus governed by a variety of 
unwritten rules, power relations, and unspoken conditions – 
professional as well as context and path dependent – that 
planners and other actors must relate to (Bergström, 2006). This motivates my argument in 
chapter 3 that the planning game is more complex than what the rule book (i.e. the Planning 
and Building Act) suggests.37 The actors’ roles, interests, and responsibilities shape the 
planning process, as well as their’ possibilities to influence planning and development. 
When several discourses meet in a planning context, it becomes “an arena where different 

interest express themselves” and where the different actors put forward their mental images of 
reality (Orrskog, 2002: 258), which in turn makes power relations central. Powerful 
discourses and powerful actors define what issues should be in focus, and the frames of 
action for how to handle these issues. Some argue that this means that power defines 
knowledge rather than depicting knowledge as empowering (Orrskog, 2002: 254, 259), but 
my interpretation is that these two are not mutually exclusive. Expertise and professional 
knowledge are indeed tools of power in planning (Fog, 1992: 29). Nonetheless, it means that 

                                                             

37 In this dissertation, ‘rules of the game’ does not refer to game theory, but is in fact a reference to the influence of 
planning legislation on the frames of action for how planning is performed in practice such as ”[…] which 
arguments are allowed, who can state these, and in which order this shall take place. […]” (Fog et al.; 1989: 24, own 
translation). See beginning of chapter 3. 

 

Figure 4.1: Discourse (developed from 
Bergström, 2006: 133) 
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not only do plans reflect a discourse, but that they are also made with the intention to 
convince others of a certain discourse’s mental image by constituting a story of what will 
come. 

The result of ‘discourse struggles’ is that over time, old (or less powerful) discourses become 
replaced by new (more powerful) ones (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000; Orrskog, 
2002).38 As a result, perspectives in planning develop and change over time, and that new 
interests and coalitions evolve. As seen in the description of Swedish planning’s legislative 
history presented in chapter 3.1, the discipline of urban planning has been regarded and 
approached in various ways over time. Today, several discourses are present in 
contemporary Swedish planning practice, of which I focus on a dominant one that I refer to 
as the ‘new reality’ (see chapter 3.2).39 In this chapter, I utilise key features of this discourse 
when developing my piece of strategic planning theory. 

 

4.1.2 ‘Planning’ in the ‘new reality’ 
As seen in chapter 3, throughout the Swedish legislative history, a central aim of (municipal) 
‘planning’40 has been to assure (increase) the wellbeing of citizens. This means that it is 
motivated by values and ideals, and thereby to discourses connected to the idea of a ‘public 
good’ (Sw: kollektiva goda) (Strömgren, 2007: 28&31; Taylor, 1998: 168; Ödman, 1992: 17). As 
seen in chapter 3, the content of the term ‘wellbeing’ has, however, shifted over the years, 
and in the ‘new reality’ discourse, it should be interpreted as a rather broad term that reflects 
the social and environmental dimensions of ‘sustainability’. Thereby it includes tasks 
ranging from local welfare tasks to global environmental and climate concerns, and ‘the 
public’ ranges from own local citizens to human kind in general – today and in the future. 
Furthermore, from the economic dimension of sustainability, ‘growth’ is an emerging task 
that municipalities are assumed to handle, a task that is at the same time interlinked and 
contradictory to the task of assuring citizens’ wellbeing. 

The ‘new reality’ discourse suggests that the context of planning is becoming increasingly 
complex, and that the possibilities of municipalities to influence development is increasingly 
becoming weak. The geography extends beyond the municipality and the scope widens. And 
it is assumed to be important to be ‘attractive’ in order to ‘grow’ in a situation of 
‘competition’, something which requires ‘governance’. Below, this is further scrutinised from 
a theoretical perspective. 

                                                             

38 Certain terms may be covered by several discourses, but their interpretation of the term may differ. The 
licentiate thesis traced the term ‘risk’ when different professional discourses met in municipal planning practice. 
39 This overall discourse of Swedish planning practice is traced both through the empirical case data of this 
dissertation and through a previous study of four regional development programs and eight municipal plans 
(Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010). It should be noted that the various local discourses, as well as discourses 
connected to specific authorities, are not specifically addressed in this dissertation. Furthermore, the ‘new reality’ 
includes elements of discourses which Nilsson (2003: 256-257) refers to as the sustainable development discourse, 
global justice discourse and the attractive town discourse. 
40 Although there is a spectrum of more or less related terms, such as ‘spatial planning’, ‘land-use planning’, 
‘regional planning’, ‘physical planning’, ‘community planning’ ‘social planning’ and so on, in this dissertation, I 
focus on the terms ‘urban planning’ and ‘strategic planning’, connected to a Swedish municipal context. 
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Planning and uncertainty 
The ‘new reality’ discourse furthermore emphasises ‘uncertainty’.41 Complex tasks such as 
climate threats, as well as the need to adjust to the market, lead to the future being 
interpreted as unpredictable. However, regardless of which discourse is dominant, 
‘uncertainty’ is one of the built-in elements of ‘planning’, as planning is an activity that 
concerns the future, and to deal with the future is always to deal with uncertainty. ‘Planning’ 
in some way always strives towards some form of a desired future scenario, regardless of 
whether it refers to planning for a nice summer vacation or planning for a safe and 
sustainable city, but  it is never possible to be completely sure of what the future will hold. 

To deal with the future and with uncertainty, two main approaches (discourses) are central 
to planning theory in recent decades. One, which may be referred to as the modern, is 
characterised by faith in reason and science and the belief that rational thought (logics), 
rational reason (scientific analysis), and rational action can deal with uncertainty, develop 
good urban environments, and improve the wellbeing of citizens (Taylor, 1998: 164). The 
other may be referred to as the postmodern. Compared to the modern planning approach, 
the latter emphasises uncertainty, complexity, diversity42, and social and historical context-
dependency (Taylor, 1998: 166; Allmendinger, 2002: 27-28). Taylor (1998: 162-163) argues that 
this change in western thought and culture – from ‘modernism’ to ‘postmodernism’ – is so 
significant that it can be termed a ‘Kuhnian paradigm shift’. Taylor also suggests that this 
shift “is particularly relevant to town planning as town planning and architecture have been one of 
the main ‘sites’ where this shift has most clearly occurred”.  

 

Modern Swedish planning practice 
Contemporary Swedish planning legislation includes strong elements of modern planning 
approaches (Strömgren, 2007; Ödman, 1992), and as a consequence, so does planning 
practice. For example, the Planning and Building Act relies on a system whereby the CP is 
the base for the municipal planning monopoly. The intention is that CP constitutes an overall 
plan for the municipality’s future development; it should be an active political document, a 
source of planning data, and a node in the dialogue between State and municipality. This 
character of the CP was formed through its predecessor – the 1947 master plan - through 
which the municipality was intended to rationally organise the development of its built 
environment, infrastructure, service, nature etc. (Strömgren 2007: 15; Engström, 2011: 13). As 
a result, the CP shows traces of the modernist rational belief that cities can be planned 
(through logic and science) to improve the wellbeing of citizens (Taylor, 2007: 74). 

The procedural outline of legislation indicates traces of the discourse ‘planning as a rational 
model for decision making’ (Taylor, 1998: 73-74, 159-160). The Planning and Building Act 
relies primarily on procedural requirements – it does not provide solutions, but rather 

                                                             

41 The central element of ’uncertainty’ is a further link between the dissertation and the licentiate thesis, which 
dealt with ‘risk’. ‘Risk’ is however always something unwanted, which means that the dichotomy of risk would 
be chance or opportunity. In the dissertation, ‘uncertainty’ concerns both risks, chances, and opportunities. 
42 For example, referring to the idea of ‘public’ above, in postmodern theory ‘the public’ would not be seen as one 
homogenous group, but rather as ‘multiple publics’ with multiple ‘public goods’. The struggle between different 
interests and discourses is even acknowledged as a base for the democratic society (Strömgren, 2007: 52-53). 
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intends that quality plans and a quality built environment be reached through good 
planning processes (Fog et al.; 1989: 68; Engström, 2011: 14). Legislation assumes that the 
municipality both holds the initiative for and performs the activity of planning (see appendix 
A). The process is organised sequentially, and those involved have clearly assigned tasks. 
Municipal planning officials have the responsibility of working through the different stages 
of the planning process – they produce the plans, i.e. good basic data for decision making, 
which means that they are experts with interpretive prerogative; and they process the plan in 
accordance with procedural requirements. The politicians, in turn, are responsible for 
formulating planning visions and goals and for deciding to take the plan from one stage in 
the planning process to the next. Allmendinger (2002: 27) argues that the rational process 
view of planning suggested that planners were “technocrats who focused upon procedures or 
processes – the means – while politicians and others set the ends”. Taylor suggests that this 
planning discourse regards ‘planning’ as a ‘scientific exercise’ (Taylor, 2007: 160). Strömgren 
traces a view of planning, in Swedish planning legislation, as being ‘political, adaptable, and 
complete’. Through scientific empirical analysis of different possible actions and of the 
consequences of these actions, political decisions would be made, and in this manner, “all 
land use should be planned. The physical planning activity should also be coordinated with other 
community planning [such as social or economical planning]. There was a vision of a total 
coordination of society’s development” (Strömgren 2007: 153, own translation). 

Furthermore, traces from another modern planning discourse can be found in legislation’s 
procedural outline: the communicative school of planning. The communicative school, 
which may be regarded as a reaction to the rational decision making discourse, recognises 
planning as value-laden, and therefore as an activity that cannot be based solely on scientific 
knowledge (Taylor, 1998: 83). As a logical thought chain, the recognition of the value-laden 
character of planning meant that the political nature of planning was acknowledged, and if 
planning decisions are political, it was considered that the public should be able to take part 
in decision making (Taylor, 1998: 85). The process of planning was thereby not regarded as 
goal-oriented, but rather as communication (or collaboration) between public authorities and 
‘the public’ and with various other private actors and non-profit organisations (Healey, Cars 
et al., 2002: 8). Whereas instrumental rationality relies on ‘science’ and ‘logics’, the 
communicative rationality is characterised by four features: comprehensibility 
(intelligibility), integrity, sincerity, and legitimacy (Khakee, 2000: 34; Taylor, 1998: 124). It 
thereby takes inspiration from Habermas’ ‘ideal speech situation’: “a dialogue between people 
who are in every respect equal in power and understanding” (Healey, 1997: 266). When translating 
this utopian ideal into practice, the ambition was to “[encourage] a practice of respectful 
‘speaking and listening’, to encourage processes of ‘mutual learning’ through the dialogical process” 
and thereby build consensus among actors concerning certain matters (Healey, 1997: 266). 
The role of the planner in the communicative school is to find and formulate the solution that 
would benefit everyone, by balancing the interests of different actors (Strömgren, 2007: 45). 
Consequently, the intention of the Planning and Building Act is to involve stakeholders and 
‘the public’ in planning, and pursuant to the Act everyone affected by the plan should be 
provided with a chance to contribute insights and exert influence upon the planning process.  
For this reason, the plan proposal is presented to concerned actors during consultation and 
exhibition. 
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Are postmodern theories applicable to Swedish planning practice? 

Despite these obvious modern influences on planning legislation, when constructing my 
piece of strategic planning theory, I have been inspired by theorists that are referred to as 
postmodern. I motivate my choice by referring to the belief in the ‘new reality’ discourse that 
‘planning’ must incorporate what happens in the outside world, it must leave room for 
market forces and the will of the property owners (and it must therefore be ‘efficient’), it 
must manage the fact that what happens in the future may be uncertain and unpredictable as 
in the climate threat, and it must do these things while still securing current and future 
citizens’ right to a good and safe environment. This, I suggest, requires both a postmodern 
acknowledgement of ‘planning’ as an activity that takes place in a context of complexity, 
uncertainty, and unpredictability, and rational decisions and actions. Therefore, my piece of 
strategic planning theory is based on postmodern theories, but includes modern (rational) 
elements. 

Another reason for taking a stance in postmodern theories concerns the ‘new reality’ 
discourse’s emphasis on the need for governance between actors with different interests and 
different levels of influence. But as noted by Ödman, the Planning and Building Act shows 
no acknowledgement of power structures. “The procedural rules of the Planning and Building 
Act show an idealised, neutral relationship, where everyone’s opinions are given equal meaning” 
(Ödman, 1992: 149). This lack of taking into account power is something that the 
communicative planning school has been criticised for. The communicative planning 
discourse could be regarded as a predecessor to postmodern approaches to planning. While 
still leaning on modern ideals, communicative planning, like the later postmodern approach, 
regards planning as an arena for discussion between different interests (Orrskog, 2002: 245). 
By tracing between the modern and postmodern schools, Orrskog argues that the difference 
between the two schools is that whereas the communicative approach seeks ‘communicative 
reason’, postmodernists are sceptical of the possibilities for sincerer dialogue and the 
possibility of reaching consensus. Postmodernists criticise the communicative approach to 
planning for being naïve and disregarding power relations (Orrskog, 2002: 260; 2003: 64). 

 

4.1.3 Positioning an approach to ‘strategic planning’ 
Through the ‘new reality’ discourse, ‘complexity’ and ‘uncertainty’ become factors to relate 
to in municipal planning practice. Nonetheless, the ‘new reality’ also includes a belief that 
planning can influence development and thereby generate social, environmental and 
economic sustainability. This belief is, in fact, an emphasised focus on one of the other in-
built elements of planning. Strömgren (2007: 27) argues that ‘planning’ relies on an ability to 
imagine that the effect of planned activities is that something is different in the future. 
According to Taylor, ‘planning’ “is about intervening in the world to protect or change it in some 
way” (Taylor, 1998: 167).  And as noted by Mintzberg (1994: 8-9), ”[a]nything to do with […] 
things that “simply happen” – is outside of the realm of planning“; ‘planning’ involves acting. And 
in order to intervene to change the future compared to the present, actors engage in 
decision-making: the process of planning (for example Mintzberg, 1994: 9; Taylor, 1998; 
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Khakee, 2000; Strömgren, 2007). Decision making in this dissertation concerns “a conscious 
public activity” (Khakee, 2000: 17, own translation) performed by and/or within Swedish 
municipalities. Nonetheless, it refers both to organised, formal43 and visible decision-making 
processes, and to the spontaneous, informal, and invisible. 

 

An emerging need for a strategic perspective  
Decision making becomes even more complex as there is, nowadays, a general 
understanding that it is not possible for public authorities to linearly plan urban 
development “from intention to plan, to action, to outcome as planned”, argues Healey (2007: 3). 
Leaning on postmodern theorists such as Hillier (2007; 2008; 2009; 2011), ‘planning’ would 
take as its starting point an acknowledgment that dealing with the future means dealing 
with uncertainty, and that this means that nothing ever turns out exactly as expected. Hillier 
therefore suggests to regard planning as an experimental and speculative practice - “a 
tentative method of knowing, working within an ideology of doubt and uncertainty; of what might 
become” (Hillier, 2007: 224). Of working through guessing and judgements (Hillier, 2008: 29; 
2011: 505). ‘Planning’ would thereby be an activity where “unexpected elements [can] come into 
play and things not to quite work out as expected“ (Hillier, 2008: 26). 

Despite the ‘new reality’ discourse’s emphasis on complexity and uncertainty, the 
municipality’s tasks connected to social, environmental and economic sustainability, bring 
with them a need for planning to not only ‘experiment’, but to do so with a direction. This, I 
believe is where strategic planning theory may offer support.44 

The term ‘strategy’ generally refers to actions that achieve certain goals. The most central 
feature of ‘strategic planning’ is therefore its direction towards implementation - “[t]hings 
must get done!”, urges Albrechts (2004: 752; see also Mintzberg, 1994). For this reason, 
Albrechts (2004: 752; 2010: 1120) argues that ‘strategic planning’ is “an active force in enabling 
change”. It should, however, be noted that when I refer to ‘getting things done’ in this 
dissertation, this should be interpreted both in the sense of short-term and concrete tasks, 
                                                             

43 Mintzberg however reserves the use of the term ‘planning’ for “a formalized procedure to produce an articulated 
result, in the form of an integrated system of decisions” (Mintzberg, 1994: 12). He refers to ‘formalization’ as “[to 
decompose, to articulate and to rationalise] the processes by which decisions are made an integrated in organizations” 
(Mintzberg, 1994: 12-13). And with ‘integrated’ he refers to the interrelationship between decisions. “Planning as 
integrated decision making imposes [...] that the decisions in question can be batched – be drawn together periodically into a 
single, tightly coupled process so that they can all be made (or at least approved) at a single point in time” (Mintzberg, 
1994: 11). An example of this is the system of the Planning and Building Act. 
44 It should be acknowledged that the term ‘strategic’ could be interpreted as a negatively laden word. Besides 
presumably evidencing the term’s military inheritance, another reason for this interpretation may be the strong 
influence of Habermasian communicative ideals in planning theory and practice. Although the Habermasian 
approach is regarded as utopian these days, it still lingers in thought. Based on the term ‘actions’ (which 
Habermas terms goal-focused activities which utilise suitable means), Habermas bases his ‘ideal speech situation’ 
on ‘speech actions’, which can be either strategic or communicative. The Habermasian model favours 
‘communicative action’, which occurs when actors try to reach mutual understanding - not based on joint 
agreements (Sw: överenskommelse), but on joint conviction (Sw: övertygelse). Strategic actions, on the other hand, 
may be either open or concealed, and concealed strategic actions may be either a matter of unconscious deception 
(Sw: vilseledande) or conscious deception (i.e. manipulation) (Habermas, 1996: 99-101). As will become obvious for 
the reader, in this dissertation I utilise terms such as ‘strategic’, ‘tactic’, and even ‘manipulation’. I would like to 
point out that my intention is not to suggest deception, but rather to visualise how different discourses attempt to 
promote their mental image of reality. 
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and in the sense of vaguer and more long-term positioning. All in all, strategic planning aims 
to get things done in relation to a specific direction for development. 

Strategic planning’s military inheritance suggests a stepwise adjustment to uncertainty and 
emerging issues, while striving towards more general, broad, and long-term goals (such as 
winning a war). This means that a strategic perspective may offer both structure for long-
term undertakings, and flexibility to allow adjustment to emergence. According to Khakee 
(2000: 30, own translation), in contemporary ‘strategic planning’ “[t]he linear sequence is 
replaced by a cyclic order constituting of a number of elements […], where the image of the problem is 
less complicated and uncertainty more graspable. Strategic planning is characterised by partial 
commitments and stepwise progress” (Khakee, 2000: 30, own translation). 

By founding the approach to ‘strategic planning’ applied in this dissertation in postmodern 
theories, I move away from the rational and linear (sequential) approach to strategic 
planning that emerged through modern discourses in the 1960s and 1970s. According to 
Mintzberg, the problem with the rational school is that it oversimplifies uncertainty. 
Similarly, van der Heijden (1996: 23) argues that “[t]he tacit underlying assumption is that there 
is one best solution, and the job of the strategist is to get as close to this as possible [...]” - a linear 
process of designing and optimising outcomes through a detailed blueprint – to ‘predict and 
control‘ (van der Heijden, 1996: 25; Oosterlyck et al, 2011: 2). Healey (1997: 249) describes 
that this approach “assumed that strategies could be derived from social goals by analytical routines 
based on empirical inquiry and deductive logic. Goals express the ends of strategies, analysis works 
out the most appropriate means”, and facts are distinguished from value. This, in turn, 
presupposes that thinking and acting are separate activities and that the order should be to 
first think and thereafter act (Mintzberg, 1994: 275; 282-289). Van der Heijden (1996: 36) 
concludes that what Mintzberg refers to as the fall of strategic planning (on which he wrote 
a famous book in the beginning of the 1990s, in the middle of the critique towards the 
rational approach to planning) means that people began to realise that the assumption that it 
is possible to set goals, perform analysis (to predict the future) and formulate strategies 
based on that, did not function in reality. 

Although an effect of the ‘fall of strategic planning’ was that planning in the 1980s tended to 
focus on projects, as it was assumed that progress is not something that can be planned 
(Albrechts, 2004: 743; Khakee, 2000: 33); today the position of the term ‘strategic’ advances in 
the Swedish ‘new reality’ discourse. It materialises in the revised planning legislation 
through the ambition to strengthen the strategic role of the CP (Prop. 2009/10: 170), but also 
in the various strategies produced both by Swedish municipalities and elsewhere in Europe. 
According to Healey (2009: 439), there has been “a wave of energetic efforts in producing spatial 
strategies for city regions and metropolitan areas” over the last two decades. 
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Collecting deliberate and emergent processes in urban development 
Above, I referred to the process of planning as decision making. However, with reference to 
Healey’s (2007: 3) argument that it is not possible to linearly steer development and with 
reference to the understanding that decision making may be organised as well as 
spontaneous, formal as well as informal, visible as well as invisible etc., I lean on Mintzberg 
(1994: 24-25; 2007: 6) who distinguishes first between intended strategies and realised (and, 
of course, unrealised) strategies (see fig. 4.2). He poses the question of whether or not 
realised strategies must always be intended, a question to which he firmly answers “no”. He 
argues that “after all, perfect realisation implies brilliant foresight, not to mention inflexibility, while 

no realisation implies mindlessness. The real world 
inevitably involves some thinking ahead of time as 
well as some adaption en route” (Mintzberg, 1994: 
24). Mintzberg further separates between 
deliberate strategy processes, which occur 
when intentions are fully realised; and emergent 
strategy processes, which concern the case of 
when ‘a stream of actions’ (that were not 
explicitly intended, but rather constitute the 
reaction to emerging events) over time converge 
into a pattern. In reality, strategies and strategic 
planning contain elements of all these 
categories. (Mintzberg, 1994: 24-25; 2007: 6) 

To address the complexity of the context of 
planning, together with the complexity of 

decision making, I therefore turn to Hillier (2009; 2011) who suggests strategic planning to be 
an activity that concerns ‘the strategic navigation’ of journeys, by which she means that 
while striving towards a destination, it may be necessary to handle matters as they occur – 
opportunities as well as threats. 

 

4.2 A multitude of strategic processes 
The context of planning is where encounters take place: between actors, discourses, activities, 
opportunities and threats. It is within this context that Healey defines specific active sites by 
introducing the term ‘social construction site for strategy making’: “[…] arenas in which 
multiple ways of knowing about what is significant, and about what could happen, are explored, 
conceptualised and symbolised, tested, and in instances where powerful new frames are formed, re-
embedded into the ongoing flow of various transecting relations, in the form of a new (or 
reinvigorated) idea of ‘place’ and the priorities that arise from this” (Healey, 2007: 236). On these 
strategy construction sites (my simplification of Healey’s term) actors gather, and different 
processes take place, the result of which are visions, strategies, goals and actions. 

Strategy construction sites can be divided into three categories. In a previous book, Healey 
refers to the ‘drama of strategy making’ which “proceeds through three types of setting, forums, 
arenas and courts. Participants in the drama are key decision makers and opinion leaders“ (Healey, 

 

Figure 4.2: Mintzberg’s image over different forms of 
strategies.  (Taken from Mintzberg, 2007: 6) 
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1997: 259, from Bryson & Crosby 1992; see also Bryson, 2004: 309-316).45 These strategy 
construction sites have different purposes and different rules for acting. Different processes 
take place, hence different possible roles exist for the involved actors to assume (see table 
4.1). In order to investigate the platforms for formal and informal, visible and invisible, 
decision-making in connection to Swedish municipalities’ comprehensive planning I utilise 
these three strategy construction sites to structure the empirical case data (chapters 5-8). It 
should, however, be noted that although I use Healey’s and Bryson’s model as a base, I have 
modified it to suit the context of Swedish planning and the purpose of my study. I have in 
every sense ‘picked and mixed’ to form the piece of theory I need. The objective for utilising 
my modified model of forum-arena-court as a base for this piece of theory is that it provides 
a possibility to visualise aspects outside of the legal planning system, such as discursive 
factors that influence the frames for acting in planning. 

Development discussions, strategic planning, and strategic decision-making, do not 
necessarily proceed in a linear chronology throughout forums-arenas-courts. According to 
Healey (2007: 182) “strategy formation does not proceed in an orderly way through specified 
technical and bureaucratic procedures. It is a messy, back-and-forth process, with multiple layers of 
contestation and struggle”. With reference to Healey, the work to form strategies is thereby a 
matter of messy processes that involve ”capturing ideas, issues, tensions and understandings from 
‘above’, ‘below’ and from round and about”, and to use these in a strategic manner. Similarly, 
Mintzberg (2007: 379) argues that “[the key] to managing strategy is the ability to detect emerging 
patterns and help them take shape”. This makes municipalities’ work with planning and 
development a complex activity, more complicated than what the legal system suggests. 

With reference to the idea of discourses (see section 4.1), strategic planning becomes not a 
matter of designing rational processes to make logical decisions (such as implied by the 
rational process approach to planning and the communicative school, see section 4.1.2), but 
rather a matter of convincing other actors in a situation of multiple realities and multiple 
truths. It is about forming a story46 of what could/should be done based on the own mental 
image of reality and of using this as a base to strategically ‘experiment’ throughout the three 
forms of strategy construction sites, and in the struggle between discourses. 

                                                             

45 In the late 1990s, Healey (1997: 262) criticised this model for lacking some “ingredients for an inclusionary 
intercultural collaborative effort in spatial strategy making”. It borders on ‘managerial manipulation’, she argued, 
which planners may use to make their strategy win in a competitive context. With a strong base in the 
communicative planning ideal, Healey (1997: 263) stressed that “[k]nowledge and understanding [should be] 
produced through collaborative social learning processes, not by the manipulation of abstract techniques by autonomous 
individuals”. She considered that Habermasian ethics should play an important role in “[providing] a vocabulary to 
critique dialogical practices and to highlight communicative ‘distortions’“ (Healey, 1997: 265). However, the belief in 
1997 that “[i]f the culture-building process of strategy-making has been rich enough and inclusive enough, the strategy 
should have become widely shared and owned by the participants and the stakeholders to whom they are linked. It will 
express a robust consensus” (Healey, 1997: 279) may perhaps be more nuanced in a contemporary postmodern 
approach. With a firm anchoring in postmodern discourses in her book from 2007, it is my interpretation that 
Healey might no longer disagree if public authorities utilise a bit of ‘managerial manipulation’ for the benefit of 
the best interest of the public and sustainable development. 
46 Van der Heijden (1996: 41) suggests that scenario planning may carry such stories. He argues that scenarios 
make it possible to form a base for confronting different perspectives and to collect knowledge to use in future 
discussions. In his view, it is “a natural thinking tool for use in a strategic conversation”. 
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4.2.1 Forum and arena – the building of ‘social, intellectual, and political capital’ 
The forum is the free meeting place characterised by an open dialogue. Its aim is to create 
meaning through communication between actors (Healey, 1997: 259; Bryson, 2004: 312) in 
order to identify conditions, opportunities, and problems etc., and to form (capture) a 
direction for development: a trajectory (Hillier, 2011), a vision, or a guideline. Compared to 
the forum, the arena is the organised meeting place where processes are structured by 
agendas set in the forum. The aim is to develop and design policies and strategies by 
defining problems and by making strategic choices, thereby preventing threats and utilising 
competitive advantages (Healey, 1997: 259-260). This means that many of the processes 
referred to as ‘comprehensive planning’ take place in the arena.47 

Together, forums and arenas concern the soft infrastructure of planning; “relation-building 
through which sufficient consensus building and mutual learning can occur to develop social, 
intellectual and political capital to promote co-ordination and the flow of knowledge and competence 
among the various social relations existing within places” (Healey, 1997: 200). Here, discursive 
norms for right and wrong, rather than legislation, set the rules of the game. 

 
                                                             

47 It should be noted that the definitions of ‘forum’ and ‘arena’ that I apply in this dissertation are inspired by, but 
not necessarily strictly in accordance with, Bryson’s and Healey’s definitions. For example, several of the 
processes that Bryson (2004: 312) places in forum, such as organised meetings, team meetings, retreats, I instead 
place in the arena, instead leaving the forum for broader and looser discussions. One reason why I interpret it to 
be necessary to modify Bryson’s model is to capture the discussions about planning and development that float 
rather freely in and about municipalities/counties/regions. In my model, forum thereby concern those 
discussions that take place before and outside of what may be categorised as ‘planning’ within a specific 
organization such as a municipality. 

Table 4.1: A multitude of strategic processes 

 Forum  Arena  Court  

Meeting place  The free meeting place 
(agora, public square).  

The organised meeting 
place. 

The decision-making 
context.  

Process  An open dialogue forms 
the mental image of reality 
(conditions, opportunities, 
problems etc.). It also 
formulates a direction for 
development.  

The agenda is set. 
Structured consultations 
formulate problems, goals, 
and strategies.  

Proposals to admit or 
reject. Decisions to 
implement, decisions with 
legal effects. 

Conflict management.  

Planner’s role  To perform contextual 
scan/analysis. 
To define (and modify) the 
image of reality. 
To define a direction for 
development, a task, an 
assignment. 
To identify parties. 

Strategic planning. 

Negotiations, partnerships. 

To perform formal 
planning. 
To assure ‘rights’ and 
‘duties’ of weaker actors.  
To transform and translate  
intentions into 
implementation. 
 

This table is developed from Engström & Fredriksson (2010: 9), which in turn is based upon Healey, 1997: 259-
260, and Bryson, 2004: 312-316 
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Planning in a (regional) ‘relational geography’ 
The base of the forum and the arena is the building of a contextual awareness. The mental 
image of the context within which the municipality is located is built up in the forum 
through a contextual scan/analysis (Sw: omvärldsanalys). This mental image of the context 
fulfills several purposes - to understand one’s own conditions, to scan the competition, and 
to gather strength for the mobilisation of force (“us” and “them”) (Healey, 1997: 206). 

To approach this context of ’planning’, a relational view of geography (Healey, 2007) is 
utilised in this dissertation. This idea of geography emerges in the postmodern rejection of 
order and simplicity, and “recasts the relation between flows and places” from what was 
perceived in the ‘Euclidian’ or ‘Cartesian’ geography that dominated modern planning 
thought, argues Healey (2007: 208, 224-225). She states that “[i]nstead of a physical patterning of 
activities rooted in particular pieces of the Earth’s surface, with connectivities between activities 
arising from physical proximity – what is near being more significant than what is further away [a 
linear – hence measurable – distance (Healey, 2007: 208)] – a relational geography focuses on 
relational dynamics that may stretch in all kinds of ways” (Healey, 2007: 224-225). 

Furthermore, space and time become interlinked when space is seen as dynamic, in 
movement (Thrift, 2006: 141-142). Relational geography takes a stance in conflict and 
struggle between forces, discourses, and interests that “co-exist, interact, combine, conflict, 
oppress and generate creative synergy” (Healey, 2007: 1-2). Relational geography incorporates 
terms such as ‘mobility’ and ‘flow’, ‘links’, ‘nodes’, and ‘networks’. It mixes actors with 
activities with events with spatial structures, thereby making ‘geography’ into a both 
multidimensional and multi-sector term. ”Space comes in many guises: points, planes, parabolas; 
blots, blurs, and blackouts” argues Thrift (2006: 141). The relational perspective therefore 
perceives space not as “a clear, unified spatial order, with definite hierarchically ordered cores and 
boundaries, [… but rather as] complex conjunctions, with webs of relations in continual formation, 
driven by diverse specific driving forces” (Healey, 2007: 225). 

By forming an understanding of the context, strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats, can be outlined. This requires the perspectives of both outside in and inside out. 
Outside in concerns the local, the specific. Healey (2007: 201, from Massey et al. 1994; see also 
Healey et al. 2002: 17) argues that “what gives spatial strategy its distinctive focus and 
contribution is the recognition that ‘geography matters’”. It is a matter of finding or defining the 
most attractive location for building a new landmark for the ice-hockey town Örnsköldsvik 
(see appendix B), or the strategic place to build new housing to attract new residents in 
Örkelljunga (see chapter 7), or the definition of an air quality problem in central Umeå (see 
chapter 5). However, the forming of a contextual awareness also means considering the 
extended context, the surroundings - the ‘relational stretches’ as Healey would call it 
(Healey, 2007; 2009), i.e. inside out.  The local context is considered to be too limited to 
handle complex matters such as infrastructure, energy, air pollution, climate, segregation, 
economic driving forces etc. (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2001). This inside out element of strategic 
planning is also stressed by the Swedish legislator, which states that municipal planning 
must be regarded in an extended context in order to clarify relations to what happens in the 
surrounding world (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 176). The opportunities that arise and the 
problems that must be handled depend not only on what happens locally, but are also 
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shaped by what takes place in the surroundings and further away. For this reason, Healey 
(2007: 1) takes the step from ‘town’ to ‘urban region’ by arguing that a town is not “a 
container where things happen” but rather is nested within a web of relations. In this 
dissertation I therefore regard towns and municipalities as nodes interwoven in a regional 
web that stretches and that is not restricted to the borders of the town or municipality. 

One the central ideas of the ‘new reality’ discourse is that competitive advantages48 should 
be (strategically) utilised by towns and municipalities in order to survive in the globalised 
economy. It is considered to be important to be ‘attractive’ in order to ‘grow’ in a situation of 
‘competition’.49 In the forum and the arena, the building of a contextual awareness “involves 
‘framing’ and ‘naming’ the phenomena of an urban ‘region’” (Healey, 2007: 25).  This is a matter of 
using the contextual analysis – outside in and inside out – to form an understanding of 
competition and find the specific and local strengths to emphasise and utilise (the same 
reasoning applies for ‘weaknesses’). Furthermore, through the contextual awareness a 
mental image of reality is generated, that may serve to form something concrete that 
discourses can be built on and that actors can gather around. As noted by Healey (2007: 25) 
“if sufficient actors buy into the [mental image] and the discourses it generates, then [it] 
accumulates the power to flow from the institutional site of its formation to other arenas and practices 
and to generate consequences in turn”. 

This brings on another feature of ‘strategic planning’ which is its selectiveness. In order to 
get things done (develop in a desired direction), it is necessary to prioritise, to focus on what 
matter most (Albrechts, 2004: 751-752; 2010: 1119. See also Healey, 2009: 440). In the forum, 
being selective is to form a mental image of the context and to choose a direction for 
development. In the arena, it means selecting between strategies that align with that 
direction. 

The building of a contextual awareness is furthermore a matter of bringing together time 
perspectives; to form an overview of (possible) long-term effects of short-term actions. 

 

Growth, governance, and urban politics 

The formation of contextual awareness also includes building an understanding of key 
actors. As noted by Healey, those strategies that become implemented are “not just abstract 
concepts, floating in the ether of design and planning discourses. They gather force because they 
resonate with the values, perceptions and particular needs of key actors”(Healey, 2007: 192). 

The ‘new reality’ discourse suggests that municipalities should promote local economic 
development and growth by socialising with private, civic and public actors at different 
levels – those who have the financial possibilities, the mandate, and the interest to 
implement development. For this reason, networks, partnerships, and alliances are formed 

                                                             

48 ‘Competitive advantages’ are sometimes also referred to as ‘comparative advantages’. 
49 Healey argues that the idea of “‘cities–in-competition’ […] has strongly influenced the policy discourses on spatial 
development in Europe that emerged in the 1990s. These sought both to equip Europe as a continent with the assets to 
compete effectively with other global blocs and to enhance the capacities of regions across Europe to compete in a global 
landscape of competing regions […]’” (Healey, 2007: 211; see also Healey et al., 2002: 6). 
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that tie these actors closer together; long-term coalitions, as well as those formed for specific 
purposes at certain points of time. This is often referred to as ‘the shift from government to 
governance’.50 (Hall & Hubbard, 1998: 8-9; see also Healey et al., 2002: 6) 

Healey (2007: 4) characterises three ways of ‘doing governance’. One is through partnerships 
and alliances between different public sectors and between public, private, and civic actors. 
Another she refers to as multi-level governance, which typically concerns relations between 
public actors at different levels working towards an efficient use of resources and authority. 
A third concerns the empowerment of citizens, i.e. the inclusion of citizens or other weak 
groups in planning. In this dissertation, I do not focus on the third interpretation of 
governance, but instead on the first two. These exemplify ways to steer development in 
situations where the municipality has less power than in the traditional government 
situation. I refer to these two as ‘strategic governance’. 

By merging the idea of ‘governance’ with a relational perspective of the context of planning, 
a theoretical decision-making web is formed that incorporates decisions that are both long-
term and short-term, broad and detailed, formal and informal, visionary and concrete, vague 
and tangible, local-municipal-regional etc. Dannestam refers to ‘urban politics’ (Sw: 
stadspolitik) as growth-oriented politics, which is focused on strengthening competitiveness, 
and which is pursued through governance (Dannestam, 2009: 23; see also Hall & Hubbard, 
1998: 4). Healey (2007: 16) argues that ‘government’ separated between ‘politics’ and 
‘administration’, and that it “got its authority and legitimacy from the politics of parties and from 
the citizen election of political representatives”. In a situation of ‘governance’, on the other hand, 
she argues that “’politics’ has expanded out of the formal arenas of representative democracy. [… 
Thereby policy is] not necessarily in the cauldron of ideological politics, but in the evolution of 
knowledge and frames of interpretation that develop within policy communities” (Healey, 2007: 17). 
This also means that as ‘government’ in the Swedish municipal context is based on 
representative democracy, ‘governance’ could be interpreted as less democratic decision-
making that occurs “behind closed doors”, often lacking “mechanisms of democratic 
accountability” (Healey et al.; 2002: 13). 

With reference to the idea of struggle between discourses, it is likely that actors involved in a 
governance situation not only pursue different interests, but also that they have different 
mental images of reality. ‘Governance’ would thereby mean that several discourses struggle 
to promote their mental images of reality, of what direction to head towards, and of what 
strategies to select. In order for the municipality to attain an active role in development - to 
‘orchestrate’ development (Healey, 2007: 177) - other parties and their interests must first be 
                                                             

50 Although a shift is commonly referred to, as noted by Healey et al. (2002: 211-212): “Networks and social capital 
are not new phenomena in urban governance […] The formal structures of government have always been accompanied by 
their policy communities and networks, their traditions of discourse and their modes of behaviour. They have always been 
embedded in particular social milieu which connect them to wider networks and particular resources of social capital”. Over 
the last century, Swedish planning practice also illustrates the close connection between public and private actors, 
for example in the development of steering tools outside of planning legislation (see section 3.1). According to 
Healey et al. (2002: 211-212) “[w]hat is different now is that the overt struggles for dominance over agenda formation and 
action programmes are being pulled out of the internal workings of government departments and agencies, to be played out 
‘in the open’ in new arenas and practices (partnerships, joint forums etc). It is not the existence of networks which the 
contemporary emphasis on ‘governance’ encourages but a deliberate effort to try to reconfigure them”. So although it could 
be argued that the shift from government to governance to some extent is a matter of theory and rhetoric, it is also 
a practical fact as it has become more visible, and also more accepted. 
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identified in forums and arenas. As noted by Bryson (2004: 313) in order to be able to 
influence (political) decisions, the first requirement is “knowing whom to influence. Who 
controls the agenda of the relevant decision-making body”. Furthermore, in order to actually take 
charge in development, the municipality needs to find a way to gain legitimacy for the own 
mental image of reality and direction for development. This, in turn, relies ”to a considerable 
extent on [its] power to mobilize attention through [its] persuasive and seductive qualities” (Healey, 
2007: 24). In order to gain legitimacy for the own mental image (to have the right actors ‘buy 
into it’ as Healey calls it), Healey (2007: 30) argues that that image must be ‘persuasive’; it 
must be convincing. If it is, it may become a discursive frame that “maintains in attention 
critical understandings about relationships, qualities, values and priorities” (Healey, 2007: 30). As 
such, “it carries forward with it a distinctive storyline, about what is and should be, about what are 
seen as good or bad arguments and appropriate modes of arguments and claims for policy attention. It 
gives meaning and significance to issues, problems and actions, and focuses the setting of priorities for 
action” (Healey, 1997: 278). As noted by Bryson (2004: 313), the setting of action frames 
influence following formal decisions – what is up for discussion and what is not, what need 
to be done and what needs not be done – “the agenda of what comes up for decision and what does 
not, thereby becoming a non-decision”. 

This means that the municipality must build authority and legitimacy for its mental image 
of reality and the direction for development among those actors who can ‘get things done’. It 
is less likely that visions will be implemented if they are the product of a single actor, 
without legitimacy from others. As noted by Healey (2009: 440), lots of strategies are 
developed by public authorities, but only a few actually have effects. According to Bryson 
(2004: 313) this means that effective strategic planning builds a coalition that “is strong enough 
to adopt intended strategies and to defend them during implementation”. The forum is where a 
mandate to lead development is assigned (or taken), and where alliances are formed and 
where “an agreement to act” is built amongst key actors, whereas in the arena, partnerships51 
are formed (Healey, 1997: 259). 

The reasoning above illustrates ‘strategic planning’ as less about designing a process for 
rational decision making, and more a matter of finding a way to convince other actors about 
a direction for development based on a specific mental image of reality in a situation of 
competing discourses. This, in turn, may explain the gap between ideal and practice in terms 
of ‘communicative planning’, which in Swedish planning legislation materialises into the 
assumption that communicative conditions should provide a good result (good plans, good 
built environment). The reasoning above suggests that the fact that various actors are 
involved in a discussion about development does not assure the best solution, as agreements 
are also the result of power structures. 

 

                                                             

51 Healey et al. (2002: 19) define ‘partnership’ as including characteristics such as that it should “include a mix of 
public and private actors, that partners are principals, i.e. capable of bargaining on their own behalf, that the partnership is 
an enduring relationship, that each partner ‘brings something’ to the partnership and finally that partners have some shared 
responsibility for the outcomes of their activities”. 
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4.2.2 Court – the ‘political, administrative and legal systems’ 
Whereas norms, discourses and values set the frames of action in both the forum and arena, 
legislation strongly influence the frames of action in court. One role of court is to be the legal 
decision making process. One aspect of this is that it is the hard infrastructure of planning 
that secures that those that have not had sufficient influence in the forum-arena (due to 
unequal power relations) have a possibility to “challenge and change the power of dominant 
groups” (Healey, 1997: 313). ‘Court’ therefore plays an important role in creating “participative 
democratic governance” (Healey, 1997: 288) which means that it is a matter of designing “the 
political, administrative and legal systems which structure the context of local instances” (Healey, 
1997: 286). For this reason, Healey (1997: 295) refers to planning’s ‘rights and duties’, by 
which she means to encourage people to get involved and to empower them in order for 
them to require involvement. 

Referring to strategic intentions to ‘get things done’, as the legal decision making process, 
court may furthermore be a final battleground between discourses, utilising the power of 
obstruction. According to Bryson, the main role of courts concerns conflict management. 
’Court’ is “whenever two parties having a conflict rely on a third party (leader, manager, facilitator, 
mediator, arbitrator, judge) to help hem address it. Managing conflict and settling disputes not only 
takes care of the issue at hand, but also reinforces the important societal or organizational norms used 
to handle it” (Bryson, 2004: 314; see also Healey, 1997: 206). Besides legislation, also norms 
and ethics thereby set the rules. 

In this dissertation, I prefer to widen the definition of ‘court’ to not only concern legal 
systems, but also the administrative and political situations and settings where strategies are 
transformed and translated into implementation by connecting them to implementation 
mechanisms (such as budgeting). This ‘court’, as in the case of Swedish comprehensive 
planning, must also legitimise non-binding decisions.52 

 

4.3 Regulate, enable, trigger 
In order for ‘strategic planning’ to get things done in line with an intended direction for 
development, it must handle both deliberate and emergent strategy processes (see again fig. 
4.2). This means that municipalities’ planning needs to be three things: 
• it must be a matter of ‘regulating’; to use restrictions and constraints to prevent 
unwanted events, to secure the public good, and to keep development on a sustainable 
track; 

• it must be a matter of ‘enabling’; to make things possible53; 

                                                             

52 Just as I have modified the meaning of the terms ‘forum’ and ‘arena’, I modify ‘court’. Bryson (2004: 312) refers 
to arenas as decision-making settings – legislative, administrative and executive - in which “strategic plans and 
important aspects of strategies – are adopted as is, altered, or rejected”. However, in this dissertation I remove formal 
(legal) decision-making settings from arena, instead leaving that to court. Arenas thereby concern those decision-
making processes that takes place before and around formal planning processes (although more focused on 
specific plans than in the discussions in forum). I reserve the formal decisions to adopt/reject proposals for court. 
53 The idea of strategic planning as a balance between ‘regulating’ and ‘enabling’ comes from Healey et al. (2002: 
225) who argue that it is the task of strategic planning to “play a role in shaping the unfolding of trajectories emerging 
through complex social dynamics as they evolve in particular areas, with the hope of encouraging what seem like positive 
directions for keeping on the move while resisting entrapment in stagnant pools and poisonous waters or becoming dragged 
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• it must be able to ‘trigger’ development, by actively creating conditions for wanted 
activities to take place. 

These three aspects of strategic planning suggest that it must be an ongoing process, and that 
this process must be flexible and adaptable yet also responsive in order to cope with 
complexity and uncertainty (van der Heijden 1996; Khakee, 2000: 30; Hames, 2007; 
Wilkinson, 2009; Hillier, 2011). The ability to “capture the potentiality of potentiality” (Thrift, 
2006: 145), i.e. to take advantage of unknown possibilities and opportunities (Hillier, 2007; 
2008; 2011), but also to prevent and avoid unwanted events and threats, requires “a 
continuous re-arrangement of things in response to events“ (Thrift, 2006: 144). It would therefore 
include elements of ‘proactive planning’ which means to actively meet and take part in 
development, but also of ‘reactive planning’ which means to adjust and respond to 
development (Khakee, 2000: 17).54 This makes ‘strategic planning’ an active and dynamic 
(flexible, adaptable, responsive) activity. 

Furthermore, from the reasoning above about forums-arenas-courts, it follows that ‘strategic 
planning’ must not only mirror both deliberate and emergent strategy processes, but also 
that such planning may have varying degrees of concreteness, as well as different time 
perspectives. Strategic planning must provide a link between these strategy construction 
sites, and a possibility to handle varying degrees of concreteness and different time 
perspectives in a coordinated way. As noted in chapter 3.2.2, my assumption, (perhaps an 
obvious one) is that it is easier to make good decisions (short-term, emergent) based on 
previous decisions (long-term, structure), in order for the municipality to make gains in 
terms of social, environmental, and economic sustainability, and also to bring efficiency 
gains in development decisions. Below I address this matter from a theoretical perspective. 

 

4.3.1 Zoom in, zoom out 
Hillier promotes the idea of strategic planning across multiple planes55, levels, and time 
perspectives. Her ‘multiplanar’ (and relational) theory includes: 
• ‘Planes of consistency’. These planes support the long-term by constituting visions 
(trajectories), such as ‘sustainability’. They are rather abstract planes which concern 
unknown opportunities and threats. The visions constitute ‘navigational context’ to 
experiment within and along, argues Hillier. (Hillier, 2007: 242-245, 249-250; Hillier, 2008: 
30-31,43; Hillier, 2011: 506-507)  

• ‘Planes of organisation’. These planes support the short-term, the smaller-scale, the 
tangible. They are more structured planes. The aim of these planes is to “facilitate small 
movements along the dynamic trajectories of planes of [...] consistency” (Hillier, 2008: 43), and 
they respond to specific issues that need to be handled. Land use regulations (for 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

into destructive vortexes”. Furthermore, Healey et al. (2002: 26, by referring to Dyrberg, 1997) argue that “[…] power 
can be conceived both as the power to control the actions of others and as the power to act, to build a business park […] 
organize a transport system or find a self-organizing way of managing a neglected public space. In the social relations of 
governance processes, these two forms of power are often in obvious tension”. 
54 Although Khakee refers to the latter as ‘passive’, in my opinion, reactive planning may very well be active. 
55 Hillier turns to Deleuze and argues that the term ‘plane’ (which may translate to plateau, plan, project) is useful 
as is incorporates at the same time structure and disorganised things that may happen (Hillier, 2008: 29). 
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example detailed development plans) and design guides are typical planes of 
organisation, argues Hillier (Hillier, 2007: 247; Hillier, 2008: 30, 33, 43; Hillier, 2011: 506-
507). 

The planes of consistency and organisation are present all at once, and they are both 
interconnected and interdependent (Hillier, 2007: 247; 2008: 32; Hillier, 2011: 507). Thereby I 
believe that Hillier’s multiplanar model illustrates the different forms of planning 
instruments, and ways to think planning, in the forums-arenas-courts. And as noted by 
Albrechts (2004: 743), “[i]ncreasingly, it is being assumed that the solutions to complex problems 
depend on the ability to combine the creation of strategic visions with short-term actions”. According 
to Nilsson (2003: 231-233) the bringing together of long-term and short-term planning is, in 
fact, one of the dilemmas of Swedish 
planning practice. Referring to Albrechts, 
municipalities’ planning needs both visions 
(trajectories) for the longer-term future and 
shorter-term location-specific detailed 
plans/projects/policies with tangible goals 
(Albrechts, 2004: 743, 747; Albrechts, 2010: 
1120). 

As referred to above, the mental image of the 
context and the direction for development 
formed in the forum provides a discursive 
frame, which includes visions and 
trajectories, and which guides future decision 
making (Healey, 2007: 30,183; Healey, 2009: 
441, 450; Hillier, 2007; Hillier, 2011). The 
mental image of reality and the direction for 
development thereby provide structure and 
orientation for strategic experimentation, 
which – with reference to Mintzberg (see 
again fig 4.2) – would aim both to facilitate 
the detection of patterns of emerging strategy processes, and set the ground for intended and 
deliberate strategies. This would not only provide possibilities to ‘capture potentialities’ 
(Thrift, 2006: 145), but may in fact also be a more resilient approach to planning as it relies on 
flexibility, adaptability, and responsiveness. This as it includes an in-built capacity to handle 
the element of ‘uncertainty’ (and thereby ‘risk’56), which is central to the ‘new reality’ 
discourse. This means that a strategic approach to comprehensive planning would transect 
different planes while strategically zooming in and out between forums-arenas-courts. In 
turn, projects would be merged with visions, and the short-term would be brought together 
with the long-term, the tangible with the abstract, the detailed with the coarse, the narrow 
with the broad, the local-municipal-regional etc. (see fig. 4.3) 

                                                             

56 Although this approach could be a way to manage risk in terms of unwanted events that may or may not occur, 
it also means taking risks since it involves “exercising the power to select and simplify”, to ‘summon up’, ‘name’ and 
‘frame’ strategies, as Healey (2009: 445, 449) puts it, which in Hillier’s (2008: 29; 2011: 505) words means 
‘experimenting’ in the sense of working through guessing and judgements. 

 

Figure 4.3: Strategically experimenting with a direction. 
In order to keep development along an intended direction for 
development, ‘strategic planning’ must align the short-term, 
emergent, tangible, specific goals and projects, with long-term, 
vague, broad visions (trajectories) while relating to a local-
municipal-regional context. Through Hillier’s multiplanar 
model, strategic experimentation on and across forums-arenas-
courts acknowledges Mintzberg’s emphasis on emergence. 
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4.3.2 Strategic comprehensive planning - a variety of strategic processes 
To illustrate the messy processes of comprehensive planning in and across forums-arenas-
courts, I refer to Mintzberg’s (2007: 341) definition of different strategy processes which are 
based on the approach outlined in fig. 4.2.57 As these processes relate to strategies as 
deliberate plans or emergent patterns, and concern either tangible positions (goals) or broad 
perspectives (trajectories, visions), I interpret them as corresponding to Hillier’s planes of 
consistency and organisation, and illustrating different approaches that municipalities take 
in their work with planning and development. ‘Programming’58 is a rational process to 
transform intended strategies into realised ones – to set a goal and make sure that it happens 
(Mintzberg, 2007: 341). The deliberate planning of visions/trajectories is termed ‘strategic 
visioning’, whereas ‘strategic learning’ is the process of gathering emergent patterns into 
such trajectories. ‘Strategic venturing’, in turn, occurs when emergent patterns are made into 
as tangible goals.59  ‘Strategic analysing’, which includes, for example, SWOTs and analyses 
of competition, could furthermore be added (Mintzberg, 2007: 363). Strategic analysing feeds 
into the previous four processes by building up contextual awareness. I would add ‘strategic 
governance’ as one further process, with reference to the features of the ‘new reality’ 
discourse. 

When searching for these processes in forums-arenas-courts, ‘programming’ would foremost 
take place in court as a way to act tactically. In the arena, all four processes interact in 
increasingly concretised forms. Using the processes of ‘programming’ and ‘venturing’ in the 
arena would thereby be to act tactically, whereas ‘visioning’ and ‘learning’ in the forum and 
the arena could be termed to act strategically. ‘Strategic analysis’ takes place in both the 
forum and the arena, and is both a short-term and a long-term assignment, helping to build 
up the contextual awareness that, in accordance with previous reasoning, forms the basis for 
‘getting things done’. Applying Mintzberg’s processes in the forum-arena-court thereby 
interlinks ‘tactical acting’ with ‘strategic acting’. It is a matter of zooming in and out, in and 
across, forums-arenas-courts, with simultaneous strategies on planes of consistency and 
organisation. This allows rational (systematic) movements (i.e. short-term, small-scale and 
content specific strategies with tangible goals) in the chosen direction for development, while 
allowing room for emergence. To act strategically and tactically in the forum-arena-court is a 
matter of knowing what to do, how to do it, and with whom to do it, but also a matter of 
preconceiving strategies and recognising patterns, of knowing when it is appropriate to do 
what - a matter of timing. As noted by Mintzberg, “[t]o manage strategy […] is not so much to 
promote change as to know when to do so” (Mintzberg, 2007: 377). 

                                                             

57 Mintzberg (2007: 362-363) has outlined this model based on his extensive study of how organisations function, 
and his thesis is that depending on the character of organisations (‘entrepreneurial’, ‘machine’, ‘adhocracy’, and 
‘professional’), their tendency to apply certain of these processes varies. In this dissertation, however, I borrow 
Mintzberg’s terms to illustrate the different processes that municipalities undertake in their work with planning 
and development, on and across forums-arenas-courts. I regard them as compatible with Hillier’s multiplanar 
approach to planning. 
58 This model, which is from Mintzberg’s book from 2007, refers to this process as ‘strategic planning’, whereas 
the term ‘programming’ is defined in Mintzberg (1994). 
59 Healey (2007:29-30) uses the term ‘strategizing’ which means “the drawing out of a sense of potentialities and 
possibilities from multiple unfolding relations, within which to set actions that will intervene in these unfolding relations in 
the hope of further particular objectives and qualities”. My interpretation is that this constitutes a combination between 
Mintzberg’s processes. 
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A combination of postmodern and modern elements 
Mintzberg’s book The Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning (1994) is a strong statement against 
the rational approach to strategic planning. According to van der Heijden, Mintzberg can be 
categorised as belonging to the evolutionary school (van der Heijden, 1996: 24,33-35) of 
strategic planning, a school which highlights the emergent element of strategic planning: It is 
considered that strategic planning moves in one small step after another – ‘the approach of 
muddling through’ (developed by Lindblom and usually referred to as ’incremental 
planning’), and that “[a] winning strategy can only be articulated in retrospect” as put by van der 
Heijden (1996: 24). van der Heijden criticises the evolutionary approach for its weak 
predictive power, and instead favours what he refers to as a processualist approach, which 
he argues combines ideas from the rational and the evolutionary schools (van der Heijen, 
1996: 24). “[The processualist approach to strategy] suggests that while it is not possible to work 
out optimal strategies through a rational thinking process alone, managers can create processes in 
organisations that will make it more flexible and adaptable, and capable of learning from its mistakes”. 
Despite van der Heijden’s statement, I regard the procedural approach a supplementary turn 
of the evolutionary school. Nevertheless, I believe that my combination of postmodern and 
modern (rational) approaches may correspond to van der Heijden’s desire to modify 
Mintzberg’s evolutionary school of strategic planning.  

 

Summarising ‘strategic planning’ 
To summarise the theoretical reasoning of this chapter, ‘strategic planning’ is a matter of 
intervening in order to change the future, and this change is the result of decision-making 
(organised and spontaneous, formal and informal, visible and invisible) and not merely a 
result of nature or chance. These choices are in turn motivated by ideals. Moreover, while 
acknowledging (and even embracing) uncertainty, the messy processes of ‘strategic 
planning’ always focus on getting things done, in line with an intended direction for 
development: strategic planning therefore regulates (avoids), enables, and triggers. 
However, it takes time for messy processes to form a direction for development, and with 
reference to Mintzberg’s image of intended/emergent, realised/unrealised strategies (see fig. 
4.2), it is only in retrospect that a strategy can in fact be defined as ‘strategic’ (see also van der 
Heijden, 1996: 24). As a consequence, ‘strategic planning’ is a long-term undertaking, which 
– with reference to the forum-arena-court model - includes tactical actions. 

Strategic experimentation in and across forum-arena-court is a matter of building a mental 
image of the context and what direction to head towards, but referring to the idea of 
discourses, it is also a matter of inspiring (convincing) actors involved in development to 
venture these ideas. To take place at strategy construction sites means to initiate change or to 
manage or to participate in development processes. To detect emerging patterns and to help 
them take shape. To participate in the formation of intended strategies and in the translation 
of these into realised ones – by actively involving other implementation actors. Thereby, 
strategic planning could become what Albrechts refers to as “an active force in enabling 
change” (Albrechts; 2004: 752; Albrechts, 2010: 1120). 
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Healey emphasises that strategic planning should be seen “both as a political project, which 
seeks to mobilise attention, change discourses and practices, and alter the way resources are allocated 
and regulatory powers exercised, and as an intellectual project, through which new understandings 
are generated and new concepts to frame policy interventions are created to sustain the political 
project. Overall, this political and intellectual project is about shaping, to some degree, the socio-
spatial dynamics of urban areas, through explicit attention to spatial organisation and place qualities” 
(Healey, 2007: 9, own emphasis). It should be noted that neither as a political nor intellectual 
project is ‘strategic planning’ an easy matter. With reference to planning being an activity 
that concerns the future, hence an activity forced to deal with uncertainty, it is relevant to 
include Healey’s (2007: 31) argument that strategies are “risky and experimental interventions”. 

 

4.4 Definition of key terms 
Based on the reasoning in this chapter, the key terms of this dissertation are summarised and 
defined below.60 

Features of ’urban planning’: 
• To deal with ‘future’ is to deal with uncertainty. 
• ‘Planning’ is acting, it means intervening in attempt to change the future. 
• This change is a result of decision making (organised and spontaneous, formal and 
informal, visible and invisible). 

• Values and ideals motivate the decisions made. 

Features of ‘strategic planning’: 
• ‘Strategic planning’ focuses on implementation. 
• ‘Strategic planning’ is selective and focused on what matters. It focuses on both 
‘potentialities’ and strengths, and on the prevention of unwanted events and threats. 

• For this reason, the foundation of ‘strategic planning’ is a contextual awareness, a 
multidimensional and multi-sector term based on which a mental image of the context 
and a direction for development is formed. 

• ‘Strategic planning’ is ongoing, as it is flexible, adaptable, and responsive, in order to 
cope with, and take advantage of, complexity and uncertainty. 

• ‘Strategic planning’ builds authority and legitimacy with actors that can ‘get things 
done’. 

‘Visions’ refer to the planes of consistency, and concern the long term, the desirable, and 
often the rather abstract. As trajectories, visions provide a ‘navigational context’. 

‘Goals’ refer to the planes of organisation. They concern something desirable, but also 
something achievable. Compared to visions, goals concern the short term, the tangible, and 
the measurable. 

                                                             

60 These definitions rely on the review of theories in this chapter, for which reason references can be found 
throughout this chapter. 
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‘Strategy’ is originally a military term which refers to the doctrine of how to use (military) 
power in order to achieve goals. In this dissertation, this concept is used in a wider sense, 
meaning actions that in some way strive towards either visions or goals. 

Strategic planning operates within three forms of ‘strategy construction sites’ – forums-
arenas-courts – where different processes take place, with different levels of concreteness 
and different roles for actors to assume (see table 4.1) 

To ‘act strategically’ refers to overall and collected action: the ability to see patterns, trends, 
and the interests of different actors, and the ability to coordinate and find possibilities to 
influence by engaging in strategic processes in forums-arenas-courts. To act strategically is to 
attempt to regulate, enable, and trigger development. 

To ‘act tactically’ refers to the detailed, the short term, the goal-oriented, and the specific 
action and is closely connected to implementation. To act tactically is to attempt to regulate, 
enable, and trigger development. 
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CHAPTERS 5-8: SEARCHING FOR STRATEGIC ELEMENTS 
AND APPROACHES IN SWEDSH MUNICIPALITIES 

 

The next-coming chapters (chapter 5 to 8) constitute examples from contemporary Swedish 
planning practice. The intention is to reflect upon what factors (and actors) drive a strategic 
perspective in comprehensive planning. 

In different ways, these chapters visualise platforms for formal and informal, visible and 
invisible, decision making in practice. Who and what influences the frames of action for 
planning practice and what role does the CP play in a decision-making web that is 
simultaneously short-term/long-term, tangible/abstract, detailed/coarse, broad/narrow, 
local-municipal-regional etc.? For this reason, the chapters are structured in accordance with 
the theoretical concepts of Forum-Arena-Court (Healey, 1997, Bryson, 2004) (see chapter 4 
and fig. 4.3). As such, they do not constitute linear (chronological) stories but rather presents 
as a matter of messy movements between these ‘strategy construction sites’ with different 
aims, different degrees of structure and different roles for the municipality to assume. 

In short, under forum I have structured those broader discussions and work that strive 
towards finding and claiming a position within the region – a mental image of the context - 
and where a direction for the development of the municipality is formed. Under arena, I 
have gathered the work where those mental images are translated into work circulating 
around specific plans. Under court I have placed those processes that concern planning 
according to the legal system, and the work to link intentions and strategies into 
implementation. 

The four chapters vary in format and focus in order to offer complementary insights into 
how municipalities interpret their own conditions for development in relation to the 
surrounding world, and how they address comprehensive plans and planning in order to 
handle these conditions. Thereby these chapters illustrate a contemporary planning 
discourse. The selection process has favoured municipalities that have taken the step from 
regulatory land-use planning towards an approach to comprehensive planning by which 
they attempt to take an active role in development, and for this reason have elaborated with 
plan format and/or planning process. Thereby these chapters illustrate, reflect, and discuss 
different strategic elements and approaches in municipal planning practice. The four 
chapters are: 

• Chapter 5: Planning for Umeå to win. 
• Chapter 6: Positioning Norrtälje as the ‘Capital of Roslagen’. 
• Chapter 7: Three examples from Skåne. 
• Chapter 8: Regional images and comprehensive planning. 

It should be noted that it is the perspective of the municipalities that is followed in these 
chapters, which means that they should not be seen as neutral stories.  
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CHAPTER 5: PLANNING FOR UMEÅ TO WIN 

 

This chapter focuses on Umeå municipality’s ongoing comprehensive planning. ‘We win in 
Umeå’ is the vision adopted by the municipality and an ambitious goal for growth has been 
set: from today’s population of 114,000 inhabitants, Umeå shall grow to 200,000 by 2050. The 
municipality believes that to develop Umeå into a regional centre – ‘the Capital of Norrland’ 
– planning must both manage development and act as a growth-engine to trigger 
development. The municipality has, over the last few years, undertaken an extensive 
comprehensive planning process by producing seven elaborations of the comprehensive 
plan (ECPs) for various strategically-important parts of the municipality. It has also adopted 
an addition to the comprehensive plan (ACP) concerning wind-power, the latter a 
collaboration between six neighbouring municipalities. Recently, work on an ACP 
concerning shoreline protection has been initiated by the same group of municipalities. 

 

5.1 Forum – Positioning Umeå as the capital of Norrland 
The following section illustrates the way in which the municipality understands and assesses 
its own strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats within the regional web, and what 
role it interprets that it has/ should have in development. 

 

5.1.1 Finding Umeå’s 
position in the regional 
web 
Umeå gained its town 
privileges in 1622. It is 
known as the ‘Birch city’ 
due to the 3,000 birches that 
were planted in avenues 
when large parts of the 
town were rebuilt after a 
fire in 1888. The 
municipality holds central 
functions such as a military 
area, hospital and 
university. It is the largest 
city in Sweden’s northern 
region, located in the 
County of Västerbotten (see 
further fig. 5.1). In 
interviews, it seems that the 
municipality interprets the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Umeå data (2010) 

• Land area: 2,331 km2 
• Population: 115,000 
• Medium age: 38 
• Medium income: 

241.000 SEK 
• College degree: 51% 

(Sw: 36%) 
• Net migration: 680 

(430 
men)Commuting: 
in: 7,200, out: 5.200 

 
(Image made by Anna Hult) 

Figure 5.1: Umeå in the regional web 
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region within which it is located as not being restricted to the county, but rather as 
constituting Norrland (of which Umeå is the regional centre). As one planner argues, “we 
have erased the county borders, and no longer restrict ourselves to the county but instead talk about 
“northern Sweden”. The county borders are a bit too narrow” (see table 5.1). 

 

5.1.2 Formulating a development direction: “We win in Umeå” and “Umeå wants more” 
In 2008, Umeå municipality, which today has a population of 115,000 inhabitants, increased 
its goal for population growth. Whereas the previous goal had been to have 150,000 
inhabitants by 2050, the municipality now intended to reach a population of 200,000 
inhabitants by 2050, an increase that would require today’s growth-rate to double. Although 
such a goal may seem overly ambitious, rapid growth is not new to Umeå. The municipality 
has doubled its population since 1965, the year that the university was founded. With this 
ambition, the municipality intended Umeå to become “the obvious capital in northern Sweden 
with a rich and exciting urban life”.61 ‘We win in Umeå’ is the vision adopted by the Municipal 
Council in 2009. This vision aims to express the idea that everyone (students, citizens, 
businesses, organizations etc.) should feel like winners by living and working in Umeå. This 
is also visible in the municipality’s goals for the period 2011-2012; for example, to strengthen 
Umeå’s position as the cultural capital of the north (cultural capital of Europe 2014 was the 
sub-target), as one of Sweden’s leading quality and innovation municipalities, as an energy 

efficient municipality, and as a knowledge city. 
Furthermore, access to a larger (labour market) 
region due to the Botniabanan railway, which 
was opened in 2010, is assumed to contribute to 
growth. 

Umeå’s ambition in terms of growth is based on 
the assumption that larger cities (by which 
Umeå means cities with population over 
100,000) can maintain a range of basic local 
services, good communications, and work 
opportunities. Large cities are assumed to 
provide better conditions for business life, and 
for developing a rich cultural life. In growing 
cities, property values increase, hence citizens 

become more affluent. This is in turn assumed to generate a “spiral of positive feedback with 
population growth and diversity that leads to continued regional growth”. That this idea of large 
cities and a global economy include increased competition is also noted. 

The following quotation is taken from the municipality’s website under a section addressing 
the trademark Umeå: ”Globalization and rapid technical development has brought challenges […]. 
Today Umeå competes with the entire world in terms of attracting new citizens, students and 
business, and creating economic conditions for a good society. This means that it is not an alternative 
to lean back. We must keep on our toes all the time. Otherwise we will be overtaken. That is how tough 

                                                             

61 Note that all quotations have been translated from Swedish into English by me. 

 

Umeå - a small-scale large city 
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competition is. Our starting point is good. Umeå is an open and innovative university city that offers 
great possibilities, and is in the top in areas such as ladies soccer, research, IT, biotech, culture, and 
engineering industry. If we can continue to work hard together for the best of the city, there is a good 
chance that we will develop in a positive direction. The principle message in our branding work is that 
it is our ambition that constitutes Umeå’s great possibility and largest attraction-force. We want to 
grow. We want to be better. We want more. It’s as simple as that”. 

Although noting that their approach of winning and of wanting more may be “cocky”, 
respondents also argue that Umeå’s character of a small-scale large city constitutes a 
strength. People know their local politicians, and politicians have good knowledge of how 
the town is used and how it functions. The intention has therefore been to emphasize Umeå’s 
urban character without the larger city’s downsides, a respondent argues.62 

 

 

                                                             

62 A reflection is that Umeå’s politicians did not approve of the idea of the ‘moderate town’ (Sw: den måttfulla 
staden) that Boverket launched in 1995. It was considered to be too moderate (Sw: lagom), argues a respondent, 
emphasizing that Umeå wants more. 

Table 5.1: Umeå in the regional web 
A previous study included an investigation of how Umeå’s ECPs (ongoing) and Västerbotten’s regional 
development program (2007) relate to matters connected to growth; housing and living environments; 
infrastructure and regional enlargement; business life and employment; and image (Engström, Fredriksson & 
Hult, 2010: 68-72). 

 Västerbotten regional development 
program 

Umeå’s ECPs 

Growth The region should grow from 255,000 in 
2007 to 270,000 by 2013. Umeå is 
Västerbotten’s growth engine. 

Umeå is Västerbotten’s, and also Norrland’s, 
growth engine. ‘Umeå wins. Umeå wants 
more’. 200,000 inhabitants by 2050. 

Infrastructure 
& regional 
enlargement 

The region shall have undergone regional 
enlargement between the neighboring 
municipalities and counties by 2013 
through increased infrastructure. Especially 
important are ventures for a modern coast 
railway, high-speed trains and aviation. 

Regional enlargement is a necessity rather than 
a goal. A map of corridors and development 
areas are the base for the ECPs. 
The Botniabanan railway provides a possibility 
for a new labor market region. 

Housing & 
living 
environment 

The scenic landscape with mountains and 
forests are assets, and so is the dense and 
attractive city Umeå. 

The ECPs cover a range of attractive living 
environments, from urban environments in 
central Umeå to those which emphasise 
natural and water qualities in other parts of the 
municipality. 

Business life 
& 
employment 

The Umeå region is the engine in 
Västerbotten County, but also in a national 
perspective. Nonetheless growth shall take 
place all over the county, without 
redistribution. 
The region holds two primary assets: 1) 
Research and development; 2) Nature and 
culture. 

Strengthen Umeå’s role as Norrland’s centre. 
Double the number of workplaces in the 
central city, develop the university and 
hospital area into “an urban district for 
education, research, healthcare, and related business 
development at an international top-level “, create 
possibilities for development of business along 
the coast in tune with  the preservation of 
natural and cultural values. 

Image  Umeå is Västerbotten’s and Norrland’s 
regional centre with a responsibility to make 
its functions accessible to the region. 
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5.1.3 Grabbing the mandate to commence development 
The new “cockier” approach connected to the goal for growth seems to have been taken up 
by the municipality’s planners. Respondents acknowledge that once the goal had been 
adopted, the planners began working to figure out what a growth rate that was twice as high 
as today’s would mean for Umeå. Respondents argue that although the level of ambition 
may seem rather utopian, it has in fact been absorbed as a starting point for their work. One 
planner described the setting of this goal as a clever move, stating that “since we are all rather 
comfortable and tend to work with safe solutions. This [ambition] has forced us officials to think 
again. And I believe that is what the politicians intended, that we need to straighten up a bit”, she 
says. The previous goal of 150,000 inhabitants could be reached through “business as usual”, 
but setting the goal at 200,000 sharpened the tone and increased the level of ambition, argued 
another respondent.  

Workshops were held within the municipality’s administration to discuss both conditions for 
and effects of the new goal of 200,000 inhabitants, and also to consider how the goal would 
be received by citizens. Respondents believe that many citizens found the goal to be good – 
rather cool and cocky - whereas others were worried that from now on, ambitions would just 
continue to increase. According to a respondent, also Umeå’s business life has been positive 
towards the goal, they approve to the fact that the municipality has ambitions for 
development. 

 

Umeå and its neighbours 

The idea of Umeå as a winner and the ambition to become the Capital of Norrland are not  
regional ambitions, respondents acknowledge, but rather Umeå’s. Some politicians have 
expressed concerns that surrounding areas would be drained due to Umeå’s goal to attain a 
population of 200,000. Respondents indicate that this may be one of the major conflicts faced 
by the goal. Fourteen municipalities feel threatened by Umeå, whereas Umeå’s experience is 
rather one of being forced to share. One of Umeå’s planners considers that the regional 
politics should focus its efforts towards Umeå: “Umeå does not get the desired impact, we have to 
stand back in regional discussions. But we do it anyway, and the question is of course how that will 
work?! In a county that is as uneven as ours is it becomes problematic”. 

Umeå’s standpoint is that it is good for everyone if Umeå can offer a northern metropolitan 
alternative. If Umeå cannot offer the larger city’s qualities such as diversity and dynamics, 
then the alternative for many people may be to move further south. “And when these two 
alternatives are placed in contrast, it usually becomes rather obvious that yes, it is rather good to have 
a Norrland alternative [of a large city]”. Umeå’s planners argue that the Umeå region (Umeå 
and its five neighbouring municipalities) has generated a consensus that it is good for 
everyone if Umeå grows. However, it seems that this idea has not necessarily gained 
consensus outside of the Umeå region. 
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5.2 Arena – Addressing the growth goal in ‘planning’ 
This section discusses the way in which the municipality has approached comprehensive 
planning. Key events and determining factors in this planning and partnership formation 
process are extracted and presented here. 

 

5.2.1 Formulating a target image: the attractive and sustainable dense city 
With the goal of reaching 200,000 inhabitants, growth became the starting-point for Umeå’s 
planning. Planning should generate growth, promoting Umeå as an attractive growth engine 
and the regional centre. With a current population of 115,00, reaching 200,000 by 2050 would 
require attaining 85,000 new inhabitants in 40 years. Moreover, 35,000 new workplaces are 
assumed to be necessary. To reach the goal, the level of growth must therefore double, 
resulting in 1300 to 1400 new dwellings and 850 new job opportunities per year. Planning 
should however not only generate by also manage growth and the challenges it may bring 
with it. The central challenge is thereby how to grow while still considering sustainability, 
something that is of specific local concern due to an existing (and potentially growing) air 
pollution problem in Umeå’s central areas caused by heavy traffic from two European roads, 
the E4 and E12.  

The municipality, leaning on the Aalborg commitments63, puts forward the ‘dense city’ as 
the central principle for how to achieve both growth and sustainability. Six overall strategies 
have been formed: 
• the 5 km city – the dense city; 
• more city – city healing that vitalizes; 
• investment in public spaces and parks; 
• expansion of public transportation and transformation of traffic routes; 
• high density in new urban districts; and 
• everyone on board. 

A scenario (see fig. 5.2) illustrates a possible distribution of citizens within the municipality 
based on strengthening the existing urban structure in the central areas and certain corridors, 
hence “[creating] a sustainable society with optimal use of existing structures and minimal 

transportation distances”. The strategy of the 5 km city – the dense city means that 
development shall primarily be concentrated within a five kilometre radius from the city 
core and the university area. “A dense, compact city with many different functions and short 
geographical distances decreases the transportation need and makes walking and biking competitive 

transportation modes”. Within this five kilometre radius, dwellings for 40,000 new residents 
are planned, connecting the 5 km city strategy with the strategy of high density in new 
urban districts, and the city healing strategy. ”More town” is not only achieved by constructing 
higher buildings, but by placing new dense blocks next to old ones, so that the city gradually grows 

together into a more continuous urban landscape […]”. This is also assumed to generate higher 

                                                             

63 By accepting the Aalborg commitments, Umeå intends to avoid urban sprawl by complementing existing built 
environment and by working towards a functionally-mixed city. It also means preserving the urban cultural 
environment and favouring quality architecture. 
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interest in investments in existing areas, especially in the centre. Besides taking place within 
the 5 kilometre radius, development is also proposed for example in villages within public 
transportation corridors and close to the Botniabanan railway. Furthermore, housing should 
be provided in proximity to water along the coast and river in order to generate 
attractiveness. In accordance with the principle of expansion of public transportation and 
transformation of traffic routes, it is argued that the dense city provides conditions for good 
and profitable public transportation. Moreover, the new ring road provides conditions to 
adjust streets and roads more effectively in the city. 

Respondents refer to a how recent paradigm shift in terms of ‘sustainable transportation 
planning’ and urban structure has formalized through the ECPs, something that is seen as an 
effect both of the Aalborg commitments and of “a European wind”. One respondent argues 
that although the same questions of sustainability relevant to the previous CP made in the 
late 1990s are central in today’s discussions, the solution that is proposed now differs from 
then. The reasoning behind the proposed new solution to sustainability problems is found in 
one respondent’s suggestion that merely working with the transportation system will not 
suffice in order to handle Umeå’s transportation problems. Rather, a long-term strategy for 
how to develop the city is required; something which she believes will require working to 
change perspectives. Today it is considered that the dense city provides conditions for 
sustainability, especially through decreased transportation and transit from car-use, to 
bicycle, walking, and use of public transportation. It is argued that densification of the 
central areas and development along public transportation corridors provides possibilities to 
handle the negative environmental effects of traffic, especially air quality. Furthermore, is it 

assumed that the mixed city provides 
conditions for attractiveness, such as a 
stimulating and safe urban life. The 
central city is today criticized for 
being “ugly”, respondents argue. 
Investment in public spaces and 
parks is also proposed as a basis for 
planning. It is argued that public 
spaces shall be designed to be 
attractive and safe, with places for 
recreation and green and vivacity at 
all times of the day. 

The last strategy – everyone on board 
- is based on the assumption that “a 
sustainable city can only be built by those 
that will live in the city”, which will 
lead to “a city for everyone!”. This is 
further addressed under section 5.2.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Growth scenario (from the ECP for FFU, p. 18) 
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5.2.2 From target image to development strategies: Seven elaborations of the CP 
When the growth goal was adopted in 2008, the municipality was already working to 
produce seven elaborations of the CP (ECPs) and one addition to the CP (ACP) - work that 
had begun in 2006.64 The background behind the municipality’s decision to set up several 
ECPs rather than a new CP (embracing the entire municipal area) lies in the planners’ 
interpretation of the revision of the Planning and Building Act. They saw the revision as a 
sign of the legislator realising that comprehensive planning is a lengthy procedure, and that 
as such, work with those parts that are out-of-date or that for some reason need special 
attention could be prioritised by municipalities.65 The plans represent different strategically 
important areas and issues for the development of Umeå into a regional centre, and for 
Umeå as a winner. The plans are (see fig. 5.3. See also fig. 5.4 which outlines how the plans 
relate to each other chronologically): 
• ECP for Umeå’s Future Expansion Area – FFU - which will together with the ECP for the 
Central City constitute the main parts of a revised CP. It is a bonding “umbrella plan” 
which is spatially placed on top of the other ECPs. It provides general and 
comprehensive guidelines for land and water use. The other ECPs are, however, superior 
to this plan. 

• ECP for the Central City; 
• ECP for the University and Hospital Area; 
• ECP for the Island; 
• ECP for the Coast; 
• ECP for the River Landscape (i.e. both sides of the river Umeälven throughout the 
municipality, with the exception of the Central City and the Island); 

• ECP for Nydala; 
• ACP concerning wind power, as a collaboration between the six neighbouring 
municipalities: Umeå, Bjurholm, Nordmaling, Robertsfors, Vindeln and Vännäs; 

• ACP concerning countryside development in shoreline locations (Sw: LIS), which was 
recently initiated by the same six municipalities. 

The reason for choosing these spatial areas before others reflects attempts to utilise their 
strengths, such as the city’s urbanity and other areas’ natural and cultural values, to attract 
new residents. The idea of ‘Umeå as an engine for growth’ is a red thread through the plans, 
argues a planner, where each plan serves a specific purpose by highlighting the specific 
qualities of that spatial area. The choices of spatial areas to focus on through the ECPs are in 
some cases also connected to specific key events taking place in the municipality, such as a 
new train station and the important ring road project.66 In some plans, political discussions 
or requests from specific actors have had important effects on the outcome of the plans. 

                                                             

64 The CP from 1998 (which embraces the entire area of the municipality) stated that ECPs would be necessary. 
However, I believe that rather than trying to find some linear connection between CP98 and the ECPs, it is more 
relevant to regard these plans in relation to the growth-goal that was adopted in 2008. The different plans fill 
strategically important parts to achieve the sharpened tone from the growth-goal. 
65 Boverket in fact states that the intention with the CP is to have a guiding function for future planning, such as 
ECPs or ACPs, DDPs and other land-use assessments (Boverket 2009: 17). 
66 The intention is that the ring-road will relocate traffic, and especially heavy traffic, from Umeå’s central areas 
and thereby improve local air quality. The planning of the ring-road began in the 1980s, but construction did not 
start until 1997 when a roundabout was built at the city’s southern entrance, followed by several projects over the 
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The table below outlines the eight plans (the ACP concerning shoreline protection is 
exempted due to its early planning stage67). The intention with presenting these tables is to 
show the municipality’s intention in planning; its understanding of the challenges it must 
handle and the competitive advantages it may utilise; and strategies and actions suggested in 
order to reach intended outcomes. Although the municipality’s own words have been used, 
the way that the plans’ content has been structured into different categories represents my 
own interpretation. The tables illustrate the construction and use of terms within the ‘new 
reality’ discourse, and should be read in particular by those that might be interested in 
practical examples of how a discourse materialises into plans. 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                              

following years. More extensive construction began in 2009 when the matter of financing the road had been 
solved. The ring-road will be financed by the Swedish Transport Administration, and co-financed by Umeå 
municipality and Volvo AB. The intention is that it will be finished in 2015. 
67 In 2011, the municipalities in the Umeåregion began work with a joint addition to address the question of 
countryside development in shoreline locations. The intention is to provide joint guidelines for assessment of 
releases in shoreline protection, making certain areas possible to exploit for housing, tourism and other activities. 

 

 

Fig. 5.3: Seven new elaborations of the comprehensive plan (ECPs) (Source: Umeå municipality)  
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 ECP FOR UMEÅ’S FUTURE EXPANSION AREA (FFU) 
A
M
B
IT
IO
N
 

* To strengthen Umeå’s role as the regional centre and growth-engine of the north. A sustainable and 
attractive city. 
* To handle the air quality problem. To find a solution for the traffic system. To decrease car usage and 
increase public transportation, cycling and walking. 
* To have high employment growth. To attract new business, especially state of the art companies, and to 
make existing businesses grow. 
* To develop and strengthen the city centre as centre for housing, commerce, culture, and service. 
* To create green infrastructure around Umeå with wedges into the urban structure, and local green areas. 
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* There is a need to plan in a way that both 
supports and stimulates sustainable growth. 
* The goal of 200,000 inhabitants requires double 
the construction rate of housing compared to 
today. It also requires 35,000 new work-places. 
Business life must expand faster than today in 
order to trigger growth. 
* The main challenge is to manage growth in a 
city that already struggles with air quality 
problems. This makes traffic a key issue in 
planning. 
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* Umeå has long been the growth-engine of 
northern Sweden. The population is increasing, 
especially within central Umeå. 
* Umeå has the character of a ‘knowledge city’, and 
a young and well-educated labour force. Umeå will 
be Cultural Capital of Europe in 2014. 
* Umeå has good communications. Important 
regional infrastructure are the railway system with 
the new Botniabanan railway and the planned 
Norrbotniabanan railway; the airport; the harbour; 
and the planned permanent connection over 
Kvarken (which is where the Gulf of Bothnia 
between Sweden and Finland is most narrow). The 
investment in the coming ring-road around central 
Umeå provides possibilities to decrease traffic 
volumes through prioritization of vehicle groups. 
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* Handle the air quality problem by continuously working with the air quality action program, but primarily 
through sustainable urban planning principles. 
* Develop Umeå into a dense and compact mixed city (‘the 5 km city’). Development should primarily 
complement the existing built structure, through densification within clearly-defined town borders, as 
housing and workplaces with a short distance to services provide conditions for walking, cycling and use of 
public transportation. 
* Integrate the building strategy with the traffic strategy. Focus new development within existing urban 
corridors of buildings, infrastructure and public transportation. Give walking, cycling and public 
transportation competitive advantages over car travel. For example, prioritize the public transportation and 
design a pedestrian and bicycle net with short distances. Connect walking, cycling and public transportation 
to the train station to allow combination trips with, for example, the Botniabanan railway. Apply a parking 
strategy that prioritizes residents and visitors in the city, but with longer distances to workplace parking 
spots. Offer park&ride, bicycle parking, and work with zoning of parking fees. Work with mobility 
management and with ‘Intelligent Traffic Systems’. Adjust the traffic structure within and outside of Umeå to 
feed into the ring-road system. Transform roads and streets in the city to foster an inner-city character. 
* Keep a plan stock (Sw: planberedskap) for dwellings, business and commerce, that corresponds with two 
years of construction in central Umeå and in urban district centres. 
* Have a restrictive attitude towards development of housing not included in the ECPs, to assure suitable 
development. This attitude however differs in terms of commerce: “Umeå’s growing commerce and service makes 
it important to adjust planning in accordance with the growing municipality […] Important that Umeå municipality in 
this context provides fast administration and that this acknowledges the needs of the businesses”. New establishments 
should be assessed based on traffic and environmental conditions. 
* “The municipality should have a coordinating role in collaboration with commerce, property owners and other 
important actors in commercial issues, and be responsible for the larger picture and balance between the different 
interests […]”. 
* Municipal land-ownership is suitable for the development of larger housing areas in order to facilitate a 
coordinated planning that considers all of the functions which contribute to well-functioning areas. At the 
same time, developers and property owners have increasing responsibility due to the direction towards 
complementary development. 
* Strengthen Umeå’s commercial structure with one centre and three to four municipal district centres and 
countryside commerce. 
* Make a green structure plan over the whole municipality, with the ECPs as a point of departure. This 
should include a stock of areas that could be developed into park. 
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ECP FOR THE CENTRAL CITY 
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* To strengthen the City’s identity, and to strengthen Umeå as a knowledge and event city, while maintaining 
the proximity to daily urban life. The vision is “The Central City – the hart of Umeå”. The goal is a dense mixed 
(multifunctional etc.) city, with places for centre generating activities of regional interest. Umeå’s urban 
environment and architecture shall provide good conditions for the development of both public and private 
activities, and the design of streets and public places should provide conditions for meetings between 
people. 
* To solve the air quality problem. 
* To develop a sustainable strategy for growth, resulting in twice as many residents and twice as many 
premises for commerce and other activities. 
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* It is a challenge to both plan for extensive growth and lead the work 
for sustainable development. Umeå is today a sparse city, and 
continued expansion of new housing areas in periphery locations 
negatively increases the expansion. 
 * Umeå struggles with air quality problems, which will become a key 
issue in a city of 200,000. Space must be freed for the prioritized 
transportation means. 
 * To grow, more housing and workplaces are needed. But most of all, 
the town must be attractive enough to generate this growth. ”The most 
important function of the city centre is to be an attractive meeting place for 
the entire region”. 
* The commercial structure of the centre must be strengthened as it has 
lost market shares to external shopping centres. The competitiveness of 
the centre depends on the existence of a well-developed collaboration 
between property owners, merchants and other actors in the centre. 
* The city’s future identity will constitute of a mix of old and new 
buildings. New buildings that are considered to diverge from the 
patterns of today often generate hot debates. Public protests and 
appeals can extend the planning process, which can be experienced as a 
hinder to development. Several parties with different interests 
participate in urban development, and their sense of responsibility for 
this is required for a good result. The quality of urban development 
favours public actors having a joint approach to values, visions and 
goals, as a base for collaboration with property owners and developers. 
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* Umeå is the obvious 
regional centre. During the 
last decades, its population 
has grown, one reason for 
which being the university. 
* Conditions for sustainable 
transportation are created 
through the soon to be 
realized ring-road. 
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Dense mixed city: 
* Mixed functions to increase proximity. Densify the central parts of the city in order to double the amount of 
dwellings and premises for commerce and other activities. Build higher and denser where suitable. 
* Strengthen the city’s identity through carefully “refining” the urban districts’ character and symbolic 
buildings. Append new urban blocks to the old in  a way that creates exciting contrasts between old and 
new, dense and sparse, high and low. New buildings should contribute to the public space. 
Sustainable transportation 
* Solve the air quality program by following through the action program and by developing new actions. 
Also address this problem by building in accordance with sustainable urban planning principles (the dense 
city) and by creating competitive advantages for public transportation, cycling and walking. The plan “shows 
the way to a paradigm shift and a transit from car-use to bicycle, walking, use of public transportation”. 
* Make a public transportation plan, make ventures on public transportation, and on cycling and walking, 
and make a parking strategy. 
* Adjust traffic in and outside of central Umeå to feed into the ring-road system 
The city core as a meeting place 

* Strengthen local services through additional development around local squares. 
* New and regenerated buildings within the commercial development corridor should be prepared for 
commercial uses at the ground floor. 
* The municipality should initiate work with a joint vision and action plan for long-term development of the 
centre together with property owners and merchants, which will lead to new strategic investments where 
public and private interests meet. Therefore, make a joint vision with the commercial actors, using the ‘game 
board’ (see section 5.2.3) as a starting point. 
* Coordinate planning of buildings and parks. Refine the river path. Make a green structure strategy that 
assures green qualities, and where not possible, shows compensatory actions. 
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ECP FOR THE UNIVERSITY AND HOSPITAL AREA (KRUT) 
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* To integrate the ‘City’ with the ‘University City’ and to create an attractive urban area that is accessible 
within the city and the region. 
* To provide good orientation and distinct entrances. 
* Umeå’s university area should be an attractive and diverse urban district, with a mix of activities, housing, 
service and commerce; with green parks; which is vibrant at all times of the day. It should also be “an urban 
district for education, research, healthcare, and related business development at an international top-level”. 
* To assure possibilities for the hospital, universities and companies to expand by creating a flexible plan 
that utilizes the positive development effects that for example the Botniabanan railway contributes to.  
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The conditions of the area are changing:  
* The Botniabanan railway will be completed in 
2010 with a new train station located within the 
plan area; 
* the relocation of the European road E4 to a new 
ring-road behind the university area will 
provide a new entrance to the area;  
* There is a high interest in investments in the 
area connected to the university, the hospital 
and related businesses.  
* Plan work provides an opportunity to also 
correct some other shortcomings. 
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* The university and hospital area is the largest 
work and education area in Umeå with 
approximately 35,000 workers and students. It 
has, over a long period of time, played an 
important role in Umeå’s growth, and has a key 
role in the ambition to become a sustainable and 
attractive region. 
* Several larger investments in activities, research 
and advanced healthcare take place and/or are 
planned in the area. 
* A new train station is being built. 
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* Reconstruct ‘the corridor’ (Sw: stråket) to contribute to the visual and functional connection between the 
coming train station and the university area. 
* Connect an implementation contract to the plan, meaning that the “co-actors” (municipality, county 
council, university) commit to financing the first stage of important investments. 
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ECP FOR THE ISLAND 
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 * To create a dense and attractive urban environment that makes use of the central location and the 

proximity to the river. The development should be characterized by environmental consideration 
(ecological construction) and sustainable development. 
* To motivate the Island’s future citizens to choose other transportation means than car. 
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* It is a challenge to balance high density that 
takes advantage of the location, with effects on 
existing built environment, such as lost green 
values. 
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* The Island is one of Umeå’s few of possibilities 
for a larger development. Today 285 persons live 
on the Island. The existing built structure is 
dominated by single-family houses. 
* Environments close to the water, with public 
shore areas are important factors for Umeå as the 
region’s growth engine. “The island’s unique 
location in the middle of the river Umeälven, close to 
the city centre, within bicycle distance to the airport 
and the largest workplace area by the university and 
the hospital, and the Botniabanan railway’s station, 
means that development on the Island is of strategic 
importance for the municipality as well as for the entire 
region. The Island could become the most desired living 
environment in Norrland”. The central location also 
provides conditions for decreased car-
dependency. 
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* Build “ecologically, economically, technically as well as socially sustainable”. 
* Motivate citizens to chose other transportation means than car through planning that benefits and 
prioritizes pedestrian and bicycle traffic at the cost of car usage. Make walking and cycling competitive 
through the location of two new pedestrian and bicycle bridges and a new car bridge. Establish public 
transportation at an early stage in order to make it competitive in relation to cars. 
* Support the green structure and keep/develop green values in the new built environment. Keep some 
beach forests, and “restore” part of the open landscape on the central parts of the Island in the form of 
“flower meadows”. Create green meeting places that balance the high exploitation. 
* Revoke bank-protection (Sw: upphäv strandskydd) for the main part of the Island, with reference to the 
development of the Island being of strategic importance for Umeå. Shore areas are proposed as public 
space and designed accessible for everyone, thereby introducing the concept ‘bank right’ rather than ‘bank 
protection’, as “the public’s access to the beaches and the “experience values” connected to the beaches will be 
significantly improved as an effect of the plan proposal”, for example by building promenades. 
* The plan proposal includes: 3,600 units of dwellings and areas for activities (of which 2,700 are new 
dwellings), functionally-mixed and with distinct urban block structure and planted streets. 
Northern Island: 2,500 units, 5 stories, although with a variation in height. Activities in the ground floors 
along the Island’s main street. Public buildings and long open squares to offer suitable business locations. 
Panorama over the water. 
Middle Island: 310 units. Garden city blocks. Also village development through careful complementary 
development. Urban terrace housing (Sw: stadsradhus) along the Island’s main street. Maintain 200 metre 
safety distance to the sewage plant. 
Southern Island: 500 units. River city – Umeå’s entrance from the Sea. A node due to the “amazing location” 
between airport and shopping centre. “Harbour blocks” primarily for activities. 
Östteg: Sea front blocks - primarily activity area due to disturbances. Proximity to the airport makes it 
attractive for businesses. 
 

* The ECP will replace the need for planning programs. The structure of the urban blocks should allow 
division into several properties in order to divide exploitation into smaller units with smaller developers, 
and to allow development in stages over a period of 15-20 years. Set up plans in collaboration with 
developers. 
* The municipality’s costs for infrastructure shall be covered by income, for example from selling the 
municipality’s land and by exploitation fees. The costs are divided in accordance with building rights. 
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ECP FOR THE COAST 
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 * To utilise the Coast to increase Umeå’s attractiveness, for example by identifying development areas, and 

by developing public access to shoreline locations along the coast. 
* To highlight long-term sustainable possibilities to develop housing, business operations and outdoor life 
along the coast, while preserving nature and cultural values. 
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* The large development areas far away from 
the beach suggested in the previous coastal 
plan from 1976 were never realised. Instead, 
planning and building along the coast occurred 
in an ad hoc manner. 
* There are today about 3,200 houses, of which 
2,500 are intended as summer houses (however 
there is a tendency of permanent residency). 
* The sea is an attraction, but is today difficult 
to find and see along the coast, due to the built 
environment, closed-off roads and dense 
forests. Beaches have been privatized to a 
degree that the public’s access to beaches is 
restricted. 
* Umeå’s coast forms a beach that is over 350 
kilometres long. The land-rise (9 mm/year) 
generates several hectares of new land every 
year. The topography and the brackish water 
create natural environments that are 
characteristic of the Västerbotten coast and 
worthy of protection. 
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* Beach locations are exclusive and thereby 
important for Umeå’s attractiveness. The coast can 
be utilised to attract new residents by providing 
attractive housing areas close to nature while at a 
reasonable distance from Umeå. It holds a 
potential as recreational and outdoor area for 
Umeå’s growing population. It is also an unused 
resource for tourism, hence tourist industry such 
as kayaks, fishing tourism, and diving excursions. 
* Umeå’s coast is a “collar [Sw: pärlband] with ten 
sea baths” within a 10 km distance. The plan area 
includes nine nature reserves with walking trails. 
These sea baths, nature reserves and the 20 
identified strategic spots constitute a “unique 
resource with potential to function as a base for the 
coastal areas’ future development”. 
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* 1,000 new plots for dwellings. New buildings shall primarily be located with consideration to long-term 
sustainability. Existing urban areas along the coast should be supported with new development, and with 
attractive building locations by the water in each of the urban areas. Further, new attractive areas are 
defined with support in differentiated shoreline protection regulation regulations (June 2009), both urban 
areas and areas for countryside development. 
* Special consideration should be given to the built environment that is specific to the Västerbotten coast, 
such as fishermen villages. 
* Use the “building reserve” in existing DDPs - of the 1,000 new building plots, 400 already exist in existing 
DDPs. 
* Highlight Umeå’s ten sea baths. Furthermore, around 20 “strategic tourist spots, valuable sea baths, some 
large areas with large potential for experiences and the boat life’s important infrastructure”, i.e. with high nature 
and cultural values, are pointed out. These should be prioritized by the municipality and other actors in 
case of investments, in order to secure the public’s contact with the sea. 
* Keep long, untouched beaches intact. 
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ECP FOR THE RIVER LANDSCAPE 
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* To utilise this area by creating attractive living environments and possibilities for an active outdoor life as 
well as tourism, and thereby generate more visitors and contribute to the development of Umeå. 
* To improve the river’s accessibility and visibility and thereby highlight its importance for Umeå. 
* To preserve and develop the river landscape’s role for the municipality’s green structure. 
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* It is a challenge to combine new housing and 
tourist areas with areas with protection-
requirements or other restrictions. Large parts 
of the area protected by Natura 2000 or nature 
reserves are disturbed by noise from air traffic, 
or risk for flooding, landslide and avalanches. 
Not much shore land is left after these 
restrictions, and the rest is primarily used for 
housing and weekend houses. 
* Today 1,900 persons live in the area 
designated as the ‘River Landscape’, an 
increase of over 600 persons since 1988, with 
the largest increase nearby the Umedelta. The 
built environment is primarily unplanned. 
Ongoing planning will further increase the 
number of residents. There is a tendency to 
transform weekend houses to permanent 
residences in some areas, bringing with it 
challenges such as restrictions for the outdoor 
life, and increased demand on infrastructure 
and services. C
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* Living close to water is increasingly requested, 
and the building demand is high in the ‘River 
Landscape’ area, with its proximity to Umeå’s 
centre. 
* The area can stimulate development and growth 
by offering quality of life to existing and potential 
residents, and to visitors and tourists interested in 
nature.  
* The river landscape constitutes a unique and 
enormous asset with interests such as water 
power, water supply, fishing, boating, outdoor 
life, cultural history, flora, townscape, agriculture 
(the nutritious plains hold 20% of Umeå’s farm 
land) and housing by the water. The natural and 
cultural values are high. The area’s access to clean 
air, flora and fauna holds an important role for 
recreation, outdoor life, and tourism. 
* The area includes a number of destinations for 
visitors, and five cores of particular potential for 
the development of tourism. 
* The river landscape plays an important role for 
the preservation and development of the 
comprehensive green structure of the 
municipality. “The Umeåälven valley is Umeå’s most 
important continuous green corridor […] The green 
structure along the river has large social, ecological 
and cultural values that contribute to Umeå’s 
attractiveness”. 
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* Careful addition of housing in the villages north of Umeå city and some other areas of existing built 
structure. The new ring-road makes new areas attractive. 
* 100 meter bank protection, except in areas where it has been revoked in DDP. One area for waterfront 
urban development is suggested. “The area, called Rävarumpan, is attractively located […]. By planning 
continuous urban structure in an attractive beach location […] it is possible to meet the request for attractive 
[waterfront plots] while hindering development of other valuable beach areas”. The area is suggested for between 
800 and 1,000 dwellings in a mixed built environment. Public transportation to the corridor Stöcke-Sörböle 
should then be strengthened. A DDP should be made over the area, preparing the area for development in 
stages. 
* The municipality may need to acquire land in order to assure development and infrastructure. 
* ”Backen” is proposed as one out of five development areas for tourism. New activities can connect to the 
area’s history, cultural and environmental values. The area should be carefully complemented. 
* A new continuous pedestrian and bicycle road of a recreational type is proposed. 
* Provide conditions for boating and fishing.  
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ECP FOR NYDALA 
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 * To contribute to a sustainable development of the Nydala area and Umeå. 

* To develop the area in relation to tourism, outdoor life, recreation, nature experiences and housing, 
without further damage to the water quality of the lake. 
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* The 64 small cottages characterize an 
interesting epoch in Umeå’s history, but they 
have decayed, and regeneration is necessary. 
* The lake Nydalasjön is ecologically sensitive 
to impacts from contamination and salts. Its 
quality is important for the area’s recreational 
values. 
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* By saving the Nydala area, publicly-accessible, 
valuable green and nature areas are assured when 
Umeå grows to a dense city. The area is an 
important part of Umeå’s green infrastructure. 
* The lake and the area’s high natural, cultural 
and recreational values, at a close distance to the 
city, can be utilised, developed and strengthened.  
The area is a popular place to visit. Many visitors 
come here to swim, fish, walk, ski, pick berries, 
relax, and enjoy nature. ”The combination of lake 
and adjacent hilly and varying forests and open 
wetlands provide unique possibilities to create exciting 
and new recreational environments and strengthen the 
areas’ qualities for recreation and outdoor life close to 
the city”. 
* The cottages enrich the experience around the 
lake, and characterize an interesting epoch in 
Umeå’s history (the first were built in the 1920s 
and 1930s and reflect ideas of healthy citizens, 
nature, sport and recreation). The cottages 
contribute to a variation in the area and a sense of 
security for passing joggers. 
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* A large proportion of the plan area shall be used for recreation, sports, game and pedagogic purposes. 
* The cottages should be considered as an important element of the cultural environment. 
* Conditions for tourism and camping shall be considered and assured. 
* One of the dialogue suggestions (Wilderness Town) suggests the development of a tourist magnet in the 
form of a “wilderness park” (i.e. zoo and adventure tracks), which is included also in this plan. 
* 2,200 new dwellings and operations, distributed primarily in two larger urban blocks and one smaller 
garden city. 
* 800 dwellings in the southern part. 
* 1,300 dwellings and operations in the northern part close to the E4 can be built in two stages after the new 
ring-road around Umeå has been completed. This strengthens Umeå’s northern entrance, but tangents the 
‘5 km city’ principle. 
* 100 garden city dwellings can complement the existing area. 
* New buildings shall constitute a natural continuation of the city. New buildings and operations shall be 
located at sites where they will become attractive, natural within the landscape, have suitable ground 
conditions, and can use infrastructure in a good way. Buildings shall be designed and adjusted with 
consideration to the water quality and robustness of the lake. New dwellings should have good access to 
nature. 
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ACP CONCERNING WIND POWER 
(COLLABORATION BETWEEN UMEÅ AND FIVE NEIGHBOURING MUNICIPALITIES) 
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* To suggest suitable locations for wind power development, and to outline joint guidelines for how to 
contribute to the national wind power goal. The Västerbotten region’s planning goal for wind power is 303 
GWh by 2015. The Umeå region does not have a specific goal. 
* To facilitate the assessments of wind farms (Sw: vindkraftspark) by municipalities as well as other 
authorities, developers etc.  
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* Reaching the regional wind power goal of 303 
CWh/year by 2015 requires 50 land based 
wind power stations. In addition to the 15 
existing stations, several new stations are 
already being planned. 
* Umeå’s coastal areas have good wind 
conditions, but have also been developed for 
both summer cottages and permanent 
dwellings, meaning that the few unexploited 
areas have high values for outdoor life. This 
can lead to conflicts with wind power. Other 
potential conflicting interests are ancient 
remains, recreation and outdoor life, tourism, 
the reindeer industry, agriculture, 
communication (such as the planned 
Norrbotniabanan railway), defence, protected 
areas (such as Natura 2000, nature reserves), 
navigation and aviation, planned housing, and 
nature values (birds, bats etc.). 
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The wind along the coast and on heights is good. 
The sites proposed in the plan should be able to 
incorporate 1,000 wind turbines with a total 
yearly production of between 5 and 8 TWh. Due 
to the good conditions for providing wind power, 
the Umeå region has a possibility to choose 
locations with acceptable disturbances and 
intrusion. 
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* Selection guidelines are formulated for how to choose suitable locations in accordance with wind 
conditions, competing interests, legislation, design, safety, and guidelines for wind farms and single 
turbines. 
* Follow the Ministry of the Environment suggestion that a wind plant should have an effect of at least 10 
MW, which means at least 5 turbines operating at 2 MW or 4 turbines operating at 2,5 MW. 
* Prioritise areas where it is possible to gather several plants in larger wind farms. 
* Prioritise development on land. 
* The municipalities should have a positive attitude towards wind power development. 
* Rather than to strive towards full expansion, the intention is to clarify intentions for developers. 
* Citizens, especially nearby residents, should have the possibility to be part-owners in wind turbines. 
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Relations between the plans 
Each plan was managed by project groups consisting of municipal officials. The Director of 
the Planning Office was assigned as a coordinator, and gathered the project leaders to 
regular meetings. Due to the parallel work with the many plans, officials became involved in 
several of the plans. In some cases planning consultants were engaged to, for example, help 
formulate visions, set up scenarios or perform investigations. 

The directives and building assignments to solve differ greatly between the ECPs, and 
according to the Director of the Planning Office, initially the way in which the plans would 
relate to each other was not elucidated. The ECP for Umeå’s future expansion area (FFU) is 
intended as an umbrella for the other ECPs and provides a possibility to approach the goal of 
reaching 200,000 inhabitants in a more comprehensive manner. Nonetheless, this is actually 
one of the last plans to be finished. Although respondents state that “we cannot brag about 
there being a connection from the beginning”, it is still argued that a connectedness has in fact 
evolved during the work with the plans. Respondents believe that the fact that some officials 
have been involved in several of the plans adds to the coordination. It is however also noted 
by respondents that although for the planners that have been involved in working with the 
plan the ECPs are connected, it may not have been as clear to politicians and others. 

This indicates that the mental image of what to do (grow) and how to do it (by being 
attractive while applying sustainability principles through the six strategies and the growth 
scenario) evolved during the work with the plans, something that may be triggered by the 
fact that the ambitious growth goal was adopted two years into the work. This mental image 
thereby materialized most concretely in the FFU and Central City plans, which were 
finalized later than several of the other ECPs. 

Although respondents describe synergies and advantages from working with several 
parallel plans, they also describe disadvantages, such as a lack of resources and thereby time 
schedules that are not being followed. It also seems that geographical coordination is not 
always easy to handle. 
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5.2.3 Forming partnerships to develop Umeå 
According to theory (see chapter 4), gaining legitimacy for the plans is a matter of involving - 
and gaining support from - actors with means to implement the chosen direction. In 
accordance with this, one of Umeå’s planners emphasizes the need to take planning out of 
the municipal administration and involve key actors at an early stage of planning in order to 
see what they are interested in, what they have the energy to be involved in, and how they 
might collaborate. This is in line with one of the strategies formulated for the planning of 
Umeå’s future – ‘everyone on board’. This principle intends for planning to be characterised 
by openness, democracy and equality, and also that the city and its public space shall be 
accessible to everyone: ‘a city for everyone’. Another reason for why this is interpreted as a 
necessity is the fact that development will mainly be performed within and in relation to 
existing built environment, which means that property owners and developers will gain 
more responsibility, and also that private actors will have a large influence. It is suggested 
that this means that the municipality must find a way to collaborate with these actors. 

According to one of the planners, platforms to meet local actors serve both to test ideas in 
order to see how they fit into the actors’ interests, and serve an educational purpose 
(exchange of information and knowledge) for both municipal officials and other actors. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Chronological outline of the plans 
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Cooperation between actors 
Respondents argue that the ECPs have generally been positively received, and that 
expectations for something to happen have been high. Respondents argue that not much has 
been built lasting recent years, and they believe this to be one reason as to why the ECPs 
have generated interest. 

Different actors have been central in the different planning processes, and their influence has 
also had visible effects on several of the plans. In some processes, political discussions or 
requests from specific actors drastically changed the content of the plans, for example 
Nydala and the Island (see further below). In the case of the university and hospital area, the 
agreement between three important actors to together run the work with this plan and 
finance important first-stage investments provided incentives for planning. In the case of the 
wind power plan, the definition of areas of national interest for wind power triggered a joint 
effort between six neighbouring municipalities. 

The planning of the ECPs for the Central Areas is considered to have been complex, as the 
city centre is used by everyone and belongs to everyone, as one planner put it. This made it 
important to generate a good dialogue, and it is stated in the plan that “a joint vision for the 
city is necessary to speed up the tempo of change and contribute to a more long-term sustainable 
transformation process”. That the city belongs to everyone is, however, also considered to be a 
difficulty in generating dialogue. As noted by a respondent, “it is difficult to reach everyone 
that is in the city centre”. As an effect, this planning process has taken a longer time to 
perform. Respondents argue that the municipality collaborated closely with local businesses 
and the property owners’ central organization, UmeåC, when formulating the plan visions. 
Moreover, meetings were held with representatives for trade and industry, for commerce, for 
property owners, for construction companies, for different groups of residents, and with 
various organizations located in (or with activities in) the central areas. A ‘game board’ was 
used as a tool to generate consensus with the commercial actors, and to discuss traffic, 
parking, commerce etc. Various public events were also held in connection to the plan 
consultation, for example at the opening of the Botniabanan railway. It is noteworthy that the 
plan consultation relating to both this ECP and to the FFU plan were held together, in order 
to highlight that the two plans are connected. Furthermore, as the city centre is a national 
interest, the County Administrative Board was an important consultation party. 

Three actors – the County Council, the university and the municipality – collaborated closely 
to undertake the work with the ECP for the university and hospital (KRUT). An 
implementation contract was connected to the plan through which these co-actors committed 
to financing the first stage of important investments. Also other actors involved in the area, 
such as the public transportation company, a property owner (Akademiska Hus), the 
municipal company that will construct the train station, and private actors have been 
involved in discussions. According to respondents the discussions have been fruitful and led 
to an agreed target image. “One has not always wanted the same thing, and all actors have 
somewhat different interest. But it has been vividly discussed from different angles and compromises 
have been made, which has generated a joint idea, over which there is a consensus I believe. So 
basically, it is smaller questions that have not been agreed upon”. 
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The planning of the ECP for the Island began after political bills from two political parties in 
2002. In 2006, four scenarios (S,M,L,XL) were designed as a base for dialogue. The scenarios 
generated a high interest and many statements, but no specific scenario was favoured. A 
broader basis for the decision was required and further investigated therefore ordered, for 
example concerning townscape, traffic, and environmental impacts. Politicians indicated 
exploitation alignments, and two new scenarios were presented in 2007. One showed 1,400 
units to be built on the northern part of the Island, the other showed 2,500 and included a 
new bridge for car use. The second and larger alternative was chosen to be assessed in the 
ECP. A 3D-model was made to illustrate the development of the northern part of the Island. 
The plan was adopted in 2008, although politicians disagreed about the degree of 
exploitation on the northern part of the Island, and in terms of traffic to and from the Island. 

The planning of the ECP for the Coast included a long first stage of inventory and of 
gathering material and knowledge about what the built environment in fact looks like 
(development has been ad hoc compared to previous planning), values etc. Thereby for 
example the Forest Conservation Board became an important actor. That water and sewerage 
matters became important meant that so did the UMEVA, which is the municipal company 
responsible for water and sewerage. Moreover, Municipal District Committees were 
important actors in this plan. In connection to the plan consultation, smaller organizations 
joined force. 

For the ECP for the River Landscape, the villages were involved in dialogue about 
landscape scenery and nature values. The museum was included in a discussion about 
cultural environment. As in the ECP for the Coast, the matter of water and sewerage lead to 
UMEVA becoming involved. 

The work with the Nydala ECP started during summer 2008 with a ”broad discussion with 
Umeå’s citizens”. For example, posters were posted around the lake to inform citizens about 
the opportunity to present their opinions about the area on the municipality’s website. The 
involvement of citizens also included a workshop with cottage owners, organizations, 
business representatives and Umeå University. The three suggestions used as a base for 
these discussions - Lake Town, Town Park and Green Area – were however refused, as the 
suggested number of dwellings (10,000) was considered to be too high. The number of 
dwellings was reduced significantly and relocated further away from the lake, and three new 
suggestions were discussed on a political level during autumn 2009: Nydala Outdoor Life 
Town, Nydala Wilderness Town and Nydala Recreational Area. It was decided to take the latter 
suggestion further to a discussion with the public. 

Whereas the guidelines in CP98 suggested 7,000 dwellings in the area, the ECP suggests 
2,200. It also suggests that the cottages are preserved and allowed to play an important part 
of Nydala’s environment. Previously there was a decision to remove these cottages, but due 
to debate and the cottages’ cultural value, this decision was revoked. This meant that 
Nydala’s Users (Sw: Nydalas nyttjare), an interest group for the cottages, became an important 
party in this planning process. Moreover, as the large green values were an important 
question in this plan, the Society for Conservation of Nature (Sw: naturskyddsföreningen) was 
also involved. The Nydala planning process has, according to respondents, generated a 
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stronger political debate than the other ECPs, and political disagreement has complicated 
and delayed the work with the plan. 

The ACP concerning wind power was produced through collaboration between six 
neighbouring municipalities: Umeå, Bjurholm, Nordmaling, Robertsfors, Vindeln and 
Vännäs. One reason as to why the work with this plan was initiated was that the 
municipalities considered the definition of areas for national interest for wind power to be a 
bit hasty from the Swedish Energy Agency’s side, and therefore initiated their own 
investigation. Another reason why collaboration seemed logical in the Umeå region was the 
finding that the wind conditions are good along the borders, due to the topographical 
conditions that probably contributed to the borders in the first place. Furthermore, practical 
economic benefits such as possibilities to coordinate connections to the regional electricity 
net were an incentive for collaboration. The project applied for and was granted financial 
planning support from the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Sw: 
Boverket). 

The president of the Umeå region’s Regional Committee writes in the introduction to the 
wind power plan that the ambition of the Umeå region is to collaborate during occasions 
“when there are obvious common interests and coordination gains to make”.68 Obviously this type 
of occasion was found in 2011, as the municipalities initiated work with a new joint ACP to 
handle the matter of shoreline development. 

 

Attempts to gain legitimacy for the plans with the public 
Respondents argue that the public has been actively approached in the planning of the ECPs 
(perhaps with the exception of the two later plans – those for the Central City and FFU, for 
which it is claimed to be difficult to find a target group). To reach the public, local 
newspapers are described as an important channel for discussing planning. One respondent 
argues that articles in the local newspapers often generate some debate and comments, but 
that this channel serves better to discuss and inform the public about specific issues. It is 
considered to be more difficult to start up a more general debate over an ECP through the 
local press. The web is also described as an important channel to reach the public. Umeå has 
utilised the web to provide information about the plans, for the submission of formal 
consultation statements, and for early dialogue - for example in the work with the new ACP 
for shoreline protection. 

Other attempts to gain the public’s attention and involvement in the work with the plans are 
the posters posted around the lake Nydala, and the 3D-model made during the planning of 
the Island. The Island 3D-model can be downloaded from the municipality’s website, by 
using Google Earth. A respondent argues that media got interested in these images and that 
they are still sometimes used. As an effect, “there wasn’t a resident in Umeå that hadn’t seen the 
planning of the Island”, she argues. Also in connection to the wind power plan, 3D-models 

                                                             

68 The Umeå region is a formal collaboration which is described in the following way on its website “The Umeå 
region is one of Sweden’s fastest growing regions. The municipalities Umeå, Bjurholm, Nordmaling, Robertsfors, Vindeln 
and Vännäs collaborate to promote business life and growth, and to generate good living conditions and societal service”. 
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were used to visualize wind power expansion in one area in each of the six municipalities, to 
use as a basis for discussions with the public and other actors. 

Respondents further argue that they have had the ambition to participate in various contexts 
to show what they are doing. It is argued that, as only a few persons go to the (traditional) 
public consultation meetings, it is important to also be present in other contexts - political 
board meetings and the opening of the Botniabanan railway are mentioned as examples. One 
respondent even argued that by participating in many different events, the planners have 
become almost “a travelling theatrical company”. Planners have also been presenting the ECPs 
in a glass house that was constructed during summer 2010 in one of the central squares, as a 
project connected to Umeå becoming cultural capital in 2014. One day has been designated 
for planning. Although not a large number of people visited the glass house, respondents 
appreciated that “it was not just old men, but also some younger. Very engaged young people” as 
well as families with children that visited the glass house. 

Also in the town hall, the municipality has 
taken physical action to involve the public in 
planning by placing an exhibition hall in the 
Planning Office’s corridor and using their own 
meeting rooms for meetings with the public. It 
is believed that this is a first step in closing the 
gap between the municipality and the public. 

With reference to these efforts, it should be 
noted that an article in the local newspaper in 
2011 described Umeå’s comprehensive 
planning as good example of democracy, and 
that this is something that may contribute to 
the long-term development of Umeå. It was 
argued that Umeå has “politicians that manage to 
keep the new CP in a firm grip at the same time as 

standpoints and motifs for decisions are offered, and complexities are presented. Furthermore, 
techniques have been developed by which politicians intend to deepen democracy, to involve citizens in 
processes at an early stage. The new CP is a good example from a democratic viewpoint, it is easy to 
understand for most people [...] It is political processes that engage, also when it is not election year 
[...]” (Västerbottenkuriren, 2011-09-13). 

 

Gaining support for the development strategies 

Based on the initiatives to involve different parties in the planning of the ECP for the Central 
City, respondents argue that if the meetings connected to themes such as commerce, parking, 
centre development etc. are summed up, the planners have met quite many persons. And in 
the end, these people get to know the municipality’s lines of thought, since some of them 
even get to hear about it several times, a respondent says. A seminar has also been planned 
for construction companies and larger entrepreneurs in order to discuss whether the ideas in 
the ECPs can be implemented. For this there is already a platform, initiated by the 

 

The glass house 
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municipality, with developers on the whole scale from larger down to very small firms, 
respondents argue. 

Although there have been various efforts to involve various actors in the planning of the 
ECPs, it seems that overall planning of Umeå is in reality primarily the municipality’s affair. 
Both the mental map of what to do (grow) and how to do it (attractive and sustainability 
principles) are generated through the many ECP planning processes. It is not until the last 
two plans (the ECPs for the FFU and the Central City) that this materialises clearly on paper, 
although it may very well be clearer in the heads of the planners. Perhaps this is also in line 
with the formulations in FFU that the role of the municipality is to be responsible for the 
larger picture and to have a coordinating role for different actors and interests. This indicates 
that the role of the municipality should be strong. It is also to sum up the mental image of the 
direction for development and of what needs to be done. The following quotation is from the 
ECP for the Central City. “Many parties participate in urban development, and discussions about 
the qualities of the town are important to create joint perspectives. An existing, beautiful and 
functional urban environment is of large importance for Umeå, both as a meeting place in a wider 
sense, and as an enjoyable town to live in. The more that have a sense of responsibility for this, the 
better the result will be. […] Each actor has its own specific interest of when, where and how the city 
is built, but there are also a number of aspects of good urban development that require consensus. 
Those representing the public in urban development processes must have a joint approach to both 
visions and goals, and to the concrete matters that are of relevance in each planning assignment. The 
quality of urban development is favoured by the collaboration between property owners and developers 
in the project, starting from a clear image of which interests are specific and which values that can be 
considered to be common”. 

 

5. 3 Court – the legal planning process 
The ECPs are nodes in ongoing development processes, as decision-making documents they 
constitute both minutes for what has been and an umbrella for what will come. The court is 
the legal process which functions to formally assess the plans and to have them adopted. As 
seen in fig.5.4, some of the plans have been adopted whereas others are still undergoing the 
formal planning process. 

The court is also the process of making decisions to implement the strategies outlined in the 
plans. 

 

An ambition to gather policies  

In connection to the work with the ECPs, the municipality’s policies were reviewed. The 
political directive was to go through policies and programs and extinguish those that are 
revised due to the ECPs. Respondents argue that it is a problem that “an enormous number of 
goals“ have been set at different political levels.69 Between 60 and 70 policies and programs, 

                                                             

69 The municipality is working with a project called The Red Thread which aims to go through the municipality’s 
processes, with the intent to use the Aalborg commitments as the starting points for all of its operation. 
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adopted at different political levels, were reviewed. One planner argues that this provided a 
sense “that you had some control over it. So that [a new ECP] doesn’t just become yet one more 
document that is not coordinated with anything. However, one has to admit that it somewhat of a 
jungle, and we haven’t been able to go through everything. But I do think that we have gone through a 

lot”.  

This initiative to gather the municipality’s intentions is expressed in the ECPs for Umeå’s 
Future Development Area (FFU) and the Central City. It is stated that the CP/ECP ”is the 
municipality’s most important strategic document”. It is stated that such plans constitute support 
for following decisions connected to the Planning and Building Act, the Environmental Code 
and other legislation, but also that the most important role of an ECP is to function as a 
municipal action program, as the plan should “provide support and planning data for political 
boards to actively work for the implementation of the plan. […It] is an important planning data for 
the municipality’s budget process”. Furthermore, it is stated that an ECP is intended to signal to 
the market’s actors about the “rules of the game” in terms of development. Similar ideas of 
the role of the plans are expressed by one of the planners, who argue that the most 
important role of an ECP “besides illustrating a consensus of what politicians want to achieve [is to 
be] a guiding principle. It should be a working document, a tool for those that work with detailed 
development planning and building permits”. 

 

Plans intending to enable development 
Although the ECPs are argued to be the municipality’s most important strategic documents, 
as noted by one of the planners, the fact that something has been planned does not 
automatically mean that development follows. Respondents argue that the ambition in the 
work with the ECPs has been to regard planning as an enabling activity. For example, in 
the ECP for the FFU, the stated ambition is to increase attractiveness by creating 
opportunities and conditions. Although admitting that it is “easy to be trapped in arguments of 
what we don’t want”, the attempt has been to alter the argumentation towards showing 
intended achievements, respondents argue. Attempts to regard planning as enabling are for 
example to use a map to show flows through the city and nodes where something 
interesting may take place, to present the idea of opening up the inner blocks in the central 
city, to highlight that Umeå has ten sea baths within a short distance, and to appoint 
Backenområdet as a potential area for tourism. Respondents argue that this has “got thinking 
started” among other actors and generated positive reactions. 

A suggestion for how to enable development that is included in the plans is to prepare a 
“plan stock” and thereby preparedness for construction (Sw: planberedskap). Other 
implementation mechanisms are built into the plans, such as clear guidelines for how to 
handle different matters, and in some cases also “to-do lists”, something that may be a way 
to maintain the legitimacy generated in forums-arenas also in court. 

As seen above, the plans indicate that the municipality’s role in development should be 
strong. The municipality as the holder of the public good is a view also expressed by one of 
the planners who argues that now that the ECPs are materialising into actual plans. 
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An ambition to continue comprehensive planning 
Although the ECPs for the FFU and for the Central City will constitute the main parts of a 
revised CP, the intention is that a new CP (embracing the whole area of the municipality) 
will follow. 

Furthermore, respondents believe that once the ECPs have been completed, the municipality 
will realise that there is a need to study some of the development areas and growth 
ambitions in greater detail. Umeå has chosen not to work with planning programs, so they 
might instead try out making ECPs of ECPs. It can further be expected that other parts of the 
municipality will require ECP planning. 
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CHAPTER 6: POSITIONING NORRTÄLJE AS ‘THE CAPITAL 
OF ROSLAGEN’ 

 
This chapter focuses on the development plan over the town of Norrtälje admitted in 2004 
(legally categorised as an ECP), a plan linked to the idea of strengthening Norrtälje in the 
increased competition in the Stockholm region. The attempt is to position Norrtälje as ‘the 
Capital of Roslagen’ (part of Stockholm archipelago), thereby emphasising assumed 
competitive advantages such as the historical town, its location as a gateway to the 
archipelago, and its proximity to water. This plan was designed to be “intention- and action-
oriented” by building on eight development strategies and by efforts made during the 
planning process to anchor the plan in the local business life. The development plan is here 
explored by, in particular, following a strategy to transform the centrally-located old 
industrial harbour into an attractive area that both connects the town with the sea and other 
areas with the central town, thereby strengthen the town’s desired identity as Capital of 
Roslagen. 

 

6.1 Forum – Building a competitive advantage for Norrtälje 
The development plan (Sw: utvecklingsplan) was both a result of and a trigger for Norrtälje’s 
development discussions in the early 2000s. At an early stage of these discussions, the 
municipality attempted to find its current and future position within the regional web – 

physically (see fig. 6.1) but also 
demographically, mentally etc. 
(see table 6.1). The underlying 
question was how to make 
Norrtälje attractive. With a 
starting point in the discussions 
spinning around the 
development plan, the 
following section illustrates how 
the municipality understands 
and assesses its own strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats, and what role it 
interprets that it has/should 
have in development. 

 

 

 

 

 

Norrtälje data (2009) 

• Land area: 2.011 km2 
• Population: 56.000 
• Medium age:  44 years 
• Medium income: 

252.000 SEK. 
• College degree: 24% 

(Sw: 36%, Sthlm 44%) 
• Net migration: 430 (260 

women) 
• Commuting: in: 2.100, 

out: 8.000 

 

 

 

(Image made by Anna Hult) 

Figure 6.1: Norrtälje in the regional web 
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6.1.1 Finding Norrtälje’s position in the regional web 
The starting point of the development discussions was that merely relying on the own 
municipality alone would not provide sufficient conditions for long-term development. 
Rather, Norrtälje would need to become attractive and competitive in a regional perspective. 
And in order to be competitive, the development discussions generated a shift in political 
positions towards a strong consensus that Norrtälje town would need to become larger 
(today it holds about 17,000 of the total population of 56,000). It was politically agreed that 
many problems would be solved if Norrtälje were to be accepted as the municipality’s 
centre, and that the whole municipality would benefit from Norrtälje town doing well in the 
regional arena. It was considered that “what is good for Norrtälje town is also good for the 
municipality”, which meant that efforts to strengthen Norrtälje town should not be regarded 
as a threat for other towns within the municipality, such as Rimbo or Älmsta. 

 

Close and far away in terms of regional connections 

It was perceived that regional connections were becoming increasingly important and that 
conditions for municipalities’ development, both in terms of citizens and in terms of business 
life, had changed considerably since the early 1990s when the previous CP was adopted. 
Fewer municipalities and cities grow, and many stagnate or decrease, which was interpreted 
as a need for municipalities to work actively with development. For this reason Norrtälje 
intended to become competitive by strengthening Norrtälje town in the regional web. 

Whereas the plan defines the housing and labour region as Stockholm-Uppsala, respondents 
seem to refer primarily to the Stockholm region. The linear distance between Norrtälje and 
Uppsala and between Norrtälje and Stockholm are comparable70, but the relational 
connection (see chapter 4.2) is stronger between Norrtälje and Stockholm. The road structure 
and the public transportation are today better between Norrtälje and Stockholm than 
between Norrtälje and Uppsala. Also the connections between the municipalities at 
administrative and political levels are stronger between Norrtälje and Stockholm, argue 
respondents, something which may be connected to the fact that these two municipalities are 
both included in Stockholm County. “County borders become actual borders”, as a strategist at 
the Stockholm Regional Planning Office put it. 

 

Norrtälje in Stockholm’s regional planning 

The relation between Norrtälje’s development plan and Stockholm’s regional development 
plan (RUFS) was studied in a previous research project (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010) 
(see table 6.1). Respondents claimed a high degree of regional awareness due to the 
Stockholm region’s long tradition of planning with consideration to both local and regional 
perspectives. A strategist at the Regional Planning Office argued that “we have already cleared 

                                                             

70 According to the route-planner www.viamichelin.com, the physical distance between Norrtälje and Uppsala is 
72 kilometres, and the estimated driving time is 1 hour and 11 minutes, of which 11 minutes are spent on a 
motorway. The physical distance between Norrtälje and Stockholm is 73 kilometres, and the estimated driving 
time is 56 minutes, of which 42 minutes are spent on a motorway. It is also worth mentioning that Norrtälje is 
included in the Stockholm public transportation system, but not in Uppsala’s. 
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the municipal and regional role division, so we don’t have to argue about that […], we have been 
practicing for a long time. And we are also a rather easy region since Stockholm is the obvious regional 
centre”. 

The Stockholm RUFS describes Stockholm as Sweden’s only metropolitan region and as 
Sweden’s growth engine. It is argued that this provides the region with good conditions for 
growth, which is also a starting point in Norrtälje’s development plan. The Director of 
Norrtälje’s Planning Office argues that matters connected to growth are of the utmost 
importance. Norrtälje’s growth depends on growth in the region, she argues, and as such  
Norrtälje should complement the region. However, in planning documents (such as the 
development plan and Norrtälje’s CP) the position stated is in the higher range of the 
expected population rate outlined in RUFS, meaning that Norrtälje attempts to grow a bit 
more than what is expected/requested/desired by the regional authorities (Engström, 
Fredriksson & Hult, 2010: 60-61). 

 

 

Table 6.1: Norrtälje in the Stockholm regional web 
A previous study included an investigation of how Norrtälje’s development plan (2004), and to some degree 
also the CP embracing the area of the whole municipality, from the same year, and Stockholm’s RUFS (2010) 
relate to matters connected to growth; housing and living environments; infrastructure and regional 
enlargement; business life and employment; and image. RUFS is both a regional development program and a 
regional plan according to the Planning and Building Act. It should be noted that as the new RUFS 2050 was 
adopted in 2010, the Norrtälje plan is in fact based on RUFS 2030 which was adopted in 2001. The Office of 
Regional Planning is responsible for regional planning in Stockholm (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010: 60-
65). 

 Stockholm RUFS Norrtälje development plan 
Growth Stockholm is Sweden’s growth engine. Norrtälje’s growth depends on the 

Stockholm region, but Norrtälje can grow 
more than what RUFS expects. 

Infrastructure 
& regional 
enlargement 

Emphasis on public transportation as an 
alternative to car. However, the goal of 
making the extended Stockholm area into 
one labor market seem superior to the 
climate goal. 
Regional cores to relieve pressure on 
Stockholm city. 

Commuting possibilities to Stockholm city 
and its supply in terms of work, service, 
culture. However, it is also important to be a 
self-supportive town. 

Housing & 
living 
environment 

 A living environment within the dynamic 
Stockholm region. 
Norrtälje as the small town, a safe place to 
live. The town is the most attractive living 
environment, but the municipality also has 
high nature and culture values that can be 
utilized. 

Business life 
& 
employment 

Stockholm is the only metropolitan region in 
Sweden, and Sweden’s growth engine. 
The ambition is to continue developing the 
region’s knowledge-intense business life. 

Both commuting possibilities to work in 
other parts of the region, and a self-
supportive own town with many 
entrepreneurs. 

Image Sweden’s only metropolitan region A real town, with good living environments 
and a place for entrepreneurs. 
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6.1.2 Forming a direction for development: Norrtälje as the Capital of Roslagen 
In 2001, the municipality adopted the following vision: “Norrtälje municipality is the safe 
municipality in Roslagen with a good development potential in Sweden’s most dynamic region. Here 
everything that provides everyone with a sustainable base for life and development can be found”.71 To 
strengthen the municipality’s development potential in the dynamic Stockholm region, 
Norrtälje formulated a direction for development based on its perceived current and 
potential future position in the region and by defining own strengths, threats etc. The 
municipality found that the base for growth and a strengthened position in the region can 
primarily be found in strengths such as the town and the town’s proximity to the water. 
Notions that are visible in the development plan are, for example, ‘a real town’; ‘the Capital 
of Roslagen’; and ‘a town in the archipelago’. 

This direction for development was formulated as a result of several factors. In 2000, the 
military area LV3 was closed down, and the following year the municipality purchased this 
centrally-located area. In order to assess what to do with this large amount of freed space, a 
number of architectural firms were commissioned to work with the site in parallel. (This 
former military area would successively develop into the college campus Campus Roslagen.) 
In the early 2000s, the discussion of how to develop the town favoured two particular lines: 
to expand Norrtälje town either towards the north (Färsna) or towards the south (Björnö). 
However, with the military area at hand, new possibilities were provided with the effect that 
the discussion took a new turn. Perhaps the best alternative would be neither southwards 
nor northwards expansion, but rather to build within the town and thereby use and 
strengthen the best of Norrtälje, namely the town itself. The large amount of centrally-
located land that was freed through the end of military uses on the land provided a potential 
to do something new - “it provided an energy injection” as one respondent put it. 
Simultaneously, other planning issues such as the placement of the important road project 
Västra Vägen and the need to regenerate the harbour area were brought up. Altogether, 
there was a need to “do something”. 

The central idea that “the town in itself is the most important development success-factor of 
Norrtälje” was formed by individuals at the municipality’s Planning Office and a planning 
consultant who had been working with the former military area, although in negotiation 
with private actors. “The town as a means for competition” was also discussed on a separate 
meeting in the early development discussions. 

 

Competitive advantages 

That Norrtälje is a real town is emphasised, although also that it is a small town. Norrtälje 
received its town privileges in 1622. It is characterised by its location by the river and the 
bay. The centre is characterised by its  “irregular pattern of almost medieval character”, its small 
and irregular squares, and its small-scale wooden buildings. Norrtälje’s centre is also 
classified as being of national interest for its cultural environment. According to a 
respondent, these are assets that distinguish Norrtälje from many of its competitors 
‘competitive advantages’ and it is argued that the town is the municipality’s most attractive 

                                                             

71 Note that all quotations have been translated from Swedish into English by me. 
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and regionally competitive living environment. As formulated by one of the respondents, 
“Norrtälje is a real town with a well-preserved town core and the town’s mix of housing, activities 
and commerce. A town environment that can compete with more suburban living environments in the 
Stockholm region”. Furthermore, a view of the town as a favourable structure for achieving 
sustainable development is emphasised. 

The concept of the Capital of Roslagen relates not only to Norrtälje’s urban structure, but 
also the strong offer of commercial and public services the town maintains (particularly in 
relation to its population size – in part this can be seen to be a result of the large number of 
summer residents). During weekends and summer, the numerous summer cottages create a 
population structure that differs from wintertime. The municipality interprets this as a 
potential for future development.  

Besides being a real town that provides service 
and commerce, and that has a high cultural 
value, values connected to nature such as the 
open landscape and the archipelago are also seen 
as strengths which may be utilised through 
development and for population growth. The 
municipality’s development strategist argues 
that many people prefer to live in the 
countryside, a preference which has been taken 
advantage of in more recent comprehensive 
planning (i.e. after the development plan) - by, 
for example, assessing the transformation 
potential of summer residence areas. 

 

A self-supportive town with access to the Stockholm region 

Two lines for the development of business life are brought forward: having access to the 
dynamic Stockholm region, and being a self-supportive town. The reason for promoting two 
lines is, according to a respondent, that “the political direction has earlier been that there shouldn’t 
be too much commuting, as that causes such long days for families with children. Therefore, the idea 
was to attract as much business as possible to Norrtälje. But it turns out that to make it work we need 
both [possibilities to commute to work in other parts in the region, and a local business life]”. 

As a self-supportive town is Norrtälje positioned as an attractive location for the 
establishment of companies. The municipality’s analysis from 2004 also showed that 
Norrtälje’s labour market is more local compared to other municipalities in the Stockholm 
region. 

Besides being a self-supportive town, the proximity to Stockholm city and its supply of 
work, service, culture, etc. is emphasised, and commuting possibilities to work in other parts 
of the region are therefore seen as important. 8,000 persons commuted daily from and 2,000 
persons into Norrtälje in 2009. The fact that people in the Stockholm region commute means 
that many municipalities compete to attract commuters, argues a respondent. Municipalities 

 

Norrtälje seen from the east and in towards the town. 
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therefore consider it important to be able to provide something that makes it worth the time 
spent commuting. This respondent suspects that just providing plots and houses that are 
cheaper than those found in locations closer to Stockholm city will not be enough to attract 
commuters to Norrtälje. There must also be something attractive to commute toward - 
Norrtälje must therefore be profiled as an attractive living environment, which can motivate 
the sacrifices that commuting requires. 

 

Who to attract? 
A respondent argues that it is necessary both to keep existing residents and “new interesting 
people and companies”. Local business owners (Sw: företagare) appear to be an important 
group to attract to Norrtälje. It is stated in the development plan that “the determining factor 
for being successful in attracting entrepreneurs and companies to Norrtälje, is the living environment 
with housing, schools, recreation etc. Besides that, suitable areas and premises for keeping and 
developing existing companies, and to provide place for new ones, are necessary”. Families with 
children is a further group which Norrtälje aims to attract. 

Moreover, the many weekend residents are considered to constitute not only a base for better 
commerce and service, but also provide a potential for growth. A respondent (a planning 
consultant who regularly works with Norrtälje municipality) argues that “many feel, just like I 
do, that Norrtälje is my second town, since I have my summer residence in Norrtälje. So, if I would 
ever move from where I live today, then of course Norrtälje would be an alternative for me”. 

 

6.1.3 Identifying parties and forming a mandate to commence development 
It seems that the planners (led by the Director of the municipality’s Planning Office together 
with the planning consultant referred to above) attained an active role in the development of 
Norrtälje by capturing and summing up ideas in the development discussions. Moreover, 
through discussions and seminars, the planners took the role of defining and altering the 
understanding of regional competition by forming an image of what direction to head 
towards: the whole municipality would gain from strengthening Norrtälje town using its 
perceived competitive advantages. The planners further seem to have managed to gain 
support for this new image among both politicians and local business owners. By 
approaching these actors, the municipality had identified the important role of the business 
owners not only as citizens but also as a resource for the implementation of plans. 

 

But what about outside of Norrtälje..? 

Although the planners seem to have managed to gain a consensus within the municipality in 
terms of what direction to head towards, a respondent admits that although Norrtälje 
promotes itself as the Capital of Roslagen, not everyone in the surrounding area may agree. 
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6.2 Arena – A development plan for Norrtälje town 
This section discusses the way in which the municipality approached comprehensive 
planning in the case of the development plan. Key events and determining factors in this 
planning and partnership formation process are extracted and presented here. 

 

6.2.1 Formulating a new strategic plan around the target image 
The perceived need to do something (see section 6.1.2) was transformed into a need to begin 
work to make a plan. In 2001, a number of seminars were held with representatives of the 
municipality to discuss how Norrtälje could become attractive and to map potentials to 
utilise and strengthen, with the town brought forward as the municipality’s main attraction 
factor. The harbour’s role for the development of Norrtälje as a tourist town and for Norrtälje 
as a gate to the Baltic Sea were discussed, and so were localisation of commerce, and 
preparedness for the establishment of business. Furthermore, various structural conditions 
were discussed such as the need to increase accessibility and navigability in the town, to 
increase the continuity of the urban fabric, to narrow the gap between the town and its 
outskirts, and to increase the attractiveness of public spaces. Another matter was to find 
Norrtälje’s current and potential position within the Stockholm (Stockholm-Uppsala) region - 
physically, mentally, and demographically (see again section 6.1). 

Soon the municipality also approached local business owners in order to incorporate their 
view of the town’s future development, and they agreed to collaborate. As long as the 
municipality would clarify its intentions in terms of development, the local business owners 
agreed to contribute to its implementation. This contact between municipality and local 
business owners was a trigger for the development process, argues the Director of the 
Planning Office. 

 

A development plan for Norrtälje town 

The CP (which spanned the whole municipality) that was produced in the early 1990s was 
not considered to constitute an up-to-date planning instrument, and the new conditions of 
planning (see the ‘new reality’ discourse in section 3.2) were seen as necessitating a new 
strategic document. This document should, it was decided in accordance with the earlier 
discussions, focus on Norrtälje town, and in the minutes from a meeting in the start-up of the 
work with the plan it was argued that “Norrtälje has the advantage of being a real town. This shall 
be developed in the [development plan]”. 

The tool provided by the Planning and Building Act to work in detail with comprehensive 
planning is the elaboration to the CP (ECP) (see appendix A). However, the municipality 
assessed that by altering the plan format, a strategic plan could be provided that would be 
adjusted to the development conditions of today and that would be intention- and action-
oriented (Sw: vilje- och åtgärdsinriktad). This new plan would show possibilities rather than 
focus on restrictions as is usually the case, argues a respondent. To emphasise that this plan 
would be something more than any ordinary ECP, it was termed a ‘development plan’ (Sw: 
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utvecklingsplan). This concept was founded by one of the planning consultants from White 
Arkitekter who had been involved in the transformation of the former military area Lv3, and 
who would also play an important role in the work with the development plan. 

 

6.2.2 Forming strategies to implement the target image 
The intention was that the plan would “strengthen and develop the town qualitatively and 
quantitatively” in attempt to make Norrtälje ‘competitive’ and thereby strengthen its position 
within the region and strengthen the connection between Norrtälje and Stockholm. Within 
the town, the plan further defines and prioritises directions and actions for specific areas. In 
accordance with the intent to make an action-oriented plan, the plan is built up around eight 
prioritised development strategies which present the municipality’s ambitions and suggest 
actions and initiatives for the implementation of those ambitions. These strategies emerged 
from various internal seminars with municipal officials and public exhibitions (at the tourist 
agency and the library), together forming an “informal SWOT-analysis”. It was considered 
necessary to prioritise the municipality’s efforts in order to empower development. 

 

Starting points and development strategies 
The development plan’s eight strategies are summed up in the table below, they concern: 
• Build town in town; 
• Let town and water meet; 
• Let town and nature interact; 
• Implement the road Västra vägen and handle cars on the conditions of the town; 
• Develop pedestrian and bicycle traffic; 
• Keep and develop public transportation to the town; 
• Develop commerce and attractions in the town; 
• Develop activities in and outside of the town. 

The intention with presenting this table is to show the municipality’s ambition with each of 
the strategies; its understanding of the challenges it must handle and the competitive 
advantages it may utilise; and the actions suggested in order to reach intended outcome. 
Although the municipality’s own words have been used, the way that the plan’s content has 
been structured into different categories represents my own interpretation. The table below 
illustrate the construction and use of terms within the ‘new reality’ discourse, and should be 
read in particular by those that might be interested in practical examples of how the 
discourse materialises into plans. 
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1:
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AMBITION 
* To make Norrtälje competitive in the region by strengthening the qualities of the town. 
* To also create environments with strong town values outside of the historical town core. 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
Norrtälje must be competitive in the 
Stockholm/Uppsala region’s housing and 
labour market. 

Norrtälje is a real town, and characterised by its 
location by the river and the bay. The historical 
town core’s irregular pattern, small and irregular 
squares, and small-scale wooden houses, is 
classified as a national interest for the cultural 
environment. 

ACTIONS 
Complement the existing centre with new buildings and create new environments “with strong urban 
values” outside of the centre, thereby moving the town borders. Assure that new areas are experienced 
as town through the following principles: 
* New areas shall connect directly to the town centre or have an obvious relation to it. 
* Areas shall have mixed content (work places, housing, service, education etc.). 
* There shall be an apparent relation between public and private. 
* Buildings shall interact with public places (streets, squares, parks, quays). 

2:
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AMBITION 
To utilise the town’s proximity to the water and the connection to the Baltic Sea to strengthen the 
identity of Norrtälje as the Capital of Roslagen. 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
The image of Norrtälje as the Capital of 
Roslagen is not lived up to. One reason is the 
weak connection between town centre and the 
harbour. 

Water in the forms of a lake, a small river and the 
sea. 
 

ACTIONS 
Regenerate the harbour area. 
* Provide citizens and visitors with visual and physical access to the water, for example via a 
pedestrian and bicycle road and possibilities for boating. 
* Housing in attractive locations (however not in the form of exclusive housing reserves). 
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AMBITION 
To let town and nature interact, as “a well-functioning town lives in symbiosis with its surrounding nature”. 
 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
The urban green shall, by establishing corridors, 
be included in the surrounding green areas and 
their different recreational and nature values. 

Good nature and recreational areas in all 
directions. 

ACTIONS 
* Create good pedestrian and bicycle roads providing access to natural and recreational areas.  
* Consider interests for nature preservation and recreation. 
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 AMBITION 

To improve accessibility and to improve the traffic situation. 
 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
* Car density is high and many citizens see the car 
as the main transportation means even for short 
distances. Furthermore, the high amount of 
summer residents periodically generates 
extensive traffic. 
* The Västra Vägen road is important for the 
development of Norrtälje, both in terms of 
accessibility and for environmental reasons. 
 
 

The closing of the military area Lv3 provides 
somewhat new and improved conditions for the 
implementation of the road project Västra Vägen in 
comparison to the previous investigation by the 
National Road Administration. Västra Vägen will 
become a passage and part of the town’s traffic net. 
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ACTIONS 
* Västra Vägen will be built within a near future and will replace road 76 through the centre. It will, 
together with the European Road E18 and Vätövägen, form the municipality’s primary road structure. 
Västra Vägen will be given a 70 km/h standard with three connections in the form of roundabouts. 
* Street structure shall be based on the conditions of the town, and the car is not allowed to affect the 
town through unacceptable noise or through barriers and spacious road design.  
*The possibility to park along the sidewalks shall be assessed in the regeneration of streets, both to 
increase the amount of parking spaces and to decrease the traffic rhythm. 
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AMBITION 
Moving around the town by foot or bicycle shall be pleasant and comfortable. 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
Increased traffic has generated traffic safety 
problems. Bicyclists and motorists sometimes 
experience the mixed traffic as un-safe. 
 

The dense town with short distances provides 
conditions for more pedestrians and bicyclists. 
”This is very positive for the environment and vivacity 
of the town”. 

ACTIONS 
Since the traffic supply shall be based on the conditions of the town (see above), the city streets should 
form the basis for planning. ”With a calm traffic pace, different types of traffic can be mixed. Separate 
pedestrian and bicycle roads should only be built where there are no possibilities for mixed traffic”. 
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AMBITION 
To provide a good connection between Norrtälje and Stockholm. 
 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
Bus commuting possibilities between Norrtälje 
and Stockholm are important for the town’s role 
within the region. 
 

The centrally located bus terminal offers 
accessibility and creates “an obvious connection to 
the Stockholm region, as a transfer node for the busses 
in Roslagen”. 
Bus traffic between Norrtälje and Stockholm is 
frequent and comfortable. 

ACTIONS 
* Market the frequency and comfort of the buses. 
* Further adjust the bus terminal to its location in the town. 
* Complement parking capacity in the centre and build commuter parking next to the town’s southern 
entrance. 
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AMBITION 
To attract citizens and visitors by developing commerce and attractions throughout the year, “as part of 
a positive development spiral”. 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
To increase the number of citizens by making 
Norrtälje competitive, and to attract visitors also 
outside of summer season. 

Summer residents and tourists could find Norrtälje 
to be a potential residential area, marketplace or 
tourist place all year around. 

ACTIONS 
Strengthen the contact with summer residents. 
Promote cultural and conference activities also outside of the summer season. Locate and design such 
activities so that they ”strengthen the character of Norrtälje as a town in the archipelago“. For example the 
regenerated harbour will provide opportunities for culture and tourism. 
Give the whole town the character of a marketplace using the following principles as guidance: 
* Locate non-bulky merchants to the centre and to certain inner city areas. 
* Locate larger grocery stores and commerce of bulky goods to areas with good accessibility from main 
roads and good parking space. 
* Locate larger car merchants and car service shops with consideration to accessibility. Do not allow 
their design - as today - dominate the entrances to the town. 
* Grocery shops shall be accessible in town and in residential areas. 
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AMBITION 
To attract, keep and develop entrepreneurs and business in Norrtälje. 
 
CHALLENGES COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
“The determining factor for being successful in 
attracting entrepreneurs and companies to Norrtälje, 
is the living environment with housing, schools, 
recreation etc.  Besides that, suitable areas and 
premises for keeping and developing existing 
companies, and to provide places for new ones, is 
necessary”. 

* Nice and safe environment. 
* Norrtälje has a high business density. 
 

ACTIONS 
Offer suitable premises within and outside of the town, guided by the following location principles:  
* Integrate non-disturbing activities in the town to provide it with a varying content and to contribute 
to the visitor base for restaurants, cafés, shops and to the town life. 
* Locate activities that generate a lot of traffic or other disturbances to sites outside of the town with 
good traffic conditions. 
* Use the old military area primarily for companies connected to the venture for competence 
development within Campus Roslagen. 
* Locate environmentally disturbing activities, and activities that may include risk of fire and 
explosion, on sites outside of the town. 

 

A game board as a base for development discussions 
Besides the eight development strategies, direction and actions for eight spatial areas are set 
out in the plan (see fig. 6.2): 
• strengthen the town core; 
• develop the area around the street Baldersgatan into an inner-city area; 
• develop the harbour; (this area is further addressed in section 6.3) 
• develop the housing area east of the harbour;  
• connect the air-field with the town; 
• develop the former military area into a part of the town; 
• develop Björnö as a complement to the town; 
• develop Görla/Mellingeholm into an attractive industrial park; 
• implement the road project Västra Vägen. 

The intention and action focus of the development plan also influence the design of the plan 
map. It is stated that “in order to stimulate, and provide guidance for, continuous changes in the 
already built town, the “plan map” […] must be given another content and other labels than those of a 
traditional comprehensive plan. […] Labels and guidelines are designed to stimulate a multitude of 
usage in those areas that are intended to develop as “town” in its different forms. Only with a straight 
intention, areas are given a destined or primary usage. The division of functions indicated by 
traditional plan labels should therefore be avoided”. 

That the municipality would clarify its intentions and that it would determine the rules of 
the game was a requirement from local business owners in order to participate in 
development. The guidelines for development are therefore presented on the ‘game board’, 
drawn over an aerial photograph (see fig. 6.2). By labelling it game board the municipality 
intended to highlight that “it is not a final image of the town at any specific future point of time. 
Instead, it provides conditions for initiatives from different actors and for the municipality’s 
standpoints regarding changes within the town. The boarders are intentionally coarse and are not 
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related to property boarders or other definite demarcations”. The aim with the game board is in 
other words to clarify the intentions, but yet also to be flexible.  

 

6.2.3 Forming partnerships to strengthen the town 
The development plan and other plans in Norrtälje at this time were produced by planning 
consultants, whom the municipality commissioned. The municipality was responsible for 
managing the plan in accordance with legal requirements. In this case, the plan was 
produced by the architectural consultant firm White Arkitekter. This means that the role of 
‘planner’ was performed both by municipal officials and consultants. 

The Director of the Planning Office commissioned the development plan, and she considers 
that the politicians gave her rather free reign. She believes that politicians had confidence in 
her to formulate the plan, but jokingly questions whether the plan is in fact ‘the product of a 
municipal official’ (Sw: en tjänstemannaprodukt). 

The consultant firm came to play an important role, both in the formulation of the 
development plan and of the direction for development and target images (forum, arena). 
One senior consultant became a particularly central figure. He had been involved in the 
planning of the old military area during which he came up with the basic ideas for the 
development plan. Furthermore, when three groups of municipal officials were formed to 
focus on three themes in the development plan - sustainability, business and development, 
and traffic - the consultant firm was given the role of process leader. The senior consultant 

 

Figure 6.2: A game board for the development of Norrtälje (Source Norrtälje’s development plan, 2004) 
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later also became involved in the harbour planning process (see section 6.3). He has a long 
experience in working for Norrtälje, but also has a personal relation to the municipality as a 
summer resident. This strong relation seems to have been favourable, as respondents 
emphasise the need for planners to acquainted with the local context. The consultant argues 
that “you have to be a native of Norrtälje when working in Norrtälje”. 

This indicates that individuals played an important role in the formulation of the 
development plan.72 Nonetheless, the planners also had to gain legitimacy within the 
municipality’s organisation for the new mental image of developing Norrtälje through 
strengthening the town. One way was through the three groups described above, whose task 
was to raise matters that could “develop Norrtälje’s potential as an attractive town with a vibrant 
centre and a varying offer in terms of commercial and public services. The starting point is that 
“what’s good for Norrtälje” is good for the municipality” and that there is an interest to attract more 
residents and activities to Norrtälje town“. According to respondents, there was a clash between 
planners and traffic planners. It is argued that the strategy of handling car traffic on the basis 
of the existing conditions of the town was not an obvious choice. Discussions were held 
within the traffic work group, but according to respondents, an agreement was never really 
reached. The direction put forward in the development plan may therefore not have been 
completely supported by traffic planners. 

Furthermore, the planners actively approached politicians in the work with the 
development plan. One of the respondents describes a breakthrough with a leading 
politician who had previously not agreed with the proposed direction for development. 
However, on a cold day between Christmas and new years, just after “cracking that thing 
about the game board”, this politician - together with the Director of Planning Office - was 
invited to a meeting with the consultants. During this meeting, the planners suddenly felt 
that “he was on board, that he got it”, and could even become one of the proponents for this 
idea. In general however, politicians were mostly interested in the development plan in their 
parties, argue respondents. Nonetheless, respondents argue that although municipal 
politicians are in general not very interested in the planning of ECPs, in Norrtälje they 
nowadays (often) are. 

 

Forming partnerships with other actors - the (important) outsiders 
Outside of the municipal administration, local business owners had an important role in the 
formulation of a direction for development and target images in connection to the 
development plan. Both in official documents and interviews, the word ‘citizens’ often seems 
to act as a synonym for ‘local business owners’ (Sw: företagare). The reason is what is claimed 
as Norrtälje’s high business density, which includes several strong individuals. “Companies 

                                                             

72 This indication is strengthened by the reference made to another planning case in the municipality by 
respondents. “We tried to do something similar [to the development plan] in [one of the villages], but it didn’t work. 
The reason was that we then had these “faithful old servants” working with this plan, and then one is sent back to land-use 
plans, master plans and such”, argues a respondent. In this case, attempts were made to actively involve a range of 
actors, for example by the use of a ‘charette’ which resulted in a number of suggestions. “But then again we had a 
“master plan architect” in the municipality who wrote in accordance with a table of content from the 1970s or something like 
that. Then all energy is drained, all suggested actions that could generate so much more interest. Then we are back to that old 
land-use”, a respondent argues. 
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and politics are close to each other in a municipality of Norrtälje’s size. It would never work to make a 
plan […] that is not anchored in the local business life”, argues a respondent. It was therefore 
considered important to include the local business owners at an early stage of planning.73 
Another respondent notes that “crudely speaking, they have the money”, which means that they 
can get things done. 

 

Successfully gaining legitimacy for the strategies? 

According to respondents, the planning of the development plan was an unusually 
successful planning process. The Director of the Planning Office states: “in my opinion, this 
has been a convenient and happy process. Of all the plans that I have worked with, this is one of those 
that has been most positively received”. She believes the bottom-up perspective and the dialogue 
with local business owners at an early stage to be a key. Furthermore, the following key 
events and determining factors seem to have contributed to the perceived success: 

The idea that the town is the most important success factor provided a coordinated (and 
strategic) view of how to develop the municipality (forum). The translation of this into the 
formulation of eight specific strategies clarified the municipality’s intentions towards other 
actors and provided something concrete to form a discussion around (arena). The discussion 
about development became comprehensible and thereby something that people wanted to be 
involved in, argues a respondent. 

Furthermore, the municipality gained support for the target image of Norrtälje town as 
constituting the competitive advantage of the whole municipality (Norrtälje is a real town 
with assets that provide possibilities for a profile as the Capital of Roslagen), and also forged 
agreement that the whole municipality would benefit from Norrtälje town being 
strengthened. 

That local business holders and other actors who might be involved in developing Norrtälje 
were involved at an early stage of the planning process provided a possibility to anchor the 
development plan. The municipality chose to design the plan map as a game board for the 
municipality’s development, thereby trying to provide conditions for initiatives from 
different actors while still attempting to set some rules of the game (arena). The game board 
constituted a base for action and for negotiations with implementation actors. This indicates 
that the municipality acknowledged that its degree of influence differs between matters and 
that it needs support from other actors in the development work. Respondents see the 
“fruitful and broad” discussions, especially at an early stage, as determining factors for the 
success of the plan. One of the respondents argues that that any important consultations are 
in fact handled before the formal plan consultation (i.e. the consultation regulated by the 
Planning and Building Act). 

                                                             

73 Noteworthy is that many summer residents are also business owners. In connection to the work with the 
development plan, an information effort was directed towards this group. Respondents argue that although it 
may not have lead to very much response, there is still a value in that information was distributed. 
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Not least important was the fact that the timing of the development plan seems to have been 
right. The purchase of the military area provided new possibilities for the town’s expansion 
and development. This, together with factors such as that the harbour needed regeneration 
and that the placement of the important road project Västra Vägen needed to be solved, 
contributed to a consensus that “something needed to be done”. 

 

6. 3 Court – The legal planning process 
The court fills both the function of formally assessing the development plan and to make 
decisions to have it formally adopted, and making decisions to implement the strategies 
outlined in the plan. 

 

6.3.1 Assessing the document 
Although the plan is a development plan rather than an ECP, the planning process was still 
undertaken according to the Planning and Building Act’s procedural requirements. It could 
thereby replace the CP for the spatial area that it covers, just as an ECP would. 

The development plan was referred for consultation during spring 2002. The main revision 
was made due to requests from the County Administrative Board that had the effect that the 
plan was supplemented with background descriptions extracted from the CP addressing 
issues such as national interests, cultural environments, traffic and infrastructure, 
environmental and nature issues, and health and safety issues. “We had to do this in the end to 
smooth things with the County Administrative Board”, a respondent argues, otherwise the plan 
would not gain the formal status of an ECP. Therefore, the last section of the plan consists of 
descriptions of conditions and background facts. The choice to place these descriptions in an 
appendix was a conscious choice, argues a respondent. It intended to make the development 
plan more active by beginning with the strategies, rather than beginning with “history and a 
lot of restrictions and other stuff” as is often the case with ECPs. 

During the plan consultation, politicians stressed that the planning of the harbour area 
should be intensified, that the work with plans for other areas such as Nordrona (the former 
military area Lv3), and along Baldersgatan should begin, and that the detailed development 
planning of the road project Västra Vägen should be completed rapidly. 

The revised plan was exhibited for review during spring 2003. It was adopted in March 2004.  

 

6.3.2 Transferring and translating the development plan into implementation 
Today (2011) all strategies have been actively approached, and several of the actions outlined 
in the plan have been implemented. Respondents joke that they can now “mark all strategies 
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off the list”.74 Decisions have, for example, been taken to finance the road project Västra 
Vägen; a green structure plan has been produced, and a planning program has been set up 
for the harbour area with the first detailed development plans (DDP) on their way. A 
respondent argues, “one could say that the Norrtälje development plan has been, more than most 
others, some kind of program for coming activities. We can look around and see what is already built, 
what is being built, and what is planned, all in accordance with the ideas and guidelines [in the 
development plan]”. So it is fair to say that the development plan has had effects, 
respondents argue, which is seen as an indication that the time has come to begin the work 
with a “development plan 2.0”. 

To formulate action- and implementation-oriented strategies was an outspoken ambition 
with the development plan, rather than “some form of passive land-use planning where different 
areas could be located for different thing that might possibly happen”, as one of the respondents put 
it. The strong and early connection with local business owners (as described previously) 
further strengthens the plan’s implementation orientation. 

Furthermore, in February 2004 an implementation strategy for the development plan was 
adopted, which included a budget for the municipality’s undertakings. Whereas the 
development plan outlines and selects problems and formulates the actions necessary, the 
implementation strategy allocates the necessary means, argues a respondent. 

 

Initiating new comprehensive planning  
In 2010, an assignment to begin working on a new CP (embracing the area of the entire 
municipality) was put forward, one reason for this being that the development plan is on its 
way to become implemented. The Director of the Planning Office’s ambition is that this new 
CP, like the development plan, should be selective and action-oriented. She argues that the 
idea is to “pick out the strategic pieces” and base the CP on these, whereas other descriptions 
will be referenced back to the CP adopted in 2004.75 This, she argues, will make the new CP 
thinner and easier to read. 

To begin the work with the new CP, the 2004 CP is in the process of undergoing a 
topicality assessment. Workshops with politicians are planned in order to form directives. 
The decision to refer the new CP for consultation would, however, await the election in 

                                                             

74 Although joking about how this plan is now “completed”, and although the time perspective stated in the plan 
was 2015, respondents emphasize that the given time perspective did not mean that the development should 
necessarily be completed in 2015. 
75 A CP (embracing the whole municipality) was produced parallel to the development plan, Comprehensive 
Plan 2015 for the municipality of Norrtälje. This plan was adopted in April 2004. It is stated that “the red 
thread” through the CP is that long-term sustainability is both a condition and a goal for the municipality’s 
strategy to meet the future. “Norrtälje municipality has a high attractiveness, for example due to its rich nature, 
archipelago and its cultural environments, hence these environmental values constitute a strategic resource and important 
competitive factors for the future development of the municipality. Therefore, it is necessary to combine the preservation of 
these values with an insightful development of population and business life so that a robust fundament is established based on 
long-term sustainability”. CP 2004 presents a ‘development strategy’ that is based on ideas of growing to 65,000 
residents by 2015; of integrating Norrtälje in the Mälardalen region while maintaining its own 
strengths/uniqueness and identity; a small-scale structure; connecting urban structure with transport and public 
transport; good business climate and thereby degrees the need for commuting to work. 
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autumn 2010 so that the new politicians would be responsible for the new plan. In 
parallel, the town is being studied, as the new directive is to emphasise the town even 
more strongly than the development plan did. A respondent argues that the reason for 
this is that planning has not yet had visible effects on population growth (which is what 
matters to politicians, she argues). However, she expects (hopes for?) a “ketchup effect” if 
Norrtälje manages to continue to be attractive, as there is a plan stock and thereby 
preparedness for construction (Sw: planberedskap) for developers to “dig into” on 
municipal land. 

 

6.4 Transferring strategies to implementation: Regenerating the harbour 
One of the priorities made in the development plan concerns the regeneration and 
development of Norrtälje harbour. This forms an important project included in the strategy 
‘Let town and water meet’ (see section 6.2.2) and is connected to several of the other 
strategies. The harbour is also one of the eight spatial areas for which directions and actions 
were specifically assigned. Note that although this story of transferring and translating a 
strategy into implementation is structured under court in terms of the development plan, 
when zooming into the harbour regeneration process it again becomes a matter of 
movements between arena and court. 

 

6.4.1 Arena – Forming a line of development: from industrial harbour to an inner-city 
district 
The vision is to develop the harbour into an area of inner-city character, and to connect the 
town with the water and other areas with the town. “The harbour area is an important resource 
for the development of Norrtälje town, with increased competitiveness, attractiveness and a more 
distinct identity as the town in Roslagen. Through regeneration of the harbour area, the entire town 
could gain a more obvious connection to the Baltic Sea”, it is stated in the development plan. The 
harbour area is, in other words, assumed to hold the potential to increase the attractiveness 
of Norrtälje by strengthening values connected to both ‘the water’ and ‘the town’. It is, for 
example, argued that “the combination of southern location by the water and a direct connection to 
the historical town centre is unique”. Regenerating the area would close the “gap” between 
water and town, thereby strengthen Norrtälje’s attempted position as the Capital of 
Roslagen. It would also connect other areas with the central town. For this reason, this 
project is seen as especially valuable in the drive towards making Norrtälje competitive. It is 
even argued in the development plan that housing in the area possesses the potential to be 
amongst the most attractive in the Stockholm region. 
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The conditions of the area 
The harbour is separated from the historical town by the street Roslagsgatan. It is dominated 
by the agricultural and food corporate group Lantmännen’s large silos for grain storage, 
which also includes a sales unit. North of the silos, a smaller market garden is located. 
Storehouses and other buildings in the harbour are used for a range of activities such as a 
flee market, youth recreation centre and for building materials. A boat by the quay 
accommodates a restaurant. A woodchip storage (Sw: flislager) is located nearby the water,  
which receives deliveries by ship that are further transported by lorries to the heating plants 
in Arsta and Brista. These transports, and the smell from the stored woodchips, are 
experienced as disturbing by residents in the surrounding areas. Areas used for boat storage 
and parking of caravans are located close to the woodchip storage area. A multi-story 
housing area, built in the 1950s and 1970s, is located to the north of the harbour. The area 
east of the harbour constitutes  shore meadows and 
beaches overgrown with reed. Along the beach, there 
are piers and smaller buildings used for keeping boats. 
An abandoned boatyard is located in the middle of the 
area. North of the outer harbour, there is an area with 
single-family houses, of which the eastern part was 
built in 2004. Except for visitors to the restaurant boat, 
the harbour is today generally not used by the public. 

 

The beginning of a transformation process 
Discussions about transforming the harbour began 
long before the development plan. In the late 1980s, 
the construction company Skanska received an option to construct within the harbour area, 
under the condition that Lantmännen would close down its silo. However, time passed and 
this option expired without anything happening. But, in 2007, Lantmännen decided to close 
down a number of silos around Sweden, including the one in the Norrtälje harbour. The 
work with new plans for the harbour had continued parallel with the discussions between 
Lantmännen and Norrtälje’s politicians. So although the formal decision to close down the 
silos had not been taken, the development plan from 2004 suggest that Lantmännen moves 
to a location outside of the town. It is argued that Lantmännen’s benefits from the harbour 
location are connected to the transportation of grains with ships, whereas today lorries 
constitute the primary transportation means. A location outside of the town would also have 
the positive effect for the municipality that it would reduce the amount of disturbances from 
traffic to and from Lantmännen premises. However, according to the development plan, it 
should be possible to begin transforming the harbour without being hindered by 
Lantmännen’s usage of the silos, and neither should the handling of woodchips constitute a 
hinder. It is, however, argued that in the long-run it is important that these structures are 
demolished or transformed so that the harbour is able to be included in the new town 
structure. 

The future of the harbour area depended however not only on the future of the silos, but also 
on the general future of shipping. The regular ferry traffic for cars and lorries moved to 

 

Norrtälje harbour and the restaurant boat 
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Kapellskär in 1960, where there is also a larger cargo ship port. Furthermore, although the 
navigable channel (Sw: farled) into the harbour of Norrtälje is a public channel, its long 
distance from the archipelago, its lack of depth and its closed-off location are other factors in 
favour of harbour termination. Nonetheless, an alternative long-term scenario based on 
increased exchange (hence larger volumes) around the Baltic Sea is described in the 
development plan, something which could have motivated an expansion of harbour activity 
in Norrtälje, rather than the suggested termination. 

 

Including the citizens in the transformation process 
In May 2003, the municipality issued an invitation for a dialogue in the form of a three-day  
charette76, with the aim of discussing the future of the harbour and generating involvement 
in the harbour regeneration process. The Director of the Planning Office lead the charette, 
together with a researcher from the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. Two teams 
were formed with representatives for local business owners, developers, and organisations 
that had an interest in the harbour and in the development of Norrtälje. That Lantmännen 
would participate was set as a condition for carrying through the charette. The teams were 
encouraged to dare to think new, but also to keep their suggestions realistic – suggested 
actions should be possible to implement. The public were invited to an open exhibition and 
discussion. The charette resulted in two suggestions: The open harbour and The small town with 
the vibrant harbour. Both suggestions connected the harbour to the town and both suggestions 
favoured small-scale development that would mix housing with activities, services, and 
green spaces. Both suggestions also emphasised water contact, and both included a “harbour 
square”, promenades along the water, and were based on the condition that the silos would 
remain. Other proposals were, for example, for a café or restaurant, a hotel, a harbour for 
leisure boats, an electric ferry, open-air/indoor swimming baths, a system of canals 
throughout the area, and a cultural centre. The first suggestion also emphasised the 
importance of providing possibilities for ‘entrepreneurship’.77 

A respondent argues that “the charette was really popular, and there was an enormous discussion 
around the charette”, but that in spite of the effort, politicians were not very interested. Besides 
the charette, other sessions were also arranged by the planners (which just as in the planning 
of the development plan was the municipality’s Planning Office and the consultant firm 
White Arkitekter) to generate involvement in the harbour regeneration process. One 
respondent argues that “we were not sitting home in the office writing [a planning document]. 
Instead, I visited every political group during evenings and so on. I attended two rotary meetings. I 
mean, this was really a process where all kinds of organisations were part …”.  

 

                                                             

76 The ‘charette’ is a form of workshop in which sketching and debates are utilized for involving actors such as 
citizens at an early stage of planning. Whereas the participants provide the ideas, experts such as architects or 
planners transform these ideas into images. 
77 The charette can be categorized as an arena in the transformation of the harbor. However, it also fed into the 
arena of the development plan by constructing the idea that one of the things that needed to be done in order to 
strengthen the town was to connect the harbor with the centre. 
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6.4.2 Court - The planning process continues 
Based on the charette, a property development program (Sw: fastighetsutvecklingsprogram) 
was established in 2004, which aimed to assess the profitability of constructing in accordance 
with the charette. The property development program included an analysis of the physical 
conditions for development and of the market (dealing with issues such as regional and local 
labour markets, housing and office supply and demand, conditions for hotels in Norrtälje 
etc.). The analysis concluded that “given market-related conditions, the development of the harbour 
area should primarily focus on establishing attractive housing of different characters and diversity and 
thereby position Norrtälje harbour on the regional housing market”. It was stressed that the 
dwellings should be designed with consideration to “the specific qualities that increase the 
willingness to pay”, for example by providing a sea view or terrace housing (Sw: radhus). 
Moreover, it was stressed that Norrtälje’s housing market cannot support large-scale 
projects, and that a successful development of the harbour requires division into stages and 
coordination with other projects within the municipality. Based on this analysis, a concept 
that included development of 400 new dwellings mixing different types of houses was 
suggested. The property development program also put forward an implementation 
strategy, which meant that initially, housing would be built at the farthest eastern parts of 
the area, and that commercial land uses, a restaurant, and possibly also a hotel, would not be 
added until the area has become a functioning housing area. 

A planning program was set up in 2008 which focuses on the harbour area and the beach 
area east of the harbour. The fact that the same architectural consultant firm that had made 
the development plan also made the planning program for the harbour area provided 
continuity, argues the Director of the Planning Office.  

The program acknowledges the fact that the transformation of an old industrial harbour 
requires a strategy that balances development with termination as well as preservation of 
existing activities. It is stated that the future use of the silos is key in the transformation of 
the harbour area. As this matter had not yet been solved when the program was set up, the 
proposed structure for the inner harbour would need to work both with and without them. 
The transformation could still begin, and the program argues that the crucial matter is rather 
that the storage and transportation of woodchips is terminated. “Once this is done, the entire 
outer harbour area, together with the adjacent storage areas, becomes accessible for new activities and 
housing. This will also allow the use of the water areas for leisure boats”. The woodchip factory’s 
contract expires in 2011. The intentions and strategies suggested in terms of the harbour in 
the planning program are summed up in the table below. 
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REGENERATE THE HARBOUR 
A
M
B
IT
IO
N
 * To develop the harbour into “an attractive complement to the town centre”, and thereby remove the barrier 

between the town and surrounding areas (existing and planned), and between the town and the water. 
* To develop the harbour into an inner-city area with a content that complements and strengthens the town 
centre’s attractiveness – culture, tourism, commerce and housing. 

 

C
H
A
L
LE
N
G
ES
 “The harbour area is an important resource in the 

development of Norrtälje town, with increased 
competitiveness, attractiveness and a more distinct 
identity as the town in Roslagen. Through 
regeneration of the harbour area, the entire town 
can attain a clearer connection to the Baltic Sea”. 

C
O
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A
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S * A regenerated harbour could increase the 

attractiveness of the town centre. 
* The harbour’s location is attractive, and an 
important resource to make Norrtälje attractive. 
“The combination of southern location by the water and 
a direct connection to the historical town centre is 
unique”. 
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* The new street structure shall integrate the harbour with the town, connect different parts of the town with 
the centre, and connect the town to water, nature and recreational areas. 
* Develop the harbour with activities and attractions, commerce and culture, in a combination with housing 
in a way that strengthens Norrtälje’s identity and its offer of local commercial and public services. 
* The area shall be publically accessible with high priority in terms of accessibility to water. Build a 
promenade for pedestrians and bicyclists along the beach to increase the town’s water contact and to 
increase accessibility. 
* Transform Roslagsgatan from a passage around the town centre, hence a barrier, to a city street. 
* Provide good accessibility to the bus station in order to facilitate the use of public transportation. “It is 
therefore important that the entire distance between the central bus station and the harbour area is designed with high 
ambitions regarding a safe usage also during night time and during the winter season”. 
* Two alternatives for the development of the harbour area are proposed:  
1) More events in the harbour, where all blocks along the quay are used for different kinds of activities, such 
as commercial use, a hotel, restaurants, events and similar activities, both by in existing and new buildings. 
A harbour for boats with a visitor harbour, and possibly also “marine housing” are proposed at the eastern 
end of the harbour. Residential houses are proposed in the northern parts of the area.  
2) More housing in the harbour, which differs from the first alternative in that one of the blocks down by the 
quay would constitute of residential houses. 

 

A gap in time – from the planning program to direct negotiations with developers 
Although regeneration of the harbour had been discussed for decades, it was one of the last 
strategies in the development plan to begin to be implemented. After the charette and some 
other activities were held, for a long period of time nothing happened, one reason being the 
discussion with the businesses that would require moving due to the transformation. The 
fact that the harbour development process has been a lengthy process has made it difficult to 
steer, argues a respondent. According to her, what now happens unfortunately differs from 
the suggestions in the charette. “Lately […] the municipal commissioner negotiates directly with 
the developers”. This indicates that the gap in time made it difficult to maintain a relation 
between arena and court, and that as a result the outcome was not what had been “agreed” 
in the charette. The respondent argues that the harbour development is now rather in 
accordance with the intentions of the municipal commissioner than with the intentions of the 
municipality: “it is a bit unfortunate really, since if the strategy formulated in the development plan 
and in the planning program had been followed, there would be another acceptance of what now 
happens. Now they are out saying that we will have a “Hammarby Sjöstad” or this and that. But that 
is not in accordance with the planning program […] This, in turn, causes a public opinion, and 
groups have now been formed that are against this development. And in some way that is probably 
good”. It seems that the legitimacy generated for the regeneration of the harbour through 
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activities such as the charette and the development plan thereby disappeared. Whereas there 
was not much discussion during the work with the planning program (which followed the 
charette) and people in general seemed content, today the direction for development of the 
harbour is questioned. 

Despite the ongoing debates, the fact that a planning program has been set up is interpreted 
by respondents as a sign that the strategy ‘Let the town meet the water’ can now be checked 
off the list. And today, DDPs are being set up in the area. 
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CHAPTER 7: THREE EXAMPLES FROM SKÅNE 
 

This chapter focuses on three examples of comprehensive planning in the region Skåne. Two 
of the examples concern municipalities that in different ways focus their comprehensive 
planning on a direction for development that intends to strengthen their respective positions 
in the region. The third example concerns the collaboration between 10 municipalities in 
Northwestern Skåne that intends to strategically work together to form a continuous urban 
landscape that can strengthen their role in the region. The three stories told are based on 
material gathered in connection to two previous studies (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 
2010; Engström & Fredriksson, 2010). 

 

  

Figure 7.1: The Skåne examples in a regional web 

 

 (Image made by Anna Hult) 

Malmö data (2011) 

• Land area: 156 km2 
• Population: 300,000  

 

Örkelljunga data (2010) 

• Land area: 321 km2 
• Population: 9,600 

 

Regional data SKNV (2010) 

10 municipalities: Bjuv, Båstad, Helsingborg, 
Höganäs, Klippan, Landskrona, Svalöv, Åstorp, 
Ängelholm and Örkelljunga. 

Population: 318.200 (whereof 129.200 in 
Helsingborg) 
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7.1 Medical Malmö 
This section concerns the ECP for Triangeln-UMAS-Medeon that was adopted by Malmö 
municipality in 2008, and which addresses Medical Malmö. 

 

7.1.1 Forum – Strengthening Malmö as a knowledge city in the Öresund region 
Malmö is located in south-western Skåne. It is the County of Skåne’s largest municipality. 
During the 1970s through to the mid-1990s, Malmö experienced a negative trend in both 
economic and population growth. The successive close down of the industrial dock became a 
symbol for this. Today, on the other hand, it is a rapidly growing city and municipality, 
where strong efforts have been made to change the image of Malmö. Nonetheless, the 
municipality struggles with problems from segregation.  

Malmö’s overall direction for development is to continue the transformation from (deprived) 
‘industrial city’ to ‘knowledge city’, and to be the regional centre for work, commerce, 
tourism, and culture. It is stated in the plan that Malmö’s ”leading role as a regional centre for 
work, commerce, tourism and culture should be strengthened. Also Malmö’s role as a place to live and 
as a centre for knowledge – education and research – shall continue to develop”.  

Respondents interpret Malmö’s high population increase as a sign that the attempts and 
investment that have already been undertaken have had effects, for example through the 
new symbol building Turning Torso; the posh residential area Västra hamnen (Western 
harbour in English); but also ventures relating to Malmö University. Respondents also argue 
that the economic crisis made Malmö regard economic growth as the basis for success in 
several sectors. 

 

Triangeln-UMAS-Medeon: an area that holds potential 
The area Triangeln-UMAS-Medeon is assumed to hold the potential to support Malmö’s shift 
towards a knowledge city. There is a strong interest to develop and strengthen medical 
research in Malmö, and many such functions are located within the plan area. UMAS is both 
a university hospital and the regional hospital, and Medon is a business park for medical and 
biotech companies. Additionally, there is a decision to locate one of the two nodes for Malmö 
University in the plan area (the other node being Universitetsholmen at the Western 
harbour). This central location of Malmö University was intended to contribute to the new 
image of Malmö. 

The area is also assumed to hold the potential to strengthen Malmö’s role as a regional centre 
and to tie it closer to the Öresund region. The City Tunnel, which was opened in 2010, by rail 
strenghtens the connection between Malmö and the Öresund region. The fact that it will 
have a station by Triangeln - whereas the existing station is located in the outskirts of the city 
– is assumed to make Malmö more accessible in the region. It is also assumed to give the 
plan area “a dramatically increased accessibility, seen from a regional, national and international 
perspective”, as stated in the plan. 35,000 people will be located within walking distance (a 
one kilometre radius) of the station, from which Kastrup airport in Copenhagen can be 
reached in 20 minutes. This in turn is assumed to place an increased focus on this area and 
raise the exploitation demand. 
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7.1.2 Arena – Supporting the line of development through a new ECP 
By focusing planning efforts on the Triangeln-UMAS-Medeon area, the municipality 
intended to show its direction and priorities for long-term development, both in terms of 
positioning Malmö in the Öresund region and in terms of developing into a knowledge city 
through creating synergies between Malmö town, and research and development activities 
within college, hospital and business life. 

When beginning the work with this plan, the municipality hesitated whether to go through 
with producing an ECP or whether to instead chose to make a ‘dialog PM’, a plan format 
designed by the municipality to make comprehensive planning less cumbersome, and 
thereby easier to keep ongoing. Dialogue PMs have for example been set up to handle 
matters such as kindergarten, sea levels and the socially-deprived neighbourhood 
Rosengård. These simpler plans are managed through a process that only requires 

consultation, hence both faster and lighter compared with the 
process of managing an ECP, see appendix A. The backdrop for 
going through with work to produce an ECP in this case was 
both that it would require more time and effort, and that it was 
considered that an ECP would be more suitable had it 
concerned a larger area than that under consideration. 
Nonetheless, this alternative was still chosen on the basis that an 
ECP would show other parties that the municipality was serious 
about the venture in this area, and that it would create a 
platform between the municipality and other parties. As a 
result, as an ECP the plan focuses on a restricted spatial area 
which is dealt with in a more detailed manner than in a CP. At 
the same time, the strong focus on addressing and strengthening 
the specific matter of medical issues means that it is on the edge 
of being an ACP. 

The plan aims to coordinate interests and provide planning data 
for future land-use in collaboration with affected parties. It is 
argued that “an important condition for the work with the plan has 
been the collaboration that has been established under the name 
Medical Malmö, i.e.  UMAS, Malmö University, Lund University, 
Medeon, Medicon Valley Academy and Malmö town”. The aim of 
this collaboration is to strengthen Malmö’s role within medicine 
and healthcare.  

 

7.1.3 Court – The legal planning process 
Court is the legal planning process. The plan was referred for consultation during 2006, 
exhibited for review in spring 2007 and adopted in January 2008. 

Court is also the process of transferring and translating the intentions of the plan into 
implementation. According to a planner, the ECP has had the effect that a DDP was made in 
the Medeon area. The fact that the same person at the Planning Office has handled both 
plans is also argued to having contributed to the correspondence between the ECP and the 

 

Figure 7.2: ECP for Triangeln-UMAS-
Medeon (Source: Malmö’s ECP p. 13) 
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DDP. Another reason for this correspondence may be that one of the property owners has 
been a driving force both in the work with the ECP and the DDP. It is further argued that the 
ECP has had effects outside of planning matters, as it has become a catalyst for collaboration 
between research and business life.  

The table below shows the municipality’s intention in planning as presented in the plan; its 
understanding of the challenges it must handle and the competitive advantages it may 
utilise; and strategies and actions suggested in order to reach intended outcomes. 

ECP FOR TRIANGELN-UMAS-MEDEON 

A
M
B
IT
IO
N
 

* To contribute to Malmö’s development from industrial city to knowledge city by creating economic, social 
and environmental synergies between Malmö town and research and development within the university and 
hospital. 
* To contribute to strengthening Malmö’s “leading role as a regional centre for work, commerce, tourism and 
culture. Also Malmö’s role as place to live and as knowledge centre – for education and research – should be developed”. 
* The vision for the area is that “in Malmö’s absolute centre, an urban district is to be created where medical research 
and education, health and health care, are mixed with a rich urban life and supply of culture […] World-leading 
research is integrated with an intensive urban life and soothing greenery”. 
* To utilise the development potential of Medical Malmö by creating good possibilities for expansion for the 
hospital, university and Medeon. Medeon should be the heart of Medicon Valley (which is the Öresund 
region’s cluster of companies and research that holds 60% of the Scandinavian medical industry). 
* To take advantage of the City Tunnel’s possibilities to stimulate the area. 
* To contribute to an attractive and vivid urban environment with architectonic, safe and green qualities. 
* To densify the area and connect it with the inner city. To develop the Triangeln area (the station) into a new 
entrance for Malmö. 

C
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* The area’s three parts have 
different content and 
development potential. The 
connection between the three 
parts is weak. Also the 
connection between the area 
and the rest of the city needs 
to be strengthened. 
* The implementation of the 
plan depends to a large 
degree on factors that 
Malmö town cannot steer. 
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* The City Tunnel will have a station within the area, which will give 
the plan area “a dramatically-increased accessibility, seen from a regional, 
national and international perspective”. 35,000 persons will be located 
within walking distance of the station, from which Copenhagen’s 
Kastrup airport can be reached in 20 minutes. This will in turn generate 
an increased focus on the area and raise exploitation demand. 

* The plan area holds important regional functions which will be 
strengthened through the implementation of the plan. For example, 
UMAS is a university hospital, and the region’s largest hospital and 
largest workplace. Medeon is a business park for medical and biotech 
companies, and it is developing strongly. According to a strategy 
presented in 1996, the area should also include one of the two nodes for 
Malmö University. 
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* To create space for 3,000 new workplaces, continued expansion for Malmö University, and new housing. 
* Implement good cycling connections to the area, and especially the station. This requires collaboration 
between different actors. 
* Tie together the three parts of the area, and in turn the area with the rest of Malmö, through new corridors. 
* Give UMAS distinct entrances and a better connection to the rest of Malmö (the current lack of connection 
can be traced back to previous centuries’ organisation of hospital areas with respect to hygiene). 
* Transform roads to city streets. 
* Adjust new development to the existing built structure. 
* Transform the Triangeln area into Malmö’s new entrance through new corridors, public places, and 
functions. To utilise the development possibilities, exploitation may be very high. “The municipality takes an 
active role for the coming development demand in existing property”. 
* New DDPs will be required in the Medeon area. 
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7.2 Örkelljunga’s CP 
This section addresses the CP for Örkelljunga municipality. 

 

7.2.1 Forum – Reinterpretation of ‘the whole municipality should live’ 
The overall aim of the plan is to assure the survival of this small municipality, and to further 
increase the positive net-migration of recent years. Today, it is primarily two groups that are 
moving into Örkelljunga: “new green-wavers” and families with children that are looking  
for good housing at a reasonable cost. The term ‘the Western Wind’ symbolises the fact that 
many new residents come from Denmark. 

The Örkelljunga CP’s starting point is that being competitive (surviving) in the context of 
regional competition requires effort and a new way of thinking. The region referred to by 
this small municipality in north-western Skåne is the Öresund region. “Örkelljunga is part of 
the Öresund region and of the Skåne region. The municipality’s location in north-western Skåne 
means access to all of the Öresund region’s advantages in the form of a complete supply of the large 
city and large labour market”. The town architect perceived that Örkelljunga’s position in this 
region to have changed since the previous CP was adopted in the early 1990s. Since then, 
large changes have taken place that have made the municipality more accessible. For 
example, both the new European road E4 and the Öresund Bridge have improved 
commuting possibilities both for the own residents and for in-commuting labour. 

The municipality’s understanding of the challenges it faces is expressed in the following 
way: “Many people come here both to live and work. Long-term planning is necessary in order to 
meet the challenges that the municipality faces. Several interests compete over the municipality’s land 
and water areas. Many small changes together generate large and noticeable changes. A good 
preparedness for action is necessary to handle these changes and achieve a sustainable development”. 
That many small changes may lead to large changes is something that the municipality has 
already experienced. For example, the lack of an up-to-date CP when the new European road 
E4 was planned (this road was completed in 2004) had the effect that cycling and walking 
corridors were cut off. 

 

7.2.2 A strategy of strengthening the municipality’s spine 
The CP was formulated in connection to the municipality’s 700-year anniversary in 2007. It 
was initiated mostly to please the County Administrative Board, since the municipality had 
not updated its CP since the beginning of the 1990s, argues a respondent. The municipality’s 
political directive has long been that the whole municipality should live. However, under 
this parole a “non-planning” atmosphere had thrived. The general lack of belief in 
comprehensive planning was also connected to the municipality’s character with many small 
companies and local entrepreneurship, and tradition of handling matters as they came up. 

With this new CP, the town architect however attempted to create a new mental image of 
what it would mean to let the whole municipality live. Whilst performing a SWOT-analysis, 
it was found that the municipality’s five largest towns and villages (Örkelljunga, Skånes 
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Fagerhult, Åsljunga, Eket and Värsjö) are located in a pearl necklace formation (Sw: pärlband) 
through the municipality. This is a trace from the station villages that grew along the railway 
corridor in the late 19th century – the historical road between Sweden and Denmark. 75% of 
the municipality’s residents live along this north-east to south-western axis, and the majority 
of services, commerce, businesses and infrastructure is concentrated along this axis. 
Furthermore, the old European road E4 runs through the necklace’s towns and villages, now 
existing as a local road following its replacement in 2004 by the new E4 that runs parallel to 
the linear axis. 

Taking this axis as a departure point, the town architect based the new CP on a strategy to 
‘strengthen the municipality’s spine’ (Sw: ryggrad). The idea is that new development 
should be focused on towns and villages distributed along the axis, thereby attempting to 
secure an adequate level of local commercial and public 
services in this municipality with less than 10,000 
inhabitants. (see fig. 7.3) 

To support the ‘spine’, it is intended to allow individual 
houses in the what is referred to as ‘corridors for 
experiences (Sw: upplevelsestråk), under the condition 
that such houses are for permanent residency or utilise 
the land for farming or the tourist industry. That the 
municipality found a competitive advantage in being 
able to provide large unfarmed areas in the otherwise 
densely-populated agricultural county of Skåne forms 
an important background to this decision. 

 

Limited resources for planning 
The town architect argues that the possibility for Örkelljunga to work with comprehensive 
planning is affected by the small municipalities’ resource scarcities, which means that the 
conditions differ from, for example, Malmö or Lund. The CP was made by the town architect 
alone, with some assistance from an intern and a map technician. 

 

7.2.3 Court – The legal planning process 
The plan was referred for consultation in summer 2007, exhibited for review during spring 
2008, and was adopted in December 2008. 

According to the town architect, politicians (after some time) agreed to the new 
interpretation of what it would mean for the whole municipality to live. She however 
remains uncertain whether it will hold in the case of a developer seeking permission to 
investigate a development that is not accordance with the spine/corridors for experiences 
principle. 

Figure 7.3: Örkelljunga CP (Source: Örkelljunga 
CP 2007) 
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The table below shows the municipality’s intention in planning as presented in the plan; its 
understanding of the challenges it must handle and the competitive advantages it may 
utilise; and strategies and actions suggested in order to reach intended outcomes. 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN ÖRKELLJUNGA 

A
M
B
IT
IO
N
 

* That the whole municipality should live. 
* To increase the amount of residents in the municipality. To create possibilities for more people to be able to 
live in generous and beautiful environments, close to the nature, and perhaps also with a lake view, and 
with good commuting possibilities within the Öresund region. 
* To provide public and commercial service and infrastructure in the municipality’s towns and villages. 
* To strengthen the municipality’s centre, Örkelljunga town, which should grow by 100 people/year. 
* To develop the tourist industry. 

C
H
A
L
LE
N
G
ES
 

* Long-term planning is necessary to 
handle the challenges that the 
municipality is facing. 
* To find a sustainable way for the 
whole municipality to live. 
* Örkelljunga town as the municipal 
centre must maintain a certain size in 
order to be able to offer an adequate 
level of local commercial and public 
services. 

C
O
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* Since the adoption of the previous CP, the new European 
road E4 and the Öresund Bridge have improved commuting 
possibilities both for residents and for in-commuting labour. 
* The planned high-speed railway Europabanan between 
Stockholm and Hamburg strongly influences the municipality, 
and a regional commuter train station in Örkelljunga would 
tie the municipality closer to the Öresund regional centre. 
* The expanding Öresund region will increase Örkelljunga’s 
population and lead to development. The net-migration has 
been positive in recent years. 
* The countryside has valuable natural and cultural 
environments, and national interests for nature and outdoor 
life. The open landscape and unexploited areas constitute a 
competitive advantage in the densely-populated agricultural 
landscape of Skåne. 
* The municipality’s five largest urban areas are concentrated 
in a “pearl necklace” running through the municipality, where 
75% of the residents live, and where the majority of services, 
commerce and infrastructure is located. “The central 
development corridor, the spine, provides very good national 
economic conditions for sustainable urban development due to 
efficient infrastructure and large improvement potential for public 
commuting transportation”. 
* Örkelljunga has low unemployment rates, and a 
differentiated business life with mostly small and medium-
sized companies. 
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* Focus new development to towns and villages distributed along the motorway E4 (Örkelljunga, Skånes 
Fagerhult, Åsljunga, Eket and Värsjö) where a majority of the population live and the majority of services 
and activities are located. Improve public transportation and conditions for cycling and walking along this 
central corridor. Develop activities, services, and commerce along the ‘spine’, where the transport 
infrastructure is good (E4). Therefore a “plan stock” should be retained in relation to land along the axis. 
* Make ECPs for Örkelljunga town and Skånes Fagerhult. Develop these towns through complementing their 
existing structure and through large single family dwellings by the E4. 
* Prioritise housing before shoreline protection around the municipality’s three centrally-located lakes. 
* Develop the ‘corridors for experiences’, by connecting valuable environmental and cultural environments 
with paths, watercourses and roads; and creating corridors where the recreation and tourist industry can be 
developed. Make an inventory of large unexploited areas and delimit these geographically. Strengthen the 
tourist industry through the corridors that connects the countryside’s outdoor, fishing, swimming, culture 
etc. values. Complement with “alternative activities within the tourist and recreational industry, for example horse- 
and moose safari, display of ancient remains, ‘bed & breakfast’ etc.”. Develop the corridors in collaboration with 
concerned and interested property owners. 
* New settlers in the countryside should be users of the land (farming, horses, tourism etc.). 
* Work for the establishment of a regional commuter train station in Örkelljunga. 
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7.3 Cross-municipal collaboration to strengthen Northwestern Skåne 
This section addresses the collaboration body Skåne Nordväst which consists of ten 
municipalities in Northwestern Skåne: Bjuv, Båstad, Helsingborg, Höganäs, Klippan, 
Landskrona, Svalöv, Åstorp, Ängelholm, and Örkelljunga. Its aim is to market this region 
and to “run common issues that favour the region”. 

The collaboration was formed in 1996 under the name NOSAM, but in 2004 the name Skåne 
Nordväst (SKNV) was launched by the municipalities’ Directors of the Tourist and Business 
Life Administrations. The new name aimed to market the region. At the initial stage, the 
intention was to work with living environments, business life, and competence. The projects 
performed were, however, primarily focused on economic synergies connected to large-scale 
operations and skills supply (Sw: kompetensförsöjning) such as fire and rescue service, library 
cards, tourism, garbage, social service, and crime prevention. Today, one of the main 
intentions is to strive towards forming a continuous urban landscape. 

 

7.3.1 Forum – An ambition to strengthen north-western Skåne in the Öresund region 
There is an ambition to identify strategic spatial development opportunities that can 
strengthen this sub-region, both in the county Skåne and within the Öresund region, and to 
facilitate localisation of large-scale projects of regional interest. The general goals formulated 
for SKNV is that it become a coordinated region with a strengthened identity, that has a 
stronger role as a node in the infrastructure system, that has a high attractiveness for new 
residents, and a high level of education. The fact that a north-west Skåne identity does not 
exist today is interpreted as a matter that will require effort and that will constitute a key in 
order to reach the intended mental image that the citizens in the ten municipalities shall 
interpret themselves as citizens in a continuous urban landscape. 

 

7.3.2 Arena – Formulating a joint strategy for the development of SKNV 
To reach the new mental image, SKNV has initiated joint work connected to the 
municipalities’ comprehensive planning. It is however emphasised that the intention is to 
form a development strategy for SKNV, not a joint CP. The intention is that the strategy 
should present “We shall, we want, we aim at”, and that it should include maps that present 
land-use and structural connections. The ambition is to base the joint development strategy 
on each of the municipalities’ CPs, which could be interpreted both as “carrot and stick” for 
the municipalities to review and update their CPs. When, as a first step, the various CPs 
were collated, the map showed obvious discrepancies in terms of the up-to-datedness of the 
CPs, but also that standard terms were used in various ways and that rail and road reserves 
did not match the municipalities’ borders (see fig. 7.4). Another matter that became apparent 
was that the ten municipalities have different conditions in terms of planning resources, 
comparing for example Helsingborg with Örkelljunga (see also section 7.2). The solution to 
the latter was to formulate a principle that “large should be kind”, which means that the 
municipality Helsingborg – as the significantly largest municipality of the ten - must be the 
engine in the development work by generously offering resources such as personnel and 
competence. 
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The work with the joint development strategy is intended to proceed through successive 
agreements, attempting to gain legitimacy through organising conferences (Sw: rådslag) once 
every six months to address each of the four questions of: infrastructure; green structure; 
work; and housing; with one final conference to connect these issues. These conferences will 
gather around 80 representatives from “political and administrative elites” and important 
actors. They will be lead by a moderator from the outside. It is the project group’s 
responsibility to also anchor the work in a wider circle. 

The intention is that the strategy should be adopted by each of the municipalities’ Municipal 
Councils in 2015. The intention is also to allow the process to take its time.  

 

7.3.3 Court – Handling collaboration in practice 
To translate and transfer the intentions of SKNV is a matter of practically handling 
collaboration. The formal agreement to collaborate in SKNV is made on the basis of one term 
of office at a time. A collaboration committee is formed consisting of the both the presidents 
of the Municipal Executive Committees and opposition leaders, and the Directors of Local 
Government (Sw: kommunchef) participate in the meetings. The “rules of the collaboration 
game” is that every municipality, independent of size, has equal weight and that consensus 
is needed to proceed. However, in accordance with the ”large and kind” principle, 

 

Figure 7.4: Adding together the municipalities’ CPs (Source: Skånenordväst, presentation October 2010) 
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Helsingborg is responsible for coordination and administration of SKNV’s activities and 
projects and should also support generously with competence and resources in terms of staff. 

Despite the consensus requirement, it is also a rule that not every municipality needs to 
collaborate on every matter, and that those that might want to proceed faster may do so. 

Every municipality contributes with a small fee of 10 SEK/inhabitant/year, which should 
support the small joint secretariat. The practical work is, however, performed within the 
various municipal administrations, the intent for this being that it should guarantee 
participation. 

With collaboration leading to advantages connected to large-scale operation and the access to 
a broader range of expertice, several projects have been performed within SKNV, for 
example fire and rescue services, marketing, library cards, consumer guidance, water & 
sewerage, tourism through the Helsingborg Business Region, garbage, social services, and 
crime prevention. Several projects are also planned, such as logistics, standardisation, a 
“business incubator”, and the Ängelholm/Helsingborg Airport. 
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CHAPTER 8: REGIONAL IMAGES AND COMPREHENSIVE 
PLANNING 
 

This chapter differs somewhat from the previous as it concerns not a planning process but a 
venture for competence. The chapter discusses the pilot project Regional images and 
comprehensive planning which was initiated by Boverket and carried out in 2011 by the 
County Administrative Boards in Örebro, Västmanland, and Gävleborg together with their 
municipalities, as a venture for competence development in connection to revised planning 
legislation. This pilot project (one of eight) aimed to connect regional and municipal 
development work and thereby strengthen competitiveness. Being structured around two 
workshops and a study trip, the pilot project is in this chapter primarily regarded as a 
platform for the exchange of knowledge between participants. As in the previous chapters, 
the municipality is central in this story, and through the discussions generated within 
project, the matter of how municipalities relate to their context/surrounding is traced, as is 
how they (may) work upwards/outwards in attempt to connect regional and municipal 
development and thereby strengthen competitiveness. 

 

8.1 A pilot-project introducing the revised planning legislation 
In 2010, Boverket introduced the revised planning legislation by initiating eight pilot projects 
as a venture to develop competence. Each project was led by clusters of two to three County 
Administrative Boards. The pilot-project Regional images and comprehensive planning (Sw: 
Regionala bilder och översiktsplanering) was performed by the County Administrative Boards 
in Gävleborg, Västmanland, and Örebro Counties, in collaboration with the regional 
authorities Region Gävleborg, Regionförbundet Örebro, Västmanlands kommuner och 
landsting, and municipalities in active stages of comprehensive planning (see fig. 8.1).78 
Together with a senior researcher, I participated in this pilot project by organising it and by 
summarising it in a report (Engström & Fredriksson, 2010). Our assignment to this pilot 
project resulted from a previous study into the relation between CPs and regional 
development programs (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010), an exercise which obviously 
coloured our work with the project. 

                                                             

78 Other pilot projects concerned for example “strategic comprehensive planning with a regional perspective”, 
“ongoing comprehensive planning”, “continuous comprehensive planning”, “effective planning processes”, the 
role of the CP in country side development, and physical planning and water issues. 
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8.1.1 An ambition to increase regional competitiveness and sustainability 
The task assigned to us was to increase knowledge about how County Administrative 
Boards and other regional actors (see further section 8.3.3) and municipalities can develop 
regional knowledge and planning data based on geographical conditions. It was argued 
that a contextual analysis (Sw: omvärldsanalys) with the municipal perspective as a starting 
point should clarify the connection between regional development planning and 
comprehensive planning. During the project, we however steered the focus away from 
(fixed) planning data (Sw: planeringsunderlag) towards different methods and processes to 
apply in strategic regional and municipal (comprehensive) planning. Thereby the aim of the 
project was redefined into the intention to increase knowledge about how to strengthen 
regional competitiveness and sustainable development by working strategically on both 
regional and local levels. The interpretation of ‘geography’ deployed was one reinterpreted 
from the perspective of ‘relational geography’ (see chapter 4.2). 

 

 

  

(Image made by Anna Hult) 

 

 

 

 

 

County data Örebro 

12 municipalities: 
Askersund, Degerfors, 
Hallsberg, Hällefors, 
Karlskoga, Kumla, Laxå, 
Lekeberg, Lindesberg, 
Ljusnarsberg, Nora, 
Örebro. 

Land area: 8,500 km2 

Population: 280,200  
(whereof 135,500 in 
Örebro) 

 

 

 

 

County data Gävleborg 

10 municipalities: 
Gävle, Sandviken, Hofors, 
Ockelbo, Hudikssvall, 
Söderhamn, Bollnäs, 
Ljusdal, Ovanåker, 
Nordanstig. 

Land area: 18,200 km2 

Population: 276,500 
(whereof 95,000 in Gävle) 

 

County data 
Västmanland 

10 municipalities: 
Arboga, Fagersta, 
Hallstahammar, Kungsör, 
Köping, Norberg, Sala, 
Skinnskatteberg, 
Surahammar, Västerås 

Land area: 5,700 km2 

Population: 251,500 
(whereof 136,100 in 
Västerås) 
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8.1.2 Staging a platform for (strategic) encounters 
Regarded in this way, the pilot project became both a node in development processes and a 
(temporary) platform for encounters (forum/arena). The project revolved around two 
workshops and a study trip, together using theoretical perspectives, research, and examples 
from practice in attempt to stimulate discussions and future work with strategic planning on 
municipal and regional levels. 

 

Workshop 1 
The intention with the first workshop, which was held at the Royal Institute of Technology 
(KTH) in Stockholm, was both to stage the first meeting place for the exchange of ideas and 
to trigger participants’ “thinking” and “working”. Around 30 people participated in the first 
workshop, representing foremost officials from municipalities, County Administrative 
Boards and Regional Authorities, but also two local politicians and a representative from 
Boverket. 

The workshop combined lectures with group discussions, covering issues such as in what 
way the extended context influences the municipality/region and what the 
municipality/region can in fact influence through CPs and regional development programs, 
as well as the effects of revisions in planning legislation. Furthermore, discussions also 
addressed regional strategies that concern both CPs and regional development programs, 
and how good collaboration may be developed. 

 

Study trip 
A two-day study trip by bus was performed with 18 representatives of the County 
Administrative Boards and municipalities. We travelled towards the southern parts of 
Sweden, and the trip included five study visits to investigate examples of comprehensive 
planning with a regional perspective and/or examples of collaboration aiming towards 
regional development: 

• The project Coastal zone planning and country side development is a collaboration 
between five municipalities in Northern Bohuslän. The collaboration  focuses on 
tourism issues, but has also led to a structural plan aiming at a joint approach towards 
development of the built environment.  

• Region Halland’s regional development program is formulated as an action-oriented 
strategy. The recently initiated project The image of Halland focuses on the relation 
between region and municipalities. With a starting point in public transportation, the 
intention is to integrate the municipalities CPs in a regional development strategy. 

• Helsingborg’s CP from 2010 is termed a ‘strategic CP’. It is focused on development 
strategies for attractiveness and accessibility. 

• Skåne Nordväst is the collaboration between ten municipalities that was initiated in 
intent to find economic synergies from collaboration in practical issues, and that has 
developed into a joint effort to identify spatial development potentials to strengthen 
the region. (see chapter 7) 
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• Örkelljunga’s CP from 2007 is based on a strategy to concentrate development along the 
municipality’s ‘spine’, i.e. the towns and villages along the motorway E4, and also to 
utilise and strengthen nature and recreational values in ‘corridors for experiences’ (Sw: 
upplevelsestråk). (see chapter 7) 

Furthermore, the (long) time spent in the bus was utilised for individual assignments and 
group discussions, scrutinising issues such as collaboration and platforms for encounters, the 
creation and use of ‘regional images’, and ‘strategic comprehensive planning’. 

 

Workshop 2 
The intention with the second and final workshop was to go “from knowledge to action”. 
The morning session was attended primarily by people who had attended the first workshop 
and/or participated in the study trip. The aim of this session was to deepen knowledge 
about methods and tools for strategic planning and regional images through lectures. 
Moreover, three strategically important issues - cultural environment, water and climate - 
were scrutinised through presentations of topical examples from each of the three counties 
followed by reflections from researchers. After lunch, a wider circle of regional and 
municipal officials and politicians were invited to a “kickoff”. By using this word, the 
intention was to emphasise that the time had come to transfer the knowledge and new 
contacts (networks, forums, arenas) gained from the project into action. Therefore the day 
ended with discussions in county groups about what can (should) be done in order to work 
with regional development. 

Participants from Örebro and Västmanland participated together in Västerås, and 
participants from Gävleborg participated from Gävle through videoconference equipment. 
In total, almost 50 persons participated. 

 

8.2 Municipal-regional interplay throughout forum-arena-court 
In the following sections I will leave the pilot project as a staged arena for encounters, to 
which I will not return until the last section of this chapter. Instead, the focus will be on the 
discussions generated during the workshops and study trip, using them as empirical 
material addressing how the participants, as professional officials, perceive their position in 
the region, their relation to other actors, and their role in regional development. 

A few things should be noted: First, that the discussions are strongly centred around public 
administrations as a result of the project having been performed with officials (and a few 
politicians) representing municipalities, County Administrative Boards and Regional 
authorities. Second, that it is primarily the role of the municipality that is followed in this 
unit of analysis. Third, that the discussions in this project were staged by us (the researchers), 
meaning that they are not neutral (see further chapter 2). When reading the story below, it 
should also be kept in mind that municipalities/regions/counties are clustered together, and 
that unless it is relevant for the reader to know the affiliation of participants, they are 
referred to as ‘participants’. 
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8.3 Forum 
With a starting point in the concept of ‘regional images’, the following section illustrates 
some discussions about municipalities’ (and counties’ and regions’) positions in (regional) 
webs in relation to their own strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and in 
relation to “others”. The role that the actors interpret that they have/should have in 
development is, furthermore, also discussed. 

 

8.3.1 The image of the region 
This pilot project revolved around the concept of ‘regional images’, which was defined as 
planning data that provides both overview and context (i.e. some form of contextual scan 
and/or analysis (Sw: omvärldsbild, omvärldsanalys)) to use in planning and decision-making. 
The discussions concerned matters such as how the regional image could be developed into 
planning data, and how such a material could be used. 

A regional image implies some form of geographical base. As a starting point for the 
discussions, we proposed from the researchers’ side a ‘relational geography’ (see chapter 4.2) 
and argued that regional images must include awareness of what happens in the 
surrounding world, thereby spanning the national (global) to regional to municipal to the 
very local and place-specific. However, we also suggested that there is a need to define 
delimitations in order to find something concrete to form discussions around, to find an 
identity in, and to gather strengths and define problems from.  

Delimitations that became central in the discussions (for obvious reasons) include ‘the 
municipality’, ‘the county’, and ‘the region’; but there are also numerous examples of sub-
regions both within a county and cross-boarders. The delimitations also differ in terms of 
administrative, functional, and mental regions. Furthermore, many questions cross over 
municipal and regional administrative boarders in different ways with the effect that for 
example ‘labour region’ differs from ‘healthcare region’ or ‘business-life region’. 

 

The region in the municipality 

From the discussions it seems that the delimitation of what region one belongs to is further 
complicated by the extended context that a ‘region’ is positioned in. Participants noted that 
they are both influenced by and dependent on regions outside of their own county. Their 
own county may constitute an overly-restricted region in order to develop in the desired 
manner, as was suggested to be the case with the county Örebro. On the municipal level, 
collaborations and connections with municipalities outside of the own county were noted.  

Moreover, the matter of identity is central in the definition of a ‘region’, but also something 
that adds to the complexity of the term. An example is Gävleborg which is an administrative 
region and county, but which is constituted by two landscapes with strong identities: 
Hälsingland and Gästrikland. A participant noted that ”the fact that we are two landscapes 
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affects us. We are several smaller regions within the county. Coast vs. midland, south vs. north, 
Hälsingland vs. Gästrikland”.79 

With both ‘region’ and ‘context’ being complex concepts, participants highlighted that the 
definition of the region (the image of the region) must be allowed to be flexible. It was for 
example argued that it may be more logical to form the region based on “natural” 
collaboration rather than administrative boarders, something which the many sub-regions 
formed due to an experienced need “to handle something” indicate (see further section 
8.3.2). Furthermore, some argue that different questions may require different ways to 
interpret ‘geography’. 

 

The municipality in the region(al image) 
Participants emphasised the importance of that each municipality identifies the 
roles/specialisations that together form an attractive region. It was argued that collaboration 
within the region – completing rather than competing - could lead to municipalities 
becoming parts of the region. Someone mentioned that this requires systems thinking. A 
bonus noted was that ”collaboration partners” can help each other to find values through the 
outsider’s perspective that they contribute. Cultural heritage was, for example, mentioned as 
an issue that could benefit from an outsider’s perspective. 

What issues the municipalities today compete/complete each other with, within their own 
county, was discussed in a group session, which is summarised in the table below. 

County Örebro • Competing in terms of housing. 
• Completing each other in terms of business-life structure (although some 

competition in terms of smaller and medium-sized companies). 
• Both competing and completing in terms of tourism. 

County Västmanland • Both competing and completing in terms of housing. 
• Competing in terms of commerce. 
• Competing in terms of upper secondary school pupils (Sw: gymnasieungdomar). 
• Completing in terms of image/identity. 

County Gävleborg • Competing in terms of business. 
• Competing in terms of population. 
• Competing in terms of visitors. 
• Completing in terms of municipalities filling different roles as regional centre, 

sparsely populated area, countryside etc. 
• The similarities in terms of municipalities’ business structure affect the region’s 

growth. 

One way to specialise is by emphasising identity factors - for example, municipalities in 
Hälsingland (part of the Gävleborg region) together promote Hälseingegårdar, i.e. the large 
and unique farms that characterise a wealty period of this landscape, as a value connected to 
                                                             

79 The struggle to combine Gävleborg’s two strong landscape identities with one administrative region/county is 
noticed also in a previous study (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010). In the county’s regional development 
program it is also stated that “it is not certain that it should be Gävleborg that it is marketed. Perhaps it is rather two 
landscapes or ten municipalities that should be marketed” (Gävleborg’s regional development program, in Engström, 
Fredriksson & Hult, 2010, own translation). The matter of identity is here further complicated by that the 
interpretation of what constitute the regional core differs within the county. Whereas Gästrikland’s regional 
centre is Gävle, one of the larger cities in Hälsingland – Hudiksvall – rather repels towards Sundsvall. 
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cultural identity. Consequently, lack of a regional identity may complicate specialisation. 
Some participants from Västmanland argue that the lack of a Västmanländsk identity 
hinders collaboration in terms of identity, which may however not be the common 
understanding, as other participants argue that municipalities complete each other in terms 
of image/identity (see table above). 

 

8.3.2 Existing and future collaboration 
During a group session, participants were asked to identify existing collaboration, but also 
potential future collaboration. The identified examples vary both in their degree of formality, 
their degree of concreteness, and in terms of their geographical span. Some collaborations are 
temporary and connected to specific projects, others are more stable. Although most 
examples brought up are between different sorts of public authorities, some also connect to 
private actors. 

Examples of broader long-term networks for regional development are Västmanlands 

kommuner och landsting (VKL), Västmannarådet, Mälardalsrådet, and Stockholm Business 

Alliance. In other discussions, participants from Västmanland argued that they have well-
developed networks, mentioning for example the broad political network called 
Coordination for Development of Västmanland’s County which consists of chairmen for 
each of the Municipal Executive Boards, the chairman for the  County Council Committee 
(Sw: landstingsstyrelse) and the County Governor (Sw: landshövding). Further, all the county’s 
members of parliament (Sw: riksdagsledamöter) are invited to this network. Another 
Västmanland network that was central in the pilot project is that linked to the conscious 
ambition to connect the County Administrative Board and VKL. One joint project is the 
new County Plan (Sw: länsplan) (see further section 8.4), another is the bus trip performed in 
autumn 2010 with local government commissioners (Sw: kommunalråd), planners and some 
external parties, with the aim to visit and discuss topical planning dilemmas. As this bus trip 
was considered to have been a success, the intention is that it should from now on take place 
every year. 

Examples of networks connected to specific issues are collaborations along the E18-corridor 
in Örebro County; the project Mer koll in Västmanland and Örebro counties, a collaboration 
between the two companies running the counties’ public transportation, all municipalities, 
the National traffic authority and the EU’s structural fund; the project Föräldrakraft 
(Parental Power) performed by municipalities in Gävleborg and Uppsala University; the 
project Kustnära mötesplatser (Inshore Meeting Places) between some municipalities, 
business holders and the Regional Authority in Gävleborg; and Tre trästäder (Three Wooden 
Towns) in Örebro county. Further, wind power is exemplified as an issue of collaboration 
between two municipalities in different counties: Rättvik in the county Dalarna and Bollnäs 
in Gävleborg. In general it seems, as was also suggested by a participant, that collaboration 
in connection to common concerns have better possibilities to succeed. In Gävleborg, the 
infrastructure projects E16 (European road) and Ostkustbanan (railway) are considered to 
be examples of such unifying concerns. 
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Potential future collaboration 
In terms of identified potential future collaboration, all three counties seem to put much 
belief in coming (improved) regional development programs (see further section 8.4.2) as 
future platforms for collaboration, with respondents mentioning Västmanland’s County 
Plan, Örebro’s ‘regional comprehensive plan’, and in general a closer connection between 
CPs and regional development programs. Moreover, one group of respondents brought 
forward that collaboration may be triggered by the fact that EU-projects may require 
regional collaboration. 

During workshops, participants argued that if there are no suitable platforms where ideas 
can be captured in order to form a base for strategic action, new forums and arenas can be 
created. One example would be to map out actors/persons involved in and/or responsible 
for different matters within the municipality/county/region. 

Furthermore, the need to arrange reoccurring meetings and thereby maintain an active 
dialogue was highlighted. Organising theme meetings was, for example, suggested as a way 
to coordinate issues within and between different competencies. It was also suggested that a 
constellation of municipality/county/region could be gathered for meetings in connection to 
new political terms-of-office and in connection to the assessment of the topicality of CPs. 

One participant suggested organised exchange between officials within the county as a way 
to maintain an active dialogue and exchange of knowledge. By officials having the chance to 
spend time at another municipality’s/County Administrative Board’s/Regional Authority’s 
administration for a shorter period of time (while performing the own work from a distance), 
both the visitor and the place visited could gain new insights and inspiration. 

In accordance with the previous suggestion that the ‘region’ be allowed to be flexible, 
respondents argue that forums/arenas should not be fixed, but dynamic. 

 

Barriers for collaboration 

Participants also indicated a need to be realistic. As noted by participants from the County of 
Örebro, it is easy to express desire for collaboration, but in reality network-construction 
requires both time and effort, of which there may be neither, given that networking must 
(often) be performed within set budget frames and in a planning practice overloaded by the 
number of tasks. It may be difficult to reprioritise, argued participants. 

Another problem that was brought up in terms of networks and collaboration is connected to 
the fact that although politicians are key people in strategic development, they are often 
difficult to engage (even local government commissioners), something which brings with it a 
risk that politicians and officials work in parallel lines that do not cross. 

Furthermore, participants from Gävleborg noted that the existence of many networks does 
not necessarily lead to action, as “too many constellations may have the effect that the dialogue 
slows down”. From this the question emerges of which actor has (or should) take the role of 
leading regional development. 
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8.3.3 Who takes the leading role in regional development? 
The discussions during the workshops indicate that participants consider it to be important 
that “some” regional actor has/takes a leading role in regional development work. However, 
it seems to be less important who this actor is, as suggestions range from different regional 
actors to Municipal Executive Boards. Some participants stressed the need to connect the 
regional leadership to an authority with tax rights. Others argued that the Region does not 
need to be involved in every cross-municipal matters. 

The fact that there are several public actors at the regional level, and that these actors differ 
across Sweden, complicates the matter of what actor should have the role of leading regional 
development, who should coordinate municipalities, and who should coordinate private and 
public actors at municipal and regional levels (see networks above)80: 
• The County Administrative Board is a State Authority with the role of being mediator 
between State and municipalities in planning, and with responsibilities for supervision 
(Sw: tillsyn), for providing service and support, and for handling appeals.  

• The County Council (Sw: landstinget) or the Region81 (Sw: regionalt självstyrelseorgan) is 
the highest decision-making authority at the regional level, and is politically elected and 
has a tax-base. 

• Municipalities also organise in Municipal Assemblies (Sw: kommunförbund) or Regional 
Assemblies (Sw: regionförbund), forming a voluntary collaboration body (Sw: 
samverkansorgan) in the form of a non-profit organisation, either within the county or 
forming an own sub-region. 

These actors together balance the responsibility of leading regional development, which is 
also connected to the responsibility for regional development programs. In Gävleborg, the 
collaboration body Region Gävleborg has the responsibility for making regional 
development programs. In Västmanland, this has been the responsibility of the County 
Administrative Board, but the soon-coming County Plan is produced together by the County 
Administrative Board and the collaboration body Västmanlands kommuner och landsting. 
In Örebro, the County Administrative Board made the previous regional development 
program. 

 

Municipalities’ role in regional development 

Besides regional actors, the municipal level’s role in regional development was also 
discussed in the pilot-project. As previously described, participants believe it to be important 
that each municipality identifies roles/specialisations that together form an attractive region. 
But, as parts of the region, not only the municipalities’ profiles may differ but also their sizes 
and demographic conditions, and their administrations’ conditions (such as politics, 
resources and competence), which affects the role that each municipality takes in regional 
development.  

                                                             

80 The description of the three forms of regional actors is from www.skl.se (2011-03-03). 
81 Today only a few regional self-government agencies (Sw: självstyrelseorgan) exist in Sweden, none of them in the 
pilot-project. 
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Participants from Gävleborg noted a lack of confidence amongst some small municipalities 
– ”why should anyone come here?”. However, some participants argue that small 
municipalities should not nurture a “victim role“ in an attempt to gain financial support, but 
instead take an active role in development. One suggestion as to how to handle lack of 
resources was to collaborate between municipalities, an example being the collaboration in 
the “KAK-region”, i.e. the municipalities Köping-Arboga-Kungsör together with Fagersta, 
Norberg, and Avesta. 

It also seems that participants consider larger municipalities to have a responsibility to 
attain the role of ‘engines’ in development work – as “large and kind engines” as it was 
phrased by participants (inspired by the presentation during the study trip of the role 
Helsingborg has taken in the collaboration SKNV, see section 7.3). 

Below, the roles of the County Administrative Boards, regions and municipalities are further 
discussed through the planning that takes place through CPs and regional development 
programs. 

 

8.4 Arena 
This section discusses the way in which participants address and approach comprehensive 
planning and regional planning and form partnerships in connection to this. 

 

8.4.1 Producing regional images 
The generation of regional images requires access to a variety of methods. In a group session, 
participants were asked to outline methods to use in work with regional images. A range of 
different methods were mentioned, varying both in terms of context and in terms of purpose. 
One category could be termed visions, and included (for example) environmental quality 
goals, CPs, DDP programs, municipal visions, and regional (and local) development 
programs. Another category could be defined as future studies, collecting methods such as 
scenarios, “trend spying”, and longitudinal studies (for example business or population 
changes in specific towns and villages). GIS was mentioned as yet another method, which 
could perhaps be categorised as a systems tool. 

Participants from Gävleborg noted that production of regional images may require regional 
planning data, since (many) municipalities do not have access to the adequate resources such 
as simulation tools that help systems thinking (such as contextual scan/analysis). 
Participants suggested that County Administrative Boards could fill an important role in 
providing planning data,82 and thereby attain a role as a “knowledge bank”. It was, however, 
stressed that there must be a connection between the types of planning data municipalities 
request and the types of planning data the County Administrative Board produces. 

                                                             

82 This is also one of the assignments according to the Planning and Building Act. 
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In general, participants requested ”good planning data” as a key to proceeding in 
development work. During lectures and through structuring discussions, on the researchers’ 
side we attempted to steer the discussion away from perspective of regional images being 
some form of planning data towards regarding the regional image rather as a mental image 
of what direction to head towards, to use in planning data as a base for joint regional 
development work. Thereby we also intended to broadened the initial project assignment by 
reinterpreting the term ‘geographical conditions’ through the introduction of a relational 
geography (see chapter 4). 

 

8.4.2 Using regional images to tell the story of regional development 
As central documents in planning legislation, both CPs and regional development programs 
constitute obvious places through which to gather regional images. And with these joint 
images as a base, strategic planning at regional and municipal levels can be connected. As 
suggested by some participants, by visualising regional images on thematic maps, these 
could be used as a base for discussions, in order to create consensus around specific issues. 

Participants argued that the regional development process must be allowed to take time, 
there should be both lectures and discussions, and that external expertise could be useful. 
Furthermore, it was argued that there may be a need for competence development for local 
politicians to see the municipal-regional interplay. 

 

Attempts to increase the legitimacy of regional development programs 
Both Västmanland and Örebro have initiated attempts to ”sharpen the regional development 
programs” (Sw: vässa RUP). The County of Västmanland is in the early stage of planning the 
new regional development program. The previous program, which was adopted in 2007, 
was made by the County Administrative Board and included a broad involvement of actors. 
Nonetheless, it is argued that politicians do not feel involved in this program. The intention 
is therefore to make the new program less of “the County Administrative Board’s 
document”. One measure taken is to label it not a regional development program, but a 
County plan (Sw: länsplan). Another is that the process is led together by two regional 
authorities: the County Administrative Board and the collaboration body Västmanlands 
kommuner och landsting (VKL). Yet another measure is to involve politicians from the 
beginning, and to clarify that the politicians own the process. 

When the pilot project was initiated, the county Örebro discussed the need for a regional CP 
(RCP) (Sw: RÖP), both to fill the gap between regional development programs and CPs and 
to constitute a base for other regional strategies. By the end of the pilot project, a plan 
proposal had been made. The image emerging among participants was that the plan was the 
product of an official at the Regional Assembly, with shortcomings in terms of local 
anchoring, hence in legitimacy. A participant representing the County Administrative Board 
notes that “several municipalities (i.e. officials) waited for an invitation from the Regional Assembly 
to work with the RCP. In vain! It was quickly produced by a couple of persons, with the support of a 
referral group and a steering group. The RCP does not feel as a document that is completely anchored 
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in the municipalities”. Moreover, it is argued that the RCP has shortcomings such as that it 
does not cover the issues defined in the Regional Assembly’s regional development strategy. 

Besides possible shortcomings in the document and in the production process, the 
background to the critique towards the RCP might perhaps also be found in a statement 
from a participant describing Örebro’s Regional Assembly as a “new authority”, thus 
strengthening the view of the RCP being a top-down product. In spite of the critique, the 
RCP is also seen as a good initiative to discuss regional sustainable development, a 
discussion that could proceed through conferences and consultations, argues a participant. It 
is also seen as positive that the RCP includes several operational areas, such as tourism, 
elderly care, and municipal service, which may provide inspiration for collaboration. 

 

Coordinating municipal comprehensive planning 
Some participants raised the question of what possibilities there are for municipalities within 
one county to begin working with formulating a CP simultaneously or even together, and 
what the division of roles and responsibilities would be in that case. This question seems 
most relevant within the County of Gävleborg, where several municipalities are now at the 
edge of beginning CP-work. 

However, to coordinate municipal planning requires the mandate of a regional actor. 
Participants from Örebro brought up the lack of a CP network in the county. Who should 
take the initiative in this matter seemed to be up for discussion, as neither the largest 
municipality, the Regional Assembly, nor the County Administrative Board seemed to want 
to take on this role. 

 

8.5 Court 
In a group session, participants were asked to discuss potential gains from applying a 
strategic approach to comprehensive planning. The following ideas were generated, which I 
believe constitute ideas for how the CP could (should) be utilised in court: 
• Use strategic comprehensive planning as a base for handling conflicts by ”showing and 
choosing”, while still leaving room for interpretation in terms of details. 

• Use strategic comprehensive planning as a ‘guiding principle’ (Sw: riktlinje) and a base 
for future actions such as DDPs or infrastructure investments. 

• Use the strategic CP as a collective document for the development of the municipality, 
thereby giving it greater dignity, and broadening it to constitute support for example for 
including “soft questions” such as tourism or healthcare. 

• Better coordination with other municipalities. 
• Expectations that the strategic CP may be easier to read and easier to revise.  

Participants raised the matter of advantages and disadvantages from using established 
formats such as the CP and the regional development program, compared to 
“experimenting” - an example of which being the formally non-existing format of a Regional 
CP. Participants however also stressed that the (formal) adoption of strategic documents 
such as Regional Strategies (RUS) or regional CPs may be a way for actors to commit to 
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future action. It was however argued that this requires that the documents are processed and 
adopted in accordance with legislation, and complemented with economic planning. 

A previous study showed that although geographical conditions differ greatly between the 
Swedish counties, regional development programs provide an illusion of “sameness” 
(Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010). The study also found the rhetoric of the regional 
development programs to be problematic, a finding that was supported by participants in 
the pilot project, who brought up the problem that regional development programs ”include 
everything” (hence nothing). Such documents were expected to lose authority and not be 
able to guide the municipal level. With this as a background, it is interesting that both 
Västmanland and Örebro have initiated attempts to ”sharpen the regional development 
programs” (see section 8.4).  

 

8.5.1 The pilot project in court 
As previously described, the aim of the pilot project was double: 
• To increase knowledge about strategic regional and municipal planning. This was done 
both through lectures and practical examples and through the exchange of knowledge in 
meetings and discussions between participants. 

• To inspire development of strategic work between regional and municipal actors by 
using the pilot project as a temporary forum/arena that intended to set the ground for 
future forums/arenas. This means that the ambition from our side was that the exchange 
of knowledge, and the contacts and platforms generated and/or found through the 
project would continue after the project has been completed. 

Now at the stage of court both in terms of this chapter and in terms of the pilot project 
having been completed, I must therefore ask how (if) the pilot project will 
transferred/translated in the practical work of the participating municipalities, County 
Administrative Boards and Regions? 

This soon after the pilot-project having been completed, it is hard to predict what the 
outcome will be and whether the intentions were fruitful. It is, however, interesting to note 
that two of the parties in Västmanland – the County Administrative Board and VKL - are 
actively working to become more united in the regional development work. Several activities 
were initiated in parallel to the pilot project. Perhaps these encounters would have taken 
place without the pilot project, but my impression is that the pilot project added fuel to this 
collaboration, and perhaps also some legitimacy. 

On the other hand, comments from participants from one of the counties such as “we will not 
meet in these constellations again” indicate that they saw the pilot project’s encounters as a 
“one-off”, and once ended, it is back to business as usual. Perhaps there is also some irony in 
the fact that a project aiming to serve as a platform for encounters failed to gather all 
participants together in one place at the last workshop (see section 8.1). 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUDING DETECTIONS, REFLECTIONS, 
AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

In this last chapter of the dissertation, I put my piece of strategic planning theory (chapter 4) 
and my empirical case data (chapters 3, and 5 to 8) to work in order to outline detections, 
reflections, and suggestions in terms of the development of a strategic perspective in 
Swedish municipalities’ comprehensive planning. This also includes examples and reasoning 
from the licentiate thesis’ study of detailed development planning (see appendix B). I will 
begin this chapter by addressing the matter of why I propose the development of the 
comprehensive plan (CP) as a strategic planning instrument. 

 

9.1 What motivates a strategic perspective on comprehensive planning? 
Central to this dissertation is a discourse in contemporary Swedish planning practice that I 
refer to as the ‘new reality’ (see chapter 3.2 and the tables in chapters 5-8). The name of this 
discourse reflects the notion that planning practice interprets the conditions of today as 
differing from those which occurred previously. The urban landscape is perceived as 
increasingly complex, dynamic, and competitive, where strategic alliances must be built 
between municipalities and private and public actors at different levels. Both the influence of 
private actors (market) and factors such as climate effects contribute to that much of what 
may happen in the future is experienced as uncertain and unpredictable. In this context of 
complexity, uncertainty, and governance, municipalities must find a way to manage 
planning tasks connected to the social, environmental, and economic dimensions of 
‘sustainability’, tasks that may be at the same time interdependent and contradictory. 

The social and environmental dimensions of sustainability provide the municipality with a 
spectrum of tasks that range from local welfare tasks to national and global environmental 
and climate concerns, the time span ranges between short-term and long-term, and the 
degree of concreteness ranges from the specific to the vague. Furthermore, tasks connected to 
wellbeing and safety concern not only the own citizens but also humankind in general, and 
both today and in the future. According to the introductory paragraph of the Planning and 
Building Act, the aim of planning is to “with consideration to the individual’s freedom, promote a 
development of society with equal and good social living conditions and a good and long-term 
sustainable living environment for people of society of today and for coming generations” (SFS: 2010: 
900 1 ch 1§, own translation). 

Tasks of economic sustainability are, in the ‘new reality’ discourse, closely connected to 
‘growth’. Two approaches are particularly visible: growth as a goal that planning intends to 
generate; and growth as something that causes effects which planning needs to manage (the 
latter is particularly visible in areas where growth is an existing condition). As growth is, in 
both approaches, regarded as desirable, the assumed situation of competition between cities, 
municipalities, regions and nations means that it is considered important to find ways to be 
attractive to both the market and to new potential citizens. Dannestam (2009), for example, 
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refers to how Malmö has adjusted its politics towards a competitiveness discourse. During 
the 1970s through to the mid-1990s, Malmö experienced a negative trend in both economic 
and population growth. Today, on the other hand, it is a rapidly growing city and 
municipality, which supports its development from a deprived industrial city to a 
knowledge city through, for example, the medical venture ‘Medicon Valley’ (see chapter 7). 
Besides Malmö, all of the examples studied in this dissertation include, in different ways, 
both rhetoric and actions that suggest to strengthen competitiveness. Furthermore, planning 
legislation intends to strengthen the economic dimension of sustainability by promoting 
good economic development and efficient competition in comprehensive planning. 

Connected to the economic dimension of sustainability is also the legislator’s intention to 
make planning more efficient. The picture of contemporary planning practice painted in 
chapter 3.2 indicates a pressure for rapidly produced project-oriented detailed development 
plans (DDPs), supporting this intention. My starting point in this dissertation, with reference 
to these tendencies, is to stress the importance of a well-functioning long-term and systemic 
planning instrument that facilitates for the municipality to manage its tasks in the conditions 
of the perceived ‘new reality’. Otherwise, I fear that when striving to be attractive in order to 
generate growth and attempting to enable the establishment of various activities through 
rapid decisions, there is a risk that decisions will not be taken in accordance with the 
development that the municipality desires (and intends). There is a risk that a patchwork of 
rapidly produced DDP may be counterproductive in achieving social, environmental and 
economic sustainable development, and instead lead to the building away of qualities that 
attract companies and citizens and a situation whereby problems are built in. It may seem an 
obvious assumption that it is easier to make good decisions (short-term, emergent) based on 
previous decisions (long-term, structure), but in many municipalities the CP has not 
managed to fill such a role, due to its lack of up-to-datedness, due to its lack of legitimacy, or 
due to its lack of connections to different implementation means (see chapter 3.2). The 
questions are, therefore, what characterises a CP that is adjusted to the conditions of the ‘new 
reality’, and what characterises the type of planning that both generates attractiveness and 
keeps development moving on a sustainable track? 

 

9.1.1 Meeting the need to take charge in development 
With the support of the theoretical and empirical reasoning in this dissertation, I argue that a 
strategic perspective on comprehensive planning can provide municipalities with an active 
role in development and a possibility to meet new development through rapid decisions that 
respond to emergence while still keeping development moving towards a desired direction. 

The reason for this is that while the basic feature of ‘strategic planning’ is that it intends to 
‘get things done’ (Albrechts, 2004; Mintzberg, 1994), its military inheritance suggests a 
stepwise adjustment to uncertainty and emerging issues, while striving towards more 
general, broad, and long-term visions or goals (see chapter 4). This means that a strategic 
perspective may offer municipalities both the structure necessary to manage long-term 
undertakings and legal requirements, and the need for flexibility that emerges from the ‘new 
reality’ discourse’s emphasis on uncertainty and complexity. Strategic planning is thereby 
both a matter of realising intended strategies and of adjusting and responding to emerging 
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strategy processes (Mintzberg, 1994: 24-25; 2007: 5-6) in order to both “capture the potentiality 
of potentiality” (Thrift, 2006: 145) and to avoid up-coming threats. This approach to strategic 
planning would mean that municipalities would be engaged in an ‘experimental and 
speculative practice’ - which means to work through guessing and judgments (Hillier, 2008: 
29; 2011: 505) – but also that this experimentation strives towards a certain direction for 
development, in order to take charge in development. 

 

9.1.2 An ongoing strategic turn in Swedish planning practice? 
With support from the theoretical and empirical reasoning in this dissertation, my 
assessment is that a ‘strategic’ turn might indeed not only be a positive, but also a possible 
line in contemporary and future Swedish municipal planning practice. This is for example 
indicated by the strategic elements and approaches already utilised in many (proactive) 
municipalities’ comprehensive planning, as illustrated in chapters 5-8 (see further section 
9.2.3). My assessment is strengthened by recently revised planning legislation’s suggestion to 
emphasise the ‘strategic role’ of the CP (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 173). Supporting my 
assessment is also Healey’s (2009: 439) argument that Europe over the last two decades has 
experienced “a wave of energetic efforts in producing spatial strategies for city regions and 
metropolitan areas”. The Swedish legislator argues that that although some municipalities do 
in fact practice ‘strategic development planning’, many (still) regard comprehensive 
planning rather as ‘land-use planning’ (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 170). Similarly, Albrechts 
argues that European countries’ broad planning has traditionally focused on “more passive, 
pragmatic, and localized planning […]” (zoning), with the aim to avoid undesirable 
development by deciding (controlling) how space should be used in the future (Albrechts, 
2004: 745; Oosterlynck et al., 2011: 2). However, today the functionalist approach – to add 
one-dimensional areas, such as housing areas, work areas, commercial areas etc., to existing 
ones (a trace from modern planning discourses, see section 4.1) - is increasingly abandoned 
in Swedish planning. Rather, the ideal is the dense city, which is regarded as both attractive 
and sustainable, and in which functions are mixed (see section 3.2.4). One example of this 
ideal is the development of Norrtälje’s harbour into an urban area (see chapter 6). This new 
ideal further adds to the increased complexity of municipalities’ work to develop its towns. 

However, it should be noted that the examples of strategic elements and approaches outlined 
in this dissertation exemplify municipalities’ own attempts to strategically take charge of 
development, and were made before the revised planning legislation was launched. The 
empirical examples indicate that an experience of being exposed to something (wanted or 
unwanted) may trigger municipalities’ strategic approach to comprehensive planning. As 
put by one planner, a CP is made if there is a strategic purpose – “one would like to handle 
something that is bubbling”. This statement may be supported by the fact that the legislator’s 
requirement for municipalities to keep up-to-date CPs is not lived up to (see chapter 3.2). The 
legislative requirement seems not to suffice as an incitement for comprehensive planning. 
This brings on questions such as what drives a strategic perspective in Swedish 
municipalities, and what characterizes the strategic plans and planning that serves the 
municipality’s tasks in the ‘new reality’? 
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9.1.3 The planning of plans 
In section 9.2, I utilise the empirical case data (chapters 5-8) to illustrate existing strategic 
elements and approaches in municipalities’ comprehensive planning, and discuss if/how 
such elements could be strengthened, and what the effects of such an action might be. As a 
result, I acknowledge that strategic planning is both a matter of finding a way to design a  
suitable plan, which I discuss further in section 9.3, and a matter of how planning processes 
are performed. Section 9.4 therefore illustrates formal and informal, visible and invisible, 
platforms in local-municipal-regional decision making in order to discuss the design of 
strategic comprehensive planning processes. Based on the empirical case data, the way in 
which well-conceived comprehensive planning can effect following plans (DPPs), as well as 
the success factors and obstacles to such planning, are outlined. This discussion also 
visualises who and what influences the acting frames of planning practice and what role the 
CP might play in such a decision-making web. 

Mintzberg (1994: 14) argues that ’planning’ ”can be identified with two observable phenomenon in 
organizations – the use of formalized procedure and the existence of articulated result, specifically 

concerning an integrated system of decisions”. This means that plans and planning reflect each 
other. The process of planning is acting (decision making) with the intent to change. Many 
respondents have referred to the importance of the process for good results. During (formal 
and informal) planning processes, lots of activities, events, and encounters take place that 
have the effect that information is generated that may not be visible in the plan, and which 
perhaps has nothing to do with the specific plan. Furthermore, through these activities, 
events and encounters, decisions are made about future frames for action, and about what is 
possible to negotiate during the planning process. Agreements to act and agreements to 
implement the plan’s intentions are also made through these processes. The process of 
planning is where the plan gains legitimacy and anchoring. The importance of the plan lies 
in its function as a node in planning and development, the minutes for what has been and 
the umbrella for what is to come. Its importance lies also in its role as a trigger for the many 
and important processes referred to above. Through the plan, these processes, events, and 
encounters serve the strategic purpose of mobilising the force required to implement 
development intentions, and of showing political intent to strengthen a certain area. 

 

9.2 What characterises a strategic perspective in comprehensive planning? 
With a base in the ‘piece of strategic planning theory’ developed in chapter 4 and the 
empirical examples of chapters 5-8, this section discusses what characterises a strategic 
perspective in comprehensive planning and what effects such planning might have. 

 

9.2.1 Legislator’s definition 
Revised planning legislation emphasises the strategic role of the CP (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 
173). The interpretation of ‘strategic’ in legislation seems, in principle, to mean ‘coordinated’: 
coordination with national and regional plans/policies/strategies; and with other public 
actors on inter-municipal and regional levels. The legislator expects that this will lead to the 
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CP to function as “a cross-sector and strategic instrument for the long-term development of the 
municipality’s physical planning, and also to function as a base for the municipality’s participation in 
for example regional development planning” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 177, own translation). 
However, if the CP is to serve as a base for ‘getting things done’, it could be argued that the 
legislator’s definition of ‘strategic’ does not sufficiently clarify the link between visions 
(intentions) and results (implementation). Admittedly, the planning system assumes a link 
between comprehensive planning and detailed development planning (see appendix A and 
fig A.1), but the reasoning in section 3.2 suggested that this connection is, in reality, often 
weak, thereby causing a gap between CPs and DDPs. Comprehensive planning is not always 
performed as legislation intends, and the relation between CP and DDP may be more 
complex than legislation suggests. This is also illustrated by the licentiate cases.83 As the 
conditions of planning as perceived by contemporary practice indicate that coordination will 
not suffice to assure implementation of intentions expressed in the CP, I suggest that the 
interpretation of ‘strategic’ be sharpened as compared to the legislator’s definition. The 
content and interpretation of the term ‘strategic’ needs to be developed if the CP is to 
function, not only in legislation but also in practice, as a strategic node in planning and 
development – short-term and long-term, tangible and abstract, detailed and coarse, narrow 
and broad, local-municipal-regional etc. 

 

9.2.2 A sharpened definition of the features of a strategic CP 
In order for municipalities to get things done (both in terms of implementation of short-term 
and concrete tasks and in terms of vaguer and more long-term positioning), I will below 
elaborate upon four elements that characterise a strategic perspective in comprehensive 
planning: ‘strategic contextual awareness’, ‘strategic selectiveness’, ‘strategic responsiveness’ 
and ‘strategic governance’.  

To get things done in relation to a specific direction requires knowing what to do, which in 
turn requires that municipalities have an awareness of the complex and dynamic context 
within which they are located (Healey, 2007). In relation to what happens in this context, 
which stretches beyond the borders of the municipality, the municipality must find its own 
strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats. This I refer to as strategic contextual 
awareness. Referring to a ‘relational geography’ (Healey, 2007; Thrift, 2006), ‘context’ should 
be regarded as a multi-factor term, where space is interlinked with time, with activities, with 
events, with various actors. Context thereby refers to a spatial, environmental, economic, and 
social web. It furthermore refers to a temporal web, as a contextual awareness includes a 
long-term overview; it is a matter of bringing together different time perspectives, the long-
term effects of short-term decisions and actions. 

                                                             

83 The licentiate examples suggest an iterative relation between CPs and DDPs. In the planning of the Eskilstuna 
badminton hall, the course of action could be regarded as reverse to what is intended in legislation. An ECP was 
made after DDPs had already been set up in the area, and lessons learned from these DDPs are included in the 
long-term plan. In Örnsköldsvik, the ongoing work with a new CP was utilised to test the idea to build the new 
ice hockey arena, something which also provided a possibility to include the Municipal Council’s standpoint 
(Bergström, 2006: 113). See appendix B. 
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To get things done requires not only knowing what to do, but also choosing and prioritising 
what matters most and thereby what to do first in order to develop in the desired direction 
(Albrechts, 2004; 2010; Healey, 2009: 452). This I refer to as strategic selectiveness, for which 
strategic contextual awareness is the base. With reference to the assumption of the ‘new 
reality’ discourse that municipalities need to become competitive in a regional, national, and 
global context, the making of strengths into competitive advantages requires that the 
contextual analysis both understands competition and finds, emphasises and utilises the 
specific and local strengths (the same reasoning applies for weaknesses).  

In a dissertation that deals with strategic comprehensive planning, it should be 
acknowledged that a problem is embedded in the concept. The element of strategic 
selectiveness may appear to be dichotomous to the term ‘comprehensive’ – covering all, 
everything. The modern rational approach to strategic planning is, among other things, 
criticised for its comprehensive character (Albrechts, 2004: 743; Oosterlynck et al., 2011: 2). 
However, as planning legislation nowadays emphasises the strategic role of the CP, my piece 
of strategic planning theory opens up for a possibility to get beyond the theoretical 
dichotomy. It shows that the term ‘comprehensive’ in CP need not be translated as ‘including 
everything’ (hence nothing) or taken to mean that every aspect must be explained in detail. 
Rather ‘comprehensive’ should be interpreted as the provision of a contextual overview 
(space, time, and other factors). The tables in chapters 5-8, which summarise the content of 
the studied plans, also illustrate that a comprehensive plan may very well be selective, by 
prioritising spatial areas, specific issues, or certain strategies, as a way to focus on what 
matters most (see further section 9.2.3). This is supported by Healey who argues that 
selectiveness can indeed be combined with “the requirement for richness in breadth and in 
recognising and understanding the range and diversity of the relational mix to be found transecting 
an urban area ” (Healey, 2007: 230). With reference to the theoretical and empirical findings in 
this dissertation I therefore turn the dichotomy reasoning around and argue that a CP cannot 
be strategic unless it relates to a contextual overview (i.e. that it is ‘comprehensive’). This 
means that the interpretation of ‘strategic comprehensive plan’ that I suggest in this 
dissertation is in fact not a theoretical dichotomy but rather a strategic necessity. Put in 
Healey’s (2009: 449) words ”[a] spatial strategy for an urban area […] combines a holistic 
sensibility about urban development dynamics with a politically-shrewd awareness about what is 
critically at issue and what could be done”. 

With reference to the reasoning in section 9.1, another characteristic of a strategic CP is that it 
that it serves a strategic purpose. This I refer to as strategic responsiveness. The empirical 
examples in chapters 5-8 indicate that strategic elements and approaches are often the result 
of municipalities’ experience of being exposed to something (wanted or unwanted). Thereby 
it seems that practice and theory correspond, as theory suggests that an important element of 
strategic planning is to adjust and respond to “emergent strategy processes” (Mintzberg, 2007: 
6), both in order to prevent unwanted events and threats and to “capture the potentiality of 
potentiality” (Thrift, 2006: 145). The element of strategic responsiveness is also a motif for 
sharpening the definition of ‘strategic’ compared to the legislator’s definition. Legislation 
does not meet the need of practice for a CP to fill a strategic purpose, as it assumes that CPs 
are kept up-to-date regardless of the conditions of the specific municipality. 
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To get things done is not only a matter of selecting the right strategies but also a matter of 
assuring that the right actors are involved. Contemporary planning theory suggests that 
municipalities cannot steer development themselves, but need to connect to various private, 
public, and civic actors at different levels that have the means to implement development 
(Hall & Hubbard, 1998; Healey, Cars et al., 2002: 6). This I refer to as strategic governance.84 

 

9.2.3 Strategic elements and approaches in Swedish planning practice 
In this section I exemplify strategic elements and strategic approaches in Swedish 
municipalities’ comprehensive planning by illustrating municipalities’ attempts to 
strategically assure the implementation of a direction for development. As seen in these 
examples, the features strategic contextual awareness, strategic selectiveness, strategic 
responsiveness, and strategic governance initiatives, are in practice closely intertwined. 

 

Selecting strategies as a response to what happens within the extended context 
One sign of strategic contextual awareness is that several municipalities are today relating 
their work with CPs to what happens in the extended context within which they are located. 
For example, a recent study showed that the incitement to start up the work with a new CP 
had obvious connections to awareness of a competitive perspective (Engström, Fredriksson 
& Hult, 2010). These municipalities emphasised the possibilities that plans provide to 
influence growth and development. Also, several of the plans studied in this dissertation 
express the assumption that in order to develop in the desired manner, the municipality 
needs to strengthen its position within the regional context. For example Norrtälje’s 
development plan states: “a development of Norrtälje town in the 21st century must be based on the 
city being attractive in a regional perspective. Norrtälje as the central town for the adjacent region 
provides too restricted conditions” (see chapter 6). 

An example of the way in which municipalities utilise strategic selectiveness in attempt to 
take charge in development is the tendency to work with elaborations of the CP (ECP). 
Several of the studied municipalities exemplify the way in which ECPs become focal points 
within the web within which the municipality is located, forming something concrete to 
define problems and strength in, and to form discussions around in order to mobilise force. 
Through the choice of focal point and delimitation, the ECP also reflects the municipality’s 
political intentions in terms of which future efforts will be strategically prioritised. This way 
of reasoning is utilised in Umeå, where work has been undertaken with seven ECPs for 
strategically important areas of the municipality. The Central City, the University and 
Hospital area, and the Coast are examples of areas that the municipality interpret will 
contribute to reaching the overall aim of becoming the ‘Capital of Norrland’. The starting 
point for Umeå’s seven ECPs are different and complementary local strengths or problems, 
but also key events taking place in the municipality such as the new train station, an 
important new road project, and interests to invest in the university and hospital area, 
thereby also illustrating the element of strategic responsiveness (see tables in chapter 5). 

                                                             

84 The application of the term ‘governance’ utilised in this dissertation is motivated in chapter 4.2. 
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Another example of how contextual awareness is utilised as a base for selectiveness is 
Norrtälje’s development plan (an ECP). To strengthen Norrtälje’s position in the Stockholm 
regional competition, the intention was to focus efforts on strengthening Norrtälje town, 
something which was assumed to benefit the municipality as a whole. In order to do so, a 
prioritisation was made through the definition of eight development strategies within which 
specific tangible projects were suggested (see table in chapter 6). Furthermore, directions for 
development were appointed for certain areas of the town. Norrtälje’s development plan 
thereby visualises strategic selectiveness both thematically and spatially. Respondents argue 
that the eight strategies provided something concrete to tie the development discussion to, 
which increased the involvement of other actors. The Norrtälje plan also exemplifies strategic 
responsiveness, as several factors contributed to an agreement that efforts needed to be taken 
to strengthen the town, for instance, that the decommissioning of the military area had freed 
large areas of land in a central location; that the placement of the road Västra Vägen had to 
be solved; and that there was a need to regenerate the harbour. 

A further example of a plan that intends to get things done by focusing its efforts on 
strategically important parts of the municipality is Örkelljunga’s CP (see chapter 7). 
Örkelljunga’s CP takes as a starting point the notion that being competitive (surviving) in the 
regional competition requires a new way of thinking. Through this CP, the political directive 
that ‘the whole municipality should live’ was reinterpreted towards a selectiveness principle. 
The new CP is based on a strategy to ‘strengthen the municipality’s spine’, by focusing new 
development to towns and villages distributed along the motorway E4, thereby attempting 
to secure adequate service degree in this small municipality with less than 10,000 inhabitants. 

One more example of the interdependency between strategic contextual awareness, strategic 
selectiveness, and strategic responsiveness is Malmö’s ECP for the area Triangeln-UMAS-
Medeon (see chapter 7). By focusing planning efforts on this area, the municipality intended 
to show its direction and priorities for long-term development. The plan intended to position 
Malmö in the Öresund region by strengthening its character as a regional centre for work, 
commerce, culture etc. The plan also intended to contribute to Malmö town’s overall strategy 
of continuing the transformation from ‘industrial city’ to ‘knowledge city’ through creating 
synergies between Malmö town and research and development within university, hospital, 
and business life. Furthermore, the plan exemplifies a strategic response to the coming City 
Tunnel that links Malmö to Copenhagen by rail and thereby strengthens the connection 
between Malmö and the Öresund region. The station was assumed to place increased focus 
on the area covered by the plan. The plan was also a response to the strong interest to 
develop and strengthen medical research in Malmö, and to the decision to locate part of 
Malmö University in the area. 

The matter of shoreline protection (Sw: strandsskydd) illustrates municipalities’ attempts to 
utilise comprehensive planning as a response to a strategic purpose. In 2009, planning 
legislation was modified to state that CPs should present countryside locations that may be 
subject to releases in shoreline protection. Many municipalities interpreted this as a potential 
for generating attractiveness through the provision of attractive living environments. 
Boverket argue that “there are high expectations among municipalities that beaches and countryside 
development in shoreline locations (LIS) shall turn negative population rates and generate a vibrant 
countryside” (Boverket, 2011: 11, own translation). The effect of this legislative revision is that 
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many municipalities that have not been working with comprehensive planning for many 
years have started up work; today almost a third of all municipalities are working with this 
matter (Larsson & Åkerlund, 2011). It should, however, be noted that although the matter of 
shoreline development exemplifies municipalities’ attempts to respond to what is seen as a 
possibility (strategic responsiveness), it does not necessarily mean that the element of 
strategic (and realistic) contextual awareness is always fulfilled. 

A similar example is that strategic responsiveness may constitute a response to the allocation 
of State support. The interest in working with additions to the CP has increased significantly 
as an effect of the State’s financial support for wind power planning: almost all of the ACPs 
adopted in 2009 and 2010 concerned wind power (see table 3.2). State support has triggered 
planning in municipalities also previously in planning history, as the 1970s’ municipal 
overviews (Sw: kommunöversikt) were made voluntarily due to State support. This could be 
interpreted as municipalities ‘capturing a potentiality’ by taking advantage of an allocation 
of support to begin a planning process. Based on the statistics for 2009 and 2010, Boverket 
note that both the financial support for wind power planning and the new regulations in 
terms of shoreline protection constitute important driving forces for municipalities’ 
comprehensive planning. Boverket conclude that ”money and other incitements stimulate and 
motivate municipalities to active planning in accordance with the Planning and Building Act”. 
Although the element of strategic responsiveness may be fulfilled, these two examples may 
however not always be strategic in the sense that they illustrate active attempts to take 
charge in development (the case of wind power), or realistic attempts (the case of shoreline 
protection). 

 

Strategic governance  
The empirical case data includes several examples of strategic governance initiatives, both 
between public authorities on different levels (foremost between municipalities) and 
between municipalities and private actors. These examples in particular illustrate the 
interconnectedness between strategic governance and strategic responsiveness. 

The project Regional images and comprehensive planning (see chapter 8) highlighted several 
examples of collaboration between municipalities. The foundation of these examples is a 
joint interest or problem that may benefit from collaboration (a strategic purpose). Examples 
of such common concerns may be wind power, road projects, and public transportation. 
Another example is the collaboration between the ten municipalities in Skåne that 
collaborate as ‘Skåne Nordväst’ (see chapter 7). These ten municipalities have collaborated in 
projects where economic synergies can be gained from collaboration, for example fire and 
rescue service, library cards, tourism, garbage, social service, and crime prevention. Today, 
one of the main intentions is to strive towards forming a continuous urban landscape that 
positions this sub-region in the Öresund region. 

In Umeå, the matter of wind power initiated collaboration between six neighbouring 
municipalities (see chapter 5). Although several factors contributed to this collaboration, one 
may especially illustrate the interconnectedness between strategic governance and strategic 
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responsiveness. The municipalities and the County Administrative Board experienced the 
definition of areas of national interests as rather urgent from the Swedish Energy Agency’s 
side. A previous study showed that the municipalities Dorotea, Vilhelmina and Åsele’s joint 
wind power plan was initiated on similar grounds (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010). 
Further, Boverket’s 2009 planning review found several examples of municipalities and 
County Administrative Boards having questioned the Swedish Energy Agency’s definition 
of national interests in wind power (Boverket, 2010: 8). Through their wind power plans 
(ACPs adopted at municipal level), these municipalities joined force to initiate a dialogue 
with the State in terms of this specific national interest. The reason behind the municipalities’ 
strategic responsiveness may be that despite the potential positive effects in terms of green 
energy and global climate, and more tangible effects on the local business life, wind power 
requires large spatial areas and may thereby cause conflicts with the municipality’s other 
interests (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010). 

The plans studied in this dissertation furthermore include several examples of strategic 
public-private governance initiatives addressing the common concern of the future 
prosperity of the town. For example, some of Umeå’s ECPs express the notion that the fact 
that development will mainly be performed to complement the existing built environment 
means that property owners’, developers’ and commercial actors’ responsibility and 
influence on development increases (see for example the tables concerning the ECP for 
Umeå’s Future Development Area and the ECP for the Central City in chapter 5, where 
strategies for doing this are also outlined). This condition is interpreted as a need for the 
municipality to find ways to collaborate with these actors. Such reasoning is also exemplified 
in Norrtälje (see chapter 6). At an early stage in the work with the Norrtälje plan, the 
municipality actively approached local business representatives, since it was found that the 
municipality would need to collaborate with them in order for things to happen. It is argued 
that companies and politics are close to each other in a municipality of Norrtälje’s size, and 
that there are several strong individuals within the community. For this reason, a respondent 
states that “it would never work to make a plan […] that would not be anchored in the local business 
life”. The interest of local actors to participate in Norrtälje’s development may have been 
facilitated by the fact that the development aims of the municipality corresponded with their 
interests. Healey (2007: 192) notes that those strategies that become implemented are usually 
such that resonate with the aims of key development actors.  

Furthermore, one reason for why Malmö (see chapter 7) has managed to turn a negative 
development spiral may lie in a successful (and strategic) use of public-private governance. 
Dannestam argues that one effect of Malmö’s adjustment to a competitiveness discourse 
concerns governance, such as that politics is “network-based, although not necessarily horizontal 
[… which] means that decision-making processes take place in interactions between a variety of actors 
(including private), rather than only inside the formal institutions of government” (Dannestam, 
2009: 282). As seen in chapters 5-8, all of the examples studied in this dissertation in fact 
include both competitive rhetoric and actions, and accompanying adjustments to 
governance. 
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9.3 What are the requirements affecting the design of a strategic CP? 
As seen in section 9.2.3, the empirical case data how strategies are formed as a response to 
what happens within the extended context, and how governance is strategically initiated.  
The following section poses characteristics of the design of a strategic CP instrument, 
utilising the empirical case data to illustrate both success factors and potential pitfalls. 

 

9.3.1 A guiding principle 
One of the expectations for a strategic CP put forward by participants in the pilot project (see 
chapter 8) was that it would constitute a guiding principle (Sw: riktlinje) for future actions 
such as DDPs or infrastructure investments. This role of the CP is in fact the intention of the 
1987 Planning and Building Act, and still so in revised legislation. That the CP should guide 
decisions connected to the Planning and Building Act, the Environmental Code, and other 
legislation is for example expressed in some of Umeå’s ECPs. According to one of Umeå’s 
planners, the ECP for FFU (the ‘umbrella plan’ that provides general guidelines over Umeå’s 
Future Expansion Area) constitutes a key in the work to develop the central city in 
accordance with principles of the transport-effective city, thereby handling the city’s existing 
and potentially growing air-quality problem. She argues that without this ECP, each new 
project in central Umeå would have to be tried against the environmental quality norm, 
which would obviously be time-consuming. 

The strategic aspect of the guiding principle can be found in the pilot project participants’ 
expectations that such a CP would constitute a base for handling conflicts by ‘showing and 
choosing’, while still leaving room for interpretation in terms of details. Referring to theory, 
the CP would support trajectories (Hillier, 2007; 2008; 2011) in terms of what to do (strategic 
selectiveness), but still avoid the traps of ‘blueprint planning’ by not determining how to do 
it. As noted by a respondent “a CP must be valid over a few years, which means that it must be 
sufficiently flexible to not be out-of-date after a year or so, just because there is some new guideline. It 
is important to find that balance where [the CP] manages to guide [while still being flexible 
enough not to become out-of-date]”. Similar concerns were expressed by a respondent in the 
licentiate thesis, who suggested that “even if there is a CP, all kinds of thoughts and ideas pop up” 
(Bergström, 2006: 112). With reference to this, as seen in section 3.1.2, the need for the 1947 
legislation’s master plans was well-recognised, but still municipalities just did not make 
them. Ödman suggests that one reason for this might be municipalities’ reluctance to tie up a 
specific direction for development that could lead to expectations in terms of service 
structure such as day care centers, but also that master plans’ character of being blueprint 
plans would more or less automatically result in discrepancies when planning continued 
over to town plans. In practice such discrepancies to an adopted master plan would be 
unacceptable; hence the easiest solution was not to set up a master plan in the first place 
(Ödman, 1992: 93-94). See also section 4.1 concerning the theoretical critique towards 
‘bluprint planning’. 

This suggests that in order for the CP to serve as a guiding principle, the right balance 
between flexibility and structure in the design of the plan must be achieved. In order for it 
to function as a strategic instrument, it must be able regulate, enable, and trigger 
development, something which requires that it is designed to show long-term directions and 
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be action-oriented in the short term, while still flexible enough to respond to emergence .The 
description of history presented in section 3.1 however shows that this balance in the legal 
design of a planning instrument is delicate. 

One factor that necessitates this delicacy concerns the balance between public and private. 
Over the period of the later part of twentieth century, legislators have increasingly intended 
that a particular public actor should use planning to structure development and provide 
foresight in relation to increased competition for land and the increased influence of the 
private sector. In attempt to acknowledge local influence, the solution proposed in 1987 was 
to further decentralise power from the State to the municipalities, today on the other hand it 
is proposed that development should take place through coordination with public, private, 
and civic actors at different levels. An example of a municipality that has elaborated the 
flexibility-structure format of the plan in order to gain a guiding principle to coordinate 
other actors’ participation in planning and development is Norrtälje’s development plan. The 
municipality chose to design the plan map as a ‘game board’ for development. The intention 
with the game board and the eight prioritised strategies was to provide structure that 
clarifies the municipality’s intentions for development and thereby lay out the ground for 
private actors’ participation, while still being flexible for private initiatives (regulate, enable, 
trigger). Thereby it constituted a base for acting and for negotiations with local business 
holders. Respondents in Norrtälje argue that the format of the development plan helped to 
tie together the municipality and local business owners in order to implement development 
intentions, as it provided something concrete to hold the discussion about Norrtälje’s future 
around. 

It should however be noted that the flexibility-structure balance of a CP is not only a matter 
of relating to the market, but also has to do with uncertainty and unpredictability connected 
to social and environmental sustainability. 

This reasoning concerning the flexibility-structure balance of the guiding principle 
corresponds with Oosterlyck et al’s (2011: 3) argument that “[the] renewed form of strategic 
spatial planning rediscovers the need for providing spatial development that is sustainable in both 
social and ecological terms and combined with a long-term perspective [...]. This long-term perspective 
does not specify a fixed end state but operates as a flexible framework for sustainable spatial 
development. It combines this long-term perspective with a strong ‘action orientation’ and an 
increased sensitivity to the multiplicity of actors involved in strategic planning processes”. 

 

Raising the legitimacy of the guiding principle 

The function of the CP as a guiding principle assumes that it provides future decisions with 
strategic contextual awareness. The legislator suggests that the CP should be coordinated, 
which could be interpreted as that it should guide in relation to a contextual awareness. 

With reference to multidimensional contextual awareness, the CP is not restricted to spatial 
matters. Participants in the pilot project raised expectations that a strategic CP could gain 
dignity as a collective document for the development of the municipality, thereby 
broadening it to constitute support for decisions outside of what is usually referred to as 
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‘planning’ – for instance, those relating to tourism or healthcare. In connection to the 
planning of the Umeå ECPs, the municipality engaged in review and extinction of a large 
number of policies and programmes adopted at different political levels of the municipality. 
By raising the legitimacy of the CP as a node in development processes, such an initiative 
could gather the work from different parts of the municipality’s administration and establish 
movement in the same direction of development. It should therefore be noted that in Umeå, 
expectations are raised for the CP to function as “a municipal action program. The CP provides 
support and basic data for political boards to actively work for the implementation of the plan. The CP 
is an important basic data for the municipality’s budget process”. This indicates that the CP’s 
function as a node in development relies both on coordination and on the gaining of 
legitimacy from other public and private actors on different levels, as well as within the 
municipal administration.  

 

9.3.2 CP contra ECP 
The CP holds a key position in Swedish planning legislation, but legislation also allows ECPs 
as detailed investigations of certain areas guided by an up-to-date CP (which as seen in 
section 3.2 many municipalities lack).85 This means that legislation includes the assumption 
that an up-to-date CP provides later ECPs with contextual awareness. However, in practice 
the relation between CP and ECP is complex and not necessarily linearly chronological. For 
example, Umeå’s CP from 1998 indicated that ECPs would be necessary to handle the 
development of certain areas of the municipality. In 2006, the work to produce the seven 
ECPs was initiated. However, in 2008 a new and considerably higher goal for population 
growth was set, which “sharpened the tone” as it was put by one of the planners, and changed 
the conditions of planning compared to before. The new structure for Umeå’s development 
grew incrementally from the then-ongoing planning of the ECPs. The intention is that the 
ECPs will constitute the base for a new CP embracing the whole area of the municipality 
(although respondents indicate that it may require too much effort to begin such work after 
completing the heavy task of formulating seven parallel plans). With reference to legislation, 
it could be argued that Umeå is working backwards. However, had a CP been made before 
the ECPs, this CP might very well have need to be revised as soon as the ECPs were adopted, 
especially since the goal for population growth changed the conditions of planning. There 
are, furthermore, numerous examples of municipalities that start out with an ECP over a 
strategically important part of the municipality (such as the central town), intending to 
thereafter continue with a CP embracing the entire municipality. Formally it may be good to 
start out with broad visions and structures that are concretised in ECPs. Practically however, 
there may be several factors in favour of starting out by making ECPs. Not only may it be a 
way to begin a contextual analysis to find emerging trends and patterns to summarise in a 

                                                             

85 In this dissertation I use the term ECP, which reflects a conscious translation of a Swedish planning term into 
English. The Planning and Building Act refers to an ‘elaboration of the comprehensive plan’ (Sw: fördjupning av 
översiktsplanen) but the term commonly used in practice (in spoken contexts as well as in formal plan documents) 
is ‘detailed comprehensive plan’ (Sw: fördjupad översiktsplan). Although this may at first seem merely a language 
problem, I believe that it actually reflects on a discrepancy between legislation and practice. Whereas legislation 
allows ECPs as detailed investigations of certain areas guided by an up-to-date CP, municipalities often choose to 
make detailed CPs over strategically-important areas while leaving other areas to ad hoc development. 
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future CP, but it may also be strategically/politically important to show that efforts are being 
focused on specific areas and issues. 

 

9.3.3 Consideration of plan users 
With reference to the contemporary assumption that development relies on governance, 
well-performed planning processes may be considered to provide grounds for a plan’s 
authority and legitimacy, and thereby better grounds for ‘getting things done’ through the 
involvement of other actors (this is discussed in section 9.4). Nonetheless, it should be 
acknowledged that as a node in development processes, the CP is the materialised result of 
previous processes and thereby represents the only way that someone who has not been 
actively involved in the planning process might access information about the political will of 
the municipality: what priorities have been set, why these were chosen, and what the effects 
might be. In order for the CP to function as a guiding principle in a context of governance it 
must therefore be designed with consideration to ‘plan users’. With this term I mean not only 
those who may have some claim to the plan but primarily those who might use it. This could 
be municipal politicians using this declaration of political will as a base for future decisions, 
it could be officials using it as a base for their practical work with DDPs or planning within 
the departments for tourism or healthcare, it could be authorities on a regional level 
considering infrastructure investments, it could be developers prospecting for new projects, 
it could be a family trying to find out whether it would be a good idea to buy that summer 
cottage and transform it into a permanent residence…  

With reference to this, the critique of CPs being “overloaded by extensive presentation 
documents” (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 177, own translation) could be interpreted as an obstacle 
for the legitimacy of the plan.86 Although some of the plans studied in this dissertation are 
easy for the reader to access, many others that I have come across in my research are less so. 
Many CPs consist of long texts that mix strategies with tangible actions, with the number of 
citizens that use public transportation, with visions, with segments of how the public 
dialogue was performed during the planning process, with competitive advantages, with... 
For example, the tables included in chapters 5-8 outline how the plans express the 
municipalities’ intentions with planning, their understanding of challenges to handle and 
competitive advantages to utilise, and the strategies suggested to reach intended outcomes. 
Although the municipality’s own words have been used, the structure I have adopted 
whereby I divide the data into different categories constitutes my own interpretation, which 
does not always represent obvious choices. The problem with this lies in that if a plan is 
interpreted as overwhelming by citizens, developers, or other actors that may enable 
development, its legitimacy decreases. According to Khakee (1999: 210), the often rather 
voluminous CPs may even be overwhelming for the persons whose political will the CP is 
supposed to express, and who are responsible for adopting the CP. He argues that CPs are 
discussed rather superficially in the Municipal Council, and that one reason for this is the 
gap between full-time and leisure-time politicians: “Members of the Municipal Council are in 

                                                             

86 Engström (2011: 14) believes that one reason for this may lie in the CP having the character of being a 
compromise between the 1947 master plan and the 1970s’ municipal overviews, and as a result having its 
strategic function impeded by the requirements to include a wide spectrum of matters. 
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between ordinary people and full-time politicians. They are politicians, but not informed about the 
inherent problems which can constitute a problem when the plan comes to the Municipal Council. 
They become frightened by the volume of [the CP], which can lead to that they do not address it in a 
deeper manner […]” (Khakee, 1999: 210, own translation). Although Khakee’s detection is 
from 1999, I would argue that CPs may today be just as frightening today.87 

With reference to theory and to the empirical case data, my interpretation is that if the CP is 
to function as a strategic node in development in a governance context, it must gain 
legitimacy amongst those who might help implement its intentions. As noted by Tornberg 
(2010: 34-35, own translation), “[a] plan does not mean anything until someone thinks that it 
does”.88 And as noted by Healey, (2009: 440) public authorities tend to produce a large 
number of strategies, but only a few actually have effects. A CP without legitimacy may 
thereby be easily disregarded – it is placed on a shelf and thereafter forgotten about - the 
effect of which may be an emerging patchwork of DDPs seemingly lacking a connection to 
the CP. 

In Norrtälje’s development plan, the content and intentions of the plan are easily accessible 
through the appointment of eight prioritised strategies and the directions and suggested 
projects for specific spatial areas (see chapter 6). And with reference to Tornberg, key actors 
apparently agreed that Norrtälje’s development plan meant something, as today, seven years 
after it was adopted, respondents joke that they can mark all strategies off the list, as projects 
connected to each of the strategies have begun. Although respondents believe that the format 
of the plan has contributed to its implementation, this example also indicates that the 
municipality (as responsible for the CP) had been acknowledged as having a mandate to run 
development through the CP (see further section 9.4 and 9.5). 

Another example of a plan that is easily accessible is Örkelljunga’s CP (see chapter 7), which 
begins with a summary of the intentions (something which, strangely enough, many other 
CPs lack). Furthermore, the sections of each of the matters that are thereafter elaborated 
upon, such as infrastructure, housing, tourism, risk etc., ends with a table that shows the 
municipality’s standpoints and the consequences of these standpoints, also illustrating what 
needs to be done in order for intentions to become outcomes. 

 

Plans and planning data 

It is logical to assume that the legitimacy of the CP as a guiding principle increases if the 
intentions are clarified, which means that the previously referred to critique of ‘overloaded’ 
CPs likely impedes the strategic function of the CP (Engström, 2011: 14). The legislator 

                                                             

87 It could however be argued that another reason for why municipal councilors do not get deeper into the 
voluminous CPs may be that certain representatives for the parties are responsible for handling certain matters 
with the best interest of the party at hand. For this reason, other persons might not need to get involved in the 
details of the plan. 
88 Another potential obstacle in terms of the legitimacy of a CP concerns situations in which it is regarded as ‘the 
product of a municipal official’ (Sw: tjänstemannaprodukt). For example, when Örebro’s regional CP was referred 
to as such, it meant that it lacked connection both to politics and to other administrations. Similarly, that the 
previous regional development plan in Västmanland was seen as ‘the County Administrative Board’s plan’ 
indicates a weak legitimacy (see chapter 8). 
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distinguishes between plan, i.e. the political intentions and guidelines for development, and 
planning data (Sw: planeringsunderlag), i.e. “collected basic facts that may have been valued and 
analysed into standpoints in terms of [...] those interests that are handled” (Boverket, 1996: 37). To 
keep up-to-date planning data (the background information) could thereby in fact be 
interpreted as a task separate from the political dimension. Perhaps it is therefore relevant to 
bear in mind that legislation states that a CP should be designed so that the content and 
consequences of the plan appear clearly (SFS 2010: 900, 3 ch 6§), and also that Boverket’s 
handbook for comprehensive planning acknowledged that the CP “cannot include everything 
that is the base for its standpoints. Instead the municipality can make cross-references to the planning 
data to motivate standpoints and descriptions of values” (Boverket, 1996: 38, own translation). 

Norrtälje’s development plan constitutes an example of such reasoning. When it was 
supplemented with background descriptions such as national interests, cultural 
environments, traffic and infrastructure, etc. due to requests from the County Administrative 
Board in the plan consultation (or else the plan would not gain the formal status of an ECP), 
it was a conscious choice to place these descriptions in an appendix. The intention was to 
thereby make the plan more active by beginning with the strategies, rather than beginning 
with “history and a lot of restrictions and other stuff” as is often the case with ECPs, a 
respondent argues. 

Furthermore, with reference to the previous discussions of CPs contra ECPs, by regarding 
the task of keeping up-to-date planning data as separate from the political plan, it might 
suffice to work with strategically important matters in ECPs and ACPs, which thereby would 
make ongoing comprehensive planning and work with ECPs a lighter - and more political - 
process of showing directions and presenting standpoints while leaving room to respond to 
emergence and possibility to serve strategic purposes. 

All in all, the need to consider plan users calls for a discussion of how to present plans and 
planning data and background material. 

 

9.3.4 Marketing tool contra strategic CP 
The legitimacy of the CP concerns not only its accessibility but also its content. In section 
9.2.3, I have illustrated how CPs can serve strategic purposes by responding to strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the context within which the municipality is 
located. That contextual awareness is a strong base for the strategic function of the CP is 
thereby emphasised. However, a study by Franke et al suggests that CPs tend to take on the 
format of ‘optimistic marketing tools’.89  It is argued that CPs “often have a generally optimistic 
and well-meaning character […and that they] convey an image of consensus and positive marketing” 
(Franke et al, 2010: 9&25, own translation). Franke et al argue that CPs tend to focus on terms 
such as growth, robustness, integration, densification, which are provided a “generally 
positive content, whereas more negatively charged terms such as segregation, congestion, disturbances 
and problems with capacity, are not further analysed” (Franke et al, 2010: 9, own translation). 

                                                             

89 This study was produced by IVA which is the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences. 
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It could be interpreted that strategic selectiveness that is not based on realistic ‘competitive 
advantages’ constitutes a potential obstacle for the legitimacy of a CP. In their ECPs, both 
Norrtälje and Umeå for example claim that housing in certain locations (the harbour in 
Norrtälje and the Island in Umeå) have good chances of becoming the most attractive in the 
region. At least in Norrtälje, this may be an unrealistically optimistic assumption. 

Nonetheless, to use the CP as an optimistic marketing tool may in some respects actually 
make strategic sense as the provision of an optimistic future scenario may inject energy to 
those actors that need to gather force to implement development. This is also acknowledged 
by Franke et al: ”Metropolitan municipalities and regions obviously have an interest in appearing 
attractive and well-managed to their own citizens, business, and visitors. The CP has a function in 
marketing and in the nurturing of the trademark/identity. Municipalities and regions are often in 
competition with each other and as parties in negotiation of some form. It is then natural that one 
intends to provide a positive image of the municipality/region as creative, forward-looking, and action-
oriented” (Franke et al, 2010: 25, own translation). With reference to the example of 
attempting to provide the region’s most attractive housing, an important conclusion is 
therefore that a plan may very well be optimistic, but it must also be sufficiently believable to 
convince actors to act. 

 

9.3.5 What are the legal conditions for a strategic CP? 
Above I have outlined success factors and potential pitfalls in the design of a CP that may 
serve as a base for the municipality’s active involvement in development. I argue that such a 
CP could strengthen the attractiveness of the municipality, bring efficiency effects in form of 
reduced scope and time in assessing development (thereby demonstrating the power to act), 
and handle problems and threats to environmental and social sustainability. Such a 
Cpwould be a node in development - the minutes for what has been and the umbrella for 
what is to come, and an instrument that connects long-term and short-term, visionary and 
concrete, vague and tangible, detailed and coarse, broad and narrow, local-municipal-
regional planning, both for the municipality and for other actors involved in development. 

My conclusion from the empirical case data and theory is however that this will require that 
the interpretation of ‘strategic’ is sharpened compared to the definition provided in 
legislation. Nonetheless, I argue that the Swedish legal planning system in fact already 
supports the design of such an elaborated strategic planning instrument. With reference to 
section 3.1, I argue that such conditions have, in fact, gradually been incorporated into the 
twentieth and twenty-first century planning legislation. I consider three conditions to be 
especially important: 

• The idea that planning is a municipal concern as a representative for ‘the public’, and 
that these municipalities are developed into sufficiently strong public bodies to be able to 
take an active role in development. 

• The fact that legislation is based on the existence of a long-term and systemic municipal 
planning instrument provides possibilities for the municipality to coordinate the 
planning of, for example, built environment and traffic projects (which is intended in 
Umeå’s plans, see chapter 5). This is especially important today when development 
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primarily constitutes complements to and adjustments within an existing built urban 
environment. Recently revised legislation’s emphasis on coordinating the municipality’s 
planning with what happens in the surrounding world, increasingly highlights that this 
planning instrument should rely on a contextual awareness. 

• The intention to secure good plans and good environments through good 
communication between different actors during the planning process aims to both 
provide grounds for gathering information, and to secure the possibility of insight and 
influence for the public. Nonetheless, from a strategic point of view, the fact that 
planning relies on a procedural structure rather than a physical one provides a ground 
for ‘strategic governance’, where the CP may serve as a base for discussions between 
actors. 

Nonetheless, both the picture of planning practice painted in section 3.2 and the historical 
review in section 3.1 indicate that the legal provision of a planning instrument does not 
necessarily correspond with actually utilising its strategic potential.90 Making the CP an 
active instrument for the municipality’s strategic planning therefore requires that its strategic 
potential is transferred from legislation and theory into practice, something which my 
empirical case data suggest requires an emphasis on its potential to serve a strategic purpose. 
These exemplify how some municipalities utilise the strategic potential of the CP. 

 

9.3.6 Strategically elaborating the format of the CP 
My reasoning above suggests that to design the CP/ECP/ACP as a strategic document may 
require that the format of the legal planning is elaborated upon, but also that this is possible 
while still keeping within the legal frames. This raises the question of why I choose to focus 
the strategic efforts explicitly on this planning instrument rather than invent a new one. This 
concerns the matter of strengths and weaknesses of legal planning instruments. 

Many municipalities today choose to work with ‘visions’ or ‘municipal strategies’ instead of 
CPs (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 171), i.e. documents that are not legal planning instruments but 
that resemble such instruments. One reason for this may be that CPs are regarded as 
cumbersome (see section 9.3.3 and 3.2.1). It may also be an effect of the fact that formal 
documents may take a longer time to produce and may become expensive due to judicial 
requirements such as environmental impact assessments and procedural requirements. To 
elaborate with local plan formats instead of CPs may thereby be interpreted as a pragmatic 
way to handle those issues that the municipality interprets as needing to be handled. For 

                                                             

90 Both the licentiate thesis and the dissertation are strongly founded in planning legislation, and furthermore, the 
interest to study what effects legislative revisions might have in planning practice constitutes a common 
denominator. Central in the licentiate thesis was the Civil Protection Act (SFS 2003: 778) (Sw: lag om skydd mot 
olyckor) which in 2004 replaced the Swedish Rescue Services Act (SFS 1986: 1102) (Sw: räddningstjänstlagen). A 
starting point for the licentiate project, and also a general assumption in practice at that time, was that this new 
legislation advanced the fire and rescue services’ participation in planning. However, as noted by one of the 
respondents (a fire engineer working actively with these issues) the handling of risk matters in planning was 
actually already supported by both the Planning and Building Act and the Environmental Code (Bergström, 2006: 
125). This might be interpreted as this legislative revision having practical effects, perhaps rather than formal. A 
parallel from this reasoning and the revised planning legislation’s intention to strengthen the strategic function of 
the CP may thereby perhaps be in order, particularly as I - as seen above - argue that the Planning and Building 
Act already includes the necessary conditions for a strategic function of the CP. 
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example, Malmö has developed a plan format referred to as ‘dialogue PM’, which is 
managed through a simpler planning process and which provides a simpler (hence more 
user friendly?) document (see chapter 7). With reference to the twentieth-century political 
debate of what degree of bindingness master plans and CPs should have (see section 3.1), 
another explanation to why municipalities choose to make locally produced plan formats 
instead of CPs may be that they in fact might not want to tie up their future in a document 
that is closely connected to various legislations.  

Although this indicates that municipalities may find advantages in working with local non-
judicial planning instruments, there may also be drawbacks. The main reason for this is that 
local, regional and national development assessments such environmental assessments, other 
municipalities’ CPs, regional development programs, infrastructure investments etc., rely on 
connections between the Planning and Building Act and various other legislations, which are 
tied up around the CP. This means that local plan formats such as ‘visions’ and ‘municipal 
strategies’ in fact become invisible (I elaborate upon this dilemma in section 3.2). This means 
that the CP’s potential as a node in development processes is not only a strategic possibility 
resulting from its function as a guiding principle, but also a legal matter. 

With reference to the legal status of the CP, as seen in chapter 6, Norrtälje invented the 
development plan as an “intention and action oriented” planning instrument that would 
serve the municipality’s intentions in terms of development. Nonetheless, the municipality 
found value in providing the plan with the status of an ECP by managing it through the legal 
planning process. Another example is Malmö’s ECP for Triangeln-UMAS-Medeon (see 
chapter 7), whereby the municipality chose to make the plan into an ECP rather than a 
dialogue PM to show other parties that the municipality was serious about the venture in 
this area, and to create a platform between the municipality and other parties, even though it 
would cost more time and effort, and even though the area was at first assessed to be too 
small to motivate an ECP. These examples indicate that going through with the legal 
planning process may be a way to gain legitimacy for development intentions, an indication 
which is also supported by participants in the pilot project who stressed that processing and 
adopting documents in accordance with legislation may be a way for (public) authorities to 
commit to action. 

The above forms the motive for my suggestion that the municipality elaborates the format of 
the CP to make it into a planning instrument that provides a systemic overview and that 
serves a strategic purpose, and to gain legitimacy for its role as a strategic node in 
development. 

 

9.4 How might comprehensive planning processes become strategic? 
In this section I will discuss the design of strategic comprehensive planning processes. My 
starting point is to argue that this requires extending the definition of what in fact constitutes 
‘planning’ in a municipal context. 
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9.4.1 Planning beyond the formal decision-making system 
In chapter 4, I referred to ‘planning’ as decision making, intervening with the intent to 
change the future (Taylor, 1998: 167). The Planning and Building Act plays an important role 
in shaping the framework for planning practice, and in chapter 3 I referred to Fog to describe 
the way in which this legislation states the rules of the planning game. It does so by 
providing guidelines for the struggle between different interests - to outline who has the 
authority to decide in certain situations; how this decision-making process should be 
performed; and also which requirements might be applied to new development (Fog et al; 
1989: 24, 63). 

Through the Planning and Building Act, the legislator intends to regulate comprehensive 
planning, detailed development planning, and the link between these two planning 
instruments (see appendix A). However, the work stemming from my licentiate thesis (see 
appendix B), my brief practical experience as a municipal planner (see chapter 1.1), and the 
empirical examples of this dissertation (chapters 3 and 5-8) suggest that formal planning - i.e. 
the process to manage a CP or DDP - is governed not only by legislation but also by informal 
conditions. That this is a tendency in detailed development planning is also noted by 
Bergdahl (2004: 148-149) who argues that a closed circle of actors often set the frames for 
action in the process of managing a DDP by predetermining a number of conditions. She 
refers to this situation as a divergence between ‘the formal’ and ‘the real’. Certain conditions 
must be adjusted to when managing a plan, such as the time allocated for the work or which 
factors are, in fact, possible to negotiate.91 For example, the licentiate examples illustrated 
how choices for locations were made before the plans were formally managed, and that work 
with the DDP was thereafter adjusted to motivate (and legitimise) this choice. This 
observation is supported by Healey et al (2002: 8) who argue that formal planning in Sweden 
has come to be reduced to “confirming agreements made in earlier [informal] stages of the 
process”. Cars and Thune Hedström (2006: 166) express similar observations. Referring to 
legislation, it could be assumed that the CP – which should outline the municipality’s 
intentions for future development – influences the preset conditions of detailed development 
planning. However, (political) intentions are not always expressed formally in visions, goals, 
CPs etc. but may also be expressed informally, here referred to as local (informal) agendas.92 
Furthermore, CPs do not always present up-to-date intentions. 

                                                             

91 The licentiate cases exemplify the influence of local (informal) agendas on how DDPs are managed. They 
exemplify visions to transform old industrial areas into other purposes, visions of strengthening the city centre 
and creating a landmark, and visions for sustainable transportation. They also exemplify how strong local actors 
for different reasons pushed to rapidly start and perform the projects. Planners interviewed in the licentiate thesis 
even referred to plans as ‘political order-errands’ (Sw: politiska beställningsjobb). With this they meant assignments 
with clear directives from the politicians that had the effect that acting frames were more or less determined in 
the plan assignment. (Bergström, 2006: 121-122) 
92 The licentiate cases also illustrate the way in which planning which is managed in accordance with preset 
conditions, for example by performing a rapid process that implements a local political agenda, is seen as a sign 
of political empowerment (Bergström, 2006: 129-130). It should therefore be noted that preset conditions in terms 
of time frames may influence the process in both positive and negative ways. The licentiate thesis exemplified 
how requirements for a fast planning process may have the effect that investigations are made in advance in 
order not to run into impediments later, or that informal work and informal contacts become important in 
seeking out important information when the formal procedure is considered to be too time consuming. 
Requirements for a fast planning process may however also have the effect that time for consideration and for 
assessments becomes scarce (Bergström, 2006: 129-130). 
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The reasoning above suggests that regardless of what form of plan is being made, ‘planning’ 
is to a large extent performed outside of, and before, the formal plan work, as practice is 
influenced by various factors and rules of actions that are not visible in the legislative 
system. Likely, those producing DDPs and CP are aware of the preset conditions.93 For 
example, a typical view expressed by respondents in the licentiate thesis and this dissertation 
is that planners – whose responsibility it is to direct the planning process ahead – prefer to 
handle critique before starting up the plan work. It is considered to be time-consuming as 
well as ineffective to go through everything during the formal planning process, which 
means that requests for modifications are easier to handle if presented as early as possible. 
For this reason, the licentiate thesis suggested that issues related to ‘risk’ have a better chance 
at being addressed if considered at an early stage of planning. It is likely that the same is 
valid with regard to other matters, and also that it is harder for actors to influence a process 
if they become involved too late. 

 

Positioning the CP in the development game 

Further to the reasoning set out above, I argue that what is usually referred to as 
‘comprehensive planning’ reflects only a restricted part of planning practice, a part that takes 
place through (formal) municipal planning processes. Thereby it hides important informal 
and invisible decisions - but also formal decisions at, for example, regional levels - that 
influence the comprehensive planning process. In order for the CP to function strategically, I 
therefore believe that there is a need to visualise comprehensive planning in a more complete 
manner than what is suggested by the legislative system (see fig. A.1). I therefore propose to 
go beyond the planning game and regard the 
CP instead in the context of the development 
game94 (see fig 9.1), regarding encounters and 
processes beyond those that are traditionally 
referred to as ‘planning’. By taking into account 
the frame-setting process, I include both formal 
and informal, visible and invisible planning 
and decision making at local, municipal and 
regional levels. 

The suggestion to consider the CP in a context 
beyond the legal planning system is also motivated by the fact that ‘legislation’ has different 
meanings for different actors (Fog et al., 1998: 38;50). For the municipality (both politicians 

                                                             

93 Other actors participating in planning may, however, not always be aware of the predetermined conditions, 
argues Bergdahl (2004: 148-149. See also Håkansson, 2005: 154). Rather, they may be under the impression that 
everything is open for negotiation, for example in the plan consultation. Inadequate information about the frames 
for action may thereby constitute an obstacle for their influence in planning. This is apparent in how some actors’ 
plan statements were handled in the licentiate examples. Critical comments regarding issues that may be solved 
technically in the plan were given substantial room, whereas those that may prevent the plans implementation or 
that may lead to a more extensive or expensive planning process, were disregarded as the “wrong kind of 
information”. 
94 As seen in chapter 4, ‘game’ refers not to game theory, but to rather refers to how the acting frames in planning 
are set, both discursively and from legislation. 
 

 

Figure 9.1: The planning game and the development game 
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and officials) ”[…] legislation primarily constitutes instructions for exerting authority and other 
decision-making and acting”, argue Fog et al. (1998: 38, own translation). For private and civic 
actors, legislation does not serve such a function. And as indicated by the empirical case 
data, many factors and discourses influence the interpretation of the rules of the 
development game and the strategies and tactics to use. It is therefore an obvious conclusion 
that many aspects of comprehensive planning are not determined by legislation, which 
means that  municipalities’ possibilities to influence development also depend on a number 
of other factors, and on their relation to other actors. This may also be one reason behind the 
gap between legislation’s intentions and practice’s application, in terms of comprehensive 
planning, as outlined in chapter 3.2, and one of the reasons for why municipalities may 
instead work with visions and strategies (see section 9.3.6). 

Furthermore, in chapter 4, I described the way in which values and ideals motivate the 
(formal and informal) decisions made in planning, something which makes planning a 
political activity (Strömgren, 2007; Taylor, 1998; Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 177). However, 
referring to Dannestam (2009: 283) there is a need to ‘re-think’ local politics in the Swedish 
context from “formal decision-making processes of [municipal] governments” to politics 
characterised by governance networks that stretch in different directions. This way of 
regarding politics and decision making suggests a complex web rather than a linear 
(rational) process. This complex web in which local, municipal and regional decision making 
is interwoven, is yet one factor that motivates extending planning into the development 
game. 

 

9.4.2 Designing the strategic comprehensive planning process 
To take charge in the development game requires that strategic comprehensive planning 
processes are designed to manage both the formulation of long-term visions (trajectories) 
and the implementation of concrete goals. I therefore propose to regard comprehensive 
planning as strategic ‘experimentation’ (Hillier, 2008; 2011) within three forms of ‘social 
construction sites for strategy making’ (Healey, 2007: 236) (from now on simplified to 
‘strategy construction site’) - forum-arena-court, a model that I have modified based on 
Healey (1997) and Bryson (2004: 309-316), see chapter 4 and fig. 4.3. 

Forums-arenas-courts have different degrees of structure, different purposes and different 
rules for acting. Different processes take place, hence actors may assume different roles by 
utilising different means to regulate, enable, and trigger development. 

 

9.4.3 Forums and arenas in terms of comprehensive planning  
Forums and arenas concern the building of “social, intellectual and political capital” in planning 
and development (Healey, 1997: 200). The forum is characterised by an open dialogue, 
whereas the arena is the organised meeting place. The arena reflects many of the 
negotiations and (relatively) structured discussions and meetings that take place in 
connection to comprehensive planning, with a base in agendas set in the forum. Unlike the 
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forum, the arena borders the planning game, although processes are not necessarily 
performed within the legal planning system. 

 

With reference to the requirements that may be posed for strategic comprehensive planning 
(see table 9.1), the following section utilises the empirical case data to illustrate success-
factors and potential obstacles to overcome in forums and arenas. 

 

Contextual scan - building and strategically utilising the image of the context 
As seen in section 9.2, the building of a contextual awareness is the base both for strategic 
selectiveness and strategic governance. In the forum, this is a matter of generating a 
contextual awareness by scanning/analysing both the municipality’s own local strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (outside in), and conditions and competition in the 
extended context (inside out). The building of contextual awareness is, however, not only 
about finding a position within the regional web, but also about claiming it. It is therefore 
just as important as building a contextual awareness to convince others of a 
formulated/reformulated mental image of the conditions of the context within which the 
municipality is located. This mental image defines a worldview, and thereby which matters 
are up for discussion, and which possible actions exist. It also serves as a focal point for 
actors to gather power to act. Healey (2007: 235) suggests that the mental image of the 
context is generated through a process of “filtering, framing and generating mobilising force”.  

Based on this mental image of the context, a direction for development is formulated (what 
needs to be done), which includes trajectories (Hillier, 2011) such as ‘attractive city’, 
‘sustainable development’, and ‘citizens’ wellbeing’. The formulation of a direction for 
development is both a matter of deliberately planning visions/trajectories/directions for 
development, which Mintzberg terms ‘strategic visioning’; and of ‘strategic learning’, which 
is the process of gathering emergent patterns into such a direction for development 
(Mintzberg, 2007: 341). As noted by Healey (2007: 229), those actors who are ‘streetwise’ are 
powerful, i.e. those who have “a capacity to ‘read’ emergent potentialities and to create arenas 

Table 9.1 summarises requirements that may be posed for strategic comprehensive planning in forums and 
arenas:  

 Strategic contextual awareness, strategic 
selectiveness 

Strategic governance 

Forum Contextual scan: 
• build a mental image of the context; 
• find/claim a position within the regional 
web; and 

• formulate a direction for development. 
This is a matter of capturing, formulating, and 
communicating meaning. 

Identify parties, form a mandate to begin 
development work. 
 

Arena  • Make strategic choices in order to utilise 
competitive advantages and avoid threats; 

• formulate a target image; and 
• develop and design strategies and generate 
mechanisms for their implementation. 

Form partnerships to implement development 
(strategic alliances). 
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where multiple ‘readings’ encounter each other. The power of spatial strategies for urban areas, once 
articulated, arises from the way they develop new connectivities, give attention to emergent ‘places’ 
and call up new meanings of place qualities”. This illustrates that the building of a mental image 
of the context and formulation of a direction for development is also a matter of strategic 
responsiveness. 

The empirical case data suggests that contextual delimitations and focal points (strategic 
selectiveness) provide a base to gather strengths and to empower the development work 
(enable, trigger). This is supported by theories of discourses which suggest that what is not 
included in the discourse’s identity is always part of defining what is included (see fig. 4.1) 
Healey (1997: 278) argues that “[o]nce a policy discourse has gained attention it carries forward 
with it a distinctive storyline, about what is and should be, about what are seen as good or bad 
arguments and about appropriate modes of arguments and claims for policy attention. It gives 
meaning and significance to issues, problems and actions, and focuses the settings of priorities for 
action”. This means that an important role of the CO is to be carrier of new/revised mental 
images of what direction to head towards and what needs to be done. And also of what 
needs not be done. As noted by Bryson (2004: 313), planning “can be affected dramatically by 
influencing the agenda of what comes up for decision and what does not, thereby becoming a non-
decision”. As described in chapter 4, plans reflect a discourse, but they are also made with the 
intent to convince others about a certain mental image by constituting a story of what will 
become. With reference to the reasoning in 9.2, contextual awareness would benefit from 
being realistic. However, with reference to governance, it is likewise important that the 
mental image is convincing in order to create legitimacy. 

In the arena, the intention is to utilise the image of the context and the identified (agreed) 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and the chosen direction for development 
as a base for planning, by concretising a target image (a future scenario) and by formulating 
strategies for how to get there: what needs to be done, but also how to do it (not in detail). 
When the target image is concretised into tangible goals, strategies, and actions, this opens 
up for measurable results and thereby for showing the power to act. As noted by Albrechts 
(2011: 21), transformation “takes time and dedication and therefore risks losing momentum if there 
are no short-term goals to meet and actions to celebrate” along the way. He continues, “[i]ndeed, 
short-term results can build the credibility needed to sustain efforts over the long haul and help to test 
a vision against concrete conditions”. Nonetheless, the balance between visions and projects 
should still be upheld; Albrechts emphasizes that “we may not maximize short-term results at 
the expense of the future”. Translating into Swedish planning practice, we should be concerned 
if a patchwork of DDPs emerges which seem to lack a connection to a more long-term 
direction for the future. 

Strategic planning in the arena is thereby both a matter of strategic visioning (see above) and 
of ‘strategic venturing’, which is to make emergent patterns into tangible goals (Mintzberg, 
2007: 341). In the arena, this is foremost a matter of gaining legitimacy for a convincing story 
of the future and thereby gaining an agreement to act. In the forum, several mental images of 
the context and several suggestions for a direction for development may exist. In order to 
make one of these into the starting point for the arena, agreements must be made. 
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Umeå municipality, through the seven ECPs, provides an example of how a mental image is 
formulated and utilised. Umeå attempted to alter the image of its direction for future 
development, thereby suggesting a new approach to urban planning (see chapter 5). The 
plans suggest that Umeå should become ‘the Capital of Norrland’, and that this requires that 
growth is generated (the goal of reaching 200,000 inhabitants). However, it is also suggested 
that growth should be in accordance with ‘sustainability principles’, for example by 
proposing “a paradigm shift and transit from car use, to bicycle, walking, and use of public 

transportation”. The plans carry the mental image that that the dense city provides conditions 
for both generating growth (the attractive dense city) and for managing sustainability (the 
sustainable dense city), most importantly by handling the local air quality problem in the 
centre through decreased transportation. This mental image thereby defines the solution to 
both growth and sustainability as densification of the central areas and development along 
public transportation corridors. The fact that this mental image of the context and the overall 
direction for development was generated during the planning of the ECPs suggests an 
iterative relation between forum and arena. 

 

Keeping municipalities’ development within the regional framework 

The discourse of the ‘new reality’ suggests that municipalities need to become competitive in 
a regional context, but also that they should collaborate regionally in order to be competitive 
in a national and global context. In order to keep regional development moving in a desired 
direction, coordination and collaboration between municipalities is therefore required so that 
the trajectories (visions) of municipal and regional levels correspond, and to ensure that 
emergent strategies and short-term projects within municipalities do not cause patterns that 
diverge from the regional direction for development. 

In the pilot project (see chapter 8), ‘regional images’ were introduced as a metaphor for the 
mental image of the regional context. This is both built up by and reflects ‘the municipality in 
the region’ and ‘the region in the municipality’. Regional images bear the potential of 
becoming ‘engines’ in regional development work (Healey, 2007), by constituting the joint 
base (and force) for municipalities’ development. For example, the regional image can be 
utilised as a key for coordination when several municipalities in the same county are starting 
to work with their CPs in parallel, thereby enabling transition from a regional forum to 
several municipal arenas. 

If, on the other hand, the regional image or the roles and responsibilities of each municipality 
are not agreed upon (if there exist several diverging mental images of ‘the region in the 
municipality’), then municipalities may cause development patterns that diverge from the 
regional direction for development. For example, both Norrtälje and Umeå propose more 
and faster development than what the regional development programs outline. However, it 
should be acknowledged that the regional conditions of these two municipalities differ. 
Although respondents in Norrtälje acknowledge that that the surrounding area may not 
necessarily agree that Norrtälje is ‘the Capital of Roslagen’, the municipality’s development 
ambitions may benefit Norrtälje but perhaps do not really harm the surroundings. In Umeå’s 
case it becomes more problematic. The goal of reaching 200,000 inhabitants and the 
attempted position as ‘Capital of Norrland’ were seen by the local politicians and officials  as 
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an “energy injection”, but both neighbours and some of the municipality’s own citizens 
experienced such rapid growth as a threat of draining the surroundings. The Director of 
Umeå’s Planning Department argues that this is in fact the major conflict in terms of Umeå’s 
goal. Of the County of Västerbotten’s 15 municipalities, 14 feel threatened by Umeå, whereas 
Umeå experienced being forced to share. 

 

Strategic governance - Utilising networks as a base for collaboration 

The idea of strategic governance relies on the assumption that initiating change and 
pursuing development processes relies on collaboration between public, private, and civic 
actors at different levels. This in turn requires active participation in various networks in 
forums and arenas, and also necessitates active construction of new networks and 
collaboration which can lead to new encounters between actors - encounters which in turn 
form new opportunities and new strategies. 

Healey et al (2002: 224) suggests a strategic approach to networking: "Build on what is already 
present” (existing networks and values), but also be attentive to emerging opportunities - 
“[f]oster collaboration and learning by encouraging initiatives when they pop up”. Several of the 
collaborations exemplified in chapters 5-8 indicate that this is actually what actors in 
Swedish municipalities tend to do. As seen in section 9.2.3, common concerns are the base for 
collaboration. A governance example from the licentiate thesis that may fit into the category 
of ‘common concerns’ is the well-developed network between political representatives and 
officials within different parts of a municipality’s administration, a network targeted 
towards the overall coordination of the municipality’s planning and development. Examples 
of active network construction in order to handle specific issues presented in the licentiate 
thesis further indicated that networks may bear the potential to be recycled in new contexts. 
This is supported by the examples in this dissertation. For example SKNV (see chapter 7) 
exemplify the way in which collaboration in terms of practical matters (such as library cards, 
or fire and rescue services) can, as the collaboration matures, form a basis for joint 
development work. The six municipalities in the Umeå region also constitute an example of 
how collaboration over the common concern of wind power was later recycled in the work 
with a joint addition to the CP to handle countryside development in shoreline locations (see 
chapter 5). 

In order to strategically utilise networks in order to take charge in the development game, in 
the forum the municipality must identify its own role and, additionally, identify key actors – 
considering both what they might contribute with and what their driving forces may be - 
and with them form the mandate to begin development work, something which Healey 
(1997: 259) refers to as building ‘an agreement to act’. Although the municipality may 
formally have been assigned this mandate through the planning monopoly, in the 
development game, many actors (such as private) act based on factors and rules other than 
formal decisions. 

In arenas, networks take the step towards forming alliances and partnerships intended to 
implement the formulated target image and to agree on strategies. Referring to the licentiate 
thesis, the task of strategically forming alliances may, to some degree, involve teambuilding, 
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i.e. to generate a group with common values and goals that can reach an agreement and that 
can generate the mobilising force necessary to implement development (Bergström, 2006: 
138). It is therefore noteworthy that the workshops and study trip within the pilot project 
(see chapter 8) aimed not only to constitute a venture for competence, but also to create 
common references. 

 

9.4.4 Court: From comprehensive planning to implementation 
Whereas forums and arenas concern the building of ‘social, intellectual and political capital’, 
court concerns the legal decision-making process of the Planning and Building Act where the 
CP is processed and adopted (or rejected) and where any remaining conflicts are managed 
(Healey, 1997: 260; Bryson, 2004: 314). This means that court takes place within the planning 
game. Through the legal process, at court the CP legally gains the formal status of being a 
node in development processes. It constitutes the minutes for what has been - the concrete 
result of processes in forums and arenas; and constitutes the agreed base for future action - 
an umbrella for what will become. Nonetheless, merely gaining the formal status of being a 
node does not assure implementation, and an important purpose of the court is to make 
decisions to implement the CP’s strategies and to connect them with implementation 
mechanisms (transfer and translate). This means that without court, the implementation of 
even a well-intended, well-selected, and well-governed (legitimised) planning process may 
easily be lost. 

Another purpose of court is to assure democracy in a governance situation. The court is the 
hard infrastructure of planning that secures that those that have not had (sufficient) influence 
in the forum-arena (due to unequal power relations) are given the possibility to speak up 
(Healey, 1997: 295; 313. See further chapter 4.2.2). Although this is not at focus in this 
dissertation, it should be noted that the PBL-committee suggested that municipalities should 
be provided with more freedom to decide when and how to carry through the consultation 
stage of a comprehensive planning process. It was suggested that it might not be necessary to 
present a draft plan proposal, but that the important task would be to generate a public 
debate at an early stage of planning. However, the State did not approve of this suggestion, 
fearing that it could be interpreted as reduced requirements for consultation. Instead it was 
highlighted that municipalities could very well work with alternative ways to generate 
discussion, in parallel to the formal process. It was also emphasised that the planning 
process should be performed in a manner that would assure the possibility for weaker 
groups to exert influence (Prop. 2009/10: 170, p. 179-181). 

 

Table 9.2 summarises requirements that may be posed to strategic comprehensive planning at court: 

 Strategic selectiveness (based on strategic 
context awareness) 

Strategic governance 

Court • Select and act: Strategically ‘program’ 
intended strategies into realised ones, and 
strategically translate emergent patterns 
into tangible goals and projects (Mintzberg, 
2007: 341). 

• Connect to implementation mechanisms. 

To legitimise the CP as a node in development 
processes, guiding future actions. 
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With reference to the requirements that may be posed at court (table 9.2), in strategically 
translating intentions, visions, and goals into implementation, the following section utilises 
the empirical case data to illustrate both success factors and the potential obstacles to be 
overcome. 

 

Implementation mechanisms 

Court is the last chance to assure that short-term projects (planned as well as emergent) are 
aligned with the intended direction for development. The CP’s function as a guiding 
principle therbey comes to be tested at court. In order for intentions expressed in the CP to 
become actions, one role of court is therefore to connect those intentions to implementation 
mechanisms, a process which may thereby be referred to as the final stage of strategic 
selectiveness. The empirical case data illustrates several such examples. For instance, 
Norrtälje’s development plan was connected to the municipality’s budget through an 
‘implementation strategy’. 

An obvious implementation tool in the Swedish planning system is the DDP. Several of the 
CPs/ECPs studied within the frames of this dissertation utilise this planning tool 
strategically by outlining a need to keep a ‘plan stock’ (Sw: planberedskap) and thereby 
preparedness for construction, in order to establish a basis for the CP’s/ECP’s 
implementation. For example, Umeå’s FFU states that the municipality should keep a plan 
stock for dwellings, business and commerce, that corresponds to two years of construction in 
central areas of the municipality. In Norrtälje, the Director of the Planning Department 
expects (hopes?) that the high plan stock of municipal land may serve the strategic purpose 
of enabling development by offering developers a chance “dig into” it. To some degree, both 
ECPs and planning programs may be termed plan stock by preparing for coming DDPs, 
thereby making possible, for example, the application of a simple planning procedure (see 
appendix A). 

Other examples of implementation mechanisms that illustrate strategic selectiveness are the 
guidelines for how to handle different matters, and in some cases also “to-do lists”, included 
in Umeå’s plans. Umeå’s program for housing construction and housing rehabilitation (Sw: 
bostadsförsörjningsprogram) and Norrtälje’s property development program, which defines 
when and where the municipality intends new development to occur, may also in some 
respects be referred to as to-do lists. 

Although keeping a plan stock, or making a program for housing construction and housing 
rehabilitation may constitute implementation mechanisms, the fact that development today 
often takes place within existing built environments means that it is often the market’s actors 
that determine both where and when development will occur. The fact that there is a plan 
does not guarantee that construction will take place. This is acknowledged in Umeå’s plans, 
which suggest that this brings about a need for “an active land use policy [Sw: markpolitik] and 
collaboration with developers [in order to] assure that detailed development planning is performed in 
harmony with the market’s demand, and municipal and other public investments”. Although land 
use policy may rather take place in forums and arenas, it is at court that strategic alliances 
are locked down through formal decisions. For example, in the planning of Umeå’s ECP for 
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the university and hospital area, the agreement between three important actors to together 
run the plan work and finance important first-stage investments provided incentives for 
planning. Besides land use policy, Umeå also suggests that the municipality may need to 
acquire land in order to steer development in accordance with FFU, land which - after 
infrastructure has been developed - may be sold to “the one that is willing to implement the land 
use defined in the plan”. From this, a parallel can be drawn to the development of steering 
tools outside of planning legislation over the 1900s (see section 3.1.2). 

Moreover, it is at court that the municipality must handle obstructions that pose a risk to the 
implementation of the direction for development of a project. For example, one of the 
licentiate examples (the Linköping biogas bus garage, see appendix B) illustrated the way in 
which a potential obstruction at court (the final permit to put the garage into use) influenced 
how actors acted in the arena. The fear of running into problems in a late stage of a project 
where the time schedule was tight meant that investigations were made in advance and that 
expertise and opinions were sought informally. This means that although court takes place in 
the planning game, it in fact influences the development game. This possibility to influence 
the arena through threats of obstruction at court is important to acknowledge, as if some 
actors do not agree with the decisions made in the forum and arena, they may threaten to 
alter the process. For example, respondents in both Norrtälje and in Umeå indicated that 
there had been clashes between planners and traffic planners in terms of what they perceive 
as a new paradigm to handling the car in line with the conditions of the town. Although the 
planners may have managed to pursue their mental image of reality in the plan, conflicts 
may very well emerge in later stages if traffic planners attempt obstruction principles. 
Similarly, both developers and the public may utilise obstruction principles through threats 
of delaying a project by appealing a plan, or by threatening to choose another municipality 
for the establishment of business. For example, Örkelljunga’s CP rests on an idea of 
strengthening the municipality’s spine (see chapter 7). However, the town architect remained 
sceptical as to whether or not the politicians would in fact decline developers’ initiatives that 
are not in accordance with the intentions of the plan. Although the power of obstruction may 
to some degree be handled in the forum and arena through the generation of legitimacy for 
the plan as a guiding principle for future action, at court the municipality may still need to 
practice different implementation tools. 

With reference to the criteria of the design of a strategic document in 9.3, it could be assumed 
that the transfer and translation of intentions is facilitated by the existence of a 
comprehensible and action-oriented document that may be utilised as a ground for strategic 
governance. 

 

9.4.5 Zooming in and out throughout forums-arenas-courts 
The potential of the theoretical construction forum-arena-court is that it illustrates that 
comprehensive planning is not linear, but rather a matter of ‘messy processes’ (Healey, 2007: 
182) between different forms of strategic construction sites in the complex governance web of 
the development game. Decision making is both short-term and long-term, tangible and 
abstract, detailed and coarse, narrow and broad, local-municipal-regional etc., and it is both 
formal and informal, visible and invisible, spontaneous and organised.  
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In order to fulfil their tasks connected to social, environmental and economical sustainability, 
municipalities must plan in a visionary manner, must plan long-term, and they must cover a 
range of factors besides physical aspects. However, merely planning in a manner that is 
visionary and broad cannot be categorised as ‘strategic’ - ‘strategic planning’ is always 
focused on implementation. Furthermore, municipalities must work with tangible projects, 
both to handle emerging issues and to demonstrate their political power to act. Although this 
indeed means focusing on implementation, merely planning for projects does not constitute 
‘strategic planning’, as it lacks the possibilities for coordination necessary to keep 
development in line with a desirable and sustainable direction for the future.  

With reference to theory and to the empirical case data presented previously, I argue that 
strategic planning provides the link between visions and results. Projects are the concrete 
result of something being done, whereas visions constitute a direction for development, or a 
‘navigational context’ (Hillier, 2011). A strategic approach to comprehensive planning would 
thereby zoom in and out between forums-arenas-courts. Zooming in and out between goals-
intentions-ambitions-visions-anticipations is critical if visions are to be concretised through 
projects which are specific, tangible, contextually appropriate, and in accordance with a set 
timeframe and budget. This means that it is a long-term undertaking to take part in strategic 
processes within the development game. Referring to Mintzberg’s image (see fig 4.2; See also 
van der Heijden, 1996: 24), it is only in retrospect that we know whether or not processes 
have in fact been strategic. 

Therefore, with reference to the piece of strategic planning theory outlined in chapter 4 (see 
references in chapter 4), strategic comprehensive planning includes elements of both 
‘proactive planning’ - which means to actively meet and take part in development, and 
‘reactive planning’ - which means to be flexible by adjusting and responding to development 
in order to cope with complexity, uncertainty, and emergence. Both preventive and reactive, 
strategic comprehensive planning is regarded as an activity that can create conditions for 
something to take place – to enable, but also to trigger development. For example, Umeå has 
attempted to trigger development by mapping flows on maps in order to visualise spots that 
may be suitable for the location of certain activities. Other examples from Umeå is that 
development areas are identified in the ECP for the Coast, that strengths such as the ten sea 
baths within a distance of 10 kilometres are highlighted, and that the public’s access to in-
shore locations along the coast are developed (see table in chapter 5). Furthermore, both 
preventive and reactive planning include regulation in order to keep development on track 
and prevent unwanted events and threats, which need to be acted upon in court. The ability 
of municipalities to regulate and steer strategies through restricting and constraining 
development is an important measure in order to develop in accordance with the desired 
direction for development. This element becomes particularly important since contemporary 
urban development tends to be more about transforming existing urban fabric than building 
new. For this reason, Umeå’s ECP for the Coast intends to highlight long-term sustainable 
possibilities to develop housing, business operations and out-door life along the coast, while 
preserving nature and cultural values. One example of this is the appointment of a specific 
area in which attractive shoreline housing can be developed collectedly, thereby enabling 
development within one area that may be supported by public transportation, infrastructure, 
and services, while regulating that it does not take place elsewhere. 
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When failing to keep a relation between forums-arenas-courts... 
The fact that, as seen above, planning and development are long-term undertakings, may 
however complicate matters when zooming in and out between forums-arenas-courts. For 
example, the regeneration of Norrtälje’s harbour has been discussed for decades. In the early 
twenty-first century, a number of activities – such as a charette – were held (in the arena) 
which were thereafter translated both into the development plan for the town, into a 
property development program, and into a planning program for the harbour. However, for 
a long period of time and for a number of different reasons, nothing happened. This gap in 
time has made the harbour development process difficult to steer, argues a respondent. She 
says that what now happens unfortunately differs from the suggestions in the charette. 
“Lately […] the municipal commissioner negotiates directly with the developers”. This indicates that 
the gap in time made it difficult to maintain a relation between arena and court, and that as a 
result, the outcome was not what had been agreed in the charette. The respondent argues 
that the harbour development is today rather in accordance with the intentions of the 
municipal commissioner, than in accordance with what was formulated in the formal 
documents that followed the charette. This has in turn caused some public resistance 
towards the proposal. It seems that the legitimacy generated for the regeneration of the arena 
through activities such as the charette and the development plan thereby disappeared. 

 

9.5 What might be a strategic role of the planner in the development game? 
From the discussion of the design of strategic comprehensive planning processes set out in 
section 9.4, it is apparent that there is a need for the municipality to find a suitable role for 
active involvement in the development game. Ways must be found to manage visions and 
goals that the CP touches upon but over which the municipality’s degree of influence is low 
and where obstacles may lie ahead. A respondent from Norrtälje referred to how “you can 
show the way, and you can take own initiatives for such matters that are in the hands of the 
municipality. But then, so many things happen on someone else’s initiative, and then it is necessary to 
have a strategy to handle that”.  When I reflect on one potentially active role in development 
below, I focus on the ‘planner’. 

 

9.5.1 The planner ‘orchestrating’ development 
With reference to communicative theories, the planner is often referred to as “a kind of 
‘facilitator’, drawing in other people’s views and skills to the business of making planning judgments” 
(Taylor, 1998: 158). As seen in section 4.1, the communicative approach to planning has 
influenced Swedish planning legislation and practice. Previous studies show that Swedish 
planning practice is comfortable with describing the planner in the role of a coordinator with 
a holistic responsibility (Håkansson, 2005: 154, Bergström, 2006). For example, all planners 
interviewed in the licentiate thesis seemed to interpret that they are to collect information 
and opinions from various fields of knowledge and from different interests, and they are to 
balance this information into a plan (although some also highlighted that this should be done 
within the acting frames set). Similarly, Nilsson (2003: 210) argues that “during the 1990s, 
[planners] have changed from being overall sector experts to being co-coordinators of planning 
processes” (Nilsson, 2003: 210). She highlights that these processes include a range of actors 
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and stakeholders with different interests and competences, and also that this makes planning 
complex (Nilsson, 2003: 190).  

However, the theoretical and empirical references to strategic elements in this dissertation 
indicate that it does not suffice to attain the role of coordinator if the municipality is to assure 
that development follows the intended direction for development. I therefore suggest that 
the planner takes on the role to ‘orchestrate’ development (Healey, 2007: 177) within a 
governance context.95 This role still includes a holistic responsibility, but means taking an 
active role to influence - and even take charge in - the development game. Supporting my 
suggestion is Suneson’s96 proposal that public authorities need to find a new role as ‘smart 
agents for the common’.  Without an active role, the planner risks being left in the role of a 
passive administrator97, producing land-use regulation documents as a service to 
developers. 

In Umeå’s ECP for the Central City the need for the municipality to find a suitable role in a 
governance context is acknowledged for the development of the city. “Each actor has its own 
specific interest in when, where and how the city is built, but there are also a number of aspects of 
good urban development that require consensus. Those representing the public in urban development 
processes must have a joint approach to both visions and goals, and to the concrete matters that are 
topical in each planning assignment. The quality of urban development is favoured by the 
collaboration between property owners and developers in the project start from a clear image of what 
interests are specific and values that can be considered to be common”. To achieve this, it does not 
suffice to coordinate. The municipality as an ‘agent for the common’ must find a way to 
actively orchestrate. 

My proposal that planners attain the role of orchestrator in fact visualises a manipulative 
element of planning. The planner needs to identify key implementation actors and the 
forums and arenas in which they operate. Thereby, the planner acts strategically by outlining 
patterns, trends, and the interests of these actors in order to find possibilities for influence; 
and then uses this holistic view in order to act tactically in negotiations with specific actors in 
arenas and courts. To act strategically and tactically in forums-arenas-courts is a matter of 
knowing what to do, how to do it, and with whom to do it, but also a matter of knowing 
when it is appropriate to do what - a matter of timing. As noted by Mintzberg (2007: 377), 
“[t]o manage strategy […] is not so much to promote change as to know when to do so”. 

                                                             

95 It should be noted that although Healey does not make a large matter of this term, I have done so as I believe 
that it well corresponds with the points I want to make in this section. 
96 Torbjörn Suneson from the Swedish Transport Administration referred to this role of the planner at a lecture in 
a course in process management at KTH (May 2011). 
97 This, in my opinion, spot-on term was invented by my students in Planeringsteori grundkurs autumn 2010 in 
connection to a case study of theirs. The role of the municipal planner as administrator was also noted in my 
licentiate thesis. One planner for example argued that working with a plan is often about compromises, and that 
it is not always easy to regard the public’s interests when there is a political agenda. In errands referred to by 
respondents as ‘political order errands’ (Sw: politiska bestälningsjobb), local political agendas are probably 
experienced as restrictions to the planners’ acting-frames. The planner is given a role of administrator rather than 
someone that evaluates from different perspectives in the way that planners are trained to do, and in the way that 
they want to perform their job (Bergström, 2006: 122, 162). Also Nilsson (2003: 245) refer to this administrative 
(technical) role of planners; to handle the plan according to the legal requirements in order to legitimacy decisions 
that have already been taken. 
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With inspiration from Cars and Rader-Olsson, one example of tactic acting in the arena is 
that the planner arranges a trading chain based on parcel solutions (Sw: paketlösningar) 
within a network of actors by formulating a way to work with development in which the 
actors involved will not have to make sacrifices unless there is also something to gain (Cars 
& Rader-Olsson, 2009). As a trading chain is unlikely to take place automatically, the role of 
the planner is as an intermediary, or even “bookie” (Sw: vadhållningsombud). Such work may 
also be facilitated by the use of the ‘power of initiative’, which provides an advantage by 
being better prepared than the other actors as well as the advantage of possibilities for acting 
tactically, i.e.  to think out several possible ways to act depending on the counter-act of other 
actors (Cars & Thune Hedström, 2006: 165). This also illustrates that the role as orchestrator 
includes a managing aspect (Sw: processledare). This corresponds with Håkansson’s (2005: 
155, own translation) suggestion that the role of the planner has “developed from plan author to 
process leader. This means that they to a high degree set the agenda, and take initiatives to how the 
planning process is formed”.  

 

9.5.2 The storyteller 
The mental image of reality, of what needs to be done and of how to do it, serves as a story 
which may be utilised when orchestrating development in a desired direction. Bryson (2004: 
310) encourages to “seize the opportunities to be interpreters and direction givers in areas of 
uncertainty and difficulty”. This means that the work of the storytellers begins in forum. On 
the forum, the planner may thereby require the use of her “persuasive and seductive 
qualities“ (Healey, 2007: 24) to validate the own mental image amongst other actors, 
interests and discourses in planning, whose operation may not necessarily be tied to 
planning legislation. The intention is to make the mental image into a carrier of values and a 
base for discussions, negotiations, and the successive formation of agreements and strategic 
alliances with other actors in the arena. If the planner manages to materialise their own 
mental image into a plan, and also manages to gain legitimacy for this plan, its interpretation 
is reinterpreted and reproduced by becoming a starting point for implementation. And as 
noted by Dannestam (2009: 40, own translation), “[t]here lies a significant power in being able to 
formulate the desired direction for politics in a town, but also in developing and exposing the frames of 
reference that make certain political strategies appear as the only possible acting alternative”. 

 

9.5.3 The internal manager 
The managing aspect of the planner’s role as ‘orchestrator’ includes the task of making other 
parts of the municipality’s administration take on and perform their roles in development. 
This is a matter of strengthening the municipality’s authority as a united actor able to move 
forward (in one direction), towards other actors involved in development, a role which 
primarily operates in arena and court. The municipality consists of different administrations 
and political boards that together have the mission to implement the municipality’s many 
tasks and visions. The licentiate thesis focused on how three sections of the municipal 
administration worked in detailed development planning (see appendix B), thereby together 
fulfilling the municipality’s task of providing robust, safe, and well-functioning 
environments. The consensus tradition in planning has the effect that there is an assumption 
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that the best solution is achieved first when it is based on several perspectives (Strömgren, 
2007). In this sense, the municipality’s different functions are, in planning, intended to 
complement each other in order to improve the result (both plan and built environment). 
This strengthens the idea of ‘planning’ as a multidimensional and multi-sector term. 
Similarly, a respondent from Norrtälje argued that in order to succeed in planning ”you need 
a group of people along that are not just physical planners”, but also people that are interested in 
the business world, in culture, in nature, and in development in general. 

However, the licentiate thesis showed that it can be difficult for other parts of the 
municipality’s administration to find suitable roles to effectively contribute their knowledge 
and competence in planning. How they relate to their task and to other actors in planning, is 
discursively influenced by values, traditions, and professional roles. It is also evident that 
different parts of the municipality’s administration use different professional terms when 
attempting to communicate information and knowledge in a planning process. Although this 
is to be expected, it constitutes a potential obstacle to their influence on planning. 
Furthermore, the licentiate thesis indicated that the fact that acting and time frames are set 
before the (formal) planning process influences the planners’ (who have the responsibility of 
taking the work with the plan forward) willingness and ability to include new factors and 
perspectives in the plan. Planners may consider that those who do not understand (or 
conform to) preset conditions, for example by requesting further investigations in a project in 
which the time schedule is tight, are time-consuming and difficult – that they are ‘no-sayers’. 
(Bergström, 2006: 151) 

 

9.5.4 The manager of public interests 
It is the planner’s responsibility to provide those concerned by the plan the possibility for 
insight and influence. Planning legislation stresses the need to secure the (multiple) public’s 
voice in planning. To some degree this is handled at court by building in a democratic ‘safety 
net’ by encouraging people to get involved and to empower them sufficiently to require 
involvement (Healey, 1997: 295). 

However, with reference to the need to gain legitimacy for a direction for development, the 
involvement of the public in planning and development is also a matter of assuring that a 
sufficient amount of people are in favour of the direction for development that the 
municipality pursues. As argued by Healey (2007: 25) “if sufficient actors buy into the [mental 
image] and the discourses it generates, then [it] accumulates the power to flow from the institutional 
site of its formation to other arenas and practices and to generate consequences in turn”. For this 
reason, respondents refer to how it does not work if planners plan in the privacy of the own 
office, it is necessary to involve the public. Several different examples of how to do this is 
mentioned in chapters 5 and 6, such as the participation in Rotary meetings, the posters 
posted around the lake Nydala in Umeå, and the Umeå glass house. Furthermore, the use of 
media to debate important matters in planning, and the use of 3D-visualisations are 
mentioned as other means to make planning more accessible to the public. Such work takes 
place, foremost, in arena, but may also lean into forum. 
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9.6 In what way have I contributed to knowledge? 
My contribution to knowledge and to the field of research through this dissertation is that by 
constructing a piece of strategic planning theory and by utilising this for understanding the 
empirical case data that I have gathered, I have visualised the use of strategic elements and 
approaches in Swedish municipalities’ planning and development. I have visualised 
practice’s application of strategic contextual awareness, strategic selectiveness, strategic 
responsiveness, and strategic governance. Furthermore, I have illustrated how these 
elements function throughout the messy processes that together form Swedish 
municipalities’ comprehensive planning, in the forums-arenas-courts of the development 
game. 

By doing so, I have in this chapter confirmed the assertion of this dissertation. 
Comprehensive planning could indeed be developed based on a strategic perspective, and 
this could in turn provide municipalities with a possibility for an active role in development 
within the conditions of the ‘new reality’ discourse. For this reason I have ’mapped’ (Hillier, 
2011: 513) a future strategic role of the CP, which may serve the municipality’s work to 
manage a number of (at the same time interlinked and sometimes contradictory) tasks 
connected to local, regional, national, and global, social, environmental and economic 
sustainability. I have suggested that such a planning instrument may serve as a base for the 
municipality to strategically experiment within the development game, zooming in and out 
between forums-arenas-courts, between visions and actions, intentions and implementation. 
However, the empirical case data indicates that in order for the CP to handle both long-term 
undertakings and emergence, the planning instruments offered by legislation may require 
adjustments. Although the legislator’s intentions in terms of the CP may very well offer the 
potential for it to be used as a strategic planning instrument - and did so also before the 2011 
revisions - the picture of comprehensive planning practice painted in chapter 3.2 illustrates 
that it is not always utilised as such. For this reason I argue that it is not likely that the CP 
will function in practice as strategic nodes in the development game simply due to recent 
revisions in legislation that aim to strengthen the strategic role of the CP. My argument is 
supported by the historically endless gaps between legislation and practice. Practice finds 
ways to handle the conditions and problems it faces in ways that it sees fit. Whereas some 
municipalities take advantage of the possibilities offered by legislation, others do nothing. 
Another motive for my argument is that the effects of legislation may be restricted to the 
planning game. 

I therefore end this dissertation by encouraging municipalities to elaborate upon and 
develop the CP in order to handle the challenges that they see for the future. Perhaps the 
examples of this dissertation (chapters 5-8) may serve as inspiration. The detections, 
reflections, and suggestions which I have presented throughout this chapter are based on 
empirical examples, and each is therefore context dependent. Nonetheless, I believe that the 
strategic mechanisms are indeed possible to pick out and use in new contexts, by adjusting 
them to the new context and purpose. 
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9.6.1 A call for development of praxis 
In order to develop the CP based on a strategic perspective I call for the development of 
praxis. As exemplified in this dissertation, several Swedish municipalities are already 
including strategic elements and approaches in their comprehensive planning. However, 
these are the result of their own initiatives to “planning beyond the Planning and Building 
Act”98, meaning that these municipalities do not restrict themselves to merely what 
legislation requires but also take opportunities from what planning legislation offers. As seen 
in section 9.2, such initiatives are often the result of experiences of being exposed to 
something wanted/unwanted, which planning aims to manage. They are the results of 
voluntary initiatives rather than legislative requirements. To support the wider spread of 
such voluntary initiatives may therefore require emphasising the potential of the CP to 
serve strategic purposes, something which today may not be apparent to many smaller 
municipalities (see section 3.2). 

In Boverket’s planning reviews, both a lack of expertise and a lack of resources are brought 
up as threats to comprehensive planning. A relevant question is therefore whether 
municipalities (in general) will have the necessary time, resources, competence, and interest 
to prioritise the development of strategic approaches in their work? The recently-revised 
legislation will probably increase the strain on municipalities’ workload, due to both a need 
for further education on how to interpret and work within the new legislation, and to the 
new efficiency mechanisms in detailed development planning. To meet new development 
(growth) through rapid decisions that respond to emergence, while still keeping 
development following the formulated direction for development, municipalities may 
therefore require help derived not only from legislation, but also from their own and other 
actors’ knowledge. It may therefore be time to begin the discussion of what praxis Boverket 
will pursue in terms of the emphasised strategic role of the CP? What praxis will the regional 
level pursue? And what praxis will municipalities pursue? 

My suggestion is therefore that regional authorities could trigger comprehensive planning 
by providing ‘regional images’, which both constitute a base for contextual awareness and 
suggest a direction for development (see section 9.4.3). Regional authorities could also, as 
could State authorities, provide knowledge in terms of overview and guidance, as well as 
reflective knowledge. With reference to the need for CPs to serve a strategic purpose, 
recently revised legislation’s requirement that the County Administrative Boards be 
responsible for assuring the topicality assessment of CPs, may thereby probably function 
best in those municipalities where the provision of up-to-date planning data may trigger 
some form of “existing spark”. 

Furthermore, the discussions in the pilot project (see chapter 8) indicate that participants 
consider it to be important that “some” regional actor has/takes a leading role in the regional 
development work and coordinates municipalities as well as public and private actors on 
different levels. However, it seems to be less important who this actor is. The fact that there 
are several public actors on the regional level complicates the matter. The County 
Administrative Board, the County Council (Sw: landstinget) or the Region, and collaboration 

                                                             

98 Own translation of Lundström’s (2010) Swedish term “PBL +”. 
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bodies (Sw: samverkansorgan) (kommunförbund, regionförbund) together balance the 
responsibility of leading regional development.  

My suggestion is furthermore that municipalities could contribute, for example, through the 
‘power of examples’. Municipalities can also contribute by identifying each other’s strengths 
or specialisations that together form an attractive region. Municipalities’ sizes, and 
demographic and administrative conditions (such as politics, resources, and competence) 
may differ within the region, which in turn affects the role that the municipality takes in 
regional development. The formation of networks in connection to specific issues may 
thereby generate economic and competence synergies from collaboration. Participants in the 
study trip (see chapter 8) who had been inspired by the role Helsingborg has taken in the 
collaboration SKNV (see section 7.3) also suggested that the responsibility of larger 
municipalities may be to take on the role of “large and kind engines” in development work.   

Furthermore, I believe that the research community can assist by contributing and 
developing reflective knowledge, especially through the participatory/action research that 
stages planning events, thereby bringing both reflective and applied knowledge into 
research and into practice. For example, the project Regional images and comprehensive planning 
was one of the eight pilot projects that Boverket initiated as the result of the revised 
legislation, which a senior researcher and I participated in (see chapter 8). This project could 
be considered to be reflective, through transfer of knowledge; but could also be considered to 
be active, through the construction of networks as practitioners met and (hopefully) started 
up processes in the own municipalities and counties. For this reason, I believe action research 
to be the obvious step to take in further research within the topic pursued in this dissertation. 
This would mean to actively test the operational potential of forum-arena-court in ongoing 
practical planning events. I propose this as I believe that such work could indeed provide an 
important contribution to the development of Swedish planning practice. 
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APPENDIX A: THE LEGAL PLANNING SYSTEM 
 

The case study investigates Swedish planning practice and takes the comprehensive plan as 
its main theme. This appendix provides a short description of the CP and the process of 
formulating a CP as outlined in legislation, with the intention of setting the context for the 
case study for those who may not be familiar with the Swedish planning system. Whereas 
this section constitutes a factual outline, the nuances of the CP appear when, in the case 
study, it is placed within its practical context. The case study focuses on how the CP is used 
in planning practice, hence how legislation is applied in practice. The case study also 
demonstrates expectations relating to the future performance of the CP, following recent 
revisions to the planning legislation. 

Legislation (SFS 2010: 900 2 ch 2§, own translation) states that the intention of municipal 
planning is to: “with consideration to natural and cultural values, environmental and climate 
aspects, and inter-municipal and regional conditions, promote 1) a purposeful structure and an 
aesthetically appealing design for the built environment, green areas and transportation routes; 2)  a 
good living environment from a social point of view that is accessible and usable for all groups of 
society; 3) a long-term good economization of land, water, energy and raw materials, as well as good 
environmental conditions in general, and 4) a good economic growth and effective competition”.99 The 
Planning and Building Act (SFS 1987:10; SFS 2010:900) regulates a number of different plans 
operating at different levels. At the municipal level, which holds the most legal authority 
within the Swedish planning system, the central plans are the comprehensive plan (CP), the 
detailed development plan (DDP), and area regulations. The Planning and Building Act 
allows building permits to be issued based on these different plans, but also connects to 
permits controlled by other related legislation such as the Environmental Code (Sw: 
miljöbalken) (SFS 1998:808), which regulates the economizing of land and water. The relations 
between these planning tools are summarised in fig. A.1. 

                                                             

99 This quotation is taken from the recently revised legislation, but the principles are the same in the 1987 
legislation. However, whereas previous legislation stressed economizing of land and water and environmental 
quality norms, the revision include writings on climate aspects. Furthermore, the consideration of inter-municipal 
and regional matters and the emphasis on growth and competition are new when compared to the 1987 Act. 
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A.1 The comprehensive plan 
The mandatory CP holds a key position in planning legislation (Boverket, 1992: 9). Every 
municipality should have one. Legislation assumes that the CP outlines the municipality’s 
standpoints regarding its long-term development: “The comprehensive plan shall state the 
direction for the long-term development of the physical environment. The plan shall provide guidance 
for decisions of how land- and water areas shall be used and for how the built environment shall be 
used, developed and preserved” (SFS 2010: 900, 3 ch 2§, own translation). Hence, it is the 
municipality’s intentions in terms of development that should be presented in the CP. 
Furthermore, the CP should indicate how the municipality will consider national interests 
and environmental quality norms. After the recently adopted revision, the inter-municipal 
and regional goals that are relevant for long-term sustainable development should also be 
indicated. Hence, different (sometimes incompatible) public interests connected to both the 
Planning and Building Act and to the Environmental Code (for example infrastructure, 
recreation, built environment, nature- and cultural values, risk and safety etc.) should be 
presented and balanced in the CP. Besides presenting the intentions of the municipality in 
terms of development, the CP should also present a discussion of the consequences of 
development in accordance with the plan (SFS 2010: 900, 3 ch; Boverket, 1996: 91). 

The National Board of Housing Building and Planning (Boverket) argues that the CP 
primarily fulfils three functions for the municipality (Boverket, 1996: 10): 
• To be a vision for the municipality’s development. 
• To make “everyday decisions” more effectively. The CP is assumed to support this in 
two ways. Firstly, it offers a system perspective through its comprehensive structure. 

Addition to the CP
Comprehensive Plan consultation���� exhibition
consultation����exhibition ���� admittance���� legal authority
���� admittance���� legal authority

Elaboration of the CP 
consultation���� exhibition
���� admittance���� legal authority

(Planning Program)
consultation

Detailed Development Plan
consultation����annoncement����admittance����

assessment���� legal force

Building Permit
assessment���� legal authority

 

Figure A.1: The planning chain according to the Planning and Building Act 
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Secondly, it offers a place to comprehensively collect and present directions and 
standpoints for the future, thereby intending to facilitate the land use decisions that 
follow, as well as coordination and communication with surrounding municipalities and 
other authorities. 

• To function as an “instrument for the dialogue between the State [through the County 
Administrative Board] and the municipality in terms of the content and delimitation of the 
public (national) interest ” (own translation). For this reason, the CP should indicate how 
the municipality will consider national, regional, and inter-municipal interests and 
environmental quality norms (SFS 2010:900, 3 ch 5§). 

The relevance of these functions is connected the assumption within the legislation that the 
CP be kept up-to-date, which means that the Municipal Council should assess its topicality 
at least every term of office. If assessed to be out-of-date, the plan should be revised, or a 
new plan made. With the revised legislation in 2011, the County Administrative Board 
gained the responsibility for keeping CPs up-to-date, through the requirement to, every term 
of office, “present standpoints on such matters of state and inter-municipal interests that could be of 
importance for the topicality of the comprehensive plan” (SFS 2010: 900 3 ch 27-28 §§, own 
translation). Previously, this had been the sole responsibility of the municipality. 

The municipal CP (which embraces the entire area of the municipality and is generally 
referred to as ‘the CP’”) (Sw: kommuntäckande översiktsplan), can be further developed and 
specified through elaborations of the CP (Sw: fördjupning av översiktsplanen) (ECPs) which 
provide the possibility to work in greater detail with standpoints concerning a restricted 
spatial area of the municipality; and through additions to the CP (Sw: tillägg till 
översiktsplanen) (ACPs) which relate to the whole municipality and make it possible to 
address specific issues that have not been sufficiently handled in the CP. (SFS 1987:10, ch. 1, 
4; 2009: 530, ch. 4; 2010: 900; Boverket, 2008c) 

Although not legally binding, the CP should guide future land use decisions. As seen in fig 
A.1, the CP is assumed to influence planning at the local level, through ECPs, ACPs, DDPs, 
and various permits and assessments connected to planning and environmental legislation. 
The CP can also be assumed to influence other municipalities’ CPs, as well as planning and 
development on higher hierarchical levels, such as regional development programs or 
infrastructure investments. The case study broadens the interpretation of possible effects 
from the CP to include processes and encounters – formal and informal – outside of what is 
traditionally referred to as ‘planning’. 

 

A.2 The comprehensive planning process100 
According to the Planning and Building Act (SFS 2010: 900, 1 ch 4§), ‘the making of a plan’101 
is the process of producing a CP (or DDP etc.). This plan production is performed through a 

                                                             

100 The description of the planning process is based on Boverket (1996: 43-44; 131-152; SFS, 1987: 10, 4 ch; SFS 2010: 
900, 3 ch). 
101 The Planning and Building Act (1ch 4§, own translation) defines ‘the making of a plan’ (Sw: planläggning) as 
the “work to produce a regional plan, a comprehensive plan, a detailed development plan or area regulations”. 
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planning and decision-making process regulated by the Planning and Building Act, and has 
two main aims: to assess the suitability of proposed land use and strike a balance between 
different interests; and to make the development of society a democratic process. The latter 
means that those affected by the plan (such as the citizens) have a possibility for insight into 
and influence upon the planning process (hence the development of society), but also that 
they can contribute with knowledge and thereby improve the quality of the plan. Boverket 
(1996: 131) stresses that “the intention is that the plan-work shall be performed with openness and 
transparency and that the public’s influence shall be strong. The motives for this is that the ground for 
decision making is better, that the decisions gain necessary anchoring and that it is an obvious right to 
influence one’s own surrounding area”. 

Legislation assumes that the municipality holds the (formal) initiative to, and performs, 
planning. The responsibility is divided between the planning officials who perform the work 
with the plan and provide stakeholders with the possibility for influence; and politicians, 
whose role it is to make the decisions to take the plan from one stage in the planning process 
to the next.  

Once a proposal for a CP has been produced, the politicians decide that the plan can be 
referred for consultation (Sw: samråd), with the intention to provide everyone that is affected 
by the plan a chance to gain information and insight, and to influence, the planning process. 
The intention is also that the municipality can gain information and standpoints that can 
improve the plan. Furthermore, during the consultation, the dialogue between municipality 
and the State – through the County Administrative Board - is visualised and formalised. 
During consultation, the County Administrative Board provide advice and planning data 
(Sw: planeringsunderlag) with regard to public interests; guard national interests connected to 
the Environmental Code; guard the public’s health and safety; and coordinate inter-
municipal interests. 

Besides the County Administrative Board, authorities such as regional authorities and other 
concerned municipalities should also be consulted, as should private actors, associations, 
and individuals with relevant interest in the plan. The consultation (and the exhibition, 
described below) is thereby part of the democratic process to include stakeholders and the 
public. During the consultation, the plan shall be accessible (for example through a public 
exhibition or meeting), and the purpose of planning, the planning information, 
investigations, and the consequences of the plan shall be presented. All (written) statements 
that result from the consultation are compiled and addressed (motivated) in the consultation 
report (Sw: samrådsredogörelse), which means that the municipality balances different 
interests. 

Based on consultation statements, the plan proposal is adjusted, after which the politicians 
decide that the plan can be exhibited for review (Sw: ställas ut för granskning). During the 
two-month long exhibition, the plan proposal and the consultation report should be 
accessible. During this time, the County Administrative Board should submit a review 
statement (Sw: granskningsyttrande) that shows the State’s position in terms of balancing 
national interests. This statement shall also state whether the CP meets national interests 
according to the Environmental Code (for example, with regard to environmental quality 
norms or countryside development in shoreline locations); whether cross-municipal matters 
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have been coordinated; and whether health, risk, and safety matters have been considered. 
The statement is appended to the plan, and in the case that the County Administrative Board 
does not accept the plan or part of the plan, this must be presented in the plan. All other 
statements from the exhibition are compiled and considered in an exhibition report (Sw: 
utställningsutlåtande). If the plan is adjusted significantly due to the exhibition statements, it 
must be exhibited again, for a new review.  

The plan is approved/adopted (Sw: antagande) by the Municipal Council (Sw: 
kommunfullmäktige). The adoption of the plan shall be posted on the municipality’s notice 
board and those concerned by the plan shall be informed. It is possible to appeal (Sw: 
överklaga) the decision to the County Administrative Court (Sw: länsrätt) during the three 
weeks following its adoption, if opinions (contained in a written statement) have not been 
regarded or if the planning process has not been performed accurately. If no appeals have 
been submitted, the plans gains legal authority (Sw: laga kraft). 

 

A.3 Plans to implement development 
The detailed development plan (Sw: detaljplan) (DDP) is the planning instrument that legally 
regulates land use and the design of the physical environment within a restricted 
geographical area. It is a regulating tool, but not a forcing planning tool, as construction is 
not mandatory merely due to the fact that there is a DDP. But in the case of construction, the 
building permit should be based on this plan. If the DDP deviates from the intentions of the 
CP, this must be particularly motivated (SFS 1987: 10, 5 ch; SFS 2010: 900, 4 ch; Boverket, 
2002). 

A DDP shall be made whenever new considerable changes are to be undertaken, for example 
a new continuous built environment, new buildings with considerate impact on the 
surroundings, or if a change concerns areas with large demand for development, or changes 
of existing buildings (SFS 1987: 10, 5ch 1§; SFS 2010: 900, 4 ch 2§). The DDP regulates rights 
as well as obligations. Land and water use shall be presented and borders for buildings, 
blocks, public places, and streets shall be regulated in detail (SFS 1987:10 5 ch 3§, SFS 2010: 
900, ch 5§). The DDP shall also present how common issues have been solved, and how 
public and private interests have been balanced. Another mandatory matter is the 
implementation period, i.e. the time (between 5 and 15 years) during which the plan’s 
building right is guaranteed (SFS 1987: 10 5 ch 5§; SFS 2010: 900 4 ch 21§). During the 
implementation time, the plan cannot be changed, abolished (Sw: upphävas), or replaced 
unless such changes become necessary due to new conditions unknown at the time the plan 
was made. In that case, the property owner shall be compensated. After the implementation 
period has expired, the plan continues to be valid until replaced by a new plan, but the right 
to compensation no longer applies. Besides the mandatory regulations, the plan can also 
include voluntary regulations in order to assure that the purposes and aims of the plan are 
met (SFS 1987: 10 & Boverket 2002). 

With the revised legislation, the initiative to begin DDP work is more explicitly 
acknowledged as something that often comes from outside of the municipality’s 
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administration. Within four months of a request for a new DDP, the municipality should 
now present its intentions in terms of going through with the plan-work and estimate when 
this is to be completed. The revised legislation differs from the previous legislation in that it 
aims to make the process more efficient, i.e. to decrease the time necessary for managing the 
plan. 

The preparation of a DDP goes through similar steps to those required in order to adopt a CP 
(see fig. A.1), but with a more restricted circle of stakeholders and shorter time for each step. 
As with the CP process, the intention is to gain information that improves the decision 
making (through the planning data), and to provide stakeholders with the possibility of 
insight and influence. Further, as a judicial document that regulates land use, as seen above, 
the legal effects of the plan’s adoption are connected to economic compensation. If the DDP 
is consistent with the CP (or with an ECP) there is a possibility to apply a ‘simple planning 
procedure’ which restricts the process handling time and decreases the circle of stakeholders. 

Area regulations (Sw: områdesbestämmelser) are used to ensure a certain objective within the 
CP or a national interest according to the third and fourth chapter of the Environmental 
Code, within an area that is not covered by a DDP. Public and private interests can be 
balanced, and the outcome of the decision is binding for the assessment of permits. Area 
regulations differ from DDPs in that they only regulate a limited number of matters. An area 
regulation automatically terminates if replaced by a DDP (SFS: 1987: 10, 5ch 16§; Boverket, 
2002). 

A building permit is required in order to erect buildings or parts of buildings, make 
additions to or change the appearance of a building, or to change the use of a property (SFS 
1987: 10 8ch 1 §; SFS 2010: 900 9 ch 2§). The municipality’s Building Committee assesses and 
approves building permit (SFS 1987: 10 8 ch 19). 
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APPENDIX B, THREE EXAMPLES OF DETAILED 
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
 

This appendix presents condensed versions of the three case studies performed within the 
frames of the licentiate thesis (Bergström, 2006), and concern planning of detailed 
development plans (DDP) (Sw: detaljplan).102 In the licentiate thesis, the cases served the 
purpose to investigate when and where issues related to risk, safety and security were 
introduced and negotiated in the planning process, how these issues were approached by 
key actors, and what effects this had. In the dissertation, these cases serve a somewhat 
different purpose: to provide examples of how planning is performed in practice; especially 
to illustrate who and what influences the frames of action for implementation-oriented 
planning. The examples illustrate the relation between long-term decisions and 
implementation through comprehensive planning, unspoken local agendas and detailed 
development planning. This means that although the examples in this appendix are written 
as chronological stories (unlike the units of analysis in chapters 5-8, which are structured in 
accordance with forum-arena-court, see chapter 4), they still illustrate planning as messy 
processes as the municipality zooms in and out between arena and court. 

When reading these stories, two things should be noted. One is that due to the character of 
these examples, the degree of detail is higher than in the stories presented in chapters 5-8. 
The second is that due to the purpose of the licentiate thesis, the examples revolve around 
the specific issue of ‘risk’, and that focus is primarily on three actors within the 
municipality’s administration: Town Planning Office (Sw: stadsbyggnadkontor), 
Environmental Administration (Sw: miljöförvaltning) and Fire and Rescue Services (Sw: 

räddningstjänst). Other actors and matters are thereby neglected in the stories of these 
planning processes. Furthermore, due to the fact that the licentiate thesis was completed in 
2006, the stories in this appendix concern planning processes that were completed several 
years ago. Nonetheless, I believe that the tendencies they convey are sufficiently topical. 

 

  

                                                             

102 These stories are thereby presented in the licentiate thesis, but also in the report “Riskbeaktande i 
detaljplaneringsprocessen – analys av tre fallstudier” (Fredriksson, 2007) which constitutes a Swedish popular 
version of the licentiate thesis and can be downloaded from 
https://www.msb.se/sv/Forebyggande/Samhallsplanering/Fysisk-planering/ Both the licentiate thesis and the 
report were financed by the Swedish Rescue Services Agency (Räddningsverket).  
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B.1 Planning for a new badminton hall in Eskilstuna  
The DDP examined in this section concerns a badminton hall in Eskilstuna. Its location is an 
urban block situated in an old industrial area in the western parts of a central city district just 
north of the river Eskilstunaån. Over the last decades, the area has successively transformed 
from industries into public activities. The old industrial environment has been classified as 
national interest and is considered to be important not only from an architectural point of 
view, but also as part of Eskilstuna’s industrial history. It reflects an industrial environment 
from the beginning of the 1800s to the 1950s. 

 

B.1.1 An industrial area undergoing transformation 
The background to the work to produce this plan is that a badminton hall located in another 
part of the town burned down in March 1997. Building a new hall was considered to be 
urgent. One reason for the urgency was that the loss of one sports premises caused crowding 
in others. The main reason behind the urgency was however connected to insurance and 
compensation issues. 

In the discussion about rebuilding the badminton hall, three alternatives were initially 
discussed, whereof one was to re-build the hall on site. That was however not considered to 
be a good solution due to the location being very dense and too narrow to include a new full-
size hall. Relocating the hall to the transforming industrial area was instead suggested. This 
location was a political request that aimed at gathering cultural and leisure activities in the 
area. Initially there were discussions of using an existing building in the industrial area, but 
it was decided that a new hall would be built. The politicians requested that the building of 
the badminton hall would be performed without delay. 

When the Planning Office was commissioned to start up the work with the badminton hall 
plan, the neighbouring areas had recently been target to other planning work. In 1994 a DDP 
for the sports arena Munktellarenan had been set up, and work with an elaboration of the 
comprehensive plan (ECP) over the western parts of the city district was at the time ongoing. 
Thereby sports activities in the area had already been evaluated, as had the transformation 
from industrial to other activities. With reference to the work with these previous plans, it 
was assessed that planning needed only to prepare for building permission and that the 
badminton hall DDP would therefore be handled through simple planning procedure.103 

The planning of the sports arena Munktellarenan had brought forward primarily two 
matters. One was that part of a street just north of the area would be closed for traffic in 
order to improve the living environment for residents and to come to terms with pollution 
and noise. However, residents and local store owners objected as they believed that local 
stores would lose customers and that the “vivid living environment” would be damaged. 
The municipality postponed closing the street for traffic to meet these requests. Another 

                                                             

103 Simple planning procedure (Sw: enkelt planförfarande) means that the formal exposition phase is removed, see 
the description of the Swedish planning system in appendix A. 
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matter was that the Fire and Rescue Services, together with the County Administrative 
Board, had emphasised that development in accordance with the plan required 
consideration to risk sources in the surrounding area. Most important were risks caused by 
Volvo’s hardening workshop (Sw: härdverkstad) which included a tank with liquefied 
petroleum gas (Sw: gasol) as well as handling of chemicals and inflammable goods. The Fire 
and Rescue Services set up a number of restrictions in order to enhance safety at this 
location.104 

 

B.1.2 Making the badminton hall DDP 
The plan proposal proposed that the badminton hall would include locker rooms, clubroom, 
cafeteria and a smaller sports shop. In order to preserve and protect the historical local 
characters, any new constructions should be adjusted to the older industrial environment 
through the building pattern and design; a result of the latter was a requirement for the 
facades to be covered with red brick. Space for parking, both for the badminton hall and for 
the sports centre Munktellarenan was allocated in the north-western parts of the block. Land 
for a future promenade was reserved along the shoreline. The selection of roads and how to 
avoid traffic passing through the area was regulated, and ground conditions were discussed.  

Most of the risk aspects that were brought up in the plan proposal at this stage of the 
planning process can be traced to the work with the previous DDP for the sports centre 
Munktellarenan. The badminton hall was placed right next to the workshop, which was 
considered to constitute the primary risk source, as it included a 40 ton tank with liquefied 
petroleum gas as well as the handling of large amounts of cyanide. This caused a risk for 
human lives within a radius of 200-400 meters in case of leakage or explosion. For that 
reason, the plan stated that the badminton hall would require an alarm for gas leakages. 

The municipality intended to either sell the property to Eskilstuna Badminton Club, or to 
grant it. Eskilstuna Badminton Club would be responsible for the construction of the new 
hall, and to thereafter be responsible for the activities in the hall. 

 

Plan consultation 
Plan consultation was carried out during autumn of 1997, and generated 18 statements 
whereof 11 with reminders. Both public authorities and private corporations or organisations 
were represented, for example: 

The Town Architect Office highlighted stability zones and the risk for landslide. It was 
further requested that the plan would clarify that soil contamination could hinder handling 
of storm water (Sw: dagvatten) within the plan area. 
                                                             

104 The gas tank was subterranean, which meant that the primary risk is when loading and unloading the tanker, 
in case of leakage from the tube. In case of a gas leak, a cloud of gas is formed, which may drift towards the 
badminton hall. This cloud can catch fire, with burns and similar injuries as potential damages. From a risk point 
of view, the tanker must be able to turn to be prepared to take off, as the driver must be able to remove the tanker 
to safe ground in case of fire. Also the tanker itself constitutes a risk as it may be attacked, which however was 
considered to be a small risk. 
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The Fire and Rescue Services presented a number of risk reducing measures such as 
education and safety instructions for the workshop staff, connecting the gas and fire alarm 
directly to the Fire and Rescue Services, and to only allow refuelling of the liquefied 
petroleum gas from the tanker early in the morning, when the least amount of people traffic 
the surrounding area, in order to minimize risks.105 The statement also suggested closing off 
the industrial area and the place for refilling the liquefied petroleum for unauthorised access; 
drivable alleyways for operation (Sw: insatsvägar) around the workshop. 

The Environmental Administration106 presented a critical statement where it was argued 
that several of the shortcomings in the plan proposal could be traced to the lack of analysis of 
consequences from issues concerning environment, health and safety. Therefore it was 
requested that an environmental impact assessment with a risk analysis should be set up. 
The Environmental Administration pointed to the lack of discussion about how the location 
at an old industrial site may include risks such as soil contamination, and requested that this 
would be further discussed and investigated. Furthermore, the lack of safety distances in the 
plan proposal was highlighted. It was argued that the long-term aim must be to remove or 
replace any dangerous or disturbing activities in order to achieve satisfactory safety 
distances. According to the Environmental Administration, the lack of safety distances in the 
plan should be motivated and the future handling of safety distances and risk considerations 
in the area should be clearly presented. Moreover, the noise levels along the street Västra 
Storgatan were already exceeding the municipality’s directives, and adding one more public 
building in the area would increase the noise levels, especially in the evenings, with negative 
impact on the residential houses along the street as an effect. The Environmental 
Administration therefore requested stricter management than the plan proposal’s “vague 
expectations”, for example by completing an ECP over this city district. 

Besides the comments presented above, other issues discussed were for example the central 
heating net, trees, and how parking and entrances would influence the neighbours’ activities. 
Jernbolaget Eskilstuna Jernmanufaktur AB found the parking lot and the common use area 
(Sw: gemensamhetsanläggning) unacceptable, as it would mean that their tenants no longer 
could continue their work. Eskilstuna Badminton Club questioned the requirement for a 
full brick facade. The Collaboration Authority for Associations of Disabled (HSO) 
requested that the buildings with locker rooms and entrances would be accessible for 
disabled. HSO also questioned the suitability of the proposed location from a risk point of 
view. The County Administrative Board had no reminders. 

 

Revising of the Plan Proposal 

The Planning Office commented all the statements in a consultation report - except for one. 
That HSO questioned the location’s suitability from a risk point of view was not 

                                                             

105 It would be unacceptable to load and unload in the middle of the day when there are a lot of school children in 
the hall, argued the representative for the Fire and Rescue Services. 
106 Note that the name Environmental Administration will be used throughout this story. This department is in 
documents and in interviews however referred to under at least four different names. Sometimes several names 
are used even within one and same document. 
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commented.107 Most of the other statements led to revisions and supplements in the plan, 
and if not, the Planning Office explained the reason for this. 

For example, the plan was adjusted in accordance with the Environmental Administration’s 
requests, but the request for a further environmental impact assessment was not considered 
justifiable. The planner argued that the site and the proposed activities had been considered 
during the work with the plan and that this meant that these matters had anyway been 
included. Instead of an environmental impact assessment, the revised plan proposal 
included descriptions of how the location in a transformation area would mean that 
industrial activities would exist parallel with public activities during the transition time. It 
would thereby not be possible to meet the usual safety distances, but instead the intention 
would be to eliminate the effects from damages. Furthermore, it was stated that 
investigations for soil contamination would be required, and if needed, soil decontamination 
would be perform, and the municipality would be in charge of this. The risk for soil 
contamination would also be considered in the handling of storm water. 

The traffic section was supplemented with a request for reviewing the traffic in the whole 
western part of the city district, and that a possibility would be to close off part of the street 
Västra Storgatan. It was argued that this would greatly decrease the traffic flow and thereby 
improve the sound conditions for housing in the area, and also improve air quality. 

In accordance with the Fire and Rescue Services’ request, the plan suggested sealing off the 
area around the gas tank to avoid unauthorised access. Furthermore, a four meter wide fire 
path alleyway along the workshop and the badminton hall was added to allow fire 
extinction. 

Regarding Jernbolaget’s statement about parking spaces, the Planning Office replied that the 
area proposed as parking in the DDP for the sports centre Munktellarenan, disappeared with 
the new plan as the badminton hall was located on this space. Therefore the parking 
proposed in the badminton hall plan had been intended to indicate the need for parking both 
for the sports centre and for the badminton hall. Nonetheless, the parking lot was removed 
from the plan, which meant that there was a need for 160 parking places. This would initially 
have to be provided for by the large guest parking lot outside of the urban block’s gates.108 

 

                                                             

107 According to the planner the reason for not considering HSO’s comment was that the Planning Office 
considered the location to be a political request, and not something that could be discussed. The Planning Office 
did not consider there to be sufficient arguments to question the site from a risk point of view, so instead tried to 
handle the problems. My speculation is however that besides the fact that seeing to it would overturn the project, 
another possibility may be that HSO was not considered to have authority to discuss ‘risk matters’. Had an actor 
such as the County Administrative Board presented the same comment, the case may very well have been 
different. 
108 Noteworthy is that the plan area shrunk after the consultation, and then even more after the plan exposition, 
when it came to include only the hall itself while parking was coordinated. According to Bergdahl (2004: 150-151), 
the changing of the boarders of a DDP is a strategy that planners sometimes apply to avoid that the planning 
process is delayed – obstacles are divided into manageable parts. Matters that run a risk of requiring a longer 
time to be solved are dealt with in later plan-work. 
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Complications 
After the plan consultation, some implementation issues turned out difficult to solve and 
risked causing economical consequences for the municipality. Most important was that 
further soil examination and possible decontamination would be necessary; second, the 
question of connecting to a municipal water and wastewater net or alternatively to the aged 
internal net in the urban block; and third, requirements for brick facades. These difficulties 
resulted in a change from simple planning procedure to regular, with the aspiration that 
these matters could be solved during the plan exposition. While this extended the time that 
would be required for carrying the planning process through, the matter of completing the 
plan became urgent as the Badminton Club hoped to start building in the beginning of 
February. To speed up the process, the Municipal Council delegated the admittance of the 
plan to the Building Committee. 

 

Exhibiting and adopting the plan 

The revised plan proposal was exhibited for review in winter 1997, with reference to matters 
regarding implementation not yet having been solved. It resulted in a few statements, which 
primarily regarded parking, car approaches and turning radius. The statements were 
commented in the Planning Office’s exposition report, and some clarifications and smaller 
adjustments were made. For example the revised implementation description stated that 
decontamination could be necessary if investigations showed presence of remaining soil 
contamination due to prior industrial activities. 

The plan was adopted in January 1998, and gained legal authority in February. 

 

B.1.3 Constructing the badminton hall 
It was urgent to construct the badminton hall, and before the DDP had gained legal authority 
building acts were already being set up.109 The Badminton Club applied for building permit 
for the badminton hall the day after the plan was adopted, and the permit was granted a few 
days after the plan had gained legal force. 

The problems with soil contamination in combination with the tight time-schedule 
influenced the entire exploitation process. Ground samples were taken in November 1997, 
after the plan consultation, and these showed presence of oils. The Environmental 
Administration was however not satisfied with these tests and required further 
investigations. One problem was that there was still a storage building on the site, which 
meant that it was not possible to perform a complete soil examination until the landlord had 

                                                             

109 The building phase (building permit assessment and building consultations) started before the planning 
process had been completed, argues a representative for the Environmental Administration. He states that a 
temporary building permit was first granted, as it was not possible to grant a building permit without a DDP. 
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given the tenants notice and demolished the building. But when this was done, the plan had 
already been completed.110 

In January 1999, the badminton hall had been completed, the final inspection had been 
performed, and a final certificate (Sw: slutbevis) was applied for. 

 

Concluding remarks about the actors’ suggestions 

Although being presented with a plan proposal for which the frames of action were to a 
large degree set, the Fire and Rescue Services considered that they were involved in the 
planning process, that they received the information they wanted, and that their 
requirements for risk consideration were fulfilled. In their role of supervisory authority (Sw: 

tillsynsmyndighet) for liquefied petroleum gas, the fire and rescue services supervise the 
workshop every year.111 The situation of the last years was considered to have been 
unproblematic, and it was assessed that the risks were manageable.112 

The Environmental Administration on the other hand was not as satisfied with the planning 
of the badminton hall DDP. They clearly informed that they did not consider the location to 
be suitable due to the risks from liquefied petroleum gas and soil contamination. They 
further considered that the urgency, both due to time aspects and because of the political 
will, complicated matters as there was no time for reflection. 

During the planning of the badminton hall DDP, a number of standpoints had to be made 
regarding the contaminations, and whether to decontaminate or not. The Environmental 
Administration pushed for the area to be completely decontaminated, but faced resistance 
towards this, as many parties pushed for a rapid process. For this reason, the soil was never 
decontaminated, but instead encapsulated and a control program was set up in order to 
assure that nothing of what had been enclosed leaked into the river. As the building process 
could run parallel to this, time was used efficiently. Similarly, decontamination was never 
completed for the sports centre Munktellarenan, also in this previous case an effect of a tight 
time-schedule. Later on, problems appeared in the Munktellarenan as oils were sweating out 
from the concrete due to moisture transport (Sw: fuktvandring) through the construction. 

One respondent argued that sometimes a bit of time is required in order to reflect on all 
aspects and find time for investigations and analysis. In this urgent plan work the 

                                                             

110 The project faced other problems besides soil contamination. The pipe-system in the surrounding area was 
examined during the foundation engineering, which lead to a number of wells being blocked. Because of 
misunderstandings and incomplete material, the drainage from surfaces east of the badminton hall was 
connected to the pipe system that had now been blocked, something that risked long-term negative 
consequences. After much discussion a proposal for supplementary storm water pipes was presented in 
November 1998. 
111 In Eskilstuna the Building Committee granted permits (Sw: tillståndsmyndighet) for liquefied petroleum gas, 
whereas the Fire and Rescue Services were supervisory authority (Sw: tillsynsmyndighet). Volvo already had a 
permit for the liquefied petroleum gas, which had to be renewed when the time-limit expired. 
112 According to a respondent from the Fire and Rescue Services, an indication that they did not consider the risks 
from the liquefied petroleum gas tank to be too large, is that in connection to larger tournaments, sleeping night-
guests in the hall had been approved under some conditions. Had the Fire and Rescue Services considered the 
risks to be large, they would not have allowed this, the respondent argued. 
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Environmental Administration became an impediment when appointing risks, requiring 
further investigations and discussing possible decontamination. Because of the degree of 
contamination in the soil, the badminton hall became a project in which this actor was 
reluctant to give up their cause. The Environmental Administration’s stance as the former 
industrial area continued to transform is that a complete decontamination should be made -
“there are no shortcuts, nature will catch up”. The time-schedule then seemed less tight, and the 
idea of a larger decontamination was considered to be more accepted. One respondent 
however suspects that although it is decided that all known contaminations will be taken 
care of, matters such as when, how, to what extent and to what economical cost still remains. 

With reference to the Environmental Administration’s critical stance, it should be noted the 
County Administrative Board had no objections to the plan proposal, neither on the location 
nor on risk matters. 

 

B.1.4 Planning as the area continues to transform 
After building the sports centre Munktellarenan and the badminton hall, the whole area has 
continued to transform from industrial activities to public activities. During 2006 the 
workshop moved to another industrial area, after pressure from the municipality. This 
provided new opportunities for the area, as it had been considered to be problematic to have 
a risk industry so close to public premises. Discussions had been long and intense between 
the workshop’s owner Volvo - who were already in the area long before the transformation 
started - and the politicians. One matter to solve was financing the decontamination and 
groundwork. It was determined that the cost would be divided between the municipality 
and Volvo. Thereafter, discussions of what to use the workshop’s premises for started. 
Among the suggestions was a technical upper secondary school in collaboration with Volvo 
or an additional ball-sports hall. 

Using existing buildings and preserving the cultural character of the old industrial area have 
been important in the continued transformation process. An architectural quality program 
for the area was admitted in 2004, intending to adjust new activities and buildings to the old 
industrial environment, without losing the cultural and historical character. In autumn 2006, 
a new art museum was inaugurated in one of the old premises, and an innovation centre for 
small companies, had then already opened. A DDP that was exposed for review during 
spring 2005 included activities such as sports and culture, but also offices, commerce, small 
industries, crafts and adult education. As the workshop moved, also housing would be 
possible in the area. The aspiration was to thereby open up the area and enhance the sense of 
security. The area had by many residents in Eskilstuna been considered to be a closed area to 
which they do not feel that they have access, with the result that it sometimes had been 
considered as unsafe at night. 
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Several of the lessons learnt from the work with the DDPs for the sports centre 
Munktellarenan and the badminton hall can be traced in later plans. Soil contamination that 
in some cases need to be decontaminated is discussed, as is the fact that there are industrial 
activities in the area that require safety distances to places that the public occupy. The 
workshop and the risks connected to the liquefied petroleum gas are also brought up. 
Furthermore, an environmental impact assessment was then made. 

 

  

  Photo of the badminton hall. 
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B.2 Planning for a new arena in the ‘ice-hockey town’ Örnsköldsvik 
This section deals with the construction of a new multifunctional arena in Örnsköldsvik, 
with the main intent to constitute the home arena of the local ice hockey team MoDo. That 
MoDo has an important role in Örnsköldsvik, both in terms of the identity as an ‘ice-hockey 
town’ which has produced several world talents in ice-hockey, and as a strong economic 
force, was visible in the municipality’s planning. For example, the ECP over the city centre 
stated regarding the city’s identity that “today it is MoDo Hockey that plays the leading role in 

Örnsköldsvik”. The arena would hold a restaurant, offices, an exhibition and a Swedish 
version of Hockey Hall of Fame. 

 

B.2.1 A hockey land-mark at a spectacular location 
The plan area is located at Framnäsudden 500 meters south of the city centre. The area had 
begun to transform from industry and harbour into public purposes, and the ambition was 
to convert it into public activities. The arena was intended to become a symbol for 
Örnsköldsvik, in particular because of the spectacular waterfront and central location with 
good connections to the central bus and train station (which was considered to be 
particularly advantageous due to the then ongoing construction of the railway Botniabanan), 
and its effect on the development of the centre and on tourism was emphasised. 

The idea of constructing an arena at this location was generated in the early 2000s by a 
project group called Vision 2008, which consisted of municipal officials and people from 
trade and industry, intending to work with Örnsköldsvik’s development and 
attractiveness.113 The following year, the municipality initiated a discussion with a number of 
authorities and other possibly affected parties. It was suggested that starting the project was 
urgent in order to have it completed in August of 2004, or alternatively one year later. 

The Planning and Environmental Office (Sw: plan- och miljökontoret) found that the exclusive 
and spectacular location and the arena’s size would make it the dominating impression of 
the city seen from the water. Design issues would thereby be very important, and it was 
suggested that an architectural design competition would be advertised to collect different 
design solutions.114 It was furthermore suggested that other locations would be examined, 
for example to see how the increased traffic – and thereby the increased discharge in the city 
centre – would affect the Environmental Code’s environmental quality norms. It was 
moreover discussed that the location could be suitable for other purposes than an arena. 

A feasibility study was presented in June 2002, which assessed that Framnäsudden filled 
several of the requirements for a new arena, such as accessibility both due to adjacent 
parking places and due to walking distance to nodes for public transportation and the future 
railway Botniabanan, but also requirements on traffic solutions, and environmental 

                                                             

113 To invest in the existing local hockey arena, Kempehallen was not considered to be as advantageous as 
building a new centrally located arena. 
114 According to Svensson et al, (2005), architectural competitions are often utilized to increase the interest, and 
thereby the value, of a building and its surrounding, something which is often referred to as the ‘Bilbao effect’. 
Although an architectural competition was suggested in this case, it was never performed, as instead the 
developer invited some of the larger construction companies to a discussion about collaboration. 
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requirements. As the location in central Örnsköldsvik was assessed to be unique and 
unexposed, the requirements regarding exposure were considered to be filled, and so also 
the requirements on marketing and of adding to MoDo Hockey’s market potential.  

In order to construct the arena, a new DDP would be required. In their plan assignment, the 
Municipal Executive Office (Sw: kommunledningskontoret) assessed that a centrally located 
arena would be an important strategic investment for the development of the municipality. 

 

Revision of the comprehensive plan 

The municipality’s CP from 1999 was at the time undergoing revision. By including the 
arena in the CP, it was possible to start up a public discussion and allow the Municipal 
Council to decide in the matter. 

The plan proposal presented at the consultation (November 2002 to January 2003) described 
that the harbour area and surrounding industrial areas had been transforming during the 
last decades. It was assessed that the harbour’s attractive central and waterfront location 
meant that it would continue to gradually transform into areas where trade and smaller 
industries would be mixed with public activities and housing. The public environment 
would be regenerated and include a promenade along the bay. That the public would then 
be present in these areas would include higher requirements on safety. As the transformation 
would increase the property value, the property owners would be responsible for the 
necessary changes. 

Different potential locations for the arena were presented, of which Framnäsudden was 
pointed out as most suitable. Some written statements presented during the consultation of 
the CP concerned the arena. For example MoDo Hockey recommended the construction of 
the arena at the proposed location, and motivated this for example with accessibility and the 
possibility of using existing infrastructure. Also environment, exposure and marketing were 
factors that MoDo hockey meant favoured the location. Örnsköldsvik’s group for 
environmental care, organisations, some private persons, and some political parties were for 
different reasons critical to the proposal and would prefer other locations or at least further 
investigation of alternative locations.115 

Furthermore, in the local newspaper, the public ventured opinions such as that the site could 
be used for other purposes. Some people also questioned the investment of such a large 
amount of money on building an arena, proposing instead that the old hall could be used, 
and that efforts should instead be prioritised towards other projects. The fuzzy intention of 
building an ‘ice-hockey landmark’ was questioned with speculations that the project was an 
“order-errand from a completely ice hockey fixated Municipal Council, Executive Board and delegate 
troop”. However, the planner argues that the municipality at an early stage clarified the 
municipality’s role in development, as well as the financial responsibilities of sponsors and 
the Arenabolaget. 

                                                             

115 This critique regarded for example traffic- or environmental issues. 
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B.2.2 Beginning the work with a new DDP 
The arena would be built on the municipality’s property which Arenabolaget AB116 would 
lease (Sw: arrendera). Arenabolaget AB would be responsible for constructing and managing 
the arena. The municipality would be responsible for the infrastructure project, which 
included public places, streets, parking, water and storm pipes, and electricity pipes. The 
municipality would also be responsible for investigations and property redemption (Sw: 

fastighetsinlösen). In order to contribute to financing this, EU-funding was applied for. 

The formal work to make the DDP began after a formal request for planning made by MoDo 
Hockey and Arenabolaget AB in December 2002. The plan request concerned an arena at 
Framnäsudden, and Arenabolaget AB did not mention any alternative locations, but instead 
emphasised their belief that Framnäsudden would provide an opportunity to create a good 
and inspiring environment for ice hockey, and for events and experiences throughout the 
year. 

 

Planning program 

Due to the expected environmental consequences, the work to produce the DDP would 
begin with a planning program. 

Six alternative locations were discussed in the planning program (one of which was to 
expand the existing ice-hockey arena) in intent to assess which location would provide the 
best conditions for an arena. However, the only two alternatives that, after broad 
examination, were found interesting to compare with Framnäsudden, was a periphery site 
and a central site where the existing bus station was located. As the bus station would move 
to the new central bus and train station because of the new railway Botniabanan, the site 
could be used for other purposes. 

The two central locations and the peripheral one were compared in terms of traffic and 
issues such as noise, air quality, traffic capacity and parking. These in general proved in 
advantage of a central location, especially Framnäsudden, although indicating a potential 
problem with air quality in the central areas.  

As the municipality would invest in infrastructure in connection to the arena, one important 
purpose with the arena would be its contribution to developing the city centre and tourism. 
One aspect in favour of a centrally located arena was therefore its expected contribution to 
the city’s development and to a vibrant city centre. People remaining in the centre between 
work and the game as well as after the game would increase the activity and provide an 
opportunity for new business. The planning program assessed that the bus station site would 
contribute mostly to beneficial effects for the city centre, whereas the peripheral location 
would contribute least. However, Framnäsudden was considered to provide additional 
favourable effects as it would include regeneration of the surroundings into an attractive 
                                                             

116 Arenabolaget AB is the limited company that MoDo Hockey would form and that had the role of developer. It 
is by 60% owned by MoDo Hockey and 40% by Forspro AB. 
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public environment. The anticipation was that an arena with Framnäsudden’s spectacular 
location, a restaurant and a Hall of Fame, could be a symbol for the ice hockey town 
Örnsköldsvik117, which would hopefully attract visitors also outside of hockey season. 

The arena would be about 20 meters high. Both Framnäsudden and the peripheral site 
provided good conditions for a large and high building from a townscape point of view, 
whereas the site by the bus station was not assessed to be suitable. 

The program concluded that the location at Framnäsudden was overall considered to be the 
most suitable. It would be beneficial for the development of the city centre and for tourism, 
and the spectacular site close to the water and close to the city centre would provide an 
opportunity to build a landmark in hockey-land (Sw: symbolbyggnad i hockeyland). The cost 
for exploitation was estimated to be relatively low, as much of existing infrastructure, 
parking and public transportation could be used. Also the environmental effects were 
estimated to be acceptable. Therefore, the planning program’s continued purpose was to 
assess the conditions for a DDP at Framnäsudden. 

If the arena would not be built, alternative uses of the area could be waterfront housing, 
green areas and camping. But as Framnäsudden was an industrial and storage area at the 
time, transforming it into a pleasant housing area would require large efforts, and several 
other central urban blocks would be easier to exploit for this purpose. The program therefore 
stated that most likely, the site would remain with the same appearance as today, if the arena 
was not built. However, by building the arena the fact that the infrastructure project would 
partly be financed from EU-funding would make the surrounding areas attractive. It would 
become more accessible, and a promenade could be constructed along the quay. Also the 
arena’s sea view restaurant was expected to attract visitors to the area. According to a 
respondent, the transformation of the harbor gained force from the arena project, and the 
regeneration would probably not have taken place had the arena not been built. 

The municipality was the main property owner, but some redemption of property would be 
required, and some activities would also require relocation from the area. For example, the 
handling of gas within some industrial properties were considered unsuitable close to the 
arena. 

The program recommended that an environmental impact assessment should be made in 
order to illustrate environmental issues such as car traffic noise, discharge, potential soil 
contamination due to risks for soil contamination as the area consists of landfill area, and 
visual impacts on the townscape. Also the arena’s influence on environmental quality norms 
would be investigated. Furthermore, safety would need to be considered when large 
audiences are present in the area, both pedestrians in relation to traffic, and the public close 
by the quay. A coordinated investigation for safety along the whole quay, from the arena to 
the centre, was considered to be necessary to make a homogenous design possible. 

 

                                                             

117 The ‘ice hockey town Örnsköldsvik’ (Sw: hockeystaden Örnsköldsvik) is a concept used in the planning program. 
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Program consultation 
The planning program was referred for consultation during spring of 2003. Comments 
generated during the consultation were for example: 

The Fire and Rescue Service considered it to be suitable to investigate safety and security in 
connection to larger audiences close to the quay, but that this investigation should be 
coordinated with ongoing work with other plans in the area. Moreover, the Fire and Rescue 
Services requested that the arena’s sprinklers would be considered in the design of the water 
pipes, and that the freezing-system would be designed so that possible leakage of ammoniac 
would not cause hazardous effects on the surroundings. Moreover, requests included a 
stronger emphasis that the gas storages in the area were unsuitable close to the arena, and 
that they would have to be moved before the arena was in operation. 

The County Administrative Board had no objections and considered the planning program 
to be a good base for the coming work to make a DDP. However, it was suggested that 
important land-use decisions would be assessed in a more overall manner, for example by 
prioritizing work with comprehensive plans, as several parties had interests in the 
development of the nearby areas. Due to the risk for soil contamination, the County 
Administrative Board underlined that the municipality should ensure that soil examinations 
would be performed before the DDP was admitted, and that the results from the 
investigations together with suggestions for actions would be presented in the 
environmental impact assessment. Furthermore the matter of responsibility for soil 
decontamination should be solved. Finally, the County Administrative Board referred to 
Planning and Building Act’s requirement that a DDP cannot be admitted if its 
implementation contributes to exceeding an environmental quality norm. In this case it 
concerned the environmental quality norm for outdoor air. 

Other parties that approved the program’s suggestion to locate the arena at Framnäsudden 
were for example the Police, the Technical Office’s Exploitation Unit and the Land and 
Water Unit, Örnsköldsvik’s Museum, the Coast Guard and the political party 
Centerpartiet. CESAM (a collaboration project between local merchants, property owners, 
the Trade and Industry sector, and Örnsköldsvik municipality) welcomed a centrally located 
arena, which was assessed to be favourable for the city centre and tourism. The fact that that 
the arena would be used for other purposes than ice hockey was supported, as restaurants, 
offices and exhibition premises were considered to be a prerequisite for making the arena a 
meeting place also outside of ice hockey season. 

With reference to the consultation statements, the Municipal Executive Office found that the 
planning program had showed that Framnäsudden would be the most suitable location for 
the arena. The location would be favourable for the development of the city centre and of 
tourism, and the spectacular site close to the water and close to the centre would provide the 
best opportunities for the arena to become a ‘landmark for ice hockey’. The costs for 
exploitation would be relatively low costs as existing infrastructure, parking and bus-lines 
could be used. Also the environmental consequences were assessed to be acceptable. 
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Therefore, the work to make a DDP based on the planning program could begin. In August 
of 2003, the Planning and Environmental Committee, on commission from the Municipal 
Executive Office, assigned the Planning and Environmental Office to do this. 

 

B.2.3 Making the DDP 
The purpose of the DDP was to test the suitability of building the arena at Framnäsudden. 

The arena would be constructed on municipal property, which Arenabolaget AB would 
lease. The surrounding public places and parking would be added to the municipality’s 
property. Also some properties outside of the plan area could in future planning be 
“refined” from industry to trade. Close to the plan area, a DDP for housing had recently been 
adopted, and construction would start during autumn of 2003. The Coast Guard had 
activities in the area, which were considered to be an important element of the marine 
environment and would remain. Part of the quay was designated for harbour in the plan. 
The plan stated that the area by the quay should be kept enclosed. The municipality’s costs 
for investigations, redemption and arrangement of public spaces within the plan area and 
other measures outside of the plan area, would be covered by means granted for the project 
The Arena Area’s Infrastructure within EU-goal 1. Arenabolaget AB would be responsible for 
constructing and operating the arena and the land within its area, and the municipality 
would be responsible for the surrounding streets, public squares, parking and pipes. That the 
municipality and Arenabolaget AB had come to an agreement was stated as a condition for 
the Municipal Council to adopt the DDP. 

Open public squares for parking were proposed north and west of the arena. Part of it could 
be used for outdoor activities during trade fairs and similar events, and the space west of the 
arena, which would be used as bus parking during hockey season, could be used for other 
purposes during summer, for example as roller skating rink. The part closest to the water 
would be designed as quay, with stair down from the quay, something which would require 
safety measures. Both the arena and the surrounding area would be made completely 
accessible for disabled.  

The intersections in the harbour area were assessed to have sufficient capacity to meet the 
increased traffic, although the intersection out from the arena would require measures; 
possibly also to be rebuilt as a roundabout. 

The environmental impact assessment assessed for example car traffic noise, discharge, 
contaminated soil and visual effects on townscape. By the time for plan consultation, several 
parts were still incomplete: the parts on air quality and townscape were to be completed for 
the plan exhibition. They are however presented below to facilitate reading. 

The traffic noise levels were not assessed to exceed the guidelines in the municipality’s CP, 
and the maximum levels were not assessed to change from building the arena. Although the 
number of vehicles would be higher, their speed would be lower and there would be less 
heavy vehicles. 
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The arena’s effects on the city centre’s air quality were assessed both in relation to 
environmental goals and to the environmental quality norms. The city was already close to 
exceeding the environmental quality norms, the main reason for this being that the European 
road E4 runs right through central Örnsköldsvik.118 It was however assessed that an arena at 
Framnäsudden would not contribute to significant changes. Compared to the traffic that ice-
hockey matches already generated, the new location would generate fewer cars through the 
central part of Centralesplanaden (E4). But, regardless of whether or not the arena would be 
built, the municipality would need to continue assessing the development of air pollution. 
The environmental impact assessment concluded that the most effective action to decrease 
the risk of exceeding the environmental quality norms would be to move the E4 to a tunnel 
through Åsberget, which had been investigated in the CP. 

The environmental geotechnical investigation found that although there was no indication 
that previous operations within the area would have caused soil contamination, there was 
still the risk of contamination due to the harbour area in several stages having been filled 
with masses of unknown origin (from beginning of 1900s to 1960s). It was however assessed 
that the soil contamination would not exceed the guidelines, for which reason it was 
concluded that no environmental geotechnical measures would be necessary in order to 
build the arena. As the area boarders to Örnsköldsvik’s bay, which is a vulnerable recipient, 
the National Environment Protection Board’s general guidelines for less vulnerable land-use 
with ground water protection were considered to be a suitable level for protection. The 
protection level meant that bushes and plants could be planted in the park, and that animals 
that would temporarily occupy in the area would be protected. 

 

Consultation 

The plan was referred for consultation in autumn 2003, although the plan documents were 
not yet complete. It resulted in a number of consultation statements, which included for 
example the following comments: 

The County Administrative Board agreed with the conclusion that no environmental 
geotechnical measures would be required, but still requested that soil contamination would 
again be controlled during construction due to the landfills of unknown origin. The County 
Administrative Board did however not agree with the report on air quality, which had stated 
that the arena would only marginally contribute to increased discharge. Instead this actor 
assessed that there was in fact a risk for increased traffic in the city centre, and thereby a 
considerable risk for exceeding the environmental quality norms for nitrogen dioxide. The 
County Administrative Board moreover requested clarifications in the description of 
disturbances and noise, which were found to be difficult to understand. 

The Social Department (which included the Local Council for Crime Prevention) requested 
that the situational crime prevention (which is to decrease the possibilities for crime) would 

                                                             

118 Environmental quality norms regulate the lowest contamination or disturbance levels that people and the 
environment can be exposed to without risk for inconveniences. These norms have to be regarded in planning. 
(SFS 1998: 808, 5 ch, the Environmental Code)  
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be considered in the design of the public space surrounding the arena.119 The suggestions 
that were presented included well-lit streets and parks, wide pavements that would provide 
an overview over the immediate surroundings, avoiding overgrown parks and green areas, 
tunnels and narrow passages. It was concluded that by considering situational crime 
prevention people’s fear and sense of insecurity would decrease, in turn leading to more 
people on the streets and thereby increased informal social control. 

Other statements concerned a range of issues such as accessibility for disabled, infrastructure 
for telecommunication, and parking. The Technical Office requested clarifications regarding 
pedestrian-, bicycle-, buss- and car traffic, and also discussed storm water pipes in a separate 
statement. The Technical Office also mentioned that they would require compensation for 
the costs connected to building and operating the infrastructure project. They referred to 
how they had yet not received compensation for the increased costs for another EU-project (a 
golf course). 

 

Revision of the plan proposal 
The Planning and Environmental Office replied on the statements in the consultation report, 
in which it was stated that the comments would be considered in the plan. Thereafter the 
plan proposal was adjusted. The most important change was that a section on air quality was 
added. Additionally, some adjustments in the plan description were made based on the 
Social Department and the Local Council for Crime Prevention’s statement. Their comments 
would however primarily be regarded during construction, it was argued. Other 
modifications and new formulations regarded for example a pedestrian- and bicycle road, 
storm water pipes and telephone wires. Moreover, it was stated that one property which 
included highly flammable gas storage would remain until the municipality and the 
company had agreed on a different location but would until then have to be surrounded by a 
fence. The County Administrative Board’s statement was appended to the plan, and the plan 
was modified accordingly. Regarding the air quality issue, the Planning and Environmental 
Office replied that the investigation had shown that the environmental quality norm could 
be exceeded, but that this mainly was an effect of the European road E4 going through the 
city core. 

 

Parallel discussions 

An agreement between the municipality and Arenabolaget AB had been set as a condition 
for the Municipal Council to adopt the plan. But by the time the plan was to undergo plan 
consultation, Arenabolaget AB had not yet formed and thereby not formally taken a decision 
to construct the arena. The municipality chose to continue the planning process anyway, in 
order to be able to start building according to time schedule once the formal decision had 
been taken. According to the planner, this happens sometimes when everyone has agreed on 
wanting to implement a project. The municipality decided that the project was sufficiently 

                                                             

119 Which they had also briefly brought up in a statement for the planning program. 
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realistic and conceivable that the work with the plan should continue in spite of the risk of 
later having to stop the project. Would that have happen, then some work would have made 
in vain, but that is part of the job, argued the planner. 

This indicates that the municipality was eager to run the project forward. Another indication 
of the municipality’s will of implementing the project is that the construction of the arena 
started before there was a main sponsor, even though this had been stated as a condition. 
According to respondents the municipality was convinced that there would be companies 
that would like to be associated with the arena. 

 

Exhibiting and adopting the plan 

The plan was exhibited for review in spring 2004. The statements concerned for example: 

The Technical Office again remarked that they would have difficulties of fulfilling their 
undertakings without compensation for the increased costs from the arena, and noted that 
this was still not commented in the plan. 

The County Administrative Board again referred to the importance of following up the need 
for soil decontamination. It was considered that the division of responsibilities for 
performing and financing possible decontamination should be clarified both in the 
implementation description and in a contract with Arenabolaget AB. The County 
Administrative Board further required that a plan with traffic regulations and parking 
would be set up, to rapidly be implemented in the case of exceeded environmental quality 
norms for air quality. 

The Planning and Environmental Office replied on the comments and adjusted the plan in 
accordance. Regarding the Technical Offices comment about increased costs, the reply was 
that this was not a matter to be handled in the DDP, but would be managed by the 
Municipal Council. The result was a decision by the Municipal Council to add to the 
Technical and Service Committee’s budget for operational and capital costs connected to the 
infrastructure investments. 

Regarding the County Administrative Board’s request for clarifications regarding 
responsibilities, the reply was that the municipality would be responsible in the case of soil 
decontamination, and that this was included in the granted EU-funding. Regarding the 
comments on air quality, the Planning and Environmental Office replied that the 
investigation had showed that the environmental quality norm risked to be exceeded in 2006 
even without constructing the arena, most likely due to the traffic on the road E4 through the 
city centre. It was stated that the municipality was aware of the pressed situation, and that 
the air quality issue had been assessed in comprehensive plans. 

The Planning and Environmental Committee approved the DDP in April 2004, and handed it 
over to the Municipal Council to be adopted. A prerequisite for adopting the plan was that 
the other decisions for implementing the arena had been formally taken. Once this was done, 
the plan was adopted in June 2004, and gained legal authority three weeks later. 
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B.2.4 Action plan for safety and sustainability in the harbour area 
On the Fire and Rescue Services’ initiative, in May 2004 a group was formed with the aim to 
develop an action plan for creating a safe and secure environment in the transforming 
harbour area (safe both in terms of risk for violence and crime, and for accidents). The 
ambition was also to increase collaboration between actors working with safety and security 
in Örnsköldsvik, intending both for a safer city and more efficient use of the city’s resources. 
The group consisted of representatives from the Planning and Building Office, the Social 
Department (which included the Local Council for Crime Prevention), the Police, the Culture 
and Leisure Department, the Municipal Executive Office, the Technical Office and the Fire 
and Rescue Services. The property owner Öviks Buss was also consulted. The starting point 
for the work was the intentions for the development of the area expressed in the CP and in 
the municipality’s crime prevention program. Focus was on measures in the physical 
environment to prevent damage on people, environment and property, and how to design 
the area to make it both welcoming and attractive, and safe for visitors. 

The work started with an inventory of risks connected to the public, which led to the 
identification of a selection of risks such as drowning, assaults, traffic, vandalism, and people 
climbing on the harbour cranes. Measures for avoiding or reducing the possibility for 
damage were proposed, as were suggestions for physical design and various types of 
equipment. Furthermore, measures to increase status in general were proposed. Finally costs 
and benefits were estimated, and responsibilities were divided between actors. 

Besides risks connected to the public’s presence in the area, the action plan also included 
measures to minimise larger risks to society based on the municipality’s risk analysis. Two 
gas garages at Framnäsudden were presented as larger risk sources. These operations were 
not considered to be suitable in the area as it would transform from industrial to commercial 
and public activities. To relocate these operations was one of the Fire and Rescue Services’ 
main issues during the planning of the arena. A respondent believes that the gas garages 
would have remained had the Fire and Rescue Services not informed about the risks. The 
Fire and Rescue Services, who were responsible for supervision at these companies, 
informed them that they would be required to move, and one of the activities moved in 2004. 
The other company however found it more difficult to find a new location. The activity’s 
permit would expire the following year and the Fire and Rescue Services informed that it 
would not be extended. To have this verified on paper, the company in February 2005 
applied for extension of their permit. The company’s rental contract120 would expire in the 
turn of the year 2006-2007, and the Fire and Rescue Services granted an extended permit for 
this limited period of time. This gave the company a longer period of time to find a new 
location. One respondent from the Fire and Rescue Services argued that “I feel that it is not 
possible to regard this rigidly in community planning, but a soft transition has to be applied. It is 
important to be realistic, otherwise is it not possible to move ahead. […] Therefore I feel that it is 
necessary to look a bit further and see if it is possible to manage matters in a soft way and reach a good 
result within a reasonable time”. 
                                                             

120 The fact that this company leased the property, unlike the other company who was property owner, meant 
that they did not receive first hand information about the planning and transformation process. 
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The action plan was admitted in January 2005, and was later also appended to the ECP over 
the city centre. 

 

B.2.5 Completing the arena 
Building permit to construct the arena was granted in September 2004.  

The arena opened in August of 2006, in time for the hockey season 2006-2007. It has a 
capacity of 7,600 seats and is approved for 9,800 visitors at events such as concerts. 

  

Photo of the arena. 
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B.3 Planning a new biogas bus garage 
Linköping’s CP from 1998 listed a number of strategies for the future development of the 
municipality, one of which concerned how to balance requirements for increased mobility 
and accessibility with requirements for decreased pollutions and energy-usage. It was 
suggested that one way would be to from a long-term perspective coordinate development 
of built environment (residential areas, work places, service functions) with development of 
public transportation. Another way to address the problem would be to use environmentally 
friendly and less energy consuming vehicles, which has been done in Linköping by a large 
venture for biogas busses in the city traffic. The biogas busses are also part of the 
municipality’s large biogas venture that includes a broad usage.121 

 

B.3.1 The need for a new location 
The existing bus garage (Sw: bussdepå), which included both biogas buses and diesel driven 
buses would be replaced by a new garage at a new site. The existing garage was located in a 
narrow site adjacent to small-scale industries, and also close to a residential area. The 
location did not provide the potential for expansion required to transform all of the 
municipality’s bus traffic into biogas buses. Additionally the garage was target of complaint 
due to operational disturbances, noise and smell from the first models of biogas buses. All 
this prompted to the need to find another location for the biogas bus garage. For the 
municipality, the project became a matter of image. The venture for a sustainable traffic 
alternative meant a strong environmental profile, anchored in the municipality’s CP, and 
should be operated in a way that would not cause disturbances for the surroundings. 

By the end of 2001 the Planning Committee assigned the Municipal Executive Office to assess 
how and when to close down the existing bus garage. The new garage had to be ready for 
use by July 2004, when a new agreement-period for public transportation would begin. This 
made the work with making a DDP for the new biogas bus garage particularly urgent. 

As the reason behind the project was to move an existing garage, the location became the the 
most important question of this project. An area just north-east of central Linköping 
(Kallerstad-Mörtlösa) was suggested to be a suitable site. The main reason behind this 
suggestion was the location’s proximity to the biogas production plant, which in turn was 
built close to the waste plant. Most of the area was at the time un-built. The northern parts of 
the plan area consisted of agricultural land and hills overgrown with trees and the western 
parts connect to a wetland. The location provided the large garage support in the landscape 
from vegetation and topography. The location along the European road E4, makes the area 
accessible. Two national interests concern parts of the plan area, the airfield next to Saab, and 
the natural resource clay. One of the disadvantages of the proposed location was an old farm 
house which the municipality owned and let out as a private residence. 

 

                                                             

121 Biogas consists primarily of methane, which is formed through decomposition of organic material. Methane is 
classified as very or extremely flammable. (www.ne.se) 
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Assessment possibilities due to work with an ECP 
At the time, work to update an ECP covering the area was ongoing. This provided the 
possibility to evaluate several possible locations for the biogas bus garage within this area, 
with consideration to the future development of the rest of the area, to evaluate traffic 
structure and visual impacts on the landscape. This ECP was however never completed, 
which to some extent depended on the urgency of making the DDP. 

 

Initiating the work with the DDP 
The formal decision to assess the biogas bus garage in a DDP was made in September 2002. 
With reference to the previous work with plans within this area, it was decided that the DDP 
would not need to be preceded by a planning program. 

The location and also the general outlines of the plan were already more or less decided 
when the Environmental Administration and the Fire and Rescue Services became involved 
in the work with the plan. They however agreed that it was a good location due to the 
proximity to the waste and biogas production plants. An additional factor was that the area 
was anyway not used and that there were no public premises in the neighboring areas. An 
important contributing factor to why the actors found the proposal favorable was also that it 
would solve the problems at the old garage. 

Contributing to the respondents’ sense of involvement in the planning process is probably 
also the informal contacts where people met in corridors or communicated over telephone or 
e-mail. One respondent even refers to an informal planning program stage based on informal 
meetings and agreements. Furthermore, respondents expressed the belief that the tight time-
schedule ensured the necessity of keeping them well-informed and that their opinions were 
thereby requested. 

 

B.3.2 Making the DDP 
The purpose of the DDP was to assess the suitability of building a bus garage for city’s the 
80-100 biogas busses at the proposed location. The garage should in the initial stage also 
include room for some countryside bus routes. The idea was to later on expand with 
additionally 50 biogas busses. Refuelling and other services for the biogas buses would take 
place on site. A separate plant for the treatment of biogas would be constructed adjacent to 
the bus garage, as would also a filling station for biogas driven cars, primarily the 
municipality’s garbage trucks. 

Risk and sustainability issues were introduced early in the planning process, and the 
experience gained from the old garage was utilised. The biogas plant adjacent to the bus 
garage would contain compressors and storage tanks for biogas. The main risk factor was the 
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extremely flammable gas, which would be stored under high pressure. This meant that the 
design of the plant was regulated by legislation.122 

The tight time schedule meant that it was assessed to be costly to run into problems at a late 
stage, therefore a preventive approach was applied. The work with the plan included an 
environmental impact assessment. The zero-alternative, i.e. what would happen if the 
proposed plan would never be implemented, was based on a previous CP, which stated that 
the area would be used as an area for example for retail, offices and small-scale industries, 
which would have little effect on the environment. However, the zero-alternative meant that 
the existing bus garage and biogas management would remain. The environmental impact 
assessment addressed several matters, and suggested suitable actions. For example, air 
quality and noise issues were discussed. Also, issues related to outdoor life and recreation, 
green areas, animals and vegetation, were discussed, as were cultural environment and 
ancient remains, and urban and landscape scenery. Moreover, issues related to radon, and to 
electrical and magnetic fields from the electrical equipment, transformer stations and cables 
were discussed. The environmental impact assessment also addressed the fact that although 
the actual risk for accidents was considered small, working in the nearby area of the biogas 
plant could still cause worries and perceived insecurity. The proposed plan was assessed to 
lead to fewer worries about accidents with gas, air pollutions and traffic accidents compared 
to the zero-alternative, where the old garage would remain. 

Due to the biogas, the project was strongly connected to an environmental profile. The 
matter of storm water therefore became an important plan issue, as it was assessed to be 
problematic to promote a project that aimed to improve air quality, if that would mean it 
being damaging for the water environment.123 The handling of chemicals at the garage (such 
as oils, solvents, degreasing agents and washing soaps) and potential discharge were 
discussed in the environmental impact assessment. Most of the area however consists of clay, 
which constitutes a good protection as possible spread of contamination would thereby be 
slow. 

To the environmental impact assessment, a risk analysis was appended, in which the bus 
garage and the treatment of biogas was studied and the conditions at the new garage were 
compared to those at the old. Although a larger leakage by the storage tanks could not be 
disregarded, which in worst case could lead to jet fire with very high fire intensity, the risk 
analysis assessed the new biogas garage to overall satisfy very high safety standards. 
Compared to the old garage, the probability for risks connected to biogas was estimated to 
be lower due to several safety increasing measures. Also the consequences of an accident 
were considered to be lower, one reason for this being that less people would be present in 
the area of risk. Therefore, the proposed location was not considered to be an obstruction 
from a risk perspective. Neither was the proposed activities considered to cause disturbances 
to the surroundings. Based on the risk analysis, a distance of 25 meters to buildings where 

                                                             

122 According to Act (1998:868, §§6-7) of Flammable and Explosive Goods, constructions in which such goods are 
handled should be located with consideration to fire and explosion. Furthermore, caution and measures should 
be taken in attempt to prevent fire and explosion, and to prevent and restrict damage to people’s life, health, 
environment and property. 
123 According to the representative for the Environmental Administration. 
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people would regularly be present, and 50 meters to buildings that would be difficult to 
evacuate, was proposed. A fence would surround the bus and biogas areas. In case of future 
establishments, risk aspects due to the biogas garage would need to be regarded in the work 
with the DDP. 

 

Plan consultation 

Plan consultation was carried out during winter 2002. The plan documents were still 
incomplete, but the missing documents were not considered to influence the planning 
process. The consultation resulted in a number of statements, for example: 

The Fire and Rescue Services highlighted the need for systems for water and wastewater, 
heating, electrical distribution and IT/telecom to be robust and persistent. They also drew 
attention to that, as stated in the risk analysis, a serious gas leak at the gas storage could not 
be excluded. The risk for sabotage in the biogas plant or the bus garage had not been 
assessed as dimensioned damage in the risk analysis, but the Fire and Rescue Services 
suggested that this factor would be appointed. The Fire and Rescue Services moreover 
clarified that the distance to new activities that had been stated in the risk analysis was not 
definite, but should be determined based on the actual design of the garage, and thereafter 
regulated on the plan map. 

The Environmental Administration/Environmental Committee approved the plan proposal 
without objections, with reference to the findings in the environmental impact assessment 
that the construction would have a limited influence on health and environment, and that 
nothing indicated that valid norms for environmental quality would be exceeded. If it would 
turn out that the bus garage caused severe disturbances, the Environmental Committee 
would decide that the old farm house could no longer be used for residential purposes. 

Tekniska Verken, Linköpings Biogas AB clarified that the intended solution of allocating 
the electrical power room to a separate building and to have gas-safe walls between 
compressors and the units for gas storage, which had been emphasised as an important 
safety measure in the risk analysis, was the intended solution, but not necessarily the final 
solution as the budget for the project had not yet been set. 

The County Administrative Board in Östergötland considered the environmental impact 
assessment to constitute a good base for decisions, and appreciated the fact that a risk 
analysis had been set up due to the biogas handling. It was stressed that the conclusions 
from the environmental impact assessment and from the risk analysis should be integrated 
into the future planning and in the implementation. Especially notified was the necessity for 
future activities to consider risks due to the handling of biogas. It was moreover requested 
that consequences from traffic would be analysed. 

Saab/Linköping’s Airport referred to the airfield’s status as a national interest according to 
in the Environmental Code. Moreover the location’s suitability for a highly explosive plant 
was questioned. It was not considered advisable to further exploit land within the area for 
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takeoff, as a possible plane crash during start would bring on risks for people and for 
property. Furthermore regulations on building heights were requested.124 

Also other statements were presented, which discussed matters such as the necessity of 
analysing consequences from traffic, property regulations and height of buildings. 

The statements were commented in the municipality’s consultation report. In general the 
remarks concerned suggestions for considerations and adjustments in the plan, which could 
be handled through technical solutions. In the consultation report, the response was that 
they would either be included in the plan or further evaluated. Only one statement, in which 
Saab questioned the suitability of the location from a risk point of view, was against the 
general idea of the plan. But the municipality considered the advantages of this location for 
the municipality’s future development to be large, and the risks to be small. According to the 
municipality, the choice of location was based on “a collected risk assessment with consideration 
to that also other forms of accidents could cause consequences almost as serious as an air plane crash. 
To select a location that would completely eliminate all kinds of risks would be to go too far”.125 
Tekniska Verken’s remark regarding the intended risk preventive measures not being certain 
due to the budget not yet set, was not commented in the consultation report. 

The Technical and Planning Office concluded that none of the statements would constitute 
impediment for proceeding with the planning process. The plan was adjusted based on the 
statements from the consultation. Furthermore, a few other adjustments were made. The 
timetable was for example slightly modified, and some modifications were made in the 
sections about division of responsibilities, contracts and matters concerning property rights 
and economy. The investigations that had now been completed were added to the plan 
material, and so were also illustrations that showed the whole expansion of the garage and 
of road connections. 

 

Exhibiting and adopting the plan 

The plan proposal was exhibited for review during early spring of 2003. No reminders were 
presented. Thereby the plan could be adopted, and it gained legal authority in May 2003. 

 

B.3.3 Complications in terms of contracts 
In March 2003, Linköpings Biogas AB informed the Technical and Planning Office that they 
could not guarantee that the compressor station would be ready for use by July 2004 as had 
been the agreement. The reason for this was that it had been difficult to run the project 
without the economic prerequisites having been determined. Both formal requirements and 

                                                             

124 The risk analysis of the environmental impact assessment had found that the biogas garage would be in the 
Saab airfield’s area for landing and takeoff. This meant that a plane crash or emergency landing could constitute a 
risk. In the risk analysis, this had however been assessed as very unlikely and therefore not taken into further 
consideration. 
125 A respondent argues that Saab has generally been negative towards the municipality’s approach to 
development within the flight zone, not only in connection to the biogas bus depot, but also in connection to a 
large upper secondary school and the sports arena Cloetta Centre which are also located in Saab’s flight zone. 
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long delivery times for the main components thereby caused delay. There were also some 
problems with reaching the capacity that had been promised, in accordance with the tight 
time schedule. During a transition period, it would therefore be necessary to use the old 
garage parallel with the operation of the new. 

Another event that caused pressure on the time-schedule occurred in connection to the 
developer competition (Sw: byggherretävlig) that was advertised during spring of 2003. The 
municipality chose to go along with a quotation that presented another solution than the one 
that had been announced, but by doing so, it committed formal mistakes in the tendering 
procedure (Sw: upphandlingsförfarande), which could not be accepted. For this reason the 
errand was taken to the County Administrative Court. 

The Municipal Executive Board changed its decision regarding construction, ownership and 
management. The municipality would own the plant, and in August of 2003, contracts were 
set up between the municipality and Linköpings Biogas AB to regulate the transfer from the 
old garage to the new, and to regulate compensation, responsibilities, project management, 
conflicts/disputes and grounds for release of contract, and between Linköpings Biogas AB 
and AB Östgötatrafiken regarding supply of biogas to the city-traffic. 

 

B.3.4 Building the biogas bus garage 
The building permit was granted in November 2003. 

Tekniska Verken, who were responsible for the project engaged expertise in advance in order 
to avoid obstruction due to problems in a later stage. Besides the investigations that were 
made in connection to the work with the DDP, a risk analyses was set up in April 2004. The 
aim was to expose any deficiencies in the construction, to be able to adjust this in time. The 
vulnerability of some of the components, and the high pressure gas storage meant far-
reaching requirements of control. One finding from this risk analysis was that the 
requirements from legislation and regulations had been achieved. Another finding was that 
no scenario was considered to be more serious than 3 on a scale from 0-8. The types of risks 
ranged from accidents with electricity or falling accidents to risks connected to this specific 
construction, as for example bus-fire or explosion (which however had been given the value 
0 because of low probability). 

The treatment of biogas required that a permit was issued by the Fire and Rescue Services. 
There was initially some confusion regarding who was to apply for permit. Different actors 
were responsible for different parts of the construction, and therefore had to apply for 
permits separately.126 

                                                             

126 The biogas is produced in the nearby production plant, and is led through pipelines in the ground over to the 
compressor station. The pipeline is owned by Tekniska Verken, who required permit for this part. The 
compressor station, where the gas pressure is increased, and an adjacent gas storage belong to Linköpings Biogas 
AB. Connex is in charge of the bus garage. Moreover, Svensk Biogas AB had to apply for permission to manage 
inflammable and explosive goods at the public gas station. 
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When the construction was almost completed, inspection in terms of treatment of flammable 
and explosive goods was performed. The remarks from the inspection were serious, which 
meant that a permanent permit could not be granted. Permit for preliminary operation was 
granted for a try-out period, with the intention to identify any possible deficiencies. This 
permit was extended when actions had been taken, but the construction had still not yet 
been completed. 

The biogas bus garage was completed in June 2004, just in time for the new agreement 
period for public transportation. 
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APPENDIX C: INTEVIEWS AND DOCUMENTS 
Summarized below are the interviews and documents used to collect empirical data for the 
three units of analysis (chapters 5-8). The author provides exact references by request, 
although not presented in the empirical descriptions unless of specific relevance. 

Chapter 5: Planning for Umeå to win 

Interviews, focus groups, meetings Participants 

Focus group in connection to the ”Weak link project” 
(Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010) at Umeå 
municipality (2009-05-13) 

Umeå: Director of Development Office, Strategic 
planner at Development Office, Director of Planning 
Office 
Focus group moderators Charlotta Fredriksson and 
Anna Hult. 

In-depth coordination meeting, at Umeå municipality 
(2009-05-13) 

Project leaders for the in-depth. 
Charlotta and Anna as participant observers. 

Telephone- and e-mail interviews with the 6 project 
leaders for the in-depths (May-June 2009) 

Interviewer Charlotta Fredriksson 

Focus group in connection to the ”Weak link project”, 
at Umeå municipality (1009-08-20) 

Umeå: Director of development office, Strategic 
planner at Development Office, Director of Planning 
Office, Comprehensive plan architect, planner.  
Region Västerbotten: two representatives. 
Representative for Swedish Association of Local 
Authorities and Regions 
Focus group moderators Charlotta Fredriksson and 
Anna Hult 

Focus group at Umeå municipality (2010-08-27) Umeå: Director of Planning Office, comprehensive 
plan architect, and two comprehensive planners. 
Focus group moderator Charlotta Fredriksson 

Documents, web sources etc. 

Plan proposals and admitted plans for the 7 in-depths and the addition concerning wind-power.  

www.umea.se (for information about the studied plans and about the municipality’s visions, strategies, 
trademark, goals, budget etc.) 

 
Chapter 6: Positioning Norrtälje as the ‘Capital of Roslagen’ 

Interviews, focus-groups, meetings Participants 

Meeting at Norrtälje Town Planning Office (2008-11-
05) 

Norrtälje: Director of Planning Office, plan architect 
(working with the harbour), and Municipal ecologist. 
Interviewer Charlotta Fredriksson 

Focus group in connection to the ”Weak link project” 
(Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010), at Stockholm 
Regional Planning Office (2009-06-10) 

Norrtälje: Director of Planning Office and Municipal 
development strategist 
Tyresö: Director of Planning Office, and Director of 
Development Office 
Stockholm Regional Planning Office: Head of Business 
Life Department, and a Regional planner 
Focus group moderators: Charlotta Fredriksson and 
Anna Hult 

Meeting at Norrtälje Town Planning Office (2010-02-
16) 

Norrtälje: Director of Planning Office 
Interviewer Charlotta Fredriksson 

Focus group at KTH (2010-03-03) Norrtälje: Director of Planning Office 
Architectural consultant firm: senior consultant 
KTH: Focus group moderator Charlotta Fredriksson 
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Documents, web sources etc. 

Development plan Norrtälje (2004) 

Comprehensive plan  Norrtälje (2004) 

Planning program over the harbour (2008) 

Other planning acts and documents such as: minutes and documentation from municipal meetings in connection 
to the plan-work (such as work group meetings, charette, officials’ and politician’s meetings, and power-point 
presentations from meetings over the property development program). 

Mail and e-mail correspondence between municipal officials, between officials and the planning consultant, and 
from other actors to the municipality. 

www.norrtalje.se 

 

Chapter 7: Three examples from Skåne 

Empirical data gathered in connection to two previous studies: 

• “ÖP-RUP – Från svag länk till plattform för utvecklingskraft” (Engström, Fredriksson & Hult, 2010). This 
included the study of municipal and regional documents, and a focus group with municipal and regional 
representatives, and telephone interviews. 

• ”Regionala bilder och översiktsplanering” (Engström & Fredriksson, 2010). This included workshops and a 
study visit. See chapter 8. 

 

Documents, web sources etc. 

CP Örkelljunga (2007) 

In-depth Malmö Triangeln-UMAS-Medeon (2009) 

www.malmo.se 

www.orkelljunga.se 

www.skanenordvast.com 

 

Chapter 8: Regional images and comprehensive planning 

Event Participants 

Workshop 1: KTH, Stockholm (2010-06-03) 30 participants, primarily officials from 
municipalities, county administrative boards and 
regional authorities. Two politicians and 
representatives for Boverket also participated. 

 

Study trip including 5 study visits (2010-10-11-12) Representatives from the county administrative 
boards’ project group and municipalities within each 
county. Boverket. In total, 18 persons.  

Workshop 2: Västerås and Gävle (2010-11-17) In total almost 50 persons participated during this day. 
In the morning primarily persons that had participated 
in workshop 1 and/or study trip. In the afternoon also 
a wider circle of officials and regional and municipal 
politicians were invited. 

Documents etc. 

Project assignment (January 2010) 
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Project proposal for the other 7 pilot-projects 

Power-point presentations during the workshops and study trip 

Final report ”Regionala bilder och översiktsplanering” (Engström & Fredriksson, 2010) 

 

Appendix A: Three examples of detailed development planning 

Eskilstuna 

Data from the planning of the DDP and following building process for a badminton hall, which includes 
different versions of plan acts, statements produced during consultation and exposition, and various sorts of 
assessments, investigations, permits, applications, contracts, meeting protocols, referrals etc. This also includes 
documents regarding Eskiltuna’s CP (2004), the DDP for the sports centre Munktellarenan (1994), and a new 
DDP for another part of Nithammaren (exposition version, 2005-02-04). 

Interviews with representatives for the Planning Office, the Environmental and Building Department and the 
Fire and Rescue Services. 

The planner’s review of the case description provided suggestions and modifications.  

Örnsköldsvik 

Data from the planning of the DDP and following building process for an arena at Framnäsudden, which 
includes planning program, different versions of plan acts, statements produced during, consultation and 
exposition, and various sorts of assessments, investigations, permits, applications, contracts, meeting protocols, 
referrals etc. This also includes documents regarding the CP (2003), a proposal for in-depth of the CP over the 
city centre (consultation version 2004-02-27 & exposition version, 2005-04-30), an Action Program for Safety and 
Security in the Harbour Area (2005), and the ”Action Program for Protection Against Accidents in Örnsköldsvik’s 
Municipality 2005-2006” (proposal). 

Interviews with a plan architect, a building inspector and a representative for the Fire and Rescue Services. 

The planner’s review of the case description provided suggestions and modifications. 

Linköping 

Data from the planning of the DDP and following building process for a biogas bus garage in Kallerstad, which 
includes different versions of plan acts, statements produced during consultation and exposition, and various 
sorts of assessments, investigations, permits, applications, contracts, meeting protocols, referrals etc. This also 
includes documents concerning Linköping’s CP (1998) and an in-depth of the CP over Kallerstad-Mörtlösa 
(1992). 

Interviews with representatives for the Technical and Planning Office, the Environmental Agency and the Fire 
and Rescue Services. 

The planner’s review of the case description has been valuable for validation. 

 

 

 

 

 


